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 Preface

The SAP PRESS Certification Series is designed to provide anyone preparing to take

an SAP certified exam with all the review, insight, and practice they need to pass.

The series is written in practical, easy-to-follow language that provides targeted

content focused on what you need to know to successfully take your exam.

Target Audience

This book is written specifically for those preparing to take the SAP Certified Tech-

nology Associate—SAP Solution Manager Mandatory and Managed System Con-

figuration (7.2 SPS5) C_SM100_7205 exam, so if you’ve purchased this book, you’re

obviously interested in learning how to successfully pass the certification exam. It

focuses on core functionality of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP05, covering all the

installation planning, SAP Solution Manager infrastructure, and mandatory con-

figuration required to utilize SAP Solution Manager. Beyond just the configuration

of SAP Solution Manager 7.2, this book also covers all the core application lifecycle

management tools and how to configure them.

Using this book, you will gain a thorough understanding of the exam structure

and what to expect when taking it. You will receive a refresher on key concepts

covered in the exam and will be able to test your skills via sample practice ques-

tions and answers. The book is closely aligned with the course syllabus and the

exam structure, so all the information provided is relevant and applicable to what

you need to know to prepare. We explain the SAP products and features using

practical examples and straightforward language so that you can prepare for the

exam and improve your skills in your day-to-day work. Each book in this series has

been structured and designed to highlight what you really need to know.
Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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Structure of This Book

Each chapter begins with a clear list of the learning objectives, such as the follow-

ing:

Techniques You’ll Master

� How to prepare for the exam

� Understanding the general exam structure

� Practice questions and preparation

From there, you’ll dive into the chapter and get right into the test objective cover-

age.

Throughout the book, we’ve also provided several elements that will help you

access useful information:

� Tips call out useful information about related ideas and provide practical sug-

gestions for how to use a particular function.

� Notes provide other resources to explore or special tools or services from SAP

that will help you with the topic under discussion. 

� Warnings draw your attention to points that often cause confusion or are

ignored.

The following boxes are examples of these elements:

Note

This certification guide covers all topics you need to successfully pass the exam. It pro-

vides sample questions similar to those found on the actual exam.

Tip

This book contains screenshots and diagrams to help your understanding of the many

information-modeling concepts.

Warning

This book is meant to review and supplement the knowledge gained from standard SAP

Education training.
© 2022 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)
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Each chapter that covers an exam topic is organized in a similar fashion so that

you can become familiar with the structure and easily find the information you

need. Here’s an example of a typical chapter structure:

� Introductory bullets

The beginning of each chapter discusses the techniques you must master to be

considered proficient in the topic for the certification examination.

� Topic introduction

This section provides a general idea of the topic at hand to frame future sec-

tions. It also includes objectives for the exam topic covered.

� Real-world scenario

This part describes a scenario that provides you with a case in which these skills

would be beneficial to you or your company.

� Objectives

This section provides the necessary information to successfully pass this por-

tion of the test.

� Key concept refresher

This section outlines the major concepts of the chapter. It identifies the tasks

you will need to be able to understand or perform properly to answer the ques-

tions on the certification examination.

� Important terminology

Just prior to the practice examination questions, we provide a section to review

important terminology. This may be followed by definitions of various terms

from the chapter.

� Practice questions

The chapter then provides a series of practice questions related to the topic of

the chapter. The questions are structured in a similar way to the actual ques-

tions on the certification examination.

� Practice question answers and explanations

Following the practice exercise, we provide the solutions to the practice exer-

cise questions. As part of each answer, we discuss why the answer is considered

correct or incorrect.

� Takeaway

This section provides a takeaway, or reviews the areas you should now under-

stand. We also provide some tips related to the chapter.

� Summary

Finally, we conclude with a summary of the chapter.
Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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Now that you have an idea of how the book is structured, the following list will

dive into the individual topics covered in each chapter:

� Chapter 1: SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Configuration

In this chapter, you will review the prerequisites for SAP Solution Manager config-

uration and understand how to perform mandatory guided procedures, system

preparation, infrastructure preparation, basic configuration, and embedded

search.

� Chapter 2: Managed System Configuration

You will review the process for preparing for and performing managed system

configuration. You will understand the available user interfaces for SAP Solu-

tion Manager and their customization options and will learn to explain the

solution, logical component groups, logical components, and the landscape

model.

� Chapter 3: SAP Solution Manager 7.2 System Landscape Design

In this chapter, you will review the SAP Solution Manager architecture and a

typical landscape. You will understand how to describe the agent infrastructure

and how to plan it. You will also review planning an SAP Solution Manager land-

scape.

� Chapter 4: SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Environment and Sizing

This chapter reviews application lifecycle management with SAP Solution Man-

ager and explores sizing considerations. You will learn to describe the installa-

tion and upgrade of an SAP Solution Manager system and explain how to

manage authorizations.

� Chapter 5: System Landscape Management

In this chapter, you will review the functions and consumers of the system land-

scape directory and describe how to synchronize data to the landscape manage-

ment database.

� Chapter 6: System and Application Monitoring

You will learn to explain the monitoring and alerting infrastructure architec-

ture and its features. This chapter also will review the monitoring template con-

cept and its configuration. You will also explore the alert inbox, system-

monitoring functions, dashboards, and SAP Solution Manager mobile architec-

ture.

� Chapter 7: Change Management

This chapter will review the prerequisites and functions of the maintenance

planner. We will discuss how to plan a system update, explain the license man-

agement function, and describe the system recommendations feature.
© 2022 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)
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� Chapter 8: Process Management

This chapter reviews the solution administration and solution documentation

functions.

� Chapter 9: Job Management

This chapter reviews the job request and job documentation functions, job-

scheduling configuration, and job background analysis and processing in SAP

Solution Manager.

� Chapter 10: SAP EarlyWatch Reports and Service-Level Reporting

This chapter reviews SAP EarlyWatch Alert configuration. You will understand

how to manually create SAP EarlyWatch Alert reports and how to access and

configure service-level reports.

Practice Questions

We want to give you some background on the test questions before you encounter

the first few in the chapters. Just like in the exam, each question has a basic struc-

ture:

� Actual question

Read the question carefully and be sure to consider all the words used in the

question because they can impact the answer.

� Question hint

This is not a formal term, but we call it a hint because it will tell you how many

answers are correct. If only one is correct, normally it will tell you to choose the

correct answer. If more than one is correct, like in the actual certification exam-

ination, it will indicate the correct number of answers.

� Answers

The answers to select from depend on the question type. The following ques-

tion types are possible:

– Multiple response: More than one correct answer is possible.

– Multiple choice: Only a single answer is correct.

– True/false: Only a single answer is correct. These types of questions are not

used in the exam but are used in the book to test your understanding.
Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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Summary

With this certification guide, you’ll learn how to approach the content and key

concepts highlighted for each exam topic. In addition, you’ll have the opportunity

to practice with sample test questions in each chapter. After answering the prac-

tice questions, you’ll be able to review the explanation of the answer, which dis-

sects the question by explaining why the answers are correct or incorrect. The

practice questions give you insight into the types of questions you can expect,

what the questions look like, and how the answers relate to the question. Under-

standing the composition of the questions and seeing how the questions and

answers work together is just as important as understanding the content. This

book gives you the tools and understanding you need to be successful. Armed with

these skills, you’ll be well on your way to becoming an SAP Certified Technology

Associate on SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP05.
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 Introduction: 
The Path to Certification

SAP has spent many years perfecting its application lifecycle management tool,

SAP Solution Manager. SAP Solution Manager has evolved significantly since it

was first released in 2001. Starting with version 2.1, the application was a very basic

tool only meant to be used by the IT team supporting the technical aspects of the

lifecycle of an SAP Solution. With SAP Solution Manager 4.0 and 7.0, the applica-

tion expanded to offer tools like test management and change control manage-

ment. With version 7.1, SAP further enhanced the capabilities of SAP Solution

Manager to meet the requirements of its customers. With the release of SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 in 2016, the application has become a highly valuable tool that

supports the entire lifecycle of all SAP Solutions, including cloud-based solutions.

SAP Solution Manager has now become an incredible asset for all SAP customers,

providing real business value.

Who Is This Book For?

This book is written specifically for those preparing to take the SAP Certified Tech-

nology Associate—SAP Solution Manager Mandatory and Managed System Con-

figuration (7.2 SPS5) C_SM100_7205 exam, so if you’ve purchased this book, you’re

obviously interested in learning how to successfully pass the certification exam. It

focuses on core functionality of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP05. This fact also

makes it valuable beyond the certification exam: this book is also a great choice for

anyone either beginning their journey in specializing in SAP Solution Manager or

just looking for a better understanding of how it is installed and configured. This

book is great for all readers, not just the ones looking to pass a certification exam.

With that, let’s discuss who can benefit from reading this book:

� Senior basis administrators who are tasked with installing and configuring SAP

Solution Manager for their organizations.
Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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� SAP Solution Manager administrators who want to ensure they’re prepared to

take the certification exam.

� Junior basis administrators who are just starting their careers in SAP and want

to have a firm understanding of how to design an SAP Solution Manager system

landscape and configure its basic functionalities.

� IT managers who want a basic understanding of the core functionalities of SAP

Solution Manager and how their teams need to be prepared for managing the

solution.

SAP Solution Manager Certifications

With SAP Solution Manager 7.1, SAP makes a variety of certifications and classes

available. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2 just being released in 2016, the availabil-

ity of certifications is limited when compared to those that version 7.1 had avail-

able. Table 1 provides a complete list of all SAP Solution Manager certifications that

are currently available. This book was written with the knowledge of exam C_

SM100_7205. Keep in mind that SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 was released in

December of 2018. Therefore, SAP is currently working on an updated exam based

on SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP07. This book is up to date and compatible with SAP

Solution Manager releases up to 7.2 SP08. 

Exam Objective

The objective of the exam is to ensure you understand all the key areas of SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. For most people, it will take years of hands-on experience to

fully master the material and ensure you can pass the test successfully. SAP has

written this exam to ensure that you have more than just a general understanding

of each subject. SAP provides very good details of the structure and objective of the

exam. As you can see in Figure 1, SAP has provided key details. The exam is a total

of 40 questions from beginning to end. You must answer a total of 60% of those

Certification Exam Exam Version

Certified Technology Associate—SAP Solution Manager 

Mandatory and Managed System Configuration

C_SM100_7205 7.2 SP05

Certified Technology Associate—SAP Solution Manager 

Mandatory and Managed System Configuration

C_SM100_7203 7.2 SP03

Table 1  Available SAP Solution Manager Certifications
© 2022 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)
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questions successfully to meet the cut score. The total duration of the test will be

60 minutes. SAP has also provided sample questions of its own. Utilize these sam-

ple questions to determine how well you know the content.

Figure 1  Exam Description
Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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Tip

As a rule, when reading a sample question, if your first thought is “What?”, then you

should consider yourself unprepared for the exam. 

This certification exam is cloud-based; it is part of the SAP Certification Hub. This

option makes the scheduling of the exam very easy. The exam based on SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 SP03 is not cloud-based and must be taken at a Pearson VUE loca-

tion. The cloud option is incredibly well done. It enables the ability to retake the

exam up to three times in a calendar year for no additional cost, in the event that

you do not pass the exam. If you do not pass the exam after three attempts, you

will have to wait until a new version of the exam is released before you can take it

again. This is a big change from the in-person exams that are normally taken at

Pearson VUE. The cost of the certification exam allows for a total of three exams to

be taken, allowing for the taking of other exams beyond the SAP Solution Manager

certification exam. Figure 2 provides details of the SAP certification in the cloud.

Figure 2  SAP Certification in the Cloud

Exam Structure

When studying for this certification on SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP05, it is imper-

ative that you understand which areas to study and how many questions on the
© 2022 by Rheinwerk Publishing Inc., Boston (MA)



Introduction: The Path to Certification 25
test will be focused on each. The objective of the exam is to ensure you understand

a variety of topic areas surrounding SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This book is

designed to cover all the topic areas shown in Figure 1. Table 2 details which chap-

ters contain information critical to the specific topic area covered in the SAP Solu-

tion Manager certification exam. Having a complete understanding of each topic

is critical. The number of estimated questions for each topic area is based purely

on the percentage and the total number of questions on the exam. The exact num-

ber of questions for each topic area will vary greatly each time the exam is taken. 

Exam Process

This exam is cloud-based, meaning you can take the exam from any remote loca-

tion. This means you can schedule your exam to be taken at any time that is avail-

able on the schedule and most convenient for you. This is a huge leap forward in

the world of exams, but it also means the rules are even more strict to protect the

Topic Area Percent 

of Exam

Estimated Number 

of Questions

Corresponding 

Chapters

Managed Systems 

Configuration

> 12% Six 1, 2

SAP Early Watch Reports and 

Service Level Reporting

> 12% Six 10

SAP Solution Manager 

Environment and SAP Solution 

Manager Sizing

8%–12% Four 1, 3, 4, 5

SAP Solution Manager System 

Landscape Design

8%–12% Four 1, 3, 5

System Landscape 

Management and Process 

Management

8%–12% Four 1, 4, 5, 8

SAP Solution Manager 

Configuration

8%–12% Four 1

Change Management 8%–12% Four 7

Job Management 8%–12% Four 9

System and Application 

Monitoring and Dashboards

8%–12% Four 6

Table 2  Topic Areas by Chapter
Personal Copy for Rik Vriens, rik.vriens@purple-it.com
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value of the certification. If anyone can cheat or easily pass a certification, the

value of that certification is greatly reduced or eliminated. With that, SAP has put

many rules in place to protect the value of the certification.

When you take the exam, a proctor will watch you the entire time via your com-

puter’s webcam. You must have two forms of identification; one must be a govern-

ment-issued photo ID, and the second must have your name and signature

available to show the proctor to confirm your identity. Your desk must be clear of

all items and your phone must not be visible. You must also be alone in the room.

Before the exam is started, you will be asked to move the camera around the room

to ensure you have followed all rules. The proctor has been training to identify any

possible ways of cheating. If you are discovered breaking any rules, the exam will

be stopped immediately by the proctor. Be sure you have the following technology

available:

� Questionmark Secure browser, which you will need to download and install

� Webcam

� Microphone or headset

� Adobe Flash

� Broadband connection

Tip

The Questionmark Secure software will not launch the exam with the following applica-

tions running on your PC:

� Microsoft Outlook

� Microsoft Skype

� Snagit

� GoToMeeting

� Task Manager

To ensure you are ready for the exam, be sure you have prepared by understand-

ing the following rules and making sure you are in the proper testing environ-

ment:

� You are alone in the room and will not be disturbed during your exam.

� Your table or desk is clear of any materials.

� The room is quiet.

� Your cellphone is switched off and stowed away out of sight.

� Any desk phones are disconnected or blocked for incoming calls.
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At the end of the exam, you will be notified immediately of whether you success-

fully passed the exam. Normally a printed copy of your certification is mailed to

you within a week or two after you pass the certification exam.

You can see and manage your certificate via the Acclaim website, and you can order a

new copy of your certificate if needed. You can also opt in to share and display your cer-

tification status with potential customers and employers, allowing them to confirm

your certification is valid. The Acclaim website is at https://www.youracclaim.com.

SAP Education Courses

Both SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Exams are based on the same SAP Education

course: SM100—SAP Solution Manager Configuration Operations. This is a five-

day course that can be delivered either onsite or in a virtual classroom. Before tak-

ing this course, it is important to understand both SAP NetWeaver Application

Server for ABAP (SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP) and SAP NetWeaver Application

Server for Java (SAP NetWeaver AS for Java). Without these basic skills, it will be dif-

ficult to consume the content provided during the course. As shown in Figure 3,

this course covers every topic that is included in the certification exam. If you are

unsure of your knowledge on the topic areas for the course, taking it is a no-

brainer to ensure you pass the exam. Utilize the course index to review all topics

and the details you must understand. The course index goes into detail on all of

the areas that are covered in the training course. If you don’t take the actual

course, this document is an essential tool to ensure you study all topic areas. This

book is essentially based on the course index for training course SM100—SAP

Solution Manager Configuration Operations.

SAP has a variety of training courses across all topic areas. If you need additional

training, we highly recommend taking one of the additional courses from SAP

beyond SM100. The complete list is provided in Table 3.

Name Code Duration Version Prerequisite

Application Operations in SAP Solution 

Manager

E2E110 Five days 7.2 SP05 SM100

E2E040

Technical Monitoring in SAP Solution 

Manager

E2E120 Five days 7.2 SP05 SM100

E2E110

Change Control Management E2E200 Five days 7.2 SP05 ADM325

Table 3  SAP Solution Manager Training Courses
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Figure 3  SAP Solution Manager Configuration Training Course

If budget is a concern and you simply don’t have the money to attend SAP courses,

then there are plenty of other resources that can provide the knowledge required

to pass the certification exam. Granted, they are not as complete and detailed as a

hands-on course with certified SAP instructors, but they can fill the gap if hands-

on experience is coupled with the information. 

SAP Solution Manager Public Cloud Demo System

SAP has provided a great way to get hands-on experience with SAP Solution Man-

ager by building an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system running the latest SP08 and

Test Management Overview E2E220 Three days 7.2 SP03 None

IT Service Management Configuration SM250 Five days 7.2 SP03 SM100

CR100

Change Request Management with SAP 

Solution Manager 7.2—Configuration

SM255 Five days 7.2 SP05 SM100

CR100

ADM325

Implementation Projects with SAP Solution 

Manager 7.2

E2E600 Five days 7.2 SP05 E2E040

ACT100

ACT200

S4H01

Name Code Duration Version Prerequisite

Table 3  SAP Solution Manager Training Courses (Cont.)
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fully configured. Although this demo system cannot be configured, it can be used

to get hands-on experience with many of the tools that you need it for, like SAP

EarlyWatch reports, application operations, and solution documentation. All you

need to do is navigate to https://support.sap.com/en/alm/solution-manager/

demo-systems/internet-demo-system.html and launch the demo system, as shown

in Figure 4. Login using one of the provided users from the website. How easy is

that? No installing or configuration is required, and now you can get hands-on

experience with SAP Solution Manager 7.2 easily.

Figure 4  SAP Solution Manager Public Cloud Demo System

SAP Help

SAP Help for SAP Solution Manager has tons of information on all topic areas. Be

sure to utilize this resource for plenty of confirmed information that can be used

to study for the certification exam. The website shown in Figure 5 is specific to SAP

Solution Manager (https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_Solution_Manager).
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By selecting the dropdown in the upper right-hand corner, you can select addi-

tional versions of SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Figure 5  SAP Help for SAP Solution Manager 7.2

SAP Community Wikis

SAP has many SAP-created wikis on its SAP Community website. The SAP Solution

Manager wiki contains tons and tons of great information that is updated on a reg-

ular basis. This tool is amazing for learning all application lifecycle management

tools within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Figure 6 shows the website itself, which can
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be found at https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Getting+Started+WIKI+for+

SAP+Solution+Manager. This resource is absolutely essential both for passing the

exam and for day-to-day utilization and configuration of SAP Solution Manager. 

Figure 6  SAP Solution Manager Community Wiki
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Summary

With this certification guide, you will learn all the key topics that are of primary

focus for this certification exam. Although we did our absolute best to ensure all

topics were covered in the detail required to pass the exam, it is always best to get

details from other resources as well. This is entirely dependent on your previous

experience with SAP Solution Manager: If you have years of experience already,

then this book will be sufficient for testing your knowledge of the topics and

refreshing your memory on the key areas. But if you are limited in your hands-on

experience and you are new to SAP Solution Manager, this book may not be

enough for you. SAP certifications are based on real-world scenarios, so someone

with limited knowledge of the topics will need hands-on experience to ensure

complete familiarity. If you combine this book with hands-on experience in real

world scenarios, we are confident in your ability to pass the exam. If you feel you

need more training, the additional courses provided by SAP will get you the rest of

the way to passing the exam.
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SAP Solution Manager 7.2 
Configuration

Techniques You’ll Master

� SAP Solution Manager mandatory configuration

� System preparation

� Infrastructure preparation

� Basic configuration

� Support hub connectivity configuration

� Landscape management database sync setup 

� Understanding the core components of SAP Solution Manager

� Scheduling of SAP Solution Manager background jobs 

� Embedded search configuration (TREX and SAP HANA)
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This chapter is designed to take you through the mandatory configuration that

exists within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. The proper execution of this manda-

tory configuration is the baseline for any successful implementation of SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. We will cover topics from the basic SAP NetWeaver basis-level

activities to configuring the sync between the landscape management database

with a system landscape directory, all the way through scheduling SAP Solution

Manager–specific background jobs. Any SAP Solution Manager administrator

must fully understand all these mandatory configuration activities. SAP Solution

Manager cannot function properly without these initial activities.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, the mandatory configuration of SAP Solution Manager 7.2

is executed from end to end with a greenfield implementation of SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. When a support package is installed or an upgrade is com-

pleted, many of the activities must be re-executed. On a monthly basis, the

configuration should be checked to ensure that any updates that are

required are executed again. These configuration activities must be main-

tained to ensure that the core components of SAP Solution Manager are

operational.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this chapter is to ensure you are aware of all the key details of con-

figuration for SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This chapter will prepare you for the sec-

tion of the certification test focused on the mandatory configuration required for

all SAP Solution Manager systems. We will dive deep into the mandatory guided

procedures to ensure you understand the key concepts of each step within each

guided procedure. Beyond just the surface of each step, we will dive into the spe-

cific actions performed and why they are critical to SAP Solution Manager func-

tionality, including which application lifecycle management tools and key areas of

SAP Solution Manager are depended on in each step.
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Key Concepts Refresher

Next, we need to discuss the key concepts of each of the mandatory guided proce-

dures that SAP has provided in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. Each guided proce-

dure has been created by SAP to serve a specific purpose in the baseline

configuration of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Many of the steps in these guided pro-

cedures existed in Solution Manager 7.1 as well. A large portion of the key concepts

have not changed since SAP Solution Manager 7.1.

SAP Solution Manager Setup (Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) is the core location for

all guided procedures that SAP provides to ensure the baseline configuration is

properly executed for SAP Solution Manager itself and is also the place you will

find guided procedures for all of the solution manager scenarios, like change

request management (ChaRM), application operations, IT service management,

the test suite, and so on. The following topics are all listed under the Mandatory

Configuration section in the left navigation panel of the SAP Solution Manager

setup screen (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1  Navigation Panel from Solution Manager Setup

System Preparation

System preparation is the first of the mandatory guided procedures. It provides

the first components that are essential to the operation of SAP Solution Manager.
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First up are the initial SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP basis activities that are the

foundation of SAP Solution Manager functionality. This is followed by the

required connections to SAP, both the traditional online service system (OSS)

remote function calls and the new support hub connectivity remote function calls

utilizing the newly updated SAP Support backbone. Once the connections to SAP

are complete, you can then download and install the latest versions of both the

SAP Note assistant (Transaction SNOTE) and the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SPXX

composite note. Finally, standard SAP Solution Manager batch users must be cre-

ated for all the background processes that run on a regular basis. We will walk

through each of the following steps, diving into all the details of each one, ensur-

ing you have a complete understanding of each step and why it is needed:

1. Define system role

2. Check prerequisites

3. Setup connection

4. Apply essential corrections

5. Maintain technical users

6. Complete

Let’s start with the first step, defining the system role.

Define System Role

The first step of the system preparation mandatory guided procedure  is called

define system role. In this step, the SAP Solution Manager administrator selects the

role of the SAP Solution Manager system that defines the purpose of the system

within the system landscape. This role impacts how the SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem is configured. Specifically, it impacts how SAP Notes are implemented, how

user security roles are created, and which background jobs are scheduled. Figure

1.2 shows the define system role step.

For example, if a system is selected as a production system, the default system

options will prevent you from installing SAP Notes directly into the system; they

can only be imported from a lower system that has a role other than production.

This applies to security roles as well; security roles must be created or modified in

another system and imported via the transport management system (TMS) trans-

port routes to the production SAP Solution Manager system. Finally, the back-

ground jobs that are scheduled are meant for a production system, meaning that

all jobs are scheduled, therefore enabling all functionality that a production SAP
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Solution Manager system is required to perform. To name just a few, sending man-

aged system landscape information to SAP, delivering SAP EarlyWatch Alert data

to SAP, and opening remote OSS (Online Service System) connections to managed

systems for SAP Support requests are tasks that are not performed by nonproduc-

tion SAP Solution Manager systems.

Figure 1.2  Define System Role

These options can be overridden by deselecting the default system options in the

define system role step. But this is not recommended, especially for a production

system. Due to the nature of the tasks that a production system performs, there

must only be one SAP Solution Manager system that has the production role.

Here’s a complete list of all the available system roles:

� Production system

� Quality assurance system

� Development system

� Maintenance system

� Demo system

� Test system

� Evaluation system

� Training system
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Check Prerequisites

Check prerequisites is the step that contains many standard SAP NetWeaver basis

tasks that must be performed as a prerequisite before the remaining steps are per-

formed (as shown in Figure 1.3). 

Figure 1.3  Check Prerequisites

This step contains five manual tasks and two tasks that are performed automati-

cally by the system: 

1. Check system landscape directory configuration on Java (manual)

2. Initialize or update Transaction SU24 authorizations (manual)

3. Prepare security settings for web services (manual)

4. Check secure web browser communication (HTTPS) (manual)

5. Check Transaction SPAU (manual)

6. Check “post installation” on ABAP (automatic)

7. Check ABAP system profile parameters (automatic)

Once each manual task is complete, the administrator must manually set it as per-

formed. Figure 1.3 shows the check prerequisites step.
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Check System Landscape Directory Configuration on Java

The first task requires the system administrator to decide which system landscape

directory SAP Solution Manager is going to sync with and ensure that it is pre-

pared. The tasks to be performed is dependent on whether the system landscape

directory exists already or not. If it does not exist, then the administrator must log

into AP Solution Manager for the Java application server that will contain the sys-

tem landscape directory and execute the setup tasks for it, followed by updating

the component repository/common information model content to the latest

release and configuring all managed systems to report the system landscape direc-

tory.

If the system landscape directory already exists, then the administrator must

ensure the component repository/common information model content is

updated to the latest release and all managed systems are reporting to the system

landscape directory. If the system landscape directory is restricted and the compo-

nent repository/common information model content cannot be updated, then

SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server stack needs to have the sys-

tem landscape directory configured; this way, it can be used for the component

repository/common information model content source. Once the system land-

scape directory is ready, the task can be set to performed. This activity directly

impacts the set up landscape management step of infrastructure preparation, in

which an HTTP remote function call is created to be utilized for synchronization

with the landscape management database.

Initialize or Update Transaction SU24 Authorizations

The second manual tasks require some experience with security and executing

Transactions SU24 and SU25. The task has two separate operations that are

required, depending on whether the system is a fresh install or an upgrade. For a

fresh install, you execute step 1 of Transaction SU25: initially fill customer tables.

This will transfer the default SAP security values to the customer tables. For an

upgraded system, you are asked to compare the existing values in the customer

tables with the new SAP defaults. This comparison is meant to ensure that previ-

ous customizing of security authorizations does not conflict with new SAP

defaults. 

Prepare Security Settings for Web Services

The third manual task is to simply turn on the use of basic authentication for all

web services under the simplified web service configuration settings. This is done
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via Transaction SOAMANAGER, in which the settings for web services are made.

This task directly impacts the web service end points that are created in the enable

Java connectivity step within the infrastructure preparation guided procedure.

This task is specifically required for the web services used for communication by

the SAP Solution Manager Java system, all diagnostic agents, and other third-party

applications.

Check Secure Web Browser Communication (HTTPS)

The fourth manual task asks the SAP Solution Manager administrator to decide if

the HTTP Secure (HTTPS) communication protocol is required or not for SAP Solu-

tion Manager. SAP does recommend the use of HTTPS. This decision needs to be

made early in the configuration of SAP Solution Manager because many of the

steps performed include the configuration of either HTTP or HTTPS. This decision

is based on your specific organization and its requirements for secure communi-

cation between systems. If HTTPS is required, then you must configure HTTPS now

to enable the selection of this protocol in a variety of steps within infrastructure

preparation, including the setup landscape management and setup Java connec-

tivity steps. This decision also impacts all diagnostic agent installs because the

installation process requests which protocol to use for the installation. This also

includes the execution of managed system configuration. All connections to SAP

Solution Manager will need to be configured using the HTTPS communication

protocol.

This decision should also include the potential need for a web dispatcher to load-

balance and handle communication among all external systems and the SAP Solu-

tion Manager systems (both ABAP and Java). If a web dispatcher is required, then it

must be installed now, and the HTTPS or HTTP communication needs to be config-

ured to within the web dispatcher to enable communication.

Check Transaction SPAU

The fifth and final manual activity is to execute Transaction SPAU. In this transac-

tion, a system administrator will check for any inconsistent corrective SAP Notes.

This is critical for the successful installation of the SAP Solution Manager compos-

ite SAP Notes in system preparation, as well as the composite SAP Notes for all

other lifecycle management tools embedded into SAP Solution Manager. Inconsis-

tent SAP Notes need to either be reset to original because they are no longer appli-

cable to the current version of SAP Solution Manager or need to be updated to the
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latest version and installed. Either way, all corrective SAP Notes that are found in

Transaction SPAU must be remediated before moving forward with the guided

procedure. This work may require the assistance of a developer to understand the

impact of the changes required by the transaction. Perform this task carefully: it

can cause serious inconsistences if done incorrectly. 

Once the manual activities are complete, you can move on to the automatic activ-

ities. 

Check Post Installation on ABAP

The first of the automatic activities ensures that the standard post update/install

basis activities have been performed, all of which are included in the SAP_BASIS_

SETUP_INITIAL_CONFIG task list, which is executed in Transaction STC01. This ini-

tial basis configuration includes tasks like scheduling standard jobs in Transaction

SM36, creating the database connection, configuration the data supplier connec-

tion to the system landscape directory, checking TMS configuration, and checking

if SAP licenses are installed. If this automatic activity returns an error, review the

logs listed at the bottom of the screen and remediate as required. This activity also

checks the completion status of the SAP_SUPPORT_HUB_CONFIG task list, as

shown in Figure 1.4. This task list is the list of configuration activities required for

activating the new support hub connectivity. The task list includes a variety of

automatic activities and manual activities. For successful communication of the

SAP Solution Manager system with SAP, the administrator must determine how

this connection will take place. SAP has provided the following three options, and

which option an organization will use depends on the security requirements of its

network infrastructure:

� Directly with SAP via HTTPS

Only available if the organization’s network has its firewall configured to allow

this direct communication.

� Via SAPRouter

Used if the network configuration will not allow direct communication—

for Example: /H/<saprouter@customer>/S/3299/H/<saprouter@sap>/S/3299/H/

documents.support.sap.com.

� Via third-party web proxy

Used if the organization has a preconfigured web proxy to redirect communica-

tion from the internal network to the internet. The required proxy details must

be obtained from the organization’s network infrastructure team. 
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Figure 1.4  Support Hub Configuration Task List

Support Hub Connectivity Manual Configuration Activities

The support hub connectivity manual configuration activities includes:

� Create technical S-user on SAP Support (create one user per SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem via https://apps.support.sap.com/technical-user)

� Install required SSL root certificates in Transaction STRUST

� Set parameter ssl/client_ciphersuites with value 918:PFS:HIGH in the default profile

� Configure SOAP runtime web services via Transaction SRT_ADMIN

� Schedule jobs via Transaction WSIDPADMIN

Support Hub Connectivity Automatic Configuration Activities

The support hub connectivity automatic configuration activities include:

� Creation of support hub HTTPS remote function call destinations (destination for SAP

Support documents: SAP-SUPPORT_PARCELBOX, as of SP08; destination for SAP Sup-

port Portal: SAP-SUPPORT_PORTAL)

� Check connectivity of HTTP remote function call destinations

� Check for minimum required kernel version

� Create bgRFC supervisor destination

� Prepare logical port creation

Check ABAP System Profile Parameters

The second automatic activity analyzes the system profile parameters to ensure

all required parameters are installed. This is based on SAP Note 2048519, SAP Note
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817529, and the SAP Solution Manager installation guide. If the task comes back

with errors, review the logs at the bottom of the screen, implement any required

profile parameters, restart the system, and run the automatic activity again. These

two automatic activities should be green before moving on to the next step.

Set Up Connections to SAP

This step contains two substeps that enable communication between SAP and the

SAPL Solution Manager system: 

� Remote function call connectivity 

� Support hub connectivity 

Each step is specific for creating two types of connections, each of which has its

own specific prerequisites to allow for successful completion of the configuration

activities.

Remote Function Call Connectivity

This step enables the use of the standard OSS remote function call connections

that have been around for years. These standard remote function call connections

are still required but are slowly being phased out because the support hub connec-

tion is advanced and takes over the connection requirements once used by them.

Figure 1.5 shows three remote function calls created, SAP-OSS, SAP-OSS-LIST-O01,

and SAPOSS. Before this step can be completed, you must first perform a couple of

activities. The first one is to ensure the SAProuter connection parameters have

been entered into Transaction OSS1. This transaction enables the creation of the

OSS remote function calls by providing the SAProuter connection details. Once

OSS1 is populated, you then need to validate that the service connection is avail-

able by selecting the Check Service Connection button in the remote function call

connectivity step. 

Once completed, the next activity is to create an S-user on the SAP support website

that has sufficient privileges. This user should only be used by SAP Solution Man-

ager. If shared with others, the user could become locked accidently, therefore

breaking these OSS remote function call connections. Once the user is available,

enter the credentials for both the S-user for the backend and the S-user for com-

munication. Separate users can be created if required. Select the Maintain Connec-

tions button to create the OSS remote function calls. Once complete, all OSS

remote function calls should have a green status, confirming they are functioning

properly. 
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Figure 1.5  Remote Function Call Connectivity

Support Hub Connectivity

The support hub connectivity step is the final task for completing the support hub

connection to SAP. As shown in Figure 1.6, it contains only a single automatic

activity. Select Execute to perform this activity, which finalizes the support hub

connection by creating a logical port called LP_SISE_SUPPORTHUB. This logical

port contains four proxies that are required for the connection. Finally, the auto-

matic step confirms that the support hub communication channels, synchronous

and asynchronous, are operating as required. If operational, the status will turn

green and you can move on to the next step. If an error occurs, you must resolve

the issue. Review the logs at the bottom of the screen to find the issue and resolve

as required. Table 1.1 presents a list of SAP Notes that provide critical information

that will help with the successful configuration of the support hub connection to

SAP.
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Figure 1.6  Support Hub Connectivity

Lifecycle Management Tools that Require Support Hub Connectivity

Many of the SAP Solution Manager application lifecycle management tools utilize sup-

port hub connectivity for their core functionality. Without the support hub connection,

the following tools will not be operational:

� SAP Landscape Management

– Managed system landscape information delivery to SAP

– Maintenance planner

– Remote service connection management

� License management

– Automatic distribution of licenses and maintenance certificate

� Test suite

– Scope and effort analyzer: the collection of maintenance planner transactions

� SAP IT Service Management

– Exchange of customer messages with SAP

� Engagement and service delivery

– Delivery of SAP EarlyWatch Alerts to SAP

– Updates to service content used to generate SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

– Delivery and execution of engagements and sessions, go-live checks, security opti-

mization, and more

� System recommendations

– Updating of maintenance information used to provide system-specific recommen-

dations
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Essential Information SAP Notes on Support Hub Configuration

Table 1.1 lists SAP Notes that provide essential information on the support hub connectiv-

ity configuration within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. These SAP Notes are critical tools for

the successful configuration and activation of support hub connections.

Apply Essential Corrections

The apply essential corrections step contains three substeps: 

1. Corrections for Transaction SNOTE

2. ABAP corrections

3. Java corrections

SAP Note Title

2500061 Support Hub Connectivity: Configuration Steps in SAP Solution Manager 

7.2 as of SP05

2454045 Support Hub Connectivity Configuration in Solution Manager 7.2 SP05 or 

Higher—Guided Answer

2631190 Download Location of SSL Certificates Required for Support Hub 

Connectivity Configuration

2499200 Setting Steps for Multicustomer Scenario in Solution Manager 7.2 SP05 or 

higher

2713253 SAP Connectivity Configuration for VAR and Multicustomer Scenario in 

Solution Manager 7.2 as of SPS5

2174416 Creation and Activation of Users in the Technical Communication User 

Application

2392726 How to Unlock a Technical Communication User (Formerly Called Support 

Hub User)

2668288 Differences between Personalized S-User and Technical Communication 

User

2393376 How to Reset the Password for a Technical Communication User

2541908 Troubleshooting Guide for Technical Communication User (Formerly Called 

Support Hub Communication)

2434373 User IDs Created in the Technical Communication User Application Are Not 

Visible in User Management

Table 1.1  Essential SAP Notes for Support Hub Connectivity
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Each substep requires the installation of corrections either via Transaction SNOTE

or via Java patches. These corrections are essential to the successful operation of

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Without these corrections, many known issues will

immediately become a problem for end users utilizing the lifecycle management

tools deployed by the organization.

Corrections for Transaction SNOTE

The corrections for Transaction SNOTE step requests a composite SAP Note to be

implemented to correct known issues with Transaction SNOTE, as shown in Figure

1.7. Transaction SNOTE is used within an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system to

install corrective SAP Notes that resolve known issues with the SAP NetWeaver AS

for ABAP system. The SAP Note requested in this step is for the transaction itself,

SAP Note 1668882. This SAP Note ensures that the SAP Note assistant transaction

can install all of the other SAP Solution Manager composite SAP Notes without

issue. A composite SAP Note is a collection of single corrective SAP Notes. The cor-

rections for Transaction SNOTE step provides the status of the Transaction SNOTE

composite SAP Note, letting you know if it is installed and if there is a new SAP

Note that has yet to be installed. Read the SAP Note on SAP Support and install it

via Transaction SNOTE. Select Refresh to make the status green.

Figure 1.7  Corrections for Transaction SNOTE
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ABAP Corrections

The ABAP corrections step requests the composite SAP Note for SAP Solution Man-

ager itself. The specific note depends on the support package version of SAP Solu-

tion Manager that is installed. Figure 1.8 shows the ABAP corrections step. This step

provides the same information as the corrections for Transaction SNOTE step, but

it allows you to set the interval at which a new version is checked for: daily, weekly,

monthly, or when the step is accessed. Once the SAP Solution Manager composite

SAP Note, is installed some of the SAP Notes require postprocessing activities, and

these are performed automatically be selecting the Start Postprocessing button.

Once these activities are performed, the step will turn green.

When installing the SAP Solution Manager composite SAP Note, be sure to review

all manual steps that are provided in it. This includes ensuring that Transaction

SPAU is cleared of all inconsistent SAP Notes, verifying that no inactive objects

exist via Transaction SE80, performing any required manual steps that must be

performed first, and ensuring that the system has the transport-based corrective

instructions (TCI) SAP Notes functionality activated. 

Figure 1.8  ABAP Corrections
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Java Corrections

The Java corrections step requests the installation of the available Java patches.

These Java patches are for SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server, as

shown in Figure 1.9. The available Java patches are dependent on the support pack-

age version of SAP Solution Manager. The correct patches can be attained via the

maintenance planner. The patching can be performed with the installation of a

support pack or on an as-needed basis at any other time. These patches are

installed using the Software Update Manager. This requires some down time and

is essential to the successful operation of the Java system. This patching impacts

the basic functionality of the Java system, as well as lifecycle management tools

like application operations. The LM-Service component of the Java system is auto-

matically deployed to all diagnostic agents that are connected to SAP Solution

Manager. This component is responsible for the monitoring and data collection

capabilities of the diagnostic agents, which directly impacts many of the applica-

tion operations monitoring tools. Updating this component can resolve many

issues with the functionality of the diagnostic agents. Another component that is

patched is the Wily Introscope agents that reside on the Java system. These agents

are automatically deployed to the Java-based managed systems during the auto-

matic activities of the managed system configuration for SAP NetWeaver AS for

Java guided procedure. The patching of these agents also directly impacts the abil-

ity of SAP Solution Manager to monitor many third-party applications and Java-

based systems. Once the patching is complete, set this step to performed.

Figure 1.9  Java Corrections

Maintain Technical Users

The Java corrections step creates a variety of system users that are used for SAP

Solution Manager communication and background jobs, as shown in Figure 1.10. 
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Figure 1.10  Maintain Technical Users

These users must always have the most current SAP security roles to ensure the

background jobs can execute successfully. This step allows for the automatic cre-

ation of each user, the creation of the security roles, and the assignment of a pass-

word for each user. It also allows for the automatic generation of a complex

password for each user, or the SAP Solution Manager administrator can specify a

password for each user. In advanced mode, the administrator can also create a

security role namespace that is unique to the organization, beyond the standard

ZSAP naming convention that is the normal default setting. Any time a new sup-

port package is installed for SAP Solution Manager, you must execute this step
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again to ensure the users have the latest authorizations required for any new func-

tionality within SAP Solution Manager. Table 1.2 provides a complete list of the sys-

tem users created in this system preparation step. 

Complete

The complete step is an overview step that has no actions to be performed. It sim-

ply provides the overall status of each step within system preparation. Once all the

steps within system preparation are complete, the following guided procedure,

infrastructure preparation, can be executed.

Infrastructure Preparation

Infrastructure preparation is the second of the three mandatory configuration

guided procedures. This guided procedure contains some of the most critical com-

ponents that allow the SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and SAP NetWeaver AS for Java

systems to work together to enable the core components of SAP Solution Manager

User Name Description

SM_INTERN_WS Utilized for internal web service communication between SAP 

Solution Manager ABAP and Java systems.

SM_EXTERN_WS Utilized for internal web service communication between the 

diagnostic agents and the SAP Solution Manager systems.

SOLMAN_BTC The primary batch user for scheduling of jobs for background 

processing.

SMD_RFC Used for remote function call communication between ABAP/Java 

managed systems and the SAP Solution Manager system.

SM_EFWK Utilized by the extractor framework resource manager background 

job. This job performs data extractions for a variety of lifecycle 

management tools.

SM_AMSC Used for executing managed system configuration guided 

procedures.

SM_DL_LDB Used by a background job for downloading content for the landscape 

management database.

SM_DL_RCD Required for a background job that performs a content download for 

Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP.

Table 1.2  SAP Solution Manager Technical System Users
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to function. From activating the system landscape directory sync with the land-

scape management database to configuring the communication between the SAP

NetWeaver AS for ABAP and Java systems to activating SAP BW and connecting

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager, completing infrastructure preparation per

SAP best practices is absolutely critical to a successful implementation of SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. In this section, we will review each of the following steps of

the guided procedure to ensure you have a complete understanding of the prereq-

uisites, best practices, and activities performed in each step:

1. Set up SAP Landscape Management

2. Set up Java connectivity

3. Set up SAP Business Warehouse

4. Define CA Introscope

5. Set up email communication

6. Configure SAP Customer Relationship Management (CRM) basics

7. Enable gateway services

Let’s start with the first step of the infrastructure preparation guided procedure.

Set Up SAP Landscape Management

This step contains three substeps that are all about the managed system landscape

management tools: 

1. System landscape directory connections 

2. Landscape management database synchronization 

3. Landscape management database content check

In addition, installing the landscape management tool is the first step in connect-

ing a managed system to SAP Solution Manager. Without the landscape manage-

ment capabilities, managed system configuration cannot be completed for a

satellite system and therefore none of the other application lifecycle management

tools can operate. These steps also are prerequisites for step 2, set up Java connec-

tivity. Without the successful completion of the landscape management database

sync with the system landscape directory, step 2 will not contain the connection

details required for the communication between SAP Solution Manager for the

ABAP and Java application servers to be configured and activated. SAP has

designed all these different guided procedures to autopopulate key system details,
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simplifying the process of executing the guided procedures. This isn’t possible

without SAP Landscape Management.

System Landscape Directory Connections

In the first step, you create the HTTP remote function call to the system landscape

directory that contains the managed system data (see Figure 1.11). 

Figure 1.11  System Landscape Directory Connections

This can be any system landscape directory, and a system landscape directory can

be configured on any SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. If possible, the simplest

option is to use SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server as the pri-

mary and only system landscape directory because it is much simpler to keep a

single system landscape directory clean and consistent. 

If system data is pulled from more than one system landscape directory, you can

quickly end up with a landscape management database that is cluttered with

incorrect systems or duplicate systems. Many customers have multiple system

landscape directories because they have systems that are dependent on a system

landscape directory to function, like SAP Process Orchestration or SAP NetWeaver

Development Infrastructure. 

The decision about which system landscape directory SAP Solution Manager

should sync with therefore can be complex. Plan accordingly based on the systems

within your landscape and refer to SAP’s documentation on system landscape

directories, how they should be managed, and how they should send data to each

other. 
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Warning

For SAP Solution Manager, it is absolutely critical that you do not sync the landscape

management database with two system landscape directories that contain the same sys-

tem data. If you do, you will end up with duplicate systems in the landscape manage-

ment database, which will require cleanup. 

Due to these situations, SAP has multiple types of system landscape directory con-

nections that enable customers to meet the system landscape directory landscape

requirements. You must decide which system landscape directory the landscape

management database will sync the component repository content from because

only one system landscape directory connection can be set as the source for com-

ponent repository content. The following box explains what component reposi-

tory content is. We recommend that you use the SAP Solution Manager for the

Java application server system landscape directory at a minimum as the compo-

nent repository source: this way, you can update it at any time without impacting

an SAP Process Orchestration system landscape directory or affecting any other

type of system that depends on a system landscape directory to function. Then

you can use another system landscape directory as the source for managed system

data.

What Is Component Repository Content and Why Do I Need It?

The component repository content has a counterpart called common information model

content. These two components, when installed in the system landscape directory, are

essentially a complete list of all SAP products—SAP’s software catalog. This software cat-

alog contains all versions of SAP software, their dependencies on each other, and the

technical keys that SAP Solution Manager uses to identify them within the landscape

management database. This software catalog must stay consistent and up to date to

ensure SAP Solution Manager has the knowledge it requires to communicate with the

managed systems. For example, if the content is outdated and you install a new system

with the latest SAP software, when you send that system data to SAP Solution Manager,

it will be unable to list the software installed on the system because it does not have the

new version in its database. For instructions on how to properly update the component

repository content in a system landscape directory, see SAP Note 669669.

Once you have decided which system landscape directory or directories will be

synced with the landscape management database, you are ready to start creating

system landscape directory destinations. The following are available connection

types for system landscape directories and a description of each:
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� Source for landscape management database

A system landscape directory with this role is the source for landscape manage-

ment database content synchronization. At least one system landscape direc-

tory with this role is required by SAP Solution Manager. The destination name

for this role must begin with LMDB_SyncDest. This is the only type of system

landscape directory connection that can be used in the landscape management

database synchronization step.

� Runtime system landscape directory

A system landscape directory with this role receives technical system data sent

by system landscape directory data suppliers. Maintenance operations, like sys-

tem decommissioning, consider a system landscape directory with this role.

You cannot synchronize the data from this system landscape directory role to a

landscape management database in the landscape management database syn-

chronization step.

� SAP Process Integration system landscape directory

A system landscape directory with this role contains SAP Process Integration

configuration data, like SAP Process Integration domains and business systems.

This system landscape directory connection is a prerequisite for setting up SAP

Process Integration monitoring. Without this type of system landscape direc-

tory connection, SAP Process Integration monitoring cannot be activated.

� Other

A system landscape directory with this role does not fall into any of the other

categories. It can be used for documentation. 

Create a Connection

To create a connection, you must have the connection details for the system land-

scape directory. Either HTTP or HTTPS protocol can be used. By default, HTTP is

used; if HTTPS is required, you must enter it into the destination when creating a

connection. The hostname is required. If you do not enter a port, the ports will be

supplied automatically: port 80 for HTTP and port 443 for HTTPS. The path can be

left blank: it is explicitly called out because it should be /sld/cimom. Here is an

example path: <protocol>://<host>:<port><path>. Once you have this informa-

tion, you can select the Create New Connection button in the system landscape

directory connections step. Figure 1.12 shows the pop-up you will see when creat-

ing a system landscape directory connection.

When creating a connection, first select the system landscape directory role (SLD

Role). Once you select a role, the screen will give you the security role that is
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required for the user used in the connection (Required SLD Security Role). Ensure

the security role listed is granted to the Java user. Normally the Java user naming

convention is SLD_DS_[SID of Java system]. Once a connection is created, you can

test the connection to ensure it works as expected. 

Figure 1.12  Create New Connection

Landscape Management Database Synchronization

In the landscape management database synchronization step, you utilize the sys-

tem landscape directory connections to set up the landscape management data-

base synchronization background job to pull in all component repository content

and managed system technical and transport domain data (see Figure 1.13). 

Figure 1.13  Landscape Management Database Synchronization
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First, the landscape management database object server needs to be created. The

landscape management database object server is where all the data is stored. The

name of this object server is supplied automatically, and we recommend that you

use the name provided. Next, you create the landscape management database

synchronization connection with a system landscape directory. The system land-

scape directory that will be utilized for component repository content updates

needs to be used first because the first landscape management database connec-

tion is automatically set as the source for component repository content. Chang-

ing it later will only complicate the process and is not recommended. Once this is

done, more system landscape directories can be added for synchronization, but it

is best if this is avoided. If possible, only one system landscape directory should be

used as a source for data synchronization. 

When creating the landscape management database sync, you must enter a rank

for the source and the target. The landscape management database target should

have a rank 1,000 times the source. This way manual changes to the target land-

scape management database are not overwritten by the source data. Figure 1.14

shows an example of the details of a landscape management database synchroni-

zation in which the component repository content source is selected and the

ranks of the destinations are specified. 

Figure 1.14  Landscape Management Database Synchronization Details Screen
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System descriptions are imported from all system landscape directories. This is

why it is important that system landscape data in system landscape directories

does not overlap. Ideally, you would only have more than one system landscape

directory synchronization configured if you had one SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem managing multiple system landscapes that operate entirely separately from

each other. When the initial synchronization is activated, a full landscape manage-

ment database synchronization is scheduled and can run for more than 12 hours.

The following steps, the landscape management database content check and set-

ting up Java connectivity, cannot be executed until this is complete. Once this full

synchronization is complete, an incremental synchronization imports new

changes every 10 minutes. 

When you save a landscape management database connection, the system will

prompt you to enable change notification. The pop-up window is shown in Figure

1.15. 

Figure 1.15  Change Notification Setup Screen
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If enabled, the changes sent to the system landscape directory will be propagated

to the landscape management database faster. Essentially this enables the system

landscape directory to notify the landscape management database that there is a

change in the system landscape directory, and the system will schedule a sync job

on the fly to bring the data over to the landscape management database. A user

with the security role SAP_SM_SLD_LMDB_NOTIFICATION is required. 

Once the first full synchronization is complete and the landscape management

database contains the system data for SAP Solution Manager for the Java applica-

tion server, you can move on to the landscape management database content

check step.

Landscape Management Database Content Check

This step requires the SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server data to

perform a variety of checks. If data is available, both the ABAP and Java system IDs

autopopulate. The automatic checks are performed when you select Save and Exe-

cute. Figure 1.16 shows the landscape management database content check step. 

Figure 1.16  Landscape Management Database Content Check

The checks review a variety of data points, like the system role of the system in the

landscape management database and the diagnostic relevance flags for installed

software components in the landscape management database. If any issues are

found and cannot be resolved automatically, the logs can be reviewed to find the

cause of the issue.
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Set Up Java Connectivity

The set up Java connectivity step contains three substeps, all of which focus on the

configuration of SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server: 

1. Define HTTP connectivity

2. Enable connectivity

3. Diagnostics agent authentication

This covers connectivity for both the ABAP system and the diagnostic agents to be

able to communicate with the Java system. These three steps are critical to a vari-

ety of SAP Solution Manager application lifecycle management tools, like applica-

tion operations and reporting within service delivery. These steps are the

foundation to monitoring both SAP and non-SAP applications. Here you also

define how end users connect to SAP Solution Manager as a whole, via either HTTP

or the secure method, HTTPS. 

Define HTTP Connectivity

In the define HTTP connectivity step, a system administrator defines the connec-

tion method and connection details that will be used for connecting to SAP Solu-

tion Manager for the ABAP and Java application servers. This step will define the

URLs that are used for configuring the internal web services that are needed for

bidirectional communication between these systems. 

SAP Solution Manager connectivity between the ABAP and Java application serv-

ers is critical to the configuration of SAP Solution Manager. These two application

servers are the primary components that make up the system. Here’s what they’re

used for:

� ABAP application server 

URLs are defined for external access to the internet communication manager

for things like Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP and the SAP Fiori home screen, SAP

Fiori apps, CRM user interfaces (used by ChaRM and IT service management),

and external entities like diagnostic agents that send system and monitoring

data directly to the ABAP application. 

� Java application server

URLs are defined for the external access to the internet communication man-

ager for things like diagnostic agent communications sending Java monitoring

data and for hyperlinks like the diagnostic agent administration portal.
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The question to answer is, Is security a concern for the organization? By default,

HTTP is configured. If higher security is required, then there are additional activi-

ties that must be performed to enable HTTPS communication: 

� Activating HTTPS via system parameters on both ABAP and Java systems. SAP

Note 2048519 contains a list of all profile parameters and detailed explanations

for each. 

� Setting the profile parameter login/ticket_only_https to 1, which will force all

communication to utilize HTTPS. 

� Attaining a certificate that is signed by an official certificate authority, which

then must be installed in both the ABAP and Java application servers. 

� Certificates from either application server must be installed in the other appli-

cation as well; this way the two systems will trust each other and single sign-on

communication can operate between the two. 

Once the HTTPS communication is configured and the ports are active, this data

will then be delivered to the landscape management database, which will then be

available in step 2.1 for selection and activation, as shown in Figure 1.17.

Figure 1.17  Define HTTP Connectivity
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Querying Active Ports

If you are uncertain as to what ports are active in your SAP Solution Manager system and

you don’t have access to its operating system, you can easily use the following URL to

query the active ports from either the ABAP message server or the Java message server:

http://<SolManServer>:<Messageserver-HTTP-Port>/msgserver/text/logon.

Diagnostic Agent Communication

Diagnostic agent communication must also be considered while making parame-

ter changes. The diagnostic agents communicate with a system landscape direc-

tory on an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. On this system, whether it is SAP

Solution Manager’s system or another, the HTTPS port must be activated. For data

communication, SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server is used. The

diagnostic agents communicate with the central services message server port P4

(HTTP) or P4S (HTTPS). These ports must be configured and activated as well. Refer

to SAP Note 2268643 and SAP Note 2419031 for exact details on the steps required.

Key SAP Solution Manager Ports

Table 1.3 lists the key SAP Solution Manager ports that are important to have avail-

able when completing the configuration in the define HTTP connectivity step. This

is not a complete list, but it is a list of the important ones that are needed for key

configuration like infrastructure preparation, configuring a web dispatcher, or

installing a diagnostic agent. Each port number in the table includes xx, which you

should replace with the instance number of the application that was chosen

during the installation of SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP and Java application

servers. These are SAP standard ports. If the team installing SAP Solution Manager

used different ports, then these will not be the exact port numbers needed. The

Host agent port does not include the instance number, those are the standard port

numbers.

Type HTTP Port HTTPS Port

ABAP internet communication manager 80xx 443xx

ABAP central instance (CI) message server 81xx 444xx

Java internet communication manager 5xx00 5xx01

Java P4 5xx04 5xx06

Table 1.3  Key SAP Solution Manager Ports
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Communication Types

You must decide whether communication will occur directly within the ABAP and

Java systems or if SAP Web Dispatcher, a reverse proxy, or a load balancer will be

used for communication between external entities and SAP Solution Manager.

The primary reasons for using SAP Web Dispatcher or a load balancer are that you

have more than one SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP or Java application server

systems or that you have a demilitarized zone within your network. 

Figure 1.18 shows the define HTTP connectivity step, in which the SAP Web Dis-

patcher option is selected.

Figure 1.18  Load Balancer/SAP Web Dispatcher Option

Java CI message server 81xx 444xx

Host agent 1128 1129

Type HTTP Port HTTPS Port

Table 1.3  Key SAP Solution Manager Ports (Cont.)
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If SAP Web Dispatcher or any other load balancer is selected for use, this software

must be configured to redirect communication to SAP Solution Manager. The

tasks required to install SAP Web Dispatcher or other load-balancing software are

not in scope for the certification test for SAP Solution Manager and therefore will

not be covered in this book. For detailed information on the installation of SAP

Web Dispatcher, refer to the SAP documentation. The parameters required to be

entered into SAP Web Dispatcher are provided in the define HTTP connectivity

step via the Download SAP Web Dispatcher Profile Snippet link. Once downloaded,

this file contains all the parameters required for communication with the specific

SAP Solution Manager installation you are working with. SAP Note 2489073 also

contains key profile parameters for diagnostic agent communication with SAP

Solution Manager. 

Enter the connection details for HTTP or HTTPS protocols and the hostname and

port of the SAP Web Dispatcher or load-balancing software. Then use the Test Con-

nectivity button to confirm communication is successful. If HTTPS is required,

then you must follow the manual activities that require the import of client certif-

icates into SAP Web Dispatcher. 

Once all these tasks are completed, with or without SAP Web Dispatcher, all con-

nectivity must pass tests successfully before you move to the enable connectivity

step. 

Enable Connectivity

The enable connectivity step takes the connection details provided in the previous

steps and activates the configuration required within both the SAP NetWeaver AS

for ABAP and Java systems. This includes setting up single sign-on for web service

interfaces and Java connector remote function calls and creating logical ports. This

step normally performs only automatic activities that shouldn’t require any man-

ual implementation. Simply click the Execute All button and all activities will be

executed in a background job. These activities are shown in Figure 1.19. If any activ-

ities fail or end with a warning, the logs at the bottom of the screen can be

reviewed to understand what happened. This is true for all automatic activities in

any guided procedure within SAP Solution Manager. If required, some of these

activities also can be performed manually. If this is required, first review the docu-

mentation for the activity, execute it, and then set the activity to manually per-

formed. 
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Figure 1.19  Enable Connectivity

If the define HTTP connectivity step is changed in any way, the enable connectiv-

ity step must be executed again in its entirety. Especially the first part, updating

table HTTPURLLOC. This activity takes the connection details from the define HTTP

connectivity step and enters them into table HTTPURLLOC. This table, as shown in

Figure 1.20, contains all the applications that get called when SAP Solution Man-

ager is used on a day-to-day basis. All the URLs, hostnames, ports, and communi-

cation protocols from the define HTTP connectivity step are entered into this

table, which determines how you communicate with SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 1.20  Table HTTPURLLOC
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Next, check that the Java system to ensure it is ready to be used. This is done by

checking the backed user management engine (UME) connection between the Java

system and the ABAP system to ensure that users are in sync between the two. SAP

Solution Manager may no longer be a double stack, but the two systems still work

tightly together to perform basic SAP Solution Manager lifecycle management

tools. 

Now you validate that the installed software components are up to date; this

should have been done in the Java corrections step of system preparation.

Another critical activity is creating logical ports and end points within Transaction

SOAMANAGER. A logical port defines a consumer proxy that enables SAP Solution

Manager applications running on the ABAP system to call web services on the Java

system. An end point defines a service definition; these service definitions expose

web services on the ABAP system to allow the Java system and remote diagnostic

agents to call. 

Without this basic setup within services oriented architecture (SOA) management,

many of the application operations tools and root-cause analysis will fail to collect

data. Diagnostic agents rely heavily on this basic communication setup. 

Up next is another key communication setup step, the creation of a TCP/IP-type

remote function call connection between the ABAP and Java systems: the

WEBADMIN remote function call. You should also have a TCP/IP-type remote

function call on the ABAP side calling the Java system, called SOLMANDIAG. Both

remote function calls call a program on the Java system called WEBADMIN. Once

this is complete, the two systems exchange certificates to enable single sign-on

communication between them. 

The final two activities must be executed after the LM-Service component of the

Java system is patched. The turn off maintenance mode activity will reconnect all

agents after maintenance mode has been turned on. Maintenance mode essen-

tially disconnects all diagnostic agents to allow for maintenance to be performed

on SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server. The final activity, run Java

upgrader, must be performed after any Java component is patched. This activity

can only be performed automatically via a background job. The job executes a vari-

ety of activities, including updating diagnostic data, reorganizing business client

data in root-cause analysis, and updating end-to-end business intelligence (BI)

data.
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Diagnostics Agent Authentication

The diagnostics agent authentication step is required to allow for the communica-

tion of diagnostic agents with SAP Solution Manager for the Java application

server. As reviewed earlier, this communication happens with the Java message

server via the P4 or P4S ports. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, diagnostic agents

now utilize a certificate to authenticate for communication rather than the previ-

ous basic authentication method. In SAP Solution Manager 7.1, the diagnostic

agents utilized a user to login to the Java system. This user was SMD_AGT, and in

previous service packages it was SMD_ADMIN. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the

authentication is done via a certificate that is generated in SAP Solution Manager

and then pushed out to the diagnostic agent. The certificate is generated in the

step shown in Figure 1.21. When first generating, you can enter the number of

months the certificate will be valid. Once expired, you will need to create a new

certificate and push it out to all diagnostic agents. This step also displays how

many agents are authenticated and how many are not authenticated. 

Figure 1.21  Diagnostics Agent Authentication

First, a diagnostic agent must be installed on a managed system host and be

attempting to communicate with SAP Solution Manager for the Java application

server. To authenticate a diagnostic agent, you must navigate to the agent admin-

istration cockpit; this can be done via the diagnostics agent authentication step by
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selecting the Manage Agents button. The Agent Administration cockpit is the cen-

tral place for all diagnostic agent administration, from authenticating an agent to

troubleshooting issues with agents to managing on-the-fly agent configuration.

As you can see in Figure 1.22, when an agent first connects to SAP Solution Man-

ager, it cannot fully communicate until it has a certificate installed. This certificate

is manually deployed by default to an agent from the Nonauthenticated Agents tab

under Agents. Simply selecting the box next to a single agent or multiple agents

and then selecting the Trust Agent(s) button will deploy the certificate, and the

agent will move over to the Connected Agents tab. This process can be automated

as well by configuring SAP Solution Manager to automatically trust all agents.

Figure 1.22  Agent Administration Cockpit

If HTTPS is required for communication between diagnostic agents and SAP Solu-

tion Manager, then it is critical to have this certificate signed by a trusted certifi-

cate authority. This is done via the HTTPS setup required in the Java system and

can be seen in the Agent Security tab of the Agent Administration cockpit, as

shown in Figure 1.23 in the Server Authentication section. 
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Figure 1.23  Agent Security Settings

Set Up SAP BW

The Set Up SAP BW step contains three substeps. In these substeps, you configure

the SAP BW component of SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP application server

to enable data warehousing and reporting. SAP BW is a critical component of SAP

Solution Manager, without which you cannot store historical application opera-

tions monitoring data or root-cause analysis system data, nor can you generate

reporting dashboards for many tools like ChaRM or the test suite.

Confirm SAP BW

In the confirm SAP BW step, you decide where SAP BW is located. This step requires

that you decide where data will be stored in SAP BW. SAP Note 1487626 provides

recommendations directly from SAP. The following box covers the three options

available when deciding. It is absolutely critical that this choice is not changed in

the future! During this setup, data is stored using client- and system-specific keys,
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and this cannot be changed without the assistance of SAP. Once this configuration

is complete and data is being stored in SAP BW, changing these settings will result

in data loss and major issues with SAP BW.

SAP BW Location Pros and Cons

Standard SAP Solution Manager productive client: 

� Pros

– SAP-recommended option

– Provides the simplest option for user management 

– The best option when considering the complex use of SAP BW for storing data and

the numerous interfaces that are directly integrated into the application lifecycle

management tools

– Limits potential issues with SAP BW data storage

� Cons

– Does not restrict direct access to SAP BW infocubes

SAP BW in separate SAP Solution Manager client:

� Pros

– Provides increased security by preventing direct access to the SAP BW infocubes by

users in the productive client

� Cons

– More complex for user management

– From a technical perspective, this option provides no benefit, as it it doesn’t increase

performance or provide any other value. 

SAP BW in separate SAP BW system:

� Pros

– Enables the use of hardware outside of SAP Solution Manager

– Provides increased security to prevent direct access to the SAP BW infocubes

� Cons

– More complex for user management

– Only used in rare situations

– Requires communication with a remote system, which requires management of the

remote system outside of SAP Solution Manager

– Requires the remote SAP BW system to have the same exact BI (Business Intelli-

gence) content release, and ideally this separate SAP BW system should only be used

by SAP Solution Manager
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It is important to understand the repercussions to using anything other than the

SAP Solution Manager productive client. The decision to go outside of SAP recom-

mendations must be made with a complete understanding of the implications of

doing so. In general, SAP recommends using the delivered client 001 as the pro-

ductive client, and this client already contains SAP BW and does not require any

additional work. If another client is desired and you plan on using it for SAP BW,

you must copy all content from client 001 by using the SAP_ALL option when per-

forming the client copy. 

If another client or system is used, you must create a user called SM_BW_ADMIN

in the client or remote SAP BW system and you must also have an SAP BW admin-

level user. The SM_BW_ADMIN user requires three SAP security roles: SAP_BI_E2E,

SAP_SM_BI_ADMIN, and SAP_SM_BW_USER_ADMIN.

This step also sets the time zone of the SAP BW content, which should be the same

as the system itself. This time zone must also not be changed once data has been

stored in SAP BW. A change will create data inconsistencies and lead to short

dumps when reports are generated. All these options are shown in Figure 1.24. 

Figure 1.24  Confirm SAP BW
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Maintain Users

In the maintain users step, two SAP Solution Manager system users are created to

be used for activating BI content and executing BW queries. These users can be cre-

ated automatically or manually. Technical system user SM_BOC is used for SAP

BW queries for tools like IT service management and test suite management that

enable end users to view related information in SAP Analytics Cloud. System user

SM_BW_ACT is used to activate BI (Business Intelligence) content for individual

scenarios like data volume management, incident management, and application

operations. If created manually, you must ensure this user has the roles listed in

the step shown in Figure 1.25. This step must also be checked and re-executed any-

time a support package is installed in SAP Solution Manager. 

Figure 1.25  Maintain Users
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Enable SAP BW

The enable SAP BW step activates SAP BW and configures it as the source system.

This step contains only automatic steps and should be executed just like other

automatic activities. If any fail, review the logs at the bottom of the page. The first

automatic activity sets the SAP BW client/system in the confirm SAP BW step as

the SAP BW source, which can also be done in Transaction RSA1. This is done by

executing the RS_MANDT_UNIQUE_SET function module, which defines the SAP

BW client. The second activity creates four remote function calls:

1. BI_CLNT<BW Client> 

Used for writing data to SAP BW infocubes

2. SM_BW_<BW System ID>CLNT<BW Client >_READ 

Used to extract data from SAP BW to generate reports

3. SAP_BILO 

Used for individual access to SAP BW by specific data collections, like the metric

monitor 

4. SM_<BW System ID>CLNT<BW Client >_CALLBACK 

Used for access from SAP BW to SAP Solution Manager for activities like reading

configurations

The final automatic activity configures SAP BW read access and assigns the logical

system to the SAP BW client. This SAP BW read access is like the generation of SAP

EarlyWatch Alerts. When an alert is generated, it must read managed system diag-

nostic data that is stored in SAP BW. Without this read access, many reporting

tools will be missing data. All these activities are shown in Figure 1.26.

Figure 1.26  Enable SAP BW
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Define CA Introscope

In this step, Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is connected to SAP Solution

Manager. For this step to be successful, you must have already installed both Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager and a diagnostic agent on the same host. This can

be installed on any host standalone or with SAP Solution Manager itself on the

same host. The first activity in completing this step is to discover Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager via the diagnostic agent running with Wily Introscope Enter-

prise Manager, as shown in Figure 1.27. Next, you must use the user management

option to add the admin user and its password that exists in Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager. This user needs to be set as the communication user. Once

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is successfully connected, you should see a

green light under the Status column. The Capacity column is critical for under-

standing if Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is overloaded with too many diag-

nostic agents. If the capacity reaches 100%, Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

will stop responding and data will stop being delivered to SAP Solution Manager. If

this happens, the Java memory parameters need to be increased in Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager. If increasing the memory is not sufficient, then the

next option is to implement a manager of manager setup for Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager. Essentially, three Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

instances are installed, with one being the manager of the other two; this will load-

balance the large number of diagnostic agents, therefore adding capacity. Refer to

SAP documentation for further information on how to configure this scenario.

What Is Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager Used For?

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is a third-party application from a company called

CA. SAP Solution Manager includes a limited read-only license for the software. The soft-

ware is tightly integrated with many monitoring tools, especially system monitoring

within application operations. Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is the central point for

the collection of many data points surrounding OS-level metrics and Oracle Java applica-

tions. Without this third-party software, we would be unable to monitor SAP NetWeaver

AS for Java applications, and many operating system metrics like performance would not

function. For Java systems, a Wily Agent is deployed, which sends data directly to Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager. All diagnostic agents also contain multiple Wily agent

applications, which also send data to Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager. 
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Figure 1.27  Define Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

Set Up Email Communication

In the set up email communication step, SAP Solution Manager is configured to

send emails to the email exchange server in a customer system landscape. The

standard information that is required is shown in Figure 1.28. This includes the

hostname of the server, domain name, port number, email to be used for the batch

user, and the frequency of the email/fax background job. The option for SMTP

needs to be selected for sending emails, and the option for fax/pager needs to be

selected for sending faxes. 

If required, SAP offers the option to encrypt emails sent from SAP Solution Man-

ager. If activated, the emails will be signed or coded using the S/MIME standard.

SAP Note 1637415 provides the details required to get this configured and activated.
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Once complete, simply save the configuration and the email jobs will be config-

ured and scheduled to run.

Figure 1.28  Set Up Email Communication

Configure SAP CRM Basics

The configure SAP CRM basics step is all about SAP CRM and completing the basic

required configuration. SAP CRM is a critical component of SAP Solution Manager.

The business partner functionality in SAP CRM is used heavily in many areas of

SAP Solution Manager, especially ChaRM and IT service management. The user

interfaces of these two application lifecycle management tools are completely

dependent on SAP CRM.

This step contains two manual tasks and a variety of automatic activities. The

automatic tasks contain the critical activities that complete the configuration of

the SAP CRM infrastructure. Once these activities are complete, Ibases will be gen-

erated for all the systems contained in the landscape management database,

which is required for ChaRM and IT service management. An Ibase is an object that

references a technical system in the landscape management database. An Ibase is
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part of SAP CRM. The Ibase is used to link that technical system to Change docu-

ments in ChaRM or Incidents in ITSM. Figure 1.29 shows this step and all activities

mentioned.

Figure 1.29  Configure SAP CRM Basics

Enable SAP Gateway Services

In the final step of infrastructure preparation, the gateway services are activated

for all of the user interfaces required for all of the application lifecycle manage-

ment tools within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The specific applications can be acti-

vated one by one on their own, or you can select all by selecting the box in the

header column and select Activate, as shown in Figure 1.30. Enabling the activation

of gateway services covers the OData services and the setup of the external aliases.

Without the activation of these gateway services, the SAP Fiori apps used in SAP

Solution Manager’s SAP Fiori home screen will not function. 
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Figure 1.30  Enable Gateway Services

Complete

The complete step is an overview step that has no actions to be performed. It sim-

ply provides the overall status of each step within infrastructure preparation.

Once all the steps within infrastructure preparation are complete, the basic config-

uration guided procedure can be executed.

Basic Configuration

Basic configuration is the final guided procedure required for configuring SAP

Solution Manager. It contains the final pieces that complete the configuration:
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1. Configure basic functions

2. Schedule jobs

3. Configure manually

4. Create basic dialog users

Let’s start with the first step of the basic configuration guided procedure.

Configure Basic Functions

The configure basic functions step contains all automatic activities. All the activi-

ties must run successfully to ensure all areas of SAP Solution Manager function

properly. These automatic activities go from activating service data control center

(SDCCN) for the creation of the SAP EarlyWatch reports to updating/replacing the

service definitions used for creating SAP EarlyWatch reports. We discuss SDCCN

and Early watch reports in Chapter 10. The longest-running activity is to activate

SAP BW content for root-cause analysis. A few of the activities also complete the

configuration required for Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager. Ensure all activi-

ties run successfully. If any issues come up, some can be performed manually;

review the documentation for each activity. This step is shown in Figure 1.31.

Figure 1.31  Configure Basic Functions
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Schedule Jobs

The schedule jobs step will schedule all of the standard SAP Solution Manager

background jobs automatically. Which jobs are scheduled is determined by step 1,

define system role, of the system preparation guided procedure. If the system is

set as a production system, all jobs will be scheduled. If it is a nonproduction sys-

tem, only a limited list of jobs will be scheduled. This is because only the produc-

tion system should be sending system data to SAP. Each job has documentation

that can be displayed to understand what each job is meant to do. This step also

allows for the ability to use a different schedule for some of the jobs, as shown in

the Frequency column in Figure 1.32. A complete list of jobs can be found in SAP

Note 894279. When you select Schedule Jobs as Planned, the process will schedule

all jobs but it will also deactivate any jobs that have been decommissioned. This is

a key step in the entire process: these jobs run the day-to-day processes needed to

execute the activities that are required for many of the application lifecycle man-

agement tools. Figure 1.32 shows this step, including all of the areas we discussed. 

Figure 1.32  Schedule Jobs

Configure Manually

The configure manually step contains all manual activities, shown in Figure 1.33,

for which SAP has not created an automatic activity because these tasks require
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some decisions to be made by the customer. The first manual activity requires the

generation of business partners for users within SAP Solution Manager using

Transaction BP_GEN. This is required for application lifecycle management tools

like ChaRM and IT service management. The manual configuration of rapid con-

tent delivery is needed for the content download for all monitoring tools within

application operations. This configuration is required for the SM:RCD_CHECK_

UPDATES background job to run successfully.

The delete session documents and downloads activity is required for cleaning up

old session documents like SAP EarlyWatch reports, go-live checks, or any of the

reports that are generated within the service delivery tools. This activity requires

the creation of a variant that specifies how old documents should be before they

are deleted, then the program RDSMOPREDUCEDATA needs to be manually sched-

uled using the custom variant created.

The schedule application log cleanup activity requires scheduling of a cleanup job

via Transaction SLG2 that will cleanup system logs older than 30 days. Detailed

instructions are contained in SAP Note 1911102. 

The service content update activity is a simple activity: run Transaction AGS_

UPDATE and turn on the automatic download and update of active global support

(AGS) content used for service delivery sessions.

The final two activities are simply to ensure that both HTTP and R3 connections

are created and set up in the SAP Support website. This ensures that SAP can gain

access to the system if required. 

Once all activities are completed, ensure all are set to performed status.

Figure 1.33  Configure Manually
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Create Basic Dialog Users

The create basic dialog users step is an optional step, shown in Figure 1.34. This step

will automatically create four dialog users and assign the roles required for them.

Figure 1.34  Create Basic Dialog Users

The first two users, SAPSERVICE and SAPSUPPORT, are created for SAP to use. SAP-

SERVICE is used by SAP Active Global Support to deliver remote and on-site ser-

vices. SAPSUPPORT enables SAP Active Global Support to support the SAP Solution

Manager system. This user can only read data. The second two users are for SAP

Solution Manager administrators and are meant to replace the SOLMAN_ADMIN
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user from SAP Solution Manager 7.1. SA_ADM_<SID> is used for administrators to

perform tasks like agent administration, opening service connections, system

landscape directory administration, and user administration. SA_DIS_<SID> is

just like the admin user but in display mode only. 

Complete

The complete step is an overview step that has no actions to be performed. It sim-

ply provides the overall status of each step within basic configuration. Once all the

steps within basic configuration are complete, SAP Solution Manager will be fully

configured. You can move on to other guided procedures. 

Embedded Search

The embedded search guided procedure contains only manual activities. These

manual activities revolve around the setup of the connection required for search

capabilities within many application lifecycle management tools. The connection

required for embedded search can only be setup with TREX or SAP HANA. These

activities are shown in Figure 1.35.

Figure 1.35  Perform General Configuration

Perform General Configuration

The perform general configuration step contains all the manual activities required

for connecting either TREX or SAP HANA to SAP Solution Manager. These activities
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make up the baseline configuration of embedded search and must be done before

index creation can occur for many tools like solution documentation within pro-

cess management. TREX and SAP HANA have index creation capabilities, which do

not exist in SAP Solution Manager itself; that is why this configuration is critical to

many of the application lifecycle management functions. Without this connection

to either TREX or SAP HANA and the creation of indexes within Transaction ESH_

COCKPIT, search capabilities will be missing.

SAP Note 1249465 contains the information required for installing TREX. If SAP

Solution Manager runs on an SAP HANA database, then you don’t need to install

TREX, but SAP HANA must be revision 110 or higher to be compatible. 

Check Scenario Configurations

Once the perform general configuration step is completed, use the check scenario

configurations step to navigate to the steps within the application lifecycle man-

agement tools to create the indexes that are specific for each area. This is only

required if that specific tool has been configured. These indexes are created in

Transaction ESH_COCKPIT. This step is shown in Figure 1.36.

Figure 1.36  Check Scenario Configuration

The application lifecycle management tools that use embedded search include: 

� ChaRM

� IT service management

� Process management: solution 

documentation 

� Requirements management

� Project management

� Quality gate management

� Engagement and service delivery
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Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around the mandatory configuration guided procedures. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following

terms:

� System landscape directory

The system landscape directory is a function of any SAP NetWeaver AS for Java

system. It is the repository of system information that a landscape manage-

ment database is synchronized with. 

This data is populated by data suppliers from either other system landscape

directories or managed systems. Diagnostic agents also send related OS-level

information to the system landscape directory.

� Landscape management database

The core repository of all system data. The landscape management database

resides in SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP application server.

� Data supplier

The connection configured between two system landscape directories.

The connection configured in a managed system to send data to a system land-

scape directory

� Common information model

The common information model is the component repository content counter-

part.

� Component repository content

The component repository is essentially a complete catalog of all SAP Software.

� Support hub connectivity

The new type of connection between SAP Solution Manager and SAP, used for

machine-to machine communication. Sends and receives data to and from SAP

for many application lifecycle management tools.

� SAP Web Dispatcher

An SAP-designed load-balancing application.

� Internet communication manager

An internet communication manager is a component of SAP NetWeaver. It is

used for communication between SAP systems and the outside world. 

� HTTP/HTTPS

These are two versions of the HyperText Transfer Protocol. These communica-

tion protocols provide a foundation for communication between systems over

a network. HTTP is the standard protocol and HTTPS is the secure version.
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� Web services

A web service is an application function or an application service. SAP has three

standards: extensible markup language (XML), simple object access protocol

(SOAP), and web service definition language (WSDL). 

� Self-signed and certificate authority–signed certificates

A certificate provides encryption for data in motion between systems. This cer-

tificate is the basis of the encryption of the data. 

Self-signed certificates are generated by the application itself. Other certificates

are signed by a certificate authority, such as Verisign or Thawte.

� TREX

An SAP search engine application that has the ability to create indexes.

� Install base

A representation of objects installed in a customer landscape: technical sys-

tems, machines, and software.

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas of SAP Solution Manager configuration you need to study fur-

ther. None of these questions will be found on the exam. Select the correct answers

and then check your answers in the next section, Practice Question Answers and

Explanations. When taking the official exam, you will only get credit for questions

for which you have selected all the correct answers. If you do not select all the cor-

rect answers for a question that has multiple correct answers, you will not receive

credit for that question. 

1. What is the name of the new backend connection SAP has developed specifi-

cally with SAP Solution Manager 7.2?

� A. SAP OSS 

� B. Support hub connectivity

� C. SAP Secure Background Connection
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2. Which step within infrastructure preparation is required before Java connec-

tivity setup can be activated?

� A. Landscape management database synchronization

� B. Apply essential corrections

� C. Schedule jobs

� D. Enable gateway services

3. Which activity in system preparation impacts the jobs that are scheduled in

the SAP Solution Manager system?

� A. Set up connections to SAP

� B. Define system checklist

� C. Define system role

� D. Configure basic functions

4. Which activities are required before the landscape management database

sync can be activated? Three answers are correct.

� A. System landscape directory configuration

� B. System landscape directory remote function call creation

� C. Component repository/common information model content update

� D. Landscape management database user creation 

5. Where does system information originate? Two answers are correct.

� A. Managed systems

� B. Diagnostic agents

� C. System landscape directories

� D. Landscape management database

6. SAP Web Dispatcher or another load balancer is required if the ABAP and Java

systems run on separate hosts.

� A. True

� B. False
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7. Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is responsible for collecting which of the

following types of data? Three answers are correct.

� A. ABAP application exception data

� B. OS-level performance data

� C. Java performance data

� D. Database performance data

� E. Third-party Java application data

8. Embedded search is used for which of the following application lifecycle man-

agement tools? Two answers are correct.

� A. System monitoring

� B. Change control management

� C. Root-cause analysis

� D. Process management

9. Diagnostic agents authenticate using basic authentication.

� A. True

� B. False

10. Which of the following Java components are deployed by SAP Solution Man-

ager to diagnostic agents after initial authentication is complete?

� A. ST-PI 7.40

� B. SAP Support Tools 7.40

� C. LM-Service 7.20

� D. Java SP Manager 7.40

11. Which of the following ports are used by diagnostic agents to communicate

directly with SAP Solution Manager? Two answers are correct.

� A. ABAP internet communication manager 

� B. P4 HTTPS Java message server 

� C. Java internet communication manager

� D. P4 HTTP Java message server
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12. Which of the following composite SAP Notes are critical to the successful exe-

cution of the mandatory guided procedures? Two answers are correct.

� A. Transaction SNote (Note Assistant) composite SAP Note

� B. ChaRM composite SAP Note

� C. SAP Solution Manager composite SAP Note

� D. Test suite composite SAP Note

13. Which content within a system landscape directory is automatically synced

with the landscape management database? Two answers are correct.

� A. Component repository 

� B. Service delivery content

� C. Common information model

� D. Active Directory content

14. Which of the following steps need to be completed before you can complete

step 4, define Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager, within infrastructure

preparation? Three answers are correct.

� A. Install diagnostic agent

� B. Install host agent

� C. Install Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager agent

� D. Install Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

15. It is recommended to sync two system landscape directories to the landscape

management database with the same content to ensure duplicate content is

not created.

� A. True

� B. False

16. Which type of system landscape directory connection is required for SAP Pro-

cess Integration monitoring?

� A. Runtime system landscape directory

� B. Source for landscape management database
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� C. SAP Process Integration system landscape directory

� D. Other system landscape directory

17. Which step within infrastructure preparation is required for the use of SAP

Fiori apps that are built into SAP Solution Manager?

� A. Set up SAP BW

� B. Enable gateway services

� C. Enable connectivity

� D. Configure SAP CRM basics

18. It is recommended to use another client or system for SAP BW instead of SAP

BW within client 001 of SAP Solution Manager.

� A. True

� B. False

19. SAP BW stores what types of data?

� A. Monitoring data from application operations

� B. Root-cause analysis data

� C. Reporting for ChaRM or IT service management

� D. All of the above

20. The time zone setting that is configured when activating SAP BW must not be

changed once data is stored in SAP BW.

� A. True

� B. False

21. Without support hub connectivity to SAP, which of the following tools will not

be fully operational?

� A. Landscape management

� B. License management

� C. Engagement and service delivery

� D. Test suite, scope and effort analyzer

� E. All of the above
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22. Cleaning up Transaction SPAU before implementing a composite SAP Note

from SAP is not required.

� A. True

� B. False

23. When configuring the landscape management database sync, which of the fol-

lowing rankings should be used? Two answers are correct.

� A. Source, 1; target, 2

� B. Source, 10; target, 10,000

� C. Source, 1; target, 1,000

� D. Source, 1,000; target, 1

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions. Please be sure you fully understand the answers to any

of the questions that you incorrectly answered. The practice questions are

designed to test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the certifica-

tion test. Keep in mind there are no true/false questions in the actual certification

exam. We use them here to help you decide if you completely understand the con-

cepts in this chapter.

1. Correct Answer: B

Support hub connectivity is the new connection developed for machine-to-

machine communication to send and receive data with SAP backend systems. 

2. Correct Answer: A

The first synchronization between the system landscape directory and land-

scape management database must be 100% complete before the Java connec-

tivity can be completed. This is because the Java connectivity steps utilize the

connection information sent by the SAP Solution Manager systems and stored

in the landscape management database.

3. Correct Answer: C

The define system role activity determines which jobs needed to be scheduled.

Production systems need more jobs than development systems.
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4. Correct Answers: A, B, C

The system landscape directory must be fully activated, remote function calls

created, and content updated. All three of these tasks are required for the land-

scape management database synchronization job to be scheduled and success-

fully run. 

5. Correct Answers: A, B

The managed system sends data to the system landscape directory. The diag-

nostic agent collects OS-level data and sends it to the system landscape direc-

tory. The system landscape directory simply forwards data to other system

landscape directories and it is then synchronized to the landscape manage-

ment database.

6. Correct Answer: B

False. SAP Web Dispatcher or another load balancer is only required if you have

multiple application servers. Communication between SAP Solution Manager

systems on separate hosts can be configured without SAP Web Dispatcher.

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you decide if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

7. Correct Answers: B, C, E

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager collects performance data across many

types of systems, but the ABAP systems are collected via the remote function

call connection.

8. Correct Answers: B, D

The ability to search for key words in change documents is only available when

embedded search is configured. The ability to search the reusable libraries for

specific objects is only possible with embedded search configured. 

9. Correct Answer: B

False. Diagnostic agents authenticate using certificate-based authentication. In

version 7.1, the agents utilized a user to authenticate with SAP Solution Man-

ager. In version 7.2, they authenticate with a certificate that is deployed from

the system.

10. Correct Answer: C

The LM-Service component (also called SOLMANDIAG) is automatically

deployed to diagnostics agents when they first connect to SAP Solution Man-

ager. 
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11. Correct Answers: B, D

The P4 port is the primary connection used by diagnostic agents to communi-

cate with SAP Solution Manager.

12. Correct Answers: A, C

The SAP Note Assistant composite SAP Note must be fully implemented before

the SAP Solution Manager composite SAP Note. The SAP Solution Manager

composite SAP Note contains critical corrections that are needed to ensure the

system is fully operational.

13. Correct Answers: A, C

The component repository/common information model content is stored

within the system landscape directory. This content is used heavily by SAP

Solution Manager for a variety of activities. Without up-to-date content in the

landscape management database, issues will exist. 

14. Correct Answers: A, B, D

The diagnostic agent and host agent enable SAP Solution Manager to find Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager. There will be nothing to find without Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager being installed.

15. Correct Answer: B

False. This is explicitly not recommended. If you sync the landscape manage-

ment database with two system landscape directories that contain the same

information, you will end up with duplicate systems in the landscape manage-

ment database

16. Correct Answer: C

The SAP Process Integration system landscape directory connection type is

specifically designed to collect the SAP Process Integration business systems

that are needed for SAP Process Integration monitoring to be configured. It

only collects SAP Process Integration business data used to activate SAP Pro-

cess Integration monitoring.

17. Correct Answer: B

This step activates all the gateway services used by these SAP Fiori apps. These

gateway services are used by end users to access the SAP Fiori apps on the SAP

Solution Manager home screen.

18. Correct Answer: B

False. It is explicitly not recommended to use another client or system. This

only creates unnecessary complexity related to managing SAP BW. It is an SAP

recommendation to use only client 001.
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19. Correct Answer: D

SAP BW is the primary location for storing data within SAP Solution Manager.

Without SAP BW, SAP Solution Manager wouldn’t be able to store all of the

managed system data that is used by a variety of application lifecycle manage-

ment tools. 

20. Correct Answer: A

True. If the time zone setting is changed after data is stored, you will have data

inconsistencies that cannot be resolved. Data is stored in SAP BW with time

stamps; once this is done, changing the time zone will cause inconsistencies. 

21. Correct Answer: E

All these tools send and receive data with SAP via support hub connectivity.

This connectivity is critical for many application lifecycle management tools to

push and pull data with the backend SAP systems.

22. Correct Answer: B

False. If Transaction SPAU has SAP Notes that are inconsistent and new ver-

sions exist in a composite SAP Note, you will not be able to install the compos-

ite SAP Note. This is because any SAP Notes within the composite SAP Note may

be in an inconsistent state that must be fixed via Transaction SPAU.

23. Correct Answers: B, C

The target namespace should have a rank 1,000 times the source rank. This is

to ensure the landscape management database content that contains any man-

ual changes is not overwritten by the automatic sync process. 

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide detailed information on all the configuration

required to ensure SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is operational. This is minimal config-

uration for just the functionality at the core of SAP Solution Manager. Each of

these activities are critical for many of the lifecycle management tools available

within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. 

Summary

In conclusion, the mandatory configuration is something that should be studied

in detail. Many of the concepts involved in the proper execution of these guided
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procedures are ones that any certified SAP Solution Manager associate should

have a solid grasp of. An implementation of SAP Solution Manager will not be suc-

cessful without these key concepts and configuration activities. 

We recommend getting hands-on experience with these guided procedures. Start-

ing with a fresh install of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is the only real way to become

fully acquainted with them. Utilize the help sections and documentation for each

activity when performing these procedures. The information SAP has provided is

essential for a complete understanding of the activities and why you are perform-

ing them. It will take more than just executing an automatic activity for you to

fully understand why you are doing it. The knowledge we have accumulated over

the years is based on first-hand experience configuring SAP Solution Manager, but

also troubleshooting issues with this configuration. This experience has proved

invaluable when taking SAP’s certification exams. Make sure you get first-hand

experience to ensure you fully understand these procedures.
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This chapter is designed to take you through the execution of the guided proce-

dure called managed system configuration. But more than just the guided proce-

dure, we will discuss and dive into all the components surrounding the process of

connecting an SAP system, as well as some of the steps for a non-SAP system.

While covering the process of connecting an SAP system, we’ll cover the host and

database as well. This process is critical for all application lifecycle management

tools within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Beyond just managed system configura-

tion, we will also cover the new key concepts introduced in SAP Solution Manager

7.2: the redesigned solution, branches, logical components groups, and sites, all

key concepts of a successful implementation of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. All cer-

tified SAP Solution Manager consultants must have a complete understanding of

all the points covered in this chapter.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, managed system configuration is not always fully planned

or understood. Many people only see the status of each step or activity,

whether it is green, yellow, or red; they don’t understand how critical each

step is or how it impacts the lifecycle management tools. This understanding

of the activity is the key difference between a certified SAP Solution Manager

consultant and a basis resource that only occasionally handles SAP Solution

Manager.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this part of the test is to ensure you are fully capable of executing

the managed system configuration guided procedure from end to end for both an

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. The com-

munication between SAP Solution Manager and the managed systems (some-

times called satellite systems) is one of the most important activities that an SAP

Solution Manager consultant must fully understand. SAP Solution Manager will

not be capable of performing application lifecycle management activities without

the proper execution of this procedure. Passing this portion of the test proves that

you are fully vetted on the tasks and are prepared to perform the activities prop-

erly for an SAP customer.
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Key Concepts Refresher

Next, we need to discuss the key managed system configuration. We will review

the creation of remote function calls, how to assign a diagnostic agent, and the

delivery of Introscope Java agents to a SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. Beyond

the activities listed in the guided procedure, we will also cover the new definition

of a solution in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and how the new branch concept is used

in conjunction with the new logical component group to support tools like ChaRM

and the test suite. This section of the chapter will ensure you are prepared for these

key concepts that are required to pass the SAP Certification exam.

What Is a Solution?

A solution is a concept that exists in both SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2. It has

changed slightly from version 7.1 to 7.2 but still primarily consists of the same ele-

ments. The biggest change is that with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, for most custom-

ers, only one solution is required. The solution is essentially a container that

encompasses all aspects of an organization’s systems and business processes.

Figure 2.1 illustrates this concept and how all of the building blocks are put

together to create a complete solution.

Most customers should only have a single solution within their SAP Solution Man-

ager systems. During the days of SAP Solution Manager 7.1, it was common for a

customer to have many solutions, but this is no longer the case. Only in rare situ-

ations should a customer have more than one solution: when a customer has

more than one company and each has entirely different business processes and

systems that are completely independent of each other, this is when a solution is

needed to break out the systems and business processes into separate containers. 

The diagram in Figure 2.1 shows how all the components are organized within a

solution and how branches are structured containing logical component groups

and their systems assigned within. The business processes exist within each

branch, and the production branch is locked; all other nonproduction branches

are unlocked and modifiable. Finally, change control management can be acti-

vated on the branches to control the movement of changes across the systems

contained within a branch. As you can see, this truly is the entire SAP solution, cre-

ated by SAP and put in place by a customer to solve a business requirement.

The key concept to understand is that a solution represents a “single source of

truth” for all SAP Solution Manager application lifecycle management tools. This

means the solution is meant to represent an entire organization to be consumed
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by SAP Solution Manager. Whether it is the technical systems, both SAP and non-

SAP, the transport routes that connect the systems, or the business processes that

are contained in those systems, the solution defines an SAP customer’s entire

business from the ground up and contains versions of the organization’s business

across multiple branches. In the following sections, we will cover the components

that make up the solution and how they are used by SAP Solution Manager appli-

cation lifecycle management tools. 

Figure 2.1  Solution Concept and Design

The Branch Concept

The concept of a branch is entirely new for SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and did not

exist in version 7.1. In some ways, this branch concept replaced the concept of a

project that existed in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, in which a customer could have

many projects, all containing business processes or systems that were all entirely

different and were difficult to manage and organize properly. This disorganization

is now a thing of the past. With branches, SAP has completely changed how busi-

ness processes and documentation are organized and structured within SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. 
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A branch is a virtual representation of an organization’s systems and business pro-

cesses in different states of change. A branch’s use depends on what application

lifecycle management tool is using it. The simplest way to understand a branch is

to see how it is used within solution documentation, in which a branch is a con-

tainer that stores an organization’s business processes 

Out of the box, by default all customers must have a maintenance and a produc-

tion branch. Customers can create any number of additional branches that suit

their specific needs. As shown in Figure 2.2, there are six branches:

1. Production

2. Operations

3. Maintenance

4. Development

5. Design

6. Import

Figure 2.2  Branch Concept and Structure
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Production Branch

The production branch is used to represent the productive business processes cur-

rently in use. This branch is locked down and cannot be edited directly. Changes

are introduced by releasing them from child branches, like the maintenance or

development branch. 

The production branch represents the entire organization’s business processes as

they are used by the business today. The branch is considered like any other pro-

duction landscape: it is locked down and cannot be directly changed. Changes

must be introduced by child branches, through a structured procedure that

releases the change up into the production branch. 

Maintenance Branch

The maintenance branch is used to create or update business processes daily. This

branch is required and used for minor changes to business processes or changes

that go into the production system in a short window of time. This is a required

branch and is a child of the production branch and a sibling of the development

branch.

The maintenance branch is used for day-to-day enhancements or bug fixes to the

business processes. In this branch, changes are tested, validated, and released up

into the production branch. 

Operations Branch

The operations branch is a copy of the productive branch used to store business

process monitoring metrics and alerts, as well as business process analytic key per-

formance indicators (KPIs). All changes released into the production branch will

immediately show up in the operations branch. 

Because the operations branch is a copy of the production branch, all changes

released to production will automatically exist in the operations branch. The oper-

ations branch can be modified, but only the perspective of the business process

operations application lifecycle management tool. In the operations tools, opera-

tional objects like business process monitoring metrics and alerts are stored and

assigned to specific business processes. The operations branch is only required if a

customer is utilizing the tools within business process operations.
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Development Branch

The development branch is used to create or design new business processes that

will be the future business processes once a major enhancement or upgrade proj-

ect goes live. This is a sibling branch of the maintenance branch and a child of the

production branch because changes are released directly into the production

branch and not into the maintenance branch. When the changes are released, all

sibling branches now contain those changes as well.

If an additional branch is required it is most often the development branch. This

branch is used for upcoming major releases or projects that represent significant

change to the business and the business processes it operates on.

Design Branch

The design branch is used to edit or redesign business processes that were

imported from an SAP Best Practices package into the import branch and released

up into the design branch. This is a child of the development branch.

Import Branch

The import branch is used to import SAP Best Practices packages that contain busi-

ness processes. This is a child branch of the design branch; business process are

released up into the design branch.

In the import branch, you import SAP Best Practices packages that contain busi-

ness processes. You then selectively release these business processes into the

design branch, where you can modify them to suit the needs of the organization

before they are released into the development branch, where they will be tested

for production.

Branches and Logical Component Groups

A branch also contains systems from a logical component group, used for applica-

tion lifecycle management tools like the test suite and ChaRM. The production

branch always contains the single production system that the branch represents.

The maintenance branch always consists of the nonproduction systems (develop-

ment, quality, preproduction) that are used for testing everyday bug fixes and

enhancements. The development branch contains the nonproduction systems

(n+1 development, n+1 quality) that are used for testing major releases or major
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projects that have a long period of testing before going live into the production

system.

Logical Component Groups

In the days of SAP Solution Manager 7.1, a logical component was created for use

with projects and change control management. Projects were difficult to change

and adding and removing logical components was difficult. This issue ending up

causing other issues. For example, many customers ended up with multiple logical

components for the same SAP system landscapes. This made the management of

SAP Solution Manager time-consuming and full of difficulties. With these issues in

mind, SAP has dramatically simplified the creation and use of logical components

by creating the logical component group, which is contained within a single solu-

tion and cannot be shared across multiple solutions.

A logical component group is meant to represent an SAP or non-SAP system land-

scape in its entirety and only a single time. The name of the logical component

group is the unique identifier that links it to all configuration, so it cannot be

changed once created. A logical component group, as shown in Figure 2.3, is a

grouping of logical components. The simplest way to think of a logical component

group is that it is defined as a container for all systems of a solution that have the

same production system and have the same system type. In this example, it is an

SAP ERP system landscape that has both a maintenance landscape and a develop-

ment n+1 system landscape. The logical component group is created for an entire

system landscape, showing the transport routes between systems and the rela-

tionship between the systems. There is no longer a reason to have more than one

logical component or logical component group for the same system landscape.

A new concept called the site is used when a system landscape has multiple regions

that require a single landscape to have more than one production system; fed by

the same maintenance system landscape (development and quality). This scenario

requires the use of yet another new concept, the site. A site allows you to have

more than one production system in a single logical component group. 

Logical components still exist as they did in SAP Solution Manager 7.1. They still

represent how changes flow from one system to the next. This information is crit-

ical for change control management. Without this information, SAP Solution Man-

ager is not capable of moving changes between systems in an SAP system

landscape. As shown in Figure 2.3, the logical component is contained within the

logical component group.
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Figure 2.3  Logical Component Group

The system role still exists in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, as it did in version 7.1. The

system role represents the position or responsibility that the system holds in the

logical component group or system landscape. Standard system roles like develop-

ment, quality, and production all still exist. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, you

also now can have up to 52 custom system role types. To create custom roles, you

must execute Transaction MAINT_ROLES. This enables customers to have com-

plete flexibility and to create as many custom system role types as they need.

Figure 2.4 shows how the system role fits into a logical component group and its

assigned logical component. With all this flexibility in SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

ChaRM does not require specific roles to move changes between systems. If the

logical components and the STMS transport routes are in agreement with how

changes flow from system to system, then ChaRM will be able to move the change.

Figure 2.4  System Role Concept
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Modeling a System Landscape

It can be a bit overwhelming, all the new concepts and potential complexities of

designing these logical component groups and logical components, assigning sys-

tem roles, and organizing them into branches. This section is meant to give an

example of one of the most complicated system landscapes that we have ever

seen. This example is meant to show a system landscape diagram that shows how

systems are grouped together and how changes are propagated between them

into a logical component group within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This example

should help you fully understand how to model a logical component group from

an existing system landscape diagram. After this example, less complicated sce-

narios should be easy to understand.

As shown in Figure 2.5, we have an SAP ERP landscape that consists of eleven SAP

systems. We have a maintenance landscape used for managing changes that con-

sist of day-to-day bug fixes and minor enhancements. This landscape consists of a

single development system, with two quality and two production systems. This

customer has two production and two quality systems because they have two sep-

arate divisions that are running on the same version of SAP ERP and have very

similar business processes. Because one is used in the United States (EP1) and the

other in Europe (EP2), they have very different requirements to meet. Specifically

due to the different laws that exist, depending on the country that the system

operates in. But because they are still very similar, the company chooses to run

them in parallel to share the same support teams and infrastructure and limit the

need for a second development system. At the same time, the company also has a

development project running because it plans to migrate to SAP S/4HANA. This

major project requires a development landscape for testing the migration, which

requires significant testing. It also has two regression systems in the development

landscape, beyond just the standard development and quality n+1 landscape.

This example is unusual and not the most common scenario. Taking this situation

to the most extreme reaches covers all the potential requirements that a certified

SAP Solution Manager consultant must have a complete understanding of. This

scenario requires creating a custom system role, a regression system role; the cre-

ation of a logical component group; the activation of sites on that logical compo-

nent group; and the assignment of all the systems to the correct roles within the

logical component group.
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Figure 2.5  Original SAP System Landscape Diagram

Figure 2.6 represents the conversion of the old system landscape diagram into a

complete logical component group, utilizing three branches and two sites. Suc-

cessfully converting any system landscape diagram to meet the new SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 requirements requires an understanding of all of the concepts that

SAP has developed to handle the many varieties of requirements from all SAP cus-

tomers.
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Figure 2.6  System Diagram in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Once you understand all these concepts, you must then put them into practice in

an actual SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system. These tasks are performed in the new

solution administration user interface. You can get to this interface by executing

Transaction SOLADM. The first time the transaction is executed in a new SAP Solu-

tion Manager system, you will find that you must first create a new solution. Once

this is done, you can create the additional branches you need in the Branches tab.

This is followed by creating the logical component groups from the System Land-

scape tab. Once you have logical components groups, you can then enable the sites

functionality from the Properties tab; the enablement of sites is solution-wide.

Once this is done, you can activate sites on the logical component groups that

require the sites functionality. 

To create custom roles, you must execute Transaction MAINT_ROLES. This is

where you can adjust the order of the system roles that are displayed in a logical

component group and you can also create new system roles. Once you have the

roles, you can now assign the systems to the proper roles, branches, and logical
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component groups. Figure 2.7 shows the solution administration user interface,

showing all the concepts we just discussed.

Figure 2.7  Solution Administration

Managed System Configuration: Guided Procedure

In the managed system configuration guided procedure, a remote satellite system

is connected to SAP Solution Manager. This guided procedure is specifically

designed for each type of managed object that is to be connected to SAP Solution

Manager. Detailed steps that are specific to that type of managed object have been

designed by SAP to ensure an SAP Solution Manager administrator has all the

steps they need to get the managed object connected. A managed object can be an

SAP or non-SAP application, a database, or a host. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

Solution Manager now supports SAP cloud services as well, as shown in Figure 2.8,

which shows the list of managed systems that are available for executing the

guided procedure from Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. You can expect different

steps to exist in the guided procedure for each type of managed object. Being

familiar with the steps that can exist is a critical piece needed to pass the SAP Solu-

tion Manager certification exam.
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Figure 2.8  Managed System Configuration Home Page

System Status

From the page shown in Figure 2.8, you have a variety of options displayed. Most

importantly, you can see the status of each system. SAP uses the standard green,

yellow, and red stoplight method for showing the status of a system: 

� Green means all activities are successfully executed. 

� Yellow means a minor issue that is not urgent exists for something within man-

aged system configuration for a specific system. 

� Red means a serious error exists for something in the guided procedure and

must be fixed as soon as possible. 

� Gray (a lack of color) means the activity has not yet been executed for that sys-

tem. 

The first column of importance is the status of the remote function calls for a man-

aged system (RFC Status); this status is actively updated on a regular basis. If a

remote function call fails to connect or a remote function call system user has an

issue, that status will be yellow or red. This is important for all SAP NetWeaver AS

for ABAP systems. 

The automatic configuration status (Auto. Conf. Status column) relates to the step

within managed system config that exists for all types of managed systems, the
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finalize configuration step. This activity has a variety of automatic activities that

all must be executed successfully. These range from activating service data control

center (SDCCN) for SAP EarlyWatch Alerts to creating data extractors for software

that is diagnostically relevant to deploying Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

Java agents. If any of these activities have an issue, the status light will reflect it.

The Plug-In Status refers to the solution tool plug-ins. The solution tools plug-in

(ST-PI) and service tools for applications (ST-A/PI) plug-ins are very important for

collecting data on an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system. If the installed version

needs to be updated for a specific system, the status will be red. 

The System Status reflects the status of the final step, the check configuration step

that exists in all versions of managed system configuration, no matter the type of

managed object. This step contains an automatic activity that checks all steps of

managed system configuration to ensure no issues exist. If any do, the status will

be yellow or red.

Tip

Here is a great tip for all SAP Solution Manager administrators: perform monthly health

checks of managed system configuration for all managed systems connected to SAP

Solution Manager. SAP Solution Manager updates these statuses on a regular basis. Giv-

ing the list a quick once-over every month will help ensure your SAP Solution Manager

application lifecycle tools are in tip-top shape. 

When executing managed system configuration, you have two options, full or

minimum mode: 

1. Full mode means that all available steps are available to be executed, therefore

making the managed system fully configured for all application lifecycle man-

agement tools. 

2. Minimum mode means that only select SAP Solution Manager application life-

cycle management tools can be activated for the system. Only tools like main-

tenance planner, root-cause analysis, and system monitoring can be activated

for a system in which only minimum configuration has been completed.

Advanced Options

The other critical piece is under the Advanced Options button. This is where a

decommissioning guided procedure can be accessed for a specific managed object.

This decommissioning guided procedure is used to remove all configuration that
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has been completed for a system from SAP Solution Manager entirely. This is the

only proper way of removing a system from SAP Solution Manager. 

The remaining sections of this chapter review the activities performed for both

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems. We will dis-

cuss all the critical pieces of knowledge that an SAP Solution Manager administra-

tor must understand to properly execute managed system configuration and to

manage the activities daily. Keep in mind that these activities do exist in other

types of managed objects. This knowledge will help with more than just the stan-

dard SAP NetWeaver–based systems. 

SAP Solution Manager System Users

Six different system users, listed in the following box, must be created for SAP

Solution Manager to be able to fully communicate with and manage a managed

system. We will review these users, which types of systems they are applicable for,

where they are used, and which roles they require. We will also discuss how these

roles are updated and when a customer should ensure they are updated to the lat-

est version from SAP.

SAP Solution Manager system users include:

� SM_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_SOT)

� SMTM<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SMTMSOT)

� SMB_<SID of each managed system> (e.g., SMB_SOT)

� SM_ADMIN_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_ADMIN_SOT)

� SMDAGENT_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SMDAGENT_SOT)

� SM_COLL_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_COLL_SOT)

All these users can be created either manually or automatically via SAP Solution

Manager. Many customers require the manual creation of users and security roles,

so SAP has provided the Accept Manually Created User checkbox for each type of

user. This button essentially forces the status of that user into a green status, as

shown in Figure 2.9, which shows step 3 of managed system configuration for an

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system. In this step, the first four ABAP users are cre-

ated and managed. 
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Figure 2.9  Creation of Remote Function Call System Users (ABAP Only)

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP Users

In this section, we will review all the users required for an SAP NetWeaver AS for

ABAP system, listed in the following box. All the users listed are required for SAP

Solution Manager to fully manage an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system.

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP users include:

� SM_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_SOT)

� SMTM<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SMTMSOT)

� SMB_<SID of each managed system> (e.g., SMB_SOT)

� SM_ADMIN_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_ADMIN_SOT)

� SMDAGENT_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SMDAGENT_SOT)

Read Remote Function Call User

First is the read remote function call user. This user is used by the read remote

function call, used for read access to the managed system. The remote function
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call is created in SAP Solution Manager. This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver

AS for ABAP systems. It is created in the managed system as a user of type system.

This is important to know because a system user can only be used by a machine or

application to log into another application. End users cannot use it to log in. This

makes it very secure. The following box lists the details for the user, including its

naming convention and the SAP-delivered roles that it requires.

Read Remote Function Call User Details

Naming convention:

� SM_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_SOT)

Assigned security roles:

� SAP_SOLMAN_READ (relevant for releases up to SAP_BASIS 701)

� SAP_SOLMAN_READ_702 (relevant for all systems on a higher version)

TMW Remote Function Call User

Next is the TMW remote function call user. This user is specifically used for just the

TMW remote function call for change management purposes. The remote func-

tion call is created in SAP Solution Manager. This user is required for all SAP Net-

Weaver AS for ABAP systems. It is created in the managed system as a user of type

system. This is important to know because a system user can only be used by a

machine or application to log into another application. End users cannot use it to

log in. This makes it very secure. The following box lists the details for the user,

including its naming convention and the SAP-delivered roles that the user

requires. 

TMW Remote Function Call User Details

Naming convention:

� SMTM<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SMTMSOT)

Assigned security roles:

� SAP_SOLMAN_TMW (relevant for releases up to SAP_BASIS 701)

� SAP_SOLMAN_TMW_702 (relevant for all systems on a higher version)
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Back Remote Function Call User

The third and final remote function call user is the back remote function call user.

This user is specifically used for just the back remote function call for delivering

data from the managed system into the SAP Solution Manager system. This

remote function call is created on the managed system; therefore, the user is cre-

ated in SAP Solution Manager. This means that we need a single remote function

call user for each ABAP-managed system. This user is required for all SAP Net-

Weaver AS for ABAP systems. It is created in the SAP Solution Manager system as a

user of type system. This is important to know because a system user can only be

used by a machine or application to log into another application. End users cannot

use it to log in. This makes it very secure. The following box lists the details for the

user, including its naming convention and the SAP-delivered role that the user

requires. 

Back Remote Function Call User Details

Naming convention:

� SMB_<SID of each managed system> (e.g., SMB_SOT)

Assigned security role:

� SAP_SOLMAN_BACK

Remote Function Call User Security Role Details

The following list of ABAP security roles is updated primarily anytime a new SAP Solution

Manager support package is installed in a system. Therefore, all current customer ver-

sions of SAP security roles that exist in all managed systems need to be updated with

new SAP-delivered roles from the new support package. They can also be manually

updated by downloading the very latest version of the SAP-delivered roles from SAP Note

2257213.

The list of roles is as follows:

� SAP_SOLMAN_READ 

– Contains all authorizations that are assigned to the READ RFC user

– Read short texts 

– Read user data 

– Read system information remotely

– Read piece lists for the business process change analyzer

– Support for root-cause analysis

– Support for SAP Process Integration (PI) message reporting
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� SAP_SOLMAN_TMW

– Contains change request authorizations

– Create, release, and delete transport requests

– Read TMS configuration

– Read transport request object lists

– Read transport request export and import status

� SAP_SOLMAN_BACK

– Call queries for SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

– Download SAP EarlyWatch Alert data

– Call maintenance certificates

– Send service desk messages (help feedback)

– Check cross-system object lock

– Send status information when running extended computer aided test tools

(eCATTs) with technical bill of materials (TBOM) recording

SAP Solution Manager Administrator User

The fourth type of ABAP system user is the SAP Solution Manager administrator

user. This user is created to enable SAP Solution Manager to create all the other

ABAP users and generate security roles. This user is also used by SAP Solution

Manager to perform activities like activating the service data control center in a

managed system or collecting monitoring data in a managed system. This user is

absolutely essential to SAP Solution Manager’s ability to manage a remote system.

This user is created and managed with its own pop-up window from step 3 of man-

aged system configuration, as shown in Figure 2.10. This user is also automatically

entered into step 2 of managed system configuration as the administration user in

the managed system.

This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems. It is created in the

managed system as a user of type system. This is important to know because a sys-

tem user can only be used by a machine or application to log into another applica-

tion. End users cannot use it to log in. This makes it very secure. The following box

lists the details for the user, including its naming convention and the SAP-deliv-

ered roles that it requires. 

SM_ADMIN User Details

Naming convention:

� SM_ADMIN_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_ADMIN_SOT)
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Assigned security roles:

� SAP_J2EE_ADMIN

� SAP_SM_USER_ADMIN

� SAP_RCA_CONF_ADMIN

� SAP_SDCCN_ALL

Figure 2.10  Create or Update SAP Solution Manager Admin User Pop-Up (ABAP Only)

SMDAGENT User

The next user is unique compared to the other system users: the diagnostic agent

user. This user is created in the managed system and is explicitly utilized by the

diagnostic agent that is assigned to the managed system. The user is deployed to

the diagnostic agent where the credentials are stored and used by the diagnostic

agent to collect data for tools like root-cause analysis and system monitoring. This
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user and the next user we will discuss are created and managed in step 6 of man-

aged system configuration, shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11  Maintain Users (ABAP Only)

This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems. It is created in the

managed system as a user of type system. This is important to know because a sys-

tem user can only be used by a machine or application to log into another applica-

tion. End users cannot use it to log in. This makes it very secure. The following box

lists the details for the user, including its naming convention and the SAP-deliv-

ered role that the user requires. 

SMDAGENT User Details

Naming convention:

� SMDAGENT_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SMDAGENT_SOT)

Assigned security role:

� SAP_IS_MONITOR 
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SAPSupport User

Last is a user that is specifically used by SAP: the SAPSupport user. This user is cre-

ated in the managed system and is explicitly utilized by SAP for displaying root-

cause analysis data, system information, and E2E trace analysis data. This is strictly

for SAP to support you when a message is opened with the SAP Support team.

This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems. It is created in the

managed system as a user of type dialog. This is important to know because a

dialog user is meant to be used by end users. The following box lists the details for

the user, including its naming convention and the SAP-delivered role that the user

requires. 

SAPSUPPORT User Details

Naming convention:

� SAPSUPPORT 

Assigned security role:

� SAP_RCA_SAT_DISP 

ABAP User Security Role Details

The following ABAP security roles are updated primarily anytime a new version of a solu-

tion tool is installed in a managed system. Therefore, all current customer versions of SAP

security roles need to be updated from new SAP-delivered roles when the new version of

ST-PI is installed in a managed system. 

The roles are as follows:

� SAP_J2EE_ADMIN

– Specifically required for ABAP systems that are configured as the source user man-

agement engine (UME) for an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system, like SAP Solution

Manager

� SAP_RCA_CONF_ADMIN 

– Used for activating and using the service data control center

– Used for administration of root-cause analysis 

� SAP_SDCCN_ALL

– Grants read, execute, and edit access to the service data control center 

� SAP_SM_USER_ADMIN

– Used for user management

– Grants read, write, and create access for users and security roles

� SAP_IS_MONITOR 
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– Grants read access to managed systems for root-cause analysis and monitoring

� SAP_RCA_SAT_DISP 

– Executes root-cause analysis

– Displays the system info page of the managed system

– Runs E2E trace analysis on the managed system

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java Users

Java systems require their own system users. We will now cover these users as well.

But first, let’s discuss a known issue that has been around for years. If the adminis-

trative user on a Java system doesn’t have access to the services provisioning

markup language (SPML) service on an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system, that

user won’t be able to check the status in step 5, maintain users, of managed system

configuration for that system. To fix this issue, follow the instructions in SAP Note

1647157. It will walk you through creating a new role called SPML full access and

assigning it to the administrative user that SAP Solution Manager will use. 

SAP Solution Manager Administrator User

The first and most important type of Java system user is the SAP Solution Manager

administrator user. This user is created to enable SAP Solution Manager to check

the status of and manage all other Java users. This user is also used by SAP Solution

Manager to perform activities like deploying the Wily Introscope Enterprise Man-

ager Java agent. The administrator user is absolutely essential to SAP Solution Man-

ager’s ability to manage a remote system. It is created manually as a copy of the

standard Java J2EE_ADMIN user or the administrator user, as shown in Figure 2.12. 

This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems. It is created in the

managed system. The following box lists the details for the user, including its

naming convention and the SAP-delivered roles that it requires. 

Java Admin User Details

Naming convention:

� SM_ADMIN_<SOLMAN SID> (e.g., SM_ADMIN_SOT)

Assigned security roles:

� SAP_J2EE_ADMIN

� Administrators group

� SPML_FULL_ACCESS
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Figure 2.12  Step 4: Enter System Parameters (Java Only)

Diagnostic Agent User

The second Java user is unique compared to other system users: the diagnostic

agent user. This user is created in the managed system and is explicitly utilized by

the diagnostic agent that is assigned to the managed system. The user is deployed

to the diagnostic agent where the credentials are stored and used by the diagnostic

agent to collect data for tools like root-cause analysis and system monitoring. This

user and the next user we will discuss are created and managed in step 6 of man-

aged system configuration, shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13  Step 5: Maintain Users (Java Only)

This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems. It is created in the

managed system. The following box lists the details for the user, including its

naming convention and the SAP-delivered roles that it requires.

Java SM_COLL User Details

Naming convention:

� SM_COLL_<SOLMAN SID> - (e.g., SM_COLL_SOT)

Assigned security roles for all systems:

� Administrator

� NWA_SUPERADMIN

� SAP_JAVA_NWADMIN_CENTRAL

� SAP_JAVA_NWADMIN_LOCAL

� SAP_JAVA_WSNAVIGATOR

Assigned security roles for SAP Process Integration systems:

� SAP_XI_ADMINISTRATOR_J2EE

� SAP_XI_API_DISPLAY_J2EE
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� SAP_XI_APPL_SERV_USER

� SAP_XI_RWB_SERV_USER

� SAP_XI_RWB_SERV_USER_MAIN

� SAP_XI_ALERTCONF_DISPLAY_J2EE*

� SAP_XI_ALERTCONFIG_DISPLAY_J2EE* 

� SAP_XI_ALERTCONFIGURATOR_DISPLAY_J2EE*

� SAP_XI_ALERTCONFIGURATOR_J2EE*

� SAP_XI_ALERT_CONSUMER*

* for SAP Process Integration 7.31 and above

Assigned security roles for SAP Solution Manager systems:

� SAP_BPM_SolutionManager

� SAP_J2EE_ADMIN

� SAP_SLD_CONFIGURATOR

� SAP_XI_RWB_SERV_USER

� SAP_REMOTE_USER_ADMIN_READONLY

� Administrator Group

SAPSupport User

Last is a user specifically used by SAP: the SAPSupport user. This user is created in

the managed system and is explicitly utilized by SAP for displaying root-cause

analysis data, system information, and E2E trace analysis. This is strictly for SAP to

support you when a message is opened with the SAP Support team.

This user is required for all SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems. It is created in the

managed system as a user of type dialog. This is important to know because a

dialog user is meant to be used by end users. The following box lists the details for

the user, including its naming convention and the SAP-delivered roles that it

requires.

SAPSUPPORT User Details

Naming convention:

� SAPSUPPORT - (e.g., SAPSUPPORT)

Assigned security roles for all systems:

� NWA_JAVA_SUPPORT 

� SAP_JAVA_NWADMIN_CENTRAL_READONLY
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Assigned security roles for SAP Process Integration systems:

� SAP_SLD_GUEST_J2EE

� SAP_SLD_CONFIGURATOR

� SAP_XI_ADMINISTRATOR_J2EE

� SAP_XI_APPL_SERV_USER

� SAP_XI_RWB_SERV_USER

� SAP_XI_RWB_SERV_USER

� SAP_XI_API_DISPLAY_J2EE

� SAP_XI_DISPLAY_USER_J2EE

� SAP_XI_MONITOR_J2EE

Remote Function Calls

Solution Manager utilizes six primary remote function calls for communication

with an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP managed system. A remote function call is a

specific type of connection that only exists on an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP sys-

tem. Each remote function call has its own specific use and they are all created as

type R/3. All these remote function calls are created in step 3, maintain remote

function calls, of managed system configuration, as shown in Figure 2.14. The nam-

ing conventions for these RFC’s are listed in the box below.

Figure 2.14  Step 3: Maintain Remote Function Calls
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Let’s review these remote function calls and what they are used for:

� Read remote function call

This is used to read data from the managed system—specifically, to run a set of

pull data extractors. It also enables the use of E2E tracing in the managed sys-

tems. It is mandatory for each ABAP managed system because it is required to

enable the most basic SAP Solution Manager functions. This remote function

call is used by monitoring tools as well for collecting data for monitoring the

application. Without this remote function call, most if not all of the ABAP-level

application monitoring in system monitoring will not function. 

� TMW remote function call

This consists of all authorizations of the read remote function call connection,

as well as additional authorizations for change request management. For exam-

ple, this TMW remote function call is issued for remote creation of transport

requests with tasks for assigned developers in the development systems. It is

also used for monitoring batch jobs in job monitoring. This RFC is used for both

ChaRM and quality gate management (QGM).

� Trusted remote function calls 

These are used for bidirectional communication. Like any trusted remote func-

tion calls, they enable the end user logged into SAP Solution Manager to exe-

cute activities on the managed system as their own user, without being

prompted for a login and password. This is done via the trusted relationship set

up during the creation of these two trusted remote function calls. Without this

trusted relationship, the trusted remote function calls do not function. The user

executing the trusted remote function call must also have proper authorization

to use the trusted type of remote function call in both the SAP Solution Man-

ager system and the system being called. Specifically, they need the authoriza-

tion object S_RFCACL. This relationship can be checked via Transaction SMT1.

This remote function call type is used by tools like the test suite. When a user

executes a manual test script, the user will launch the connection to the man-

aged system and open the transaction they need to test. This is done via the

trusted RFC, to open a connection to the system without prompting for a user

password.

� Login remote function call 

This is less commonly used, but it is required when an application like the test

suite or another tool needs to launch a connection to a system and prompt the

end user to enter their credentials for the system they are testing on. 
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Remote Function Call Naming Conventions

The naming conventions for remote function calls are as follows:

� Read remote function call: SM_<ManSys_SID>CLNT<CLNT#>_READ

� TMW remote function call: SM_<ManSys_SID>CLNT<CLNT#>_TMW

� Back remote function call: SM_<SolMan_SID>CLNT<CLNT#>_BACK

� Trusted remote function call (from SAP Solution Manager to system): SM_<ManSys_

SID>CLNT<CLNT#>_TRUSTED

� Trusted remote function call (from system to SAP Solution Manager): SM_<SolMan_

SID>CLNT<CLNT#>_TRUSTED

� Login remote function call: SM_<ManSys_SID>CLNT<CLNT#>_LOGIN

Diagnostic Agents

In this chapter, we will focus on the tasks that must be performed in managed sys-

tem configuration and how diagnostic agents are used for high-availability envi-

ronments. For details on installation and requirements on communication, refer

to Chapter 1 and Chapter 3. 

A diagnostic agent is assigned to a host. Only one diagnostic agent is required if

that host is assigned to more than one database or technical system within a single

SAP Solution Manager system. Multiple diagnostic agents are only required on the

same host if they are reporting to more than one SAP Solution Manager system.

Once a diagnostic agent is reporting to an SAP Solution Manager system and it is

fully connected, then it can be assigned to a managed object. This can be a techni-

cal system, database, or standalone host. This ability to use a diagnostic agent on

multiple types of managed objects makes SAP Solution Manager flexible in its abil-

ities. 

From the Assign Diagnostics Agent step in the managed system configuration

guided procedure shown in Figure 2.15, either select Autoassign or Find Agent. The

autoassign option discovers the agent automatically and assigns it to the host. If

needed, use the Find Agent button to manually select the agent to be assigned to

the host. Use the Check All Host Agents button to check that the host agent is acces-

sible by SAP Solution Manager and to check the installed version. 
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Figure 2.15  Step 4: Assign Diagnostic Agent

If an issue arises and you can’t find a diagnostic agent or the host agent has an

issue, use the Agent Admin link shown in Figure 2.15. This link takes you to the

agent administration portal, which provides many tools for checking the status of

a diagnostic agent and the host agents that report to it. This is also where you

ensure a diagnostic agent is trusted by deploying the certificate, as discussed in

chapter 1. You can also access the logs for a diagnostic agent for troubleshooting

connectivity problems or issues with the diagnostic agent itself. 

Once an agent is assigned to a managed object, you can move on to other steps

that are dependent on the agent assignment. The assignment of Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager in step 5 requires an agent to be assigned. Step 6, maintain

users, requires an agent to push out the SMDAGENT user to the diagnostic agent.

Finally, automatic activities like deploying the Wily Introscope Enterprise Man-

ager host adapter to the diagnostic agent require the diagnostic agent to be

assigned.

Agent on the Fly

The agent on the fly concept is designed to support high-availability systems or

disaster recovery database scenarios. This capability essentially allows SAP Solu-

tion Manager to assign a new hostname as required if the primary host stops
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responding or is disconnected. So if a host has two potential hostnames, then

when the primary host shuts down due to a major issue, SAP Solution Manager

will automatically connect to the backup hostname. The network handles the con-

nectivity, so in this disaster recovery scenario, SAP Solution Manager has now

failed over to the backup host, keeping monitoring available during a failover situ-

ation. To activate an agent on the fly for a specific host, the agent must be installed

without a hostname; this is done by leaving the hostname blank in the very first

step of installing the diagnostic agent on the host. The host must also be identified

as a “virtual” host within the landscape management database. 

Once these two requirements are met, you must activate an agent on the fly for a

specific host. This can only be done by opening managed system configuration for

the single host via the Hosts tab on the main managed system configuration home

screen from transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, shown in Figure 2.8. From managed sys-

tem configuration opened for the single system, navigate to step 1, assign the

agent, and then navigate to step 2 (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16  Activate Agent on the Fly
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In step 2, you can activate agent on the fly. Once agent on the fly is activated, select

Display Resulting Host List and confirm that the backup failover hostnames are

listed. If the hostnames are not listed, then this is an issue with the disaster recov-

ery setup on the hosts. The diagnostic agent should automatically read the setup

and provide the hostnames that are required to complete the activation of the

agent on the fly. Once the automatic activity in step 3 is executed, the agent on the

fly is fully activated for a host or system.

Wily Introscope Java Agents

Wily Introscope Java agents are capable of pulling lots of different types of data,

from host-level performance metrics to Java-related monitoring data. These

agents truly play a crucial role in SAP Solution Manager’s data-collection abilities

across a multitude of platforms. The deployment of the Java agent is dependent on

the managed object. For a host, the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host

adapter is automatically deployed to all diagnostic agents; this agent is responsi-

ble for the host-level data collection.

The Java data collection is dependent on the version of Java installed. For SAP Net-

Weaver AS for Java systems, SAP Solution Manager automatically deploys the

agent to the Java system. This automatic activity, called byte code adapter installa-

tion, is shown in Figure 2.21 and is a part of step 6, finalize configuration. Once this

is done, the Java system needs to be restarted to enable and activate the agent. This

is why all Java systems have a manual step called restart Java stack. For a Java sys-

tem running in any other platform, the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager Java

agent must be manually installed. This is a straightforward process that SAP has

fully documented. Once the agent is installed, a good SAP Solution Manager

administrator will use Introscope Enterprise Manager Workstation to confirm the

agents are connected and reporting data. 

Other Activities

Beyond the primary activities listed in previous sections, there are a few other crit-

ical activities that are performed as a part of managed system configuration. We

will cover those now. These final pieces of managed system configuration create a

complete view of the entire process of the managed system configuration guided

procedure.
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Diagnostic Relevance

Setting installed products as diagnostically relevant is absolutely critical to SAP

Solution Manager’s ability to monitor a managed object. This is done as part of

step 1, assign product, of managed system configuration. Step 1 has a Set Automat-

ically button that will automatically set the proper products as diagnostically rele-

vant within the landscape management database in SAP Solution Manager. You do

not have to manually select the products as we did in older versions of SAP Solu-

tion Manager. These options are shown in Figure 2.17.

Figure 2.17  Step 1: Assign Product

This diagnostic relevance is a key detail. It tells SAP Solution Manager which

extractors to create for the installed products, from the installed SAP applications

to the databases and hosts. Without knowing what is installed, the extractors can-

not be created. Extractors are designed by SAP for specific applications, so for

them to function properly they must be created accurately. They also must be

valid, so if a system is upgraded to a new version, new extractors must be created.

SAP Solution Manager must be aware of this change, the diagnostic relevance

must be updated, and then new extractors must be created. This creation of new

extractors is done in the automatic activities of managed system configuration.

Once this is done, monitoring can be updated as well. This diagnostic relevance

within the landscape management database setting is shown in Figure 2.18 in the

Diagnostics-Relevant column.
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Figure 2.18  Diagnostic Relevance within LMDB

DBACockpit Connection and Setup

Step 5, Enter System Parameters (shown in Figure 2.19), contains various configura-

tion activities.

Figure 2.19  Step 5: Enter System Parameters
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The one that is absolutely vital to the database is filling in the DB Parameters sec-

tion. This section’s requirements for configuration, from both a technical connec-

tivity perspective and a user perspective, are completely dependent on the type of

database being connected to SAP Solution Manager. This is because each database

has specific technical requirements that must be met to create the connection.

This step is where the activities required to setup and create the connection are

completed for DBACockpit. DBACockpit is an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP transac-

tion. This is where all remote and local databases can be seen and managed. This

basic capability within SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP is utilized by SAP Solution

Manager for almost all database data collection. This database connection setup is

required for all database monitoring or reporting, like SAP EarlyWatch reports. To

find the technical details for each database, refer to the SAP Notes listed in the

following box. To enable the creation of the extractors that are specific to each

database, the database connection to the managed system database must be con-

figured.

Remote Database SAP Notes

The remote database SAP Notes are as follows:

� SAP DB/MaxDB: SAP Note 1371928

� SAP Sybase ASE

� SAP Sybase IQ: SAP Note 1737415

� DB2 for z/OS: SAP Note 1382952

� DB2 for LUW: SAP Note 1382952

� SQL Server: SAP Note 1388700; SAP Note 1458291

� Oracle: SAP Note 1261329

� SAP HANA: SAP Note 1664432

� Informix: SAP Note 181989

When connecting a database, you must know if an SAP application is running on it

or not. If a database is running another application besides an SAP application or is

a standalone database, the database also must be prepped to be connected to SAP

Solution Manager. Normally, when an SAP application is installed on a database,

the database is set up for monitoring. Without this setup, you must perform the

task manually by executing SQL scripts provided by SAP. For example, SAP Note

1299493 provides scripts that are manually executed in the database to set up

monitoring capabilities. SAP has various notes for each type of database to enable
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the monitoring on a non-SAP database. Be prepared to update the database to

enable it to provide monitoring data to SAP Solution Manager. 

As shown in Figure 2.19, the connection details for the database should be auto-

matically populated in step 5, enter system parameters. The DBACockpit connec-

tion will be created automatically by entering the database user credentials and

selecting Connect. The database is fully connected when the status of the connec-

tion is green. Once this is complete, the create database extractors automatic

activity will be available. Without this connection, the automatic activity will not

be shown or be available to execute. These extractors are created to use the DBA-

Cockpit connection. 

Common Parameters

The Common Parameters section of step 5, enter system parameters, is shown in

Figure 2.19. This step is always customized for the type of managed object that you

are executing managed system configuration for. If it is a standalone host, you will

only see the Common Parameters section. If the system doesn’t have a database,

the DB Parameters section will not be shown. The ABAP Parameters section is

shown for an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system; for a Java system, a Java user is

requested; and for a non-SAP application, the details for the specific type of appli-

cation are requested.

The Introscope EM field in the Common Parameters section is where the Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager is selected to be used by the system. Most customers do

not have a decision to make here because they normally just have one Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager system. But in the case of a manager of managers con-

figuration, you must select which system will be used for this specific managed

object.

The Managed System section in the Common Parameters section is where you

enter the load-balancing host and the proper port for communication with the

managed system. This can be the central instance or the load balancer used for the

system. The port supports either HTTP or HTTPS protocols. Use the Check URL link

to validate that the connection details are working as required.

The RCA Extractor Level field allows you to specify how detailed the data should be

for use in root-cause analysis. Level 1 enables the collection of just configuration

data and host-related metrics. This option can be used for nonproduction systems

that a customer does not need all data for. This will help keep SAP Solution Man-

ager to a minimum hardware size. Level 2 is the next step up to include additional
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root-cause analysis workload analysis metrics. Level 3 is the default option, in

which all root-cause-analysis-related metrics are collected.

The Activate EWA Alerts in Alert Inbox option refers to the activation of additional

alerts within the system monitoring application operations tool. This activates

alerts in the system monitoring alert inbox for a system’s SAP EarlyWatch reports.

If a report is yellow or red, this status is shown in the alert inbox and additional

notifications can be activated for these alerts. When this setting is changed to

either activated or deactivated, the apply settings for SAP EarlyWatch Alert moni-

toring automatic activity can complete the activation or deactivation.

The Enable System Recommendations option refers to the activation of system rec-

ommendations. This system recommendations tool is covered in Chapter 7 as part

of the change management set of application lifecycle management tools. This

checkbox is how you activate or deactivate system recommendations for a specific

system. When this setting is changed to either activated or deactivated, the apply

settings for system recommendations automatic activity can complete the activa-

tion or deactivation.

Automatic and Manual Activities

The finalizing step of managed system configuration, step 7, is the automatic

activities step called finalize configuration. These automatic activities range across

a variety of actions, from activating the service data control center to creating

database and software extractors to deploying a Wily Introscope Enterprise Man-

ager Java agent to a managed system. All the automatic activities must be exe-

cuted successfully to ensure SAP Solution Manager can fully manage a remote

system. Be sure that all automatic activities are fully understood and activated

successfully. Then manually execute the manual activities and set them to per-

formed status. Being fully vetted on these activities is essential to be a successful

SAP Solution Manager administrator, as well as a certified one. 

Automatic Activities for ABAP Systems

Figure 2.20 shows the finalize configuration step for an SAP NetWeaver AS for

ABAP system. We will now cover the activities required. The activate services auto-

matic activity performs two steps, first activating the service data control center

and setting SAP Solution Manager as the master system for service data control

center SAP EarlyWatch Alert generation. Second, it activates the /sap/public/ping/

internet communication framework (SICF) service in the managed system.
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Figure 2.20  Step 7: Finalize Configuration (ABAP Only)

The set up single sign-on automatic activity sets up single sign-on (SSO) between

the SAP Solution Manager system and the managed system. This enables, for

example, root-cause analysis to access a managed system or web services to call a

managed system without additional user logon.

The database extractor setup automatic activity creates the extractors for the

DBACockpit connection. These extractors collect performance metrics for root-

cause analysis and the database performance warehouse. The extractors created

are dependent on the database connection being created and the type of database

that is connected. 

The extractor setup activity schedules the extractors used by various applications

in SAP Solution Manager, such as root-cause analysis. The extractors that are

scheduled depend on the technical system type and the assigned products that are

set as diagnostically relevant.
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The setup Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host adapter automatic activity

sets up the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host adapter on the diagnostics

agent to collect performance metrics, such as operating system–level metrics. This

is required for all hosts, whether applications or databases are running on them or

not. 

Manual Activities for ABAP Systems

Three manual activities must be performed manually and set to performed; the

automatic activities are automatically set to a green status when completed. The

maintain SAProuter data manual activity asks for the system to be maintained in

the SAPROUTTAB file of the customer’s SAProuter; this is to enable SAP to connect

to the managed system for any issues that are opened via a SAP support message.

The adjust HTTP parameter manual activity requires the system parameter icm/
HTTP/logging_0 set to PREFIX=/, LOGFILE=icmhttph.log, FILTER=SAPSMD, LOGFORMAT=
SAPSMD2, MAXSIZEKB=10240,FILEWRAP=on, SWITCHTF=month in the managed system.

This parameter enables logs to be written by the internet communication man-

ager. This enables key features of root-cause analysis. See SAP Note 1252944 for

more information.

In the last manual activity, enable remote R3 connection, you activate the R3 and

HTTP connection types for the managed system on the SAP Support website. This

is done within the System Maintenance section of the SAP Support website. 

Automatic Activities for Java Systems

Figure 2.21 shows the finalize configuration step for an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java

system. We will cover the activities that are required for this system. The activate

services automatic activity performs two steps, first activating the service data

control center and setting SAP Solution Manager as the master system for service

data control center SAP EarlyWatch Alert generation. Second it activates the /sap/

public/ping/ SICF service in the managed system.

The set up single sign-on automatic activity sets up SSO between the SAP Solution

Manager system and the managed system. This enables, for example, root-cause

analysis to access a managed system or web services to call a managed system

without additional user logon.
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Figure 2.21  Step 6: Finalize Configuration (Java Only)

The database extractor setup automatic activity creates the extractors for the

DBACockpit connection. These extractors collect performance metrics for root-

cause analysis and the database performance warehouse. The extractors created

are dependent on the database connection being created and the type of database

connected. 

The extractor setup activity schedules the extractors used by various applications

in SAP Solution Manager, such as root-cause analysis. The extractors that are

scheduled depend on the technical system type and the assigned products set as

diagnostically relevant.

The setup Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host adapter automatic activity

sets up the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host adapter on the diagnostics

agent to collect performance metrics such as operating system–level metrics. This
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is required for all hosts, whether applications or databases are running on them or

not. 

In the byte code adapter installation automatic activity, the Wily Introscope Enter-

prise Manager Java agent is automatically deployed to the diagnostic agent

depending on the Java system version. A parameter is set in SAP NetWeaver AS for

Java to allow the agent to communicate with the Java system. Therefore, there is a

manual step to restart the Java system. The Java system needs the parameter to be

active, which requires the restart.

The web services logical port creation activity creates logical ports for different cli-

ent proxies in SAP Solution Manager, which are required for communication with

different web services located in the Java stack of the managed system.

In the generate system-level metrics activity, you configure Wily Introscope Enter-

prise Manager to aggregate performance metrics on system- and instance-level

managed objects. System- and instance-level aggregates of selected metrics are

used in system monitoring. The Wily Introscope Java agents report metrics per

Java node to the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager system assigned to the man-

aged object. By adapting the agentclusters.xml file, Wily Introscope Enterprise

Manager builds instance- and system-level aggregates for selected metrics. The

diagnostics agent on the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host makes the

changes to the agentclusters.xml file.

Manual Activities for Java Systems

Five manual activities must be performed manually and set to performed; the

automatic activities are automatically set to a green status when completed. The

maintain SAProuter data manual activity asks for the system to be maintained in

the SAPROUTTAB file of the customer’s SAProuter; this is to enable SAP to connect

to the managed system for any issues that are opened via a SAP support message.

The adjust HTTP parameter manual activity requires the system parameter icm/
HTTP/logging_0: set to PREFIX=/, LOGFILE=icmhttph.log, FILTER=SAPSMD, LOGFORMAT=
SAPSMD2, MAXSIZEKB=10240,FILEWRAP=on, SWITCHTF=month in the managed system.

This parameter enables logs to be written by the internet communication man-

ager. This enables key features of root-cause analysis. See SAP Note 1252944 for

more information.

In the J2EE job scheduler configuration manual activity, you configure an external

scheduler in the managed SAP J2EE engine used by the J2EE scheduler jobs
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extractor. Job metrics extracted by this extractor will be displayed in system mon-

itoring and alerting. This external scheduler is a read-only interface for the job’s

extractor. No jobs will be modified by creating this configuration. This configura-

tion is done in the SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system within the SAP NetWeaver

administrator portal. Once complete, SAP Solution Manager will be able to read

the system’s jobs. 

In the last manual activity, enable remote R3 connection, you activate the R3 and

HTTP connection types for the managed system on the SAP Support website. This

is done within the System Maintenance section of the SAP Support website. 

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years related to the mandatory configuration guided procedures. Any certified

SAP Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the follow-

ing terms:

� Managed system configuration guided procedure

In the managed system configuration guided procedure, a remote satellite sys-

tem is connected to SAP Solution Manager. This guided procedure is specifically

designed for each type of managed object that is to be connected to SAP Solu-

tion Manager. Detailed steps that are specific to a type of managed object have

been designed by SAP to ensure an SAP Solution Manager administrator has all

the steps they need to get the managed object connected.

� Solution

A solution is a concept that exists in both SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and 7.2. It

has changed slightly from version 7.1 to 7.2 but still primarily consists of the

same things. The biggest change is that with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, most

customers require only one solution. The solution is essentially a container that

encompasses all aspects of an organization’s systems and business processes. 

� Branch

A branch is a virtual representation of an organization’s systems and business

processes in different states of change. How a branch is utilized by solution

manager has a different purpose based on how it is being utilized by an applica-

tion lifecycle management tool. Out of the box, by default all customers must

have a maintenance and a production branch. 
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� Production branch

Used to represent the productive business processes currently in use. This

branch is locked down and cannot be edited directly. Changes are introduced by

releasing them from child branches like the maintenance or development

branch.

� Maintenance branch

Used to create or update business processes daily. This branch is required and

used for minor changes to business processes or changes that go into the pro-

duction system in a short window of time. This is a required branch and is a

child of the production branch and a sibling of the development branch.

� Operations branch

A copy of the productive branch used to store business process monitoring

metrics and alerts, as well as business process analytic KPIs. All changes released

into the production branch will immediately show up in the operations branch.

� Development branch

Used to create or design new business processes that will be the future business

processes once a major enhancement or upgrade project goes live. This is a sib-

ling branch of the maintenance branch and a child of the production branch.

� Design branch

Used to edit or redesign business processes that were imported from SAP Best

Practices packages into the import branch and released up into the design

branch. This is a child of the development branch.

� Import branch

Used to import SAP Best Practices packages that contain business processes.

This is a child branch of the design branch; business processes are released up

into the design branch.

� Logical component group

A logical component group is meant to represent an SAP or non-SAP system

landscape in its entirety and only a single time. The name of the logical compo-

nent group is the unique identifier that links it to all configuration, so it cannot

be changed once created.. A logical component group is defined as a container

for all systems of a solution that have the same production system and have the

same system type. The logical component group is created for an entire system

landscape showing the transport routes between them and the relationship

between the systems. There is no longer a reason to have more than one logical

component or logical component group for the same system landscape.
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� Logical component

A logical component represents how changes flow from one system to the next.

This information is critical for change control management. Without this infor-

mation, SAP Solution Manager is not capable of moving changes between sys-

tems in an SAP system landscape. The logical component is contained within

the logical component group.

� System role

The system role represents the position or responsibility that the system holds

in the logical component group or system landscape. The standard system roles

like development, quality, and production all still exist. With SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2, you also can now have up to 52 custom system role types. This enables

customers to have complete flexibility and to create as many custom system

role types as they need. The system role fits into a logical component group and

its assigned logical component.

� Site

A site allows you to have more than one production system in a single logical

component group. A new concept called the site is used when a system land-

scape has multiple regions that require a single landscape to have more than

one production system; fed by the same maintenance system landscape (devel-

opment and quality). 

� Remote function call

SAP Solution Manager utilizes six primary remote function calls for communi-

cation with an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP managed system. A remote function

call is a specific type of connection that only exists on a SAP NetWeaver AS for

ABAP system, and each has its own specific use. 

� DBACockpit connection

DBACockpit is an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP transaction. This is where all

remote and the local databases can be seen and managed. These connections to

databases can be considered DBACockpit connections. This basic capability

within SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP is utilized by SAP Solution Manager for

almost all database data collection. This database connection setup is required

for all database monitoring or reporting, like SAP EarlyWatch reports.

� Diagnostic relevance

Diagnostic relevance is a key detail that tells SAP Solution Manager which

extractors to create for the installed products, from the installed SAP applica-

tions to the databases and hosts. Without knowing what is installed, the
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extractors cannot be created. Extractors are designed by SAP for specific appli-

cations, so for them to function properly they must be created accurately. This

is done as part of step 1, assign product, of managed system configuration. 

� Agent on the fly

The agent on the fly concept is designed to support high-availability systems or

disaster recovery database scenarios. This capability essentially allows SAP

Solution Manager to assign a new hostname as required if the primary host

stops responding or is disconnected. So if a host has two potential hostnames,

when the primary host shuts down due to a major issue, SAP Solution Manager

will automatically connect to the backup hostname. The network handles the

connectivity, so in this disaster recovery scenario SAP Solution Manager has

now failed over to the backup host, keeping monitoring available during a

failover situation.

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you deter-

mine which areas you need to study further.

1. Which concept is responsible for representing the state of business processes?

� A. Solution

� B. Logical component group

� C. Site

� D. Branch

2. How many logical component groups should you create for a single SAP land-

scape like SAP ERP that has multiple production systems?

� A. Two

� B. Three

� C. One

� D. Four
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3. The solution is a container of technical systems, branches, logical component

groups, and business processes.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. Which system users are SAP Solution Manager system users?

� A. SM_<SID>

� B. SMDAGENT_<SID>

� C. SM_ADMIN_<SID>

� D. SMTM<SID>

� E. All of the above

5. Diagnostic relevance is the definition of how up to date or relevant the appli-

cations installed in a managed system are.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Which step in managed system configuration contains the setup for a data-

base, the user for the application, and the selection of Wily Introscope Enter-

prise Manager?

� A. Common parameters

� B. Enter system parameters

� C. Finalize configuration

� D. Define system parameters

7. Managed system configuration is the guided procedure for connecting any

kind of managed object to SAP Solution Manager.

� A. True

� B. False
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8. What role does the system role play in defining a logical component group?

Three answers are correct.

� A. Defines how a system is used within a logical component group

� B. Determines how a system is treated and which branch it should be assigned

to

� C. Provides a sense of how system changes start and where they end up

� D. Determines the order of how the systems are placed

9. The site concept enables you to have more than one of which of the following

items in a logical component group? Two answers are correct.

� A. Logical components

� B. System roles

� C. Production systems

� D. Branches

10. Which step of managed system configuration is responsible for taking all the

configuration in previous steps and executing automatic activities that com-

plete the configuration for the managed system?

� A. Assign product

� B. Complete configuration

� C. Finalize configuration

� D. Execute automatic activities

11. What does diagnostic relevance enable SAP Solution Manager to do? Three

answers are correct.

� A. Determine which application components can be monitored

� B. Move development changes for these components in ChaRM

� C. Enable the creation of SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

� D. Enable data collection for root-cause analysis

12. Which users are Java system users? Two answers are correct.

� A. J2EE_ADMIN

� B. J2EE_USER
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� C. SOLMAN_ADMIN

� D. SM_COLL_<SID>

13. Which scenarios are supported by activating agent on the fly for a specific set

of hosts? Two answers are correct.

� A. Disaster recovery

� B. Multiple hosts under a single managed object

� C. A technical system with multiple hosts

� D. High availability

14. All Wily Introscope Java agents have to be manually installed on a Java system.

� A. True

� B. False

15. Which manual step is required after a Wily Introscope Java agent is deployed

to a Java system?

� A. Update SAProuter 

� B. Restart Java managed system

� C. Update Java system parameters

� D. Update Java system user

16. Which remote function call is used for transport management tasks on the

managed system?

� A. Read remote function call 

� B. Back remote function call

� C. TMW remote function call 

� D. STMS remote function call 

17. The production and development branches are required out of the box.

� A. True

� B. False
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18. Activating agent on the fly for a host requires which of the following items?

Three answers are correct.

� A. Virtual host

� B. Logical host

� C. A diagnostic agent installed without the hostname hard-coded

� D. A diagnostic agent fully connected and trusted by SAP Solution Manager

19. How are the ABAP system user roles updated? Three answers are correct.

� A. Via an SAP Solution Manager support package installation

� B. Via automatic download from SAP Support

� C. Via the update of solution tools on the managed system

� D. Via manual download from SAP Note 2257213

20. Which types of managed objects can managed system configuration be exe-

cuted for?

� A. Technical system

� B. Hosts

� C. Databases

� D. Cloud services

� E. All of the above

21. Which custom role needs to be created in the Java system and assigned to the

J2EE_ADMIN user that is used in managed system configuration for a Java

managed object?

� A. SPML read-only

� B. Administrator role

� C. SPML full access role

� D. Full access role

22. Which automatic activity activates the service data control center and the

ping service on the managed system?

� A. Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager host adapter

� B. Install critical services
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� C. Activate services

� D. Activate SICF

23. Which manual step enables SAP Solution Manager to read the status of back-

ground jobs on a Java managed system?

� A. Job scheduler setup

� B. J2EE job scheduler configuration

� C. Java job scheduler

� D. Activate services

24. What must be done in SAP Solution Manager if a managed system has been

upgraded to a new version after managed system configuration has been exe-

cuted for that system? Three answers are correct.

� A. Update the system landscape directory and landscape management data-

bases with new system data

� B. Recreate the remote function calls

� C. Update installed products as diagnostically relevant

� D. Recreate the extractors in managed system configuration

25. How do you check if the host agent is connecting properly to SAP Solution

Manager? Two answers are correct.

� A. Log on to the host and check the logs

� B. Check the diagnostic agent step and use the Check Host Agent button

� C. Use the diagnostic agent admin portal to check the status

� D. Use the check prerequisites step to see if it is available

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions in the previous section. Be sure that you fully understand

the answers to any questions that you answered incorrectly. The practice ques-

tions are designed to test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the

certification test. 
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1. Correct Answer: D

The branch is a virtual representation of the state of the business processes that

are contained within it. Production represents the current state of business

processes that are currently in use by the business. The maintenance branch

represents the state of business processes that will eventually become produc-

tion. 

2. Correct Answer: C

Only one logical component group should ever be created for any type of sys-

tem landscape, no matter how complex the landscape is. 

3. Correct Answer: A

True. The solution contains all those things; it is meant to represent the entire

set of SAP solutions that are applications used by a business to run day-to-day

operations. 

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answer: E

All of these are system users created for SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP managed

systems.

5. Correct Answer: B

False. Diagnostic relevance tells SAP Solution Manager which applications

installed on a system need to be considered for the creation of extractors that

are used to collect data on the applications. This data is then used for tools like

root-cause analysis and system monitoring. 

6. Correct Answer: B

The enter system parameters step is responsible for connecting the managed

object database to SAP Solution Manager, choosing the Wily Introscope Enter-

prise Manager to be used by the managed system, and setting the administra-

tive user to be connected to the managed object application, whether it is an

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP/Java application or another non-SAP application. 

7. Correct Answer: A

True. Managed system configuration is a procedure meant to connect an SAP

application, non-SAP application, host, or database to SAP Solution Manager.

Without the basic system data, this procedure cannot be executed because SAP

Solution Manager will not know the system exists.
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8. Correct Answers: A, B, C

The system role defines how the system is used in a system landscape—for

example, development, quality, and production.

9. Correct Answers: A, C

The site concept allows for rare situations in which a customer has more than

one production system, which means you have more than one logical compo-

nent in a logical component group.

10. Correct Answer: C

The finalize configuration step is full of automatic activities that complete all

the configuration for the managed system.

11. Correct Answers: A, C, D

Diagnostic relevance enables SAP Solution Manager to create extractors for the

application component. Both root-cause analysis and SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

are dependent on the data collected by these extractors. 

12. Correct Answers: A, D

These are the two primary Java system users that are needed for managed sys-

tem configuration to ensure SAP Solution Manager can successfully connect to

a Java-based managed system.

13. Correct Answers: A, D

Agent on the fly was developed by SAP to support disaster recovery and high-

availability system and database scenarios. These agents enable SAP Solution

Manager to monitor a system no matter the host it is running on.

14. Correct Answer: B

False. Wily Introscope Java agents are automatically deployed to Java-based

managed systems. Once this is done, the Java system needs to be restarted to

enable the Java agent to begin data collection on the Java system.

15. Correct Answer: B

The Java system needs to be restarted to enable the Java agent to begin data col-

lection on the Java system. This is because a system parameter is entered into

the Java system to enable the Java agent. 

16. Correct Answer: C

The TMW remote function call is used for transport management tasks as a part

of ChaRM and quality gate management change management functionality

and operations. 
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17. Correct Answer: B

False. The production and maintenance branches are required out of the box.

The development branch is created manually if needed by the customer.

18. Correct Answers: A, C, D

Agent on the fly can only be activated on a host that is known by SAP Solution

Manager to be a virtual host. You must also have a diagnostic agent installed

without a hostname hard-coded into the agent, and the agent must be fully

connected and trusted by SAP Solution Manager.

19. Correct Answers: A, C, D

All ABAP security roles are primarily updated anytime a new SAP Solution Man-

ager support package is installed in a system. Therefore, all current customer

versions of SAP security roles that exist in all managed systems need to be

updated from new SAP-delivered roles from the new support package. They

also can be updated manually by downloading the very latest version of the

SAP-delivered roles from SAP Note 2257213.

20. Correct Answer: E

All these types of managed objects can be connected to SAP Solution Manager

via the managed system configuration guided procedure.

21. Correct Answer: C

Follow the instructions in SAP Note 1647157. It will walk you through creating a

new role called SPML full access and assigning it to the administrative user that

SAP Solution Manager will use.

22. Correct Answer: C

The activate services automatic activity will activate the service data control

center and the ping (SAP/Public/Ping) SICF service on the managed system. The

service data control center is used to create SAP EarlyWatch reports, and the

SICF service is used to check the availability of the system.

23. Correct Answer: B

The J2EE job scheduler configuration is a manual activity in which you config-

ure an external scheduler in the managed SAP J2EE engine used by the J2EE

scheduler jobs extractor. Job metrics extracted by this extractor will be dis-

played in system monitoring and alerting. This external scheduler is a read-

only interface for the job’s extractor. No jobs will be modified by creating this

configuration. This configuration is done in the SAP NetWeaver AS for Java sys-

tem within the SAP NetWeaver administrator portal. Once complete, SAP Solu-

tion Manager will be able to read the system’s jobs.
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24. Correct Answers: A, C, D

Diagnostic relevance is a key detail that tells SAP Solution Manager which

extractors to create for the installed products, from the installed SAP applica-

tions to the databases and hosts. Without knowing what is installed, the

extractors cannot be created. Extractors are designed by SAP for specific appli-

cations, so for them to function properly they must be created accurately. They

also must be valid, so if a system is upgraded to a new version, new extractors

must be created. SAP Solution Manager must be aware of this change, the diag-

nostic relevance must be updated, and then new extractors must be created.

This creation of new extractors is done in the automatic activities of managed

system configuration. Once this is done, monitoring can be updated as well.

25. Correct Answers: B, C

In the step in which the diagnostic agent is assigned to a managed object, you

can select the Check Host Agent button to get the status of the host agent. The

diagnostic agent admin portal also has a section dedicated to checking the sta-

tus of all host agents.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide detailed information about the entire configura-

tion required to connect any kind of managed object to SAP Solution Manager. To

ensure you successfully pass the SAP Solution Manager certification exam, you

must be experienced in executing all of these tasks in the real world. Having a full

grasp of all the concepts will take some time, especially new concepts like the

branch. In our experience, the branch concept is very difficult to fully grasp until a

person has real-world experience putting it to use, especially because the concept

is used in different ways depending on the SAP Solution Manager lifecycle man-

agement tool in use. 

Summary

In conclusion, the managed system configuration guided procedure is a complex

procedure that requires time to fully grasp. There are many nuances to each step

that makes it a difficult process to understand in a short period of time. SAP has

done a masterful job of providing documentation and help sections for each step

of managed system configuration. It is a process that seems simple, but do not be
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fooled: under the cover is a long story that takes time to fully understand. Each

configuration activity has a connection to other activities, as well as application

lifecycle management tools. Each activity can adversely affect others, and you will

not know it until you are confronted with the issue. Take your time with this sec-

tion. Do not rush it or you can easily get too many answers wrong on the certifica-

tion exam.
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This chapter is meant to provide a level of understanding when it comes to plan-

ning a new SAP Solution Manager system and all the components that go along

with it. SAP Solution Manager is meant to be the heartbeat of an SAP landscape.

Similar to the flow of blood through veins to a beating heart, the flow of critical

system data via key network connections to SAP Solution Manager is critical to its

ability to operate. Understanding this architecture is a key skill for any SAP Solu-

tion Manager administrator. The architecture of this flow of data must be consid-

ered when planning a new SAP Solution Manager system. Without this essential

planning, simple mistakes can restrict this flow of data, which will only cause

issues down the road.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, many times an SAP Solution Manager system is oversimpli-

fied. The idiosyncrasies of the basic infrastructure are not taken into account.

This inevitably causes an SAP customer continual issues with properly utiliz-

ing the system. Proper planning is always a key element of any successful

project. Just because SAP Solution Manager is not a key business-critical sys-

tem does not mean it can just be thrown together without proper foresight

and planning. Use the key elements in this chapter to ensure SAP Solution

Manager gets the proper planning.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The chapter has two primary objectives. First, we will cover the primary compo-

nents of an SAP Solution Manager system. Proper planning of an SAP Solution

Manager system cannot be completed without an understanding of these compo-

nents. For this, we will cover the SAP Solution Manager architecture in detail. The

second objective is to put these components into a plan for executing the installa-

tion of SAP Solution Manager. Taking the time to put a plan in place is the recipe

for a successful SAP Solution Manager implementation. 

Key Concepts Refresher

Now let’s discuss the key concepts of architecting and planning an SAP Solution

Manager system installation. This chapter assumes the reader has a basic under-

standing of the actual installation of an SAP NetWeaver system and of central and
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dialog application servers, as well as knowledge of the concepts surrounding net-

working, ports, and hosts.

SAP Solution Manager Architecture

If you ask most people how many applications are installed when installing SAP

Solution Manager, they are likely to say two: SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and for

Java. This is where many basis administrators oversimplify SAP Solution Manager

and fail to properly plan for the system. This is the critical step in which most peo-

ple fail to understand how SAP Solution Manager is designed. SAP Solution Man-

ager consists of five to seven applications, based on your specific requirements.

But at a minimum you must install five separate applications to get SAP Solution

Manager fully up and running. We will cover each of these applications, how they

are used by the system, and the key details to plan for around each. You can see

these applications and how they communicate in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1  SAP Solution Manager Infrastructure
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SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP

The SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP application is the primary application used by all

end users. This is where most of the data processing occurs. This application is the

core application of the SAP Solution Manager system. When planning its installa-

tion, you must first take sizing into consideration: how many end users and how

many managed systems will be communicating with SAP Solution Manager. We

will discuss details of sizing in Chapter 4. For now, note that these sizing details will

determine if you need more than one application server or if the database should

exist on a separate host than the application. If this is required, this is called a dis-

tributed installation. Having more than one SAP NetWeaver application server

means that end users and remote connections to managed systems will have a

choice of more than just one application to call, which balances the load put on the

ABAP application, therefore increasing performance and overall response times of

the ABAP system. Moving the database to a separate host allows for hardware to be

spread out across multiple hosts, therefore allowing you to easily scale up as sizing

requirements change in the future. 

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP Fiori is built into the ABAP system. The old

SAP Solution Manager work center home screens have been replaced with the

new, slick, SAP Fiori tile-based home screen shown in Figure 3.2. This update makes

user adoption of the application lifecycle management tools much easier. SAP has

developed SAP Fiori applications specific to SAP Solution Manager. Custom devel-

opment is not required as it is for other SAP Fiori applications. These tiles are orga-

nized into specific application lifecycle areas, like change control management,

application operations, or test suite. Each area has its own set of unique SAP Fiori

tiles that call new SAP Fiori applications or web client UIs or that link to configura-

tion areas like SAP Solution Manager setup or even the old work centers. 

Even with the introduction of SAP Fiori, SAP GUI is still a critical frontend client

that is used by SAP Solution Manager administrators or end users. The SAP GUI

client can still be used as the primary tool for connecting to and utilizing SAP Solu-

tion Manager. 
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Figure 3.2  SAP Solution Manager SAP Fiori Home Screen

Required Frontend Clients

� The required frontend clients include:

� Web browsers

– Google Chrome

– Internet Explorer 11

– Microsoft Edge

– Apple Safari 7 or 8

– Firefox

� SAP GUI 7.40 for Windows or higher

The ABAP system also contains SAP BW, the central storage location for most data

that is collected by SAP Solution Manager. This data is stored within infocubes as it

would be for any other SAP BW system. The data is aggregated over time to enable
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tools like root-cause analysis to display managed system performance data or

tools like system monitoring to display monitoring data that is collected over a

period of months. Without SAP BW, these tools would be unable to provide insight

into the health of a system over a period of days, weeks, or even months. Beyond

just monitoring data, SAP BW stores managed system transactional data like usage

and procedure logging and ABAP call monitor (also called SCMON). This data is

required for tools like the scope and effort analyzer or solution documentation.

Without a central storage location, these tools wouldn’t have the ability to analyze

transactional data from the past year. SAP BW is an essential part of SAP Solution

Manager.

SAP Solution Manager also utilizes SAP CRM as a core component that runs on the

ABAP system. Tools like ChaRM and IT service management are based on SAP

CRM. Everything from SAP CRM organizational structures to the SAP CRM UI is uti-

lized by these application lifecycle management tools. All good implementations

of ChaRM or IT service management require an in-depth knowledge of how SAP

CRM operates and how the SAP CRM user interfaces can be customized.

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java

The SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system is critical to SAP Solution Manager’s ability

to monitor managed systems, especially Java managed systems. It can be installed

on the same host as the ABAP system or on its own host. The decision is based on

sizing requirements and the size of the managed system landscape that will be

connected to SAP Solution Manager. The Java system is the primary connection

point between SAP Solution Manager and diagnostic agents. The Java message

server is the application that gets called by diagnostic agents for data transfer and

communication. The Java system then relays that data to the ABAP system for

applications operations tools like system monitoring. This data is transfer as a part

of the monitoring and alerting infrastructure.

Key Application Operations: Java Components

� LM-Service (also called SOLMANDIAG)

� Wily Introscope Java Agent 8

� Wily Introscope Java Agent 9 or 10

The Java system also contains three components that are deployed automatically

to managed systems and diagnostic agents. The LM-Service component, com-

monly called SOLMANDIAG, is the critical piece for all diagnostic agents. This
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component contains a variety of applications that are used by the diagnostic agent

for collecting data on the managed system host. Without the diagnostic agent,

tools like system monitoring will be missing OS-level data like disk space utiliza-

tion, amount of used memory, or CPU performance. Landscape management is

also dependent on the diagnostic agent. The diagnostic agent sends data like the

type/version of the operating system, the version of the kernel installed on the

SAP application, or even the type/version of the database running on the host.

Within the diagnostic agent, there are also Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

host adapter components. Updating these critical components is the most com-

mon solution to many issues with the diagnostic agent.

This component is updated on the Java system and then automatically deployed

to the diagnostic agents when they are first connected and authenticated with the

Java system. This automatic deployment also occurs any time the entire SAP Solu-

tion Manager system is updated to a new support package or when the LM-Service

component is patched. The process for updating the LM-Service content is

described in the following box.

Steps for Updating LM-Service

To update the LM-S, begin by:

1. Turning on diagnostic agent maintenance mode.

2. Patch the Java components utilizing Software Update Manager.

3. Execute the Java upgrader activity in infrastructure preparation.

4. Turn off diagnostic agent maintenance mode.

5. Monitor the agents as they are updated via the Agent Administration cockpit.

The Wily Introscope Java agents (also called Wily agents) are critical to the data col-

lection and monitoring of any Java-based system. All Java performance and excep-

tion metrics within application operations are based on the data that comes from

the Wily agents. Wily agent 8 is compatible with SAP NetWeaver AS for Java 7.0x

and lower running on Java 1.4 and lower. Wily agent 9/10 is for SAP NetWeaver AS

for Java 7.1 and higher running on Java 6, Java 7, or Java 8. These agents are auto-

matically deployed by SAP Solution Manager from the Java system to the SAP Net-

Weaver AS for Java managed systems. Keeping these agents patched is critical and

is an easy fix to known issues with the agents. They are patched using Software

Update Manager just like the LM-Service component. 
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Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is a third-party monitoring and data collec-

tion application that SAP has included in the licensing of SAP Solution Manager.

CA (the company that makes Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager) and SAP have

worked out the licensing so that SAP Solution Manager is bundled with a “right to

view” version of the software. This is a restricted read-only version, and it prohibits

the creation of custom management modules. The Wily agents also are locked

down, prohibiting custom instrumentation or the loading of standard PowerBA-

SIC decompiler (PBD) or PowerBASIC Library (PBL) files. If a customer requires

additional capabilities, they can attain the full version by purchasing the SAP

Extended Diagnostics package from SAP. Once the SAP Extended Diagnostics delta

files and temporary license are installed, the full capabilities of Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager will be available. CA will contact the customer with an unlim-

ited license key.

Introscope consists of four components: Wily Introscope Workstation, Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager, Wily Introscope Java agents, and Wily Introscope host

adapter. The following box details each one.

Introscope Components

The Introscope components include the following:

� Wily Introscope Workstation

The user interface for displaying the data stored within Wily Introscope Enterprise

Manager. Can be installed with Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager or on any other

host or client PC.

� Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

The central server component that collects and stores data sent by the Java agents and

host adapter.

� Wily Introscope Java agent

Responsible for collecting data on Java-based systems. Can be deployed automatically

for SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems or manually installed for other third-party

Java-based systems. Delivers data to Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager.

� Wily Introscope host adapter

Deployed as a part of the diagnostic agent. Responsible for monitoring the host- and

OS-level components. Delivers data to Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager.

There are multiple versions of each component. The central component is Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager. The versions available are downloaded from SAP,

and only specific versions are available. This is because SAP has management
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modules that are written by SAP that make Wily Introscope compatible with SAP

Solution Manager. Without these management modules from SAP, SAP Solution

Manager is not capable of controlling Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager. Ver-

sions 8 through 9.7 of Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager are compatible with

SAP Solution Manager 7.1. Versions 9.7 through 10.5 are compatible with SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. 

Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager can be installed on the same host as SAP Solu-

tion Manager or on its own host. Most of the time, Wily Introscope Enterprise

Manager is configured to run in standalone mode, in which a single Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager system communicates with all diagnostic agents, the

Introscope Workstation, and SAP Solution Manager. In a scenario in which scal-

ability is required because many diagnostic agents are installed across a very large

SAP system landscape, a manager of managers cluster installation may be

required. This scenario requires the installation of three or more Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager systems in a cluster that will appear virtually as a single sys-

tem. In this situation, one Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager system is config-

ured as the manager of managers, the manager handling the communication with

Introscope Workstation and SAP Solution Manager only. The two other Wily Intro-

scope Enterprise Manager systems are configured as collectors; they handle com-

munication with the diagnostic agents. This scenario is critical for very large

system landscapes. 

The Wily agent is primarily responsible for monitoring Java-based systems and

non-SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP types of applications. The agent is deployed to an

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system automatically by SAP Solution Manager. This is

done during the automatic activity within the managed system configuration

guided procedure. The Wily Java agent also can be deployed manually to any non-

SAP NetWeaver applications, like SAP BusinessObjects, SAP Mobile Platform, and

so on. See SAP Note 1478974 for complete details of system types that are included.

The Wily Java agent comes in a few different versions, based on the version of Java

running on the application to be monitored. Wily agent 8 is compatible with SAP

NetWeaver AS for Java 7.0x and lower, running on Java 1.4 and lower. Wily agent 9/

10 is for SAP NetWeaver AS for Java 7.1 and higher, running on Java 6, Java 7, or Java

8.

Introscope is a critical piece of application operations. It is responsible for provid-

ing both OS-level and Java-based system data for all managed systems. Without

this data, tools like SAP EarlyWatch reports, system monitoring, or root-cause

analysis would be missing essential data that they rely on. 
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Text Retrieval and Information Extraction

Text retrieval and information extraction (TREX) is a standalone search engine cre-

ated by SAP. It supports text search via multiple search methods, including exact

search, Boolean search, wildcard search, linguistic search, and fuzzy search. These

search capabilities do not exist directly within the SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP sys-

tem. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, these search capabilities are critical to the

day-to-day use of many tools. TREX is connected to SAP Solution Manager via a

remote function call created as a part of the embedded search guided procedure

that we reviewed in Chapter 1. If SAP Solution Manager is installed on the SAP

HANA database, the database can provide these search capabilities. Therefore,

TREX is not required in such a scenario. If TREX is required, then it is installed to be

used for embedded search versus enterprise search. The key difference between

the two options is that embedded search only supports a single ABAP system. If

TREX needs to be connected to more than one ABAP system, then it must be

installed with enterprise search capabilities. SAP Note 1249465 provides details on

how to install TREX for embedded search.

The application lifecycle management tools that require embedded search

include:

� Change request management (ChaRM)

� IT service management (ITSM)

� Process management: solution documentation 

� Requirements management

� Project management

� Quality gate management (QGM)

� Engagement and service delivery

Diagnostics Agent

A diagnostics agent is SAP Solution Manager’s direct connection to a host for mon-

itoring purposes. The diagnostic agent contains a variety of applications that

enable it to communicate with and collect data on everything from a host itself to

the applications and databases running on the host. It also communicates directly

with the host agent. This host agent gives the diagnostic agent the ability to make

calls directly to the operating system as an administrative user on the OS. 
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The diagnostic agent runs as its own instance without a database. It consists of the

database-independent components of the SAP kernel running on Java virtual

machine 1.6 or 1.8. The LM-Service Java component is deployed to all diagnostic

agents automatically by the SAP Solution Manager system that the agent is con-

nected to. Diagnostic agents are installed like any other SAP applications using

software provisioning manager. The connection details for communicating with

SAP Solution Manager are entered during the installation of the diagnostic agent.

You need the system landscape directory connection details (hostname and port)

and a user that has authorization to send system landscape directory data to the

system landscape directory, normally called a data supplier user. You also need the

connection details for the central services message server of SAP Solution Man-

ager for the Java application server. Once connected to the message server, the

diagnostic agent is redirected to the P4 or P4S port. A user is no longer required in

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 because authentication is achieved via certificates that

are deployed to the agent from SAP Solution Manager. 

The diagnostic agent sends multiple types of data to SAP Solution Manager. Some

of the critical pieces of data used by landscape management is information about

the operating system, version of the SAP kernel, type and version of the database,

IP address, and hostnames. All this data is collected via a method called outside dis-

covery. There are three types of outside discovery: host, database, and Microsoft

information services. This data is sent directly to the landscape management data-

base, then combined with the technical system it is collected for in a process called

data enrichment. 

The diagnostic agent communicates with a system landscape directory running

on an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. In this system, whether it is SAP Solution

Manager for the Java application server or another system, the proper ports must

be activated. The diagnostic agent reports its host information and its own infor-

mation to the system landscape directory. 

The diagnostic agent also collects monitoring data on both the application and the

host. This data is critical for all monitoring operations, SAP EarlyWatch reports,

service-level reporting, and root-cause analysis. For data communication, SAP

Solution Manager for the Java application server is used. The diagnostic agent

communicates with the central services message server port P4 (HTTP) or P4S

(HTTPS). These ports must be configured and activated as well. Refer to SAP Note

2268643 and SAP Note 2419031 for exact details on the steps required. 
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Key SAP Solution Manager Ports

Table 3.1 lists key ports used by diagnostic agents to communicate with SAP Solution

Manager. In the ports, if xx appears, you should replace it with the instance number of

the application that was chosen during the installation of SAP Solution Manager for the

ABAP and Java application servers. These are SAP standard ports. If the team installing

SAP Solution Manager used different ports, then these will not be the exact port numbers

that are needed.

Solution Tools

The solution tools are a critical part of data collection for an SAP NetWeaver AS for

ABAP system. These components are plug-ins that are installed on the SAP Net-

Weaver AS for ABAP system. Both are used by SAP Solution Manager to collect data

for all application operations tools, root-cause analysis, SAP EarlyWatch reports,

and service-level reporting. Solution tools plug-in (ST-PI) is used by SAP Solution

Manager to collect system data from performance to exceptions. This data is trig-

gered by tools like system monitoring or root-cause analysis. Service tools for

applications plug-in (ST-A/PI) provides options like Transaction SDCCN to create

SAP EarlyWatch reports. 

SAP Web Dispatcher or Load Balancer

As discussed in Chapter 1, the Infrastructure Preparation section, SAP Web Dis-

patcher is not required for all situations; it is optional. Review that section of the

book to understand setting up SAP Web Dispatcher with an SAP Solution Manager

system. The use of SAP Web Dispatcher is not required; other load-balancing soft-

ware can be used. SAP Web Dispatcher acts a load balancer for communication

between either end users or diagnostic agents and SAP Solution Manager for the

ABAP or Java application server. SAP Web Dispatcher is necessary if you have mul-

tiple ABAP application servers and you want to load-balance end user clients just

Type HTTP HTTPS

Java internet communication manager 5xx00 5xx01

Java P4 5xx04 5xx06

Java CI message server 81xx 444xx

Host agent 1128 1129

Table 3.1  Key Diagnostic Agent Ports
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like in any other SAP NetWeaver system. It can also be used to add security by plac-

ing SAP Web Dispatcher in demilitarized zone on the network, then forcing all

communication through SAP Web Dispatcher. Overall, adding this option compli-

cates the management of SAP Solution Manager, so many customers do not

choose to implement it.

Planning an SAP Solution Manager Landscape

In this section, we will discuss the primary considerations when planning an SAP

Solution Manager system landscape and the SAP sizing tool. With the complexity

of SAP Solution Manager, it is important to take all of the primary components

into consideration and utilize the SAP sizing tool to ensure the system is sized

properly to meet an organization’s specific needs, covering the planned activation

of the required application lifecycle management tools. 

Key Considerations when Planning the Install

SAP Solution Manager can be a complex infrastructure for which to plan and exe-

cute installation, but proper planning is key to a successful deployment. There are

two primary considerations when it comes to planning the installation of SAP

Solution Manager. 

First, which application lifecycle management tools will be configured and acti-

vated? Each application lifecycle management tool has different hardware and

configuration requirements. Tools like IT service management and ChaRM utilize

SAP CRM and the business partner functionality. They are tools that are heavy on

end users: they require end users to login to SAP Solution Manager to fully utilize

the tool. These implications mean the system will be impacted in different areas

than for an application lifecycle management tool like application operations.

Tools like application operations collect lots of system data and store it in SAP BW.

They don’t usually have lots of end users logging in; they are primarily administra-

tive tools. 

The second primary consideration is the number and type of managed systems

that are going to be connected to SAP Solution Manager. When planning the

installation, the number of managed systems has a large impact on decisions like

whether the system needs a manager of manager installation of Wily Introscope

Enterprise Manager to handle the large number of diagnostic agents. The Wily

agents are only compatible with certain versions of Java, so deciding whether to
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use Wily agent 9 or 10 is going to be key for the compatibility with the managed

systems to be connected to SAP Solution Manager. The more managed systems

you have, the more data SAP Solution Manager will need to store, or the more

hardware the system will need to grow in the future. A distributed install with mul-

tiple ABAP application servers may be required to handle the additional load.

Thoughtful planning will mean an SAP Solution Manager system that performs as

expected and can easily grow as requirements change.

Having an understanding of the core functionalities of SAP Solution Manager is

key in planning the installation of a SAP Solution Manager System. Utilize the

information gained in other parts of this book to ensure you have a complete

understanding of all the SAP Solution Manager components, therefore enabling

the proper planning of an SAP Solution Manager install. Chapter 1 will give you an

understanding of how the system landscape directory on an SAP NetWeaver AS for

Java system is used with the landscape management database, what Wily Intro-

scope is used for and how its connected to SAP Solution Manager, and why you

may want SAP Web Dispatcher installed to handle the communication between

SAP Solution Manager, end users, and managed systems. Chapter 4 will help you

understand key sizing considerations and the installation process. 

Properly Sizing SAP Solution Manager 7.2

Proper sizing of SAP Solution Manager is key to smooth operation of the applica-

tion lifecycle management tools. End users will complain if the system cannot

handle all the end users logging into the system to create change documents in

ChaRM or incidents in IT service management. The system will quickly run out of

disk space or even stop responding if the planning process does not consider the

number of managed systems that will be monitored in application operations.

When it comes to planning the size of any system, it is always best to use SAP tools

and methods. Guessing at the proper size will inevitably lead to issues. SAP has

provided a tool called the Quick Sizer; this is an online-only tool on the SAP Sup-

port website. This tool enables you to enter all the details we have discussed so far:

the number of managed systems, the size of those systems, and the application

lifecycle management tools to be activated. This tool provides the number of

CPUs, amount of memory, and amount of disk space that will be required to run

the SAP Solution Manager system smoothly. 

To use the Quick Sizer, visit https://www.sap.com/about/benchmark/sizing.quick-

sizer.html#quick-sizer. Be sure to review the Quick Sizer guide to ensure you

understand the key components and the questions that SAP asks. SAP also has a
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virtual one-day class and an onsite two-day class that can be taken to ensure you

fully understand how to execute the Quick Sizer tool. If the tool is executed

improperly, the results can easily be wrong. 

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years for the SAP Solution Manager system and its components. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following

terms.

� Wily Introscope

A set of tools provided by CA, an SAP partner, to enable the monitoring of a host,

Java system, and other third-party applications. This third-party application is

essential in the monitoring of systems.

� Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager

The central component of the Introscope monitoring application. This compo-

nent is responsible for collecting data from Wily agents and diagnostic agents,

as well as storing that data.

� Wily Java Agent

The data collection component that enables SAP Solution Manager to monitor

a Java-based system. The agent works to collect data on the Java system and the

host of a managed system.

� Solution tools plug-in (ST-PI) and service tools for applications 

plug-in (ST-A/PI)

The SAP plug-ins that are installed on all SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems

that enable SAP Solution Manager to monitor and collect data on an ABAP-

based system.

� SAP Fiori

The new user interface that is built into SAP Solution Manager 7.2, bringing sim-

plicity and ease of use to SAP Solution Manager end users, as well as enabling

the use of SAP Solution Manager application lifecycle management tools on all

types of mobile devices. 

� TREX

An SAP search engine that enables embedded search capabilities for tools like

solution documentation and ChaRM. Many application lifecycle management

capabilities will not function without embedded search.
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� LM-Service component (SOLMANDIAG)

The Java component that is deployed to all diagnostic agents, enabling diagnos-

tic agents to collect data on a variety of platforms, including SAP NetWeaver AS

for Java–based systems. 

� Diagnostics agent

One of the central components for monitoring hosts, databases, and applica-

tions. Installed on all managed system hosts. Delivers key data that all applica-

tion operations tools utilize.

� Host agent

Provides the diagnostic agent with OS-level controls, enabling the diagnostic

agent to read data directly on the OS. Also collects OS-level performance, excep-

tion, and availability information critical to application operations application

lifecycle management tools. 

� Quick Sizer

An online-only tool on the SAP Support website. This tool enables you to enter

all the pertinent details: the number of managed systems, the size of those sys-

tems, and the application lifecycle management tools to be activated. This tool

provides the CPU, memory, and disk space that will be required to run an SAP

System.

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. Which of the following components are a part of Introscope? Three answers

are correct.

� A. Enterprise manager

� B. Java agent

� C. Diagnostic agent

� D. Host adapter
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2. Which SAP Solution Manager components are used by ChaRM? Two answers

are correct.

� A. SAP Customer Relationship Management

� B. SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP

� C. SAP NetWeaver AS for Java

� D. SAP Web Dispatcher

3. Introscope is used for monitoring SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. Which of the following tools are dependent on embedded search and TREX?

� A. Solution documentation

� B. IT service management

� C. ChaRM

� D. Project management

� E. All of the above

5. Solution tools are key plug-in components installed on an SAP NetWeaver AS

for ABAP managed system.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Which of the following components are automatically deployed to diagnostic

agents via SAP Solution Manager? Three answers are correct.

� A. LM-Service

� B. Introscope host adapter

� C. Introscope Java agent

� D. Diagnostic agent

� E. Host agent
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7. What type of license is available out of the box for Introscope? Two answers

are correct.

� A. Full unlimited license

� B. Temporary unlimited License

� C. Read-only license

� D. Right to view license

8. How do diagnostic agents make calls directly to the operating system of a

host?

� A. Introscope Java agent

� B. Host agent

� C. Introscope host adapter

� D. All of the above

9. What method does the diagnostic agent use to provide OS-level information

to SAP Solution Manager, like the type and version of the operation system?

� A. Investigative discovery

� B. Outside discovery

� C. Host agent discovery

10. Which version of Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager is compatible with SAP

Solution Manager 7.2? Two answers are correct.

� A. 10.5

� B. 9.7

� C. 9.0

� D. 8.0

11. Which tool has SAP provided to properly size an SAP System?

� A. Sizing Spreadsheet

� B. Sizing Application

� C. Quick Sizer
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12. Which solution tool plug-in enables SAP Solution Manager to collect monitor-

ing data on the managed system?

� A. ST-PI

� B. ST-A/PI

� C. SDCCN

� D. RTCCTOOL

13. Which tool is used to install a diagnostic agent?

� A. Transaction SAINT

� B. Software Provisioning Manager

� C. Software Update Manager

� D. Transaction SUIM

14. How does SAP Fiori enhance the user experience in SAP Solution Manager?

� A. New mobile application capabilities

� B. Simplified consumption of system data

� C. New central SAP Fiori home screen

� D. All of the above

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions in the previous section. Be sure you fully understand the

answers to any questions that you answered incorrectly. The practice questions

are designed to test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the cer-

tification test. 

1. Correct Answers: A, B, D

Introscope consists of four components: Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager,

Wily Java agent, Introscope host adapter, and Introscope Workstation. These

components work together to provide a complete set of monitoring data for a

managed system and its hosts. 
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2. Correct Answers: A, B

ChaRM uses the SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system and SAP CRM. Both the UI

and the core functionality of ChaRM are dependent on the SAP CRM capabili-

ties. 

3. Correct Answer: B

False. Introscope is designed to monitor hosts and Java-based systems. It is

included by SAP to further expand SAP Solution Manager’s monitoring capabil-

ities. 

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answer: E

All these tools require embedded search to be fully functional. SAP Solution

Manager itself does not have the full text search capabilities that these applica-

tion lifecycle management tools require.

5. Correct Answer: A

True. The solution tool plug-ins provide SAP Solution Manager with the capa-

bility to extract data from an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system. 

6. Correct Answers: A, B, C

LM-Service is deployed to diagnostic agents, Wily Java agents are deployed to

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems, and the Introscope host adapter is

deployed to diagnostic agents.

7. Correct Answers: C, D

SAP has worked with CA to bundle a right-to-view, read-only version of Intro-

scope with SAP Solution Manager. This version’s capabilities are limited to

what SAP has licensed from CA.

8. Correct Answer: B

The host agent is owned by an administrative-level user on the operating sys-

tem. The diagnostic agent has access to control the host agent, so the diagnostic

agent can make calls directly to the operating system by controlling the host

agent.
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9. Correct Answer: B

The diagnostic agent utilizes outside discovery by calling executables within

the host agent and sending data to SAP Solution Manager. This outside discov-

ery is critical in the population of system data in the landscape management

database. 

10. Correct Answers: A, B

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the Java system runs Java 8. This means that

only certain versions of Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager that are compati-

ble with this version of Java can be used. 

11. Correct Answer: C

Quick Sizer is an online-only tool on the SAP Support website. This tool enables

you to enter all the pertinent details: the number of managed systems, the size

of those systems, and the application lifecycle management tools to be acti-

vated. It then provides the CPU, memory, and disk space that will be required to

run an SAP system.

12. Correct Answer: A

ST-PI is used by SAP Solution Manager to collect system data from performance

to exceptions. This data is triggered by tools like system monitoring or root-

cause analysis. 

13. Correct Answer: B

The Software Provisioning Manager is used to install diagnostic agents. The

Software Update Manager is used for upgrading a system. Transactions SAINT

and SUIM are transactions in an SAP NetWeaver system; they are not tools for

installing systems. 

14. Correct Answer: D

When SAP added SAP Fiori to SAP Solution Manager, it drastically redesigned

how end users utilize an SAP Solution Manager system. By adding SAP Fiori the

user consumption of data has been simplified, many apps are consumable on

mobile devices, and there is a new home screen for accessing SAP Solution

Manager’s capabilities.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to enable an SAP Solution Manager administrator to fully

understand the complexity of an SAP Solution Manager system and all of the com-

ponents it utilizes. Ensuring each component and its own requirements are taken
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into account during the planning process is critical to the installation of a clean

and healthy SAP Solution Manager system.

Summary

In conclusion, the SAP Solution Manager system has a variety of components that

are key for all of the application lifecycle management tools that exist within SAP

Solution Manager. Understanding how the application lifecycle management

tools utilize each component and how they communicate with each other is an

important skill for all SAP Solution Manager administrators. The complete picture

of how these components are integrated together will greatly simplify the day-to-

day management and troubleshooting of SAP Solution Manager.
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In this chapter, we will review a variety of topics. First, we will cover application

lifecycle management and how SAP has designed SAP Solution Manager to sup-

port the entire lifecycle of an application. This will take us through the major func-

tions of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. With that we will review how these lifecycle

management tools impact the sizing of an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system. Each

tool has its own data storage requirements. Understanding what each tool does

also will provide key insight into the key sizing considerations. In addition, we will

discuss the installation and upgrade process of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. There

are multiple key details surrounding the installation and upgrade process that all

certified SAP Solution Manager administrators must all be aware of. Finally, we

will review how SAP handles users and the authorizations they require to execute

application lifecycle management tools within SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, many people do not approach SAP Solution Manager with

the detailed thought and planning that it deserves. SAP Solution Manager

should be fully understood before being implemented. This is what a certi-

fied SAP Solution Manager administrator should bring to the table: real-

world experience, a complete understanding of what SAP Solution Manager

provides a customer, and knowledge of how to put its abilities into action.

The SAP Solution Manager certification exam will ensure you are capable of

doing this well.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this chapter is to confirm you have a high-level understanding of

the capabilities SAP Solution Manager 7.2 provides to a customer, as well as how to

properly plan for the sizing, installation, and upgrade of SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

This chapter will also provide information on how to assign the correct access to

end users based on the out-of-the-box roles and authorizations provided by SAP.

All this will help ensure you can prove you understand the purpose of SAP Solu-

tion Manager by passing the SAP Certification exam on the configuration of SAP

Solution Manager.
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Key Concepts Refresher

Now, let’s to discuss the key concepts and value chains that define why SAP cre-

ated SAP Solution Manager to support the standard lifecycle of any SAP applica-

tion. The sizing, installation and upgrade of SAP Solution Manager is a key part of

its implementation, and understanding the key concepts around the implementa-

tion or upgrade of SAP Solution Manager is a key skill for all SAP Solution Manager

administrators. Finally, without the SAP-delivered security roles, no one would be

able to utilize SAP Solution Manager. With that, how can you have a successful

implementation without granting end users access to the system? Understanding

how to get people the access they need is the last piece of ensuring SAP Solution

Manager and its application lifecycle management tools are deployed properly. 

Application Lifecycle Management and the Application Lifecycle 
Management Wheel

SAP Solution Manager is a collection of tools created by SAP to support the lifecy-

cle of its SAP business solutions. In its infancy, it was purely a technical tool that

was required for upgrading other SAP business solutions. With SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2, a real transformation has occurred. SAP Solution Manager is now a system

that can truly support the business and provide real value that can be attained by

the business and the basis technical teams.

What Is SAP Solution Manager All About?

With new technologies being developed every day, a business’s ability to adapt

and grow is becoming more and more important. These changes can greatly

impact how a business runs and its value chains, which forces businesses to reas-

sess the traditional approaches and decide if it is time to replace their old pro-

cesses with new ones. This is where SAP Solution Manager 7.2 steps in to support

the business and the changes impacting it. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a platform

that enables the IT team and the business to align and drive the “business of IT.” To

enable this alignment between the business and IT, there are incredible enhance-

ments to SAP Solution Manager with version 7.2. SAP has designed SAP Solution

Manager to provide four key value chains that are essential to any business:
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1. Portfolio to project 

– Provides abilities to drive a business portfolio of projects by balancing busi-

ness initiatives and the business value they provide while ensuring that IT

capacity, skillset, and timelines are considered

– Improves the visibility of data to enable better decision-making

– Provides the ability to build a strategy to provide balance across all projects

– Provides roadmaps and KPIs to improve communication during project

implementations

2. Requirements to deploy 

– Enables customers to build what their business needs at the right time, with

a real outcome that the business can measure

– Supports the use of new agile methodologies, as well as traditional develop-

ment methodologies

– Provides a framework for the execution of a project and the service it

requires

– Enables visibility into the quality, schedule, and cost of the services delivered

3. Request to fulfill 

– Provides the ability to catalog, request, and fulfill services

– Enables the IT organization to manage subscriptions and total cost of ser-

vices, as well as manage and measure the fulfillments of suppliers

– Provides the IT organization with tools to transition to a service broker

model

4. Detect to correct 

– Enables the IT organization to anticipate and resolve issues on production

systems

– Unites the entire IT organization to enhance results and increase efficiency

– Identifies issues before the business is impacted

– Provides visibility from end to end across the entire set of SAP solutions

These four key value chains are the backbone of all the application lifecycle man-

agement tools within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The four value chains exist in two

main categories: the “build” side of the house, portfolio to project and require-

ments to deploy, and the “run” side of the house, detect to correct and request to

fullfill. These value chains are the high-level reason that SAP has invested so heav-

ily in SAP Solution Manager to better support their customers. These key areas of
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transformation that occurred in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 to support the four

value chains are shown in Figure 4.1. These are the areas that SAP has focused on in

the transformation of SAP Solution Manager to provide a truly modern and inte-

grated platform for supporting the lifecycle of an SAP business solution and to

support the digital business transformation that is occurring more rapidly than

ever.

Figure 4.1  Key Areas of Transformation in SAP Solution Manager 7.2

The Lifecycle of an Application

The lifecycle of all applications is the same. The application lifecycle management

wheel essentially describes the lifecycle of an application and how each SAP Solu-

tion Manager application lifecycle management tool supports each step of an

application lifecycle. The application lifecycle starts with a business requirement.

This business requirement is usually very complex and requires a new application,

if not multiple applications. 

These six phases form the entire lifecycle of an application. In a traditional sense,

these six phases of the complete lifecycle of an application can be put into a con-

tinuous wheel because the optimize phase can easily lead directly back into the

requirements phase, therefore both completing the lifecycle and starting it over
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again. This wheel visually represents the entire application lifecycle in a single

graphic, making it easy to understand.

The complete lifecycle of all applications involves six phases: 

1.  Requirements

Collect a business need or demand for a new business process or changed busi-

ness process. Review and confirm the service-level fulfillment of the applica-

tion and perform any activities to improve the results of those results.

2. Design

The solution must be designed to meet a business requirement. Convert a busi-

ness requirement into an actual detailed plan or specification.

3. Build and Test

Install and configure the application, then validate that the application meets

the business requirement and design specification. The application or solution

now needs to be installed and tested to ensure it operates as the requirement

and design say it should.

4. Deploy

Move from a test environment to a productive one that is now live with the

business. This could also be called the go-live. This is where the application or

solution is deployed to the business for productive use by the business.

5. Operate

Once the system is up and running, the IT team needs to keep it that way. This

is when we monitor for and resolve any issues that may come up with the solu-

tion. Provide monitoring and other services for day-to-day ongoing operations

of the application.

6. Optimize

This is where we introduce changes or updates to the solution to make it better

and run smoother.

SAP Solution Manager has been designed to support the entire lifecycle of both

SAP and non-SAP business solutions. The application lifecycle management tools

that are offered in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 are all designed to support the four

value chains discussed earlier. How each application lifecycle management tool

supports each value chain is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2  SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Value Chains
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� Test suite

Enables the ability to manage tests from a central location, executing tests and

supporting testing across multiple business systems, from test scope to test

planning and test execution.

� Business process operations

Supports the core business processes across all business systems, ensuring the

cost of running these solutions stay at optimal levels. Contains tools like busi-

ness process monitoring, business process improvement and data consistency

management.

� Change control management

A solution for managing the changes implemented across all business systems.

Provides a comprehensive workflow and change control procedure to ensure all

changes are tested, validated, and approved.

� Application operations

Provides system and application monitoring across a variety of both SAP and

non-SAP solutions. Enables the IT organization to provide central monitoring,

alerting, analytics, and root-cause analysis. Includes tools like system monitor-

ing, interface monitoring, job monitoring, user experience monitoring, and

root-cause analysis.

� Data volume management

A solution for monitoring and forecasting the volume or size of the data in busi-

ness solutions. Enables the capability to reduce the size of an organization’s

databases, therefore reducing operating costs.

� IT service management

Provides central ticket or message management and processing. Enables com-

munication across all IT and business support staff for processing of messages,

whether they are incidents or requests.

� Custom code management

A central point to monitor and manage the lifecycle of custom development

objects from requirement to retirement. Enables transparency into the custom

code that has been developed within a customer’s business solutions.

� Landscape management

Provides system landscape operation and change planning for SAP systems and

solutions, from the installation of a new system to the upgrade of a current sys-

tem. Includes tools like maintenance planner and the landscape management

database.
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Sizing Considerations

When going through the sizing procedure as a part of an SAP Solution Manager

installation or the implementation of new application lifecycle management

tools, it is important to consider a variety of topics. 

First, how many managed systems will be connected to SAP Solution Manager, and

how large are they? Consider that tools like system monitoring, data volume man-

agement, and custom code management all collect and store data about each

managed system. The more managed systems, the more data is collected, and the

more data will need to be stored in the SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP appli-

cation server database. Also, Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager stores data as

well. So that must be considered in the planning.

Second, which application lifecycle tools will you be activating, and on which man-

aged systems? Each application lifecycle management tool has different require-

ments for data storage. If you only use tools like ChaRM and solution documenta-

tion, then the storage requirements will be lower when compared to application

operations monitoring tools. However, ChaRM and solution documentaion do use

TREX or SAP HANA for embedded search. These indexes can become very large, so

they need to be accounted for as well during sizing.

Third, will you be activating any other lifecycle tools in the near future? This is

important to know because if you are going to turn on more application lifecycle

management tools in the next year, then you should just plan for them now

instead of in six months.

Finally, how many end users will be utilizing the SAP Solution Manager system,

and how frequently will they be logging in? The number of end users is always a

key point to consider for any system. The more end users, the more dialog work

processes will be needed for all the end user calls. This could also mean a dialog

application server may be needed.

All these questions are key considerations to take into account when sizing an SAP

Solution Manager system. As with all systems, it is critical to use SAP Best Practices

and methodologies when sizing an SAP system. SAP created the system; it knows

the best methods for coming up with the proper hardware for an SAP Solution

Manager system. All these questions will be asked by SAP when you execute the

SAP sizing tool. SAP provides the quick sizer tool that will ask all of the proper

questions to determine the proper hardware size of SAP Solution Manager; you

can find this tool at https://www.sap.com/about/benchmark/sizing.html.
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Installing SAP Solution Manager

The installation and upgrade of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is a critical part of the

entire process. Without a well-planned out, quality installation, the rest of config-

uration will mean nothing. Next, we will discuss the key points of both processes.

In Chapter 3, we covered all the required components of SAP Solution Manager 7.2

in great detail. We don’t need to rehash all those components here; a high-level

review of the planning of SAP Solution Manager is all that we need. From the

beginning, it is important to think about the application lifecycle management

tools that an organization plans to put in place, both from an immediate perspec-

tive and in a long-term plan for future implementations. Be sure to run the quick

sizer tool to cover immediate needs, but also have the budget to add hardware as

needed. Also decide how the ABAP, Java, Wily Enterprise Manager, TREX, and data-

base should be distributed across hosts. If the organization is small enough and

the number of managed systems is limited, one or two hosts can be sufficient to

scale up in the future. But if the organization is very large with hundreds of man-

aged systems, then four to five hosts with a manager of managers setup of Wily

Introscope Enterprise Manager may be necessary. It is much easier to scale out in

the future if the applications and database are already on separate hosts.

SAP Solution Manager is installed like all other SAP NetWeaver systems, utilizing

software provisioning manager. This will take you to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP

03. To get to the latest support package, you must then utilize Software Update

Manager to run the update. This must be done twice because the ABAP and Java

systems are now split into entirely separate systems.

The database is also a large consideration. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 supports SAP

HANA 2.0 and it is included in the maintenance contract. This is a great opportu-

nity for a customer to utilize SAP HANA. This will save on the licensing costs of

other databases. It can also be a great opportunity for customers that are planning

to move other systems to SAP HANA and want to use SAP Solution Manager to get

their feet wet and gain experience in the use of the database before they move on

to migrating business-critical systems to it. If SAP HANA is going to be used, then

you must have an SAP-certified SAP HANA consultant to complete the sizing and

hardware planning and complete the installation of the SAP HANA database.

From a standard installation planning perspective, it is important to put together

a complete list of all the decisions that must be made during the installation. It is

always a great idea to have a complete list of all the ports that will be used, the
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hostnames, the passwords for the users, and so on. This way, both systems are

installed exactly as expected and the other tasks, like installing diagnostic agents,

will be much simpler.

Of course, utilizing the maintenance planner is the ultimate way to plan the instal-

lation of the system. Utilizing its planning capabilities to build out the system will

ensure the actual process of installing it will go without a hitch, as well as ensure

the system has all the latest components and patches that it requires to function

properly.

Upgrading SAP Solution Manager

A customer must first determine which option fits their specific scenario: an

upgrade of a current SAP Solution Manager 7.1 installation or a fresh implementa-

tion. The answer depends entirely on which option fits their specific requirements.

The chosen upgrade option will be based the primary goal— either to preserve

content or significant configuration. The content preserved is content that is spe-

cific to the functionality in place and actively being used. The content can range

from ChaRM projects to business processes mapped in solution documentation.

The specific content varies depending on the functional area in which it is used.

Understanding the content contained in the systems is an essential part of a suc-

cessful upgrade. During the upgrade, this content is activated to conform to the

new standards introduced with SAP Solution Manager 7.2. If you have content in

any of the areas listed in Table 4.1 that is required for future use of SAP Solution

Manager, then you must upgrade to preserve that content for reuse in SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2.

Each area of SAP Solution Manager is impacted by varying degrees. The level of

impact is a critical consideration when performing an upgrade, from the technical

changes to those that impact end users. Table 4.1 lists the areas of SAP Solution

Manager and the level of impact to each area. High impact means the functionality

has been completely redesigned, requiring major changes; training will be

required, and the changes should be considered a major release. Medium impact

means the functionality has been enhanced; some training may be required, and

some configuration changes are required, but overall medium-impact changes

should be considered a minor release.
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Time and Effort

Beyond content, you must also consider the time and effort spent to configure

your current SAP Solution Manager landscape. With an upgrade, the configuration

in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP essentially will be complete, with only a few areas

that need to be re-executed. Considering the high number of man hours spent

fully configuring a two-system landscape (development and production) and con-

necting it to many managed systems, this fact alone may be reason enough to ven-

ture down the path of an upgrade. Even if you only have minimal functionality

being used yet have SAP Solution Manager connected to 20 or more managed sys-

tems, the effort to reconfigure these connections can exceed the time difference

between an upgrade and a fresh install. If a customer only has the basic configura-

tion completed, multiple systems connected, and the SAP Solution Manager

installation is free of unused projects and solutions, the upgrade is simple com-

pared to a system that has significant configuration that will be impacted by an

upgrade. In that case, an upgrade can be the better option because the time to

upgrade is the primary factor of concern in this scenario.

Another prime reason for a fresh install is if a customer is currently running SAP

Solution Manager 7.0. Currently, SAP has not provided an upgrade path directly

from SAP Solution Manager 7.0 to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. If you have ChaRM or

some other functionality or solution critical to the business running on SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.0 and it must be preserved, you must first upgrade to SAP Solution

Manager 7.1 and then upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. In our experience, the

number of hours required to perform both upgrades exceeds the number of hours

to install SAP Solution Manager 7.2 from scratch and configure the functionality

Area Impact

Business process monitoring High

Solution documentation High

SAP Portfolio and Project Management High

Test management High

Change request management Medium

Quality gate management Medium

Custom code management Medium

Application operations Medium

Table 4.1  Impact of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Upgrade
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that needs to be preserved. The best path forward depends on how many solutions

are being used actively in SAP Solution Manager 7.0 and how tightly integrated

they are with the business. For most SAP Solution Manager 7.0 customers, a fresh

install is the best path forward to achieve the goal of running SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2.

Upgrade Process

The upgrade process consists of four primary steps: 

1. Prepare SAP Solution Manager 7.1 from a technical perspective for upgrade. 

2. Prepare content for activation by executing a content activation preupgrade

procedure critical to the functional side of SAP Solution Manager. 

3. Execute the actual upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and perform the dual-

stack split. 

4. Activate the content via the content activation process and perform technical

postupgrade activities.

Tip

For complete details on all the technical requirements, refer to SAP Note 2227300.

The procedure for upgrading to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 consists of executing

Software Update Manager to upgrade the dual stack to SAP Solution Manager 7.2,

followed by executing a dual-stack split with software provisioning manager.

These steps are all that are required when the database and operating system stay

the same. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the SAP HANA database is now included

in the license. Many people are migrating to SAP HANA to save on database licens-

ing costs, but others may want to migrate to another database besides SAP HANA.

This section discusses the options available for executing a database migration

with the upgrade. Each procedure has its own pros and cons. The decisions depend

on your specific requirements and tolerance for extended downtime.

Migration Path Using Standard Procedure

The standard migration path shown in  consists of the same initial steps: upgrade

with Software Upgrade Manager and dual-stack split with software provisioning

manager (as seen in Figure 4.3). The migration occurs after the split via software

provisioning manager. The migration is executed for each SAP NetWeaver stack—

Java and ABAP. 
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Figure 4.3  Standard Migration Path

Within this standard procedure, there are two options:

1. In-place migration 

2. Migration with parallel export/import

Each option has its own pros and cons, which we will review, but essentially the

primary difference is the order in which the system copy steps are performed; one

is a sequential procedure and the other is a parallel procedure.

In-Place Migration

In an in-place migration, the following steps are executed in a sequential proce-

dure for each SAP NetWeaver stack, using a heterogeneous system copy (like the

dual-stack split procedure). First, the ABAP stack is exported from the current data-

base. Then, the ABAP stack instance is uninstalled, leaving the database free for a
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Java-stack database migration. Next, the new SAP system is installed using the

export, resulting in a system using the same system ID (SID) and hostname run-

ning on an SAP HANA database. Optionally, the same steps for the Java stack can

be performed as a heterogeneous system copy to install a new Java instance on

SAP HANA. 

The upside to the in-place migration is that it allows the preservation of the SID

and hostname, thus simplifying the procedure, but it does have a longer down-

time than the parallel option.

Migration with Parallel Export/Import

In a migration with parallel export/import, the same steps are executed in a differ-

ent order and in parallel. First, install the new system on SAP HANA, preparing it

for the import. Then, in parallel, execute the export of the ABAP stack from the old

database and import the data into the SAP HANA database already in place. Finally,

switch to the new system and perform all post-system-copy activities, including

the uninstall procedure to remove the old system. This results in a new system

with a new SID and hostname running on an SAP HANA database. Optionally, then

follow the same steps for the Java stack to perform a heterogeneous system copy

and install a new Java instance on SAP HANA.

The upside to the parallel option is less downtime than the in-place option; how-

ever, a change in SID must be managed. The added benefit of having both systems

available at the same time, allowing for a quick switch back to the original system

and/or comparison with the original if required.

Migration Path Using the Simplified Procedure

The new simplified option shown in Figure 4.4 incorporates the database migra-

tion option (DMO) within Software Update Manager. This option is best if the cus-

tomer already knows that they want to migrate to SAP HANA or SAP Adaptive

Server Enterprise (SAP ASE). This option executes the upgrade to SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 and the database migration in a single step using SUM, simplifying

the upgrade and eliminating the extra step of migrating to SAP HANA with SWPM

after the upgrade. Once the upgrade and migration are complete, split the dual

stack and optionally migrate the Java stack to SAP HANA using software provision-

ing manager.

This simplified procedure has several upsides, including the least amount of

downtime because the migration is performed during the uptime of the upgrade
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processes. This eliminates the downtime required when using software provision-

ing manager to perform the migration. This option reduces the overall complexity

of the upgrade and migration. The standard option is more complex, has more

steps, and has a longer downtime, but it has its own benefits. The primary benefit

of the standard procedure is the ability to have an interim productive use between

the upgrade and migration. Each option should be thoroughly reviewed, looking

at the pros and cons of each, to find the appropriate method that meets the cus-

tomer’s specific requirements.

Figure 4.4  Simplified Migration Path

Content Activation

The content activation process has a preparation phase that is executed in SAP

Solution Manager 7.1, and the actual activation of that content happens immedi-

ately after the upgrade in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This content activation is how

SAP has enabled the transformation of old methods for things like storing busi-

ness processes in solution documentation and activating ChaRM on managed sys-

tems into the new methods and capabilities of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This is an

example of how much more advanced SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is when com-

pared to SAP Solution Manager 7.1: so many of the application lifecycle manage-

ment tools have been significantly enhanced that this special process had to be

created to handle the transformation of the content.
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Before beginning the prepare activation phase in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, it is

important to first understand how the system landscape logical components are

transformed. Review Chapter 2 to fully understand the concepts behind the pre-

pare activation phase. To enable the content activation phase, first create the

Transaction Prepare_activation, which is the actual guided procedure that is exe-

cuted in SAP Solution Manager 7.1. For complete details of how this is done, see

SAP Note 2599354 and SAP Note 2536523.

Prepare Activation Phase

The prepare activation phase provides four primary activities. During this prepara-

tion phase, no actual changes are being made. Only the issues with the content

would require a change. The four activities are as follows:

1. The first step is to scope out the projects and solutions that will be activated.

This is critical because in SAP Solution Manager 7.1 all the content is stored in

solutions and projects. Consistency checks occur in every step of the guided

procedure. These consistency checks review all content and logical components

for issues that will prevent the activation of the content in version 7.2. This con-

sistency check is absolutely critical because this content can only be fixed in

SAP Solution Manager 7.1. Once the upgrade is complete, a restore of the system

back to version 7.1 would be required if an issue needed to be fixed with the con-

tent. 

2. In the second step, the logical components and solutions are redesigned into a

new single solution with logical component groups for each system landscape. 

3. In the third step, you define the branches that will be created and which branch

the content stored in the solutions and projects will be activated in. This step is

essential for any ongoing projects. You do not want business processes that are

not being used in production to go into the production branch. They should be

activated in the development or maintenance branch. All these decisions make

it important to start this prepare activation process as early as possible. 

4. The activation process in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is another guided proce-

dure. This guided procedure is where the content is actually activated into its

new form. As shown in Figure 4.5, the process starts with prepare activation,

moves on with the technical upgrade using the Software Update Manager, and

ends with the content activation in version 7.2.
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Figure 4.5  Entire Content Activation Process

Managing Authorizations

With SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and continuing with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP

has done a good job of providing out-of-the-box single and composite roles to

enable system administrators to securely provide the right level of access to team

members. Once configuration of SAP Solution Manager is complete, the system

should be handed over to the organization’s SAP security team. (We recommend

that the authorizations within SAP Solution Manager should be owned by the SAP

security team within your organization.)

When navigating the SAP Help for SAP Solution Manager 7.2, there are three basic

guides included within the security section. The SAP Solution Manager Authoriza-

tion Concept Guide contains information about the high-level organization of

security within SAP Solution Manager. If you wanted to know more about the role

types delivered and the design implemented by SAP, you would study this guide.

The SAP Solution Manager Secure Configuration Guide covers technical users used

to configure the system, background users, and remote function call users. This

document includes information on ports used and virus scan profiles. The most

important and final security guide provided by SAP is the SAP Solution Manager

Application Security Guide. In this guide, you can find information on the com-

posite roles provided by SAP for individual functions within SAP Solution Man-

ager. If you have a team member who needs change request management, test

suite, and monitoring access in SAP Solution Manager, for example, you can refer-

ence this guide to determine the composite roles to be assigned. 
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User Administration

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has enhanced the user administration tool.

This tool greatly simplifies the process for granting access to specific functional

areas within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The user administration tool allows for the

automatic creation and assignment of SAP-delivered roles based on functional

area, as well as the updating and management of both the internal system users on

SAP Solution Manager itself and the system and remote function call users that

exist on the managed systems. The user management tool is accessed two ways.

The initial access can be found in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, via the link found

in the lower left-hand portion of the screen under Related Links • Administration

(see Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6  User Administration Link in SOLMAN_SETUP
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Once the security team has been granted access to the SAP Solution Manager Admi-

nistration section of the SAP Fiori launchpad for SAP Solution Manager, the user

administration tool then can be accessed there, via the User Administration tile

shown in in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7  SAP Solution Manager Administration SAP Fiori Apps

Users for Configuration of SAP Solution Manager

Once you open the user administration tool, you will see three tabs: Users in SAP

Solution Manager Client, Users in Managed Systems, and Users for Configuration.

The latter tab allows for the assignment of composite roles that grant access to the

guided procedures for configuring each functional area of SAP Solution Manager

(see Figure 4.10). The overall layout and options are the same for each tab. 

The status of the roles for each user is listed on the left; if yellow, the roles assigned

to the user need to be updated with new versions. The Mass Update option allows

for a background job to update the roles for all users. When a role is assigned, the

tool copies the SAP standard role into a custom Z role. The naming convention of

this role in the customer namespace can be defined in expert mode, as shown in

Figure 4.8. To make changes, you must also be in edit mode. The Documentation

button on the left provides a description of the access that is granted.
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Figure 4.8  User Administration Tool: Users for Configuration

Before you can assign someone access, you must first create a dialog user in Trans-

action SU01. Then the user can be assigned to a functional area or use case. Select

the Maintain List of Users button. In the pop-up window, select a use case, as shown

in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9  Assignment of Users to Use Cases
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To determine which use case to choose, use the Display Documentation button for

more information. Once you select a use case, you can then add more lines and

add the users to each use case. When done, select the Assign Users button to finish

the assignment and close the window.

Once the users have been assigned to a use case, you will be able to scroll down and

see all the roles that will be assigned. On the right side, you can find documenta-

tion for each role and the access it grants. Select the Execute button to have the

tool create the Z role and assign it to the user, as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10  Complete Assignment of Roles
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Users in Managed Systems

The Users in Managed Systems tab allows for the management of the SAP Solution

Manager system users in the managed systems that are creating during the execu-

tion of managed system configuration. Any time the solution tools are updated or

a support package is installed on SAP Solution Manager, SAP introduces new ver-

sions of the roles assigned to these users. This tab is used to automatically deploy

the new versions of these roles. This greatly simplifies the management of these

users. Figure 4.11 shows an example of this step. The same options are available as

on the other tabs.

Figure 4.11  User Administration Tool: Users in Managed Systems

End Users in SAP Solution Manager Client

The Users in SAP Solution Manager Client tab allows for the granting of access to

different functional areas for end users to use each one. SAP has predefined roles

for each use case depending on the functional area. For example, when activating

ChaRM, you can use this tool to assign the roles required for the different user
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activities within ChaRM. The same options are available for this tab as well, as

shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12  User Administration Tool: Users in SAP Solution Manager Client

SAP Solution Manager Composite Roles

Over the years, SAP has relied primarily on documentation to support SAP clients

in the process of defining the required security roles to give SAP Solution Manager

users the access they require to perform their day-to day duties. Among all SAP

documentation, the security guides from SAP have been some of the longest

guides available, providing lots of information on the roles delivered and the

access they grant. The nature of these guides and the detail they provided made it

a complicated and time-consuming process to fully digest and understand them.

The SAP security guides are still provided by SAP, but they are no longer the sole

resource for finding the roles required for setting up users with access, creating

managed system configuration system users, and creating SAP Solution Manager
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system users. The description of these roles can be found in the User Administra-

tion tool. The security guides are released and updated with each support package

that is released by SAP. 

In this section, we will cover the best practices for utilizing the SAP Solution Man-

ager security roles, including how the roles are used and assigned, as well as the

user administration tool and how it is used to assign the roles to users that require

access to specific SAP Solution Manager functionality. 

Scenario-Based Security Composite Roles

SAP has delivered a wide variety of roles and composite roles that are designed to

provide access to different functional areas within SAP Solution Manager, includ-

ing composite roles that are designed for different levels of access, such as read-

only, execute, and administrative. These composite roles are designed specifically

for each use case, depending on the requirements of each area. The security guide

provides a complete list of these roles and a description of the amount of access

granted by each role. These out-of-the-box roles mean that more than just the

basis team can configure different functional areas of SAP Solution Manager, espe-

cially since most of the configuration in SAP Solution Manager is executed using

step-by-step guided procedures that include help documentation for each step

and activity. Simply by using the guide or the user management tool, a security

team can grant detailed specific access to anyone for their area of responsibility.

SAP Solution Manager is no longer just a basis tool to be used solely by the basis

team. Especially with the advancements in SAP Solution Manager 7.2, which SAP

has designed to be a business tool, enabling super users within the SAP teams to

utilize advanced tools to further support their SAP and non-SAP system land-

scapes.

Conceptually, SAP provides single and composite roles for three user types within

SAP Solution Manager: administrators, configurators, and users. Think of the

administrator role being performed by someone who will be executing the man-

datory configuration items discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The configura-

tion user roles provided by SAP are SAP Solution Manager tool-specific. If you

delegate access to a change manager to be able to configure change request man-

agement in SAP Solution Manager, then you can trust the SAP-provided composite

roles will not allow that change manager to adjust configuration in application

operations or data volume management. You can silo SAP Solution Manager users

into their own functions without fear of them overriding configuration in another

area. SAP Solution Manager is a shared tool; no one team owns all SAP Solution
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Manager tools. End user role templates provided by SAP are meant to be assigned

to team members that need access to transact within a particular SAP Solution

Manager tool. For example, if you needed a team member to create and work

within a change request in change request management, then you would assign

the composite user role for change request management to that team member.

The composite roles delivered by SAP for each SAP Solution Manager tool are con-

tinuously updated with each new support package stack. If you copy the SAP-deliv-

ered roles into your customer namespace, then you need to plan on remediation

effort with each SAP Solution Manager upgrade. SAP does support the direct assign-

ment of SAP-provided roles to SAP Solution Manager users, which typically drives

the requirement for a customer-specific SAP Solution Manager role that defines

access to customer objects. For example, in Chapter 8, we will copy the SAP-provided

Transaction SMCR (Change Request) into object ZMCR. The SAP-provided roles for

change request management include authorizations for Transaction SMCR. You

have two options: The first is to copy the SAP-provided composite role (and all single

roles) into the customer namespace, then add the authorization for that specific

transaction type to those new customer namespace roles. The other option is to cre-

ate a single role or roles that provide access to only those customer-created objects

and directly assign the SAP-provided roles. The latter would require the least

amount of maintenance because you are not copying 60-plus SAP-provided single

roles into your namespace. Internal company policies sometimes prevent the direct

assignment of SAP roles to end users because it is not typically the norm. 

Note

Want to know more about SAP’s recommendation to directly assign the roles it provides?

Head over to https://help.sap.com and enter “Solution Manager” in the search box, select

the enter key and select SAP Solution Manager. Select your SAP Solution Manager version

in the upper right, then scroll down to the Security section to read the Authorization
Concept Security Guide. In this guide, SAP details why you should directly assign its

roles.

Standalone Security Roles

The SAP composite roles provided include numerous single roles. We will high-

light the functional types of single roles created by SAP because it is important

to understand what is being assigned to your resources. In the event you decide

to copy SAP composite and single roles into your namespace, this section will
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provide the necessary background information about what function each role

type supports. Table 4.2 describes the single role types created by SAP.

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years Solution Manager and the sizing of SAP systems. Any certified SAP Solution

Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following terms:

Role Type Description

Infrastructure These roles contain basic authorizations to read from the vari-

ous data sources in SAP Solution Manager. From reading the 

landscape management database to displaying business part-

ners, this foundational role type is required to operate any 

function within SAP Solution Manager. As an example, the 

SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP composite role includes a 

SAP_SM_SL_DISPLAY single role that provides read access to 

landscape information.

Core business Think of these roles as the job function roles. They provide 

tool-specific access for a specified tool. In the example of the 

SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP composite role, it includes a 

SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS single role, which provides access to 

incident management in SAP Solution Manager. 

Navigation These single roles provide access to the UI within SAP Solution 

Manager; multiple UIs are available. Roles beginning with 

SAP_SM_FIORI and SAP_SMWORK provide access to SAP Fiori 

launchpad groups and applications. Roles beginning with SAP_

SM_CRM_UIU provide access to the UI for incident and change 

management. The SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP compos-

ite role contains the SAP_SMWORK_INCIDENT_MAN, SAP_

SM_FIORI_LP_EMBEDDED, and SAP_SM_CRM_UIU_SOLMAN-

PRO single roles, which provide access to all UIs required for 

incident management.

SAP BW authorization Single roles beginning with SAP_SM_BI provide access to the 

reporting objects within SAP BW inside SAP Solution Manager. 

The SAP_SUPPDESK_PROCESS_COMP composite role includes 

the SAP_SM_BI_INCMAN_REPORTING single role, which pro-

vides access to all operational and analytical reporting in inci-

dent management.

Table 4.2  Overview of Role Types Provided by SAP as Part of Composite Roles
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� Application lifecycle

The lifecycle of all applications is the same. The application lifecycle starts with

a business requirement. This business requirement is usually very complex and

requires a new application, if not multiple applications. This leads to the next

step, the design phase. The solution must be designed to meet the business

requirement. Once the design is complete, it is time to start building the solu-

tion, called the build and test phase. The application or solution now needs to be

installed and tested to ensure it operates as the requirement and design say it

should. Next is the deploy phase, also called the go-live. This is when the appli-

cation or solution is deployed to the business for productive use. Once the sys-

tem is up and running, the IT team needs to keep it that way. This is called the

operate phase, in which you monitor for and resolve any issues that may come

up with the solution. Finally, you move on to the optimize phase, in which you

introduce changes or updates to the solution to make it better and run

smoother.

� Application lifecycle management

The management tools that exist within SAP Solution Manager or any applica-

tion lifecycle management software or application in general are tools that sup-

port each phase of the complete application lifecycle.

� Quick sizer

The online sizing tool provided by SAP to enable customers and partners to ade-

quately consider all details for a specific type of system when planning the siz-

ing and installation of an SAP system. This tool provides the total number of

SAPS (CPU), the amount of memory required, and the disk space needed for the

installation and use of the tool.

� Database migration option (DMO)

This is an upgrade option within the Software Update Manager. This option exe-

cutes the upgrade of a system and the database migration in a single step, sim-

plifying the upgrade and eliminating the extra step of migrating to SAP HANA

with the software provisioning manager after the upgrade.

� Content activation

The content activation process has a preparation phase that is executed in SAP

Solution Manager 7.1; the actual activation of that content happens immedi-

ately after the upgrade in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. This content activation is

how SAP has enabled the transformation of old methods of things like storing

business processes in solution documentation and activating ChaRM on man-

aged systems into the new methods and capabilities of SAP Solution Manager

7.2.
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� User administration 

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has enhanced the user administration tool.

This tool greatly simplifies the process for granting access to specific functional

areas within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The user administration tool allows for

the automatic creation and assignment of SAP-delivered roles based on func-

tional area, as well as the updating and management of both internal system

users in SAP Solution Manager itself and the system and remote function call

users that exist on the managed systems.

� Software Update Manager

A software update tool provided by SAP for the patching and upgrading of an

SAP application. This tool exists within the set of Software Logistics Toolset

applications. 

� Software provisioning manager

A software deployment tool provided by SAP for installing systems. It also per-

forms major changes like dual-stack splits, database migrations, or system cop-

ies. This tool exists within the set of Software Logistics Toolset applications.

� Portfolio to project 

– Provides the ability to drive a business portfolio of projects by balancing

business initiatives and the business value they provide while ensuring that

IT capacity, skillset, and timelines are considered

– Improves the visibility of data to enable better decision-making

– Provides the ability to build a strategy to provide balance across all projects

– Provides roadmaps and KPIs to improve communication during project

implementations

� Requirements to deploy 

– Enables customers to build what their business needs at the right time with

a real outcome that the business can measure

– Supports the use of new agile methodologies, as well as the traditional devel-

opment methodologies

– Provides a framework for the execution of a project and the service it

requires

– Enables visibility into the quality, schedule, and cost of services delivered

� Request to fulfill 

– Provides the ability to catalog, request, and fulfill services
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– Enables the IT organization to manage subscriptions and total cost of service,

as well as manage and measure the fulfillments of those suppliers

– Provides the IT organization with tools to transition to a service broker

model

� Detect to correct 

– Enables the IT organization to anticipate and resolve issues on production

systems

– Unites the entire IT organization to enhance results and increase efficiency

– Identifies issues before the business is impacted

– Provides visibility from end to end across the entire set of SAP solutions

� Security composite roles

A set of roles that are grouped together in a single security role. This single role

references the other security roles assigned to it. Assigning a composite role

means a user is assigned all the roles within the composite role.

� Scenario-based security composite roles

SAP has provided a variety of scenario-based composite security roles. These

composite roles are designed for different levels of access for a specific applica-

tion lifecycle management tool, like ChaRM, application operations, or solution

documentation. These roles greatly simplify the provisioning of access to end

users seeking access to a specific application lifecycle management tool in SAP

Solution Manager. 

� Users in managed systems

These are the SAP Solution Manager system users that are created in the man-

aged systems while executing managed system configuration for a specific sys-

tem.

� Users for configuration

These are users that require access to configure a specific application lifecycle

management tool within SAP Solution Manager. These are normally SAP Solu-

tion Manager experts that understand the tools they are configuring.

� End users in SAP Solution Manager client

These are end users that need access to different application lifecycle manage-

ment tools for functional use. SAP has predefined roles for each use case

depending on the functional area.
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Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the four value chains?

� A. Portfolio to project

� B. Requirement to deploy

� C. Request to deploy

� D. Detect to correct

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the phases of a complete application life-

cycle?

� A. Build and test

� B. Requirements

� C. Develop

� D. Design 

� E. Optimize

3. The standard migration path to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 running on SAP

HANA is the only available option.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. Which areas have SAP focused its attention on enhancing while designing the

new SAP Solution Manager 7.2? Three answers are correct.

� A. Process management

� B. Cloud and hybrid

� C. Data volume management

� D. Agile innovation
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5. The user administration tool is essentially just a guide written by SAP. All role

creation is a manual process.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Which of the following application lifecycle management tools does not

require the content activation process to upgrade to SAP Solution Manager

7.2?

� A. ChaRM

� B. Process management

� C. Business process monitoring

� D. System monitoring

7. The content activation guided procedure is a process of which primary activi-

ties? Three answers are correct.

� A. Redefining the solutions and logical component groups

� B. Selecting business process monitoring metrics to be converted

� C. Defining the destination branches for the content within projects and solu-

tions

� D. Defining the scope of projects and solutions to be activated

8. Which of the following is NOT a consideration when sizing an SAP Solution

Manager system?

� A. Number of end users

� B. Which application lifecycle management tools are to be implemented

� C. Number of alerts to be activated in system monitoring

� D. Number of managed systems to be connected to SAP Solution Manager

9. Which of the following tools is NOT an application lifecycle management tool

in SAP Solution Manager?

� A. Project management

� B. Process management
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� C. Application operations

� D. Technical monitoring

10. Which of the following application lifecycle management tools are most

greatly impacted by the upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2?

� A. Business process monitoring

� B. Solution documentation

� C. SAP Portfolio and Project Management

� D. Test management

� E. All of the above

11. Which tool enables the automatic creation of customer roles and assignment

to users for a single SAP Solution Manager application lifecycle management

tool?

� A. Transaction PFCG

� B. Access administration

� C. User administration

� D. Diagnostic agent administration

12. Which tools are required to perform the upgrade of SAP Solution Manager to

7.2? Two answers are correct.

� A. Software Provisioning Manager

� B. Software Patching Manager

� C. Software Update Manager

� D. Software Migration Manager

13. SAP provides many out-of-the-box composite roles to meet almost any access

requirement across all application lifecycle management tools.

� A. True

� B. False
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14. Which Software Upgrade Manager functionality is used by the simplified

migration path to expedite the upgrade/migration to SAP HANA?

� A. Database migration option

� B. Database mitigation option

� C. Database movement option

� D. Minimum database migration options

15. What is the primary responsibility of SAP Solution Manager?

� A. Enable SAP Customers to better upgrade their SAP business solutions

� B. Enable SAP Customers to better manage the lifecycle of their SAP business

solutions

� C. Enable SAP Customers to better manage changes across their SAP business

solutions

� D. Enable SAP Customers to better utilize their SAP licensing agreements

16. Besides preserving content, what is the next primary consideration for decid-

ing to upgrade or perform a fresh installation of SAP Solution Manager?

� A. Complexity of system monitoring configuration

� B. Complexity of ChaRM configuration

� C. Amount of rework to be done, based on the amount of configuration com-

pleted and number of managed systems connected to SAP Solution Manager

� D. Number of SAP EarlyWatch Alerts generated

17. Upgrading directly from SAP Solution Manager 7.0 to 7.2 is supported by SAP

using the DMO.

� A. True

� B. False

18. Beyond the user administration tool, what other tool has SAP provided to

understand which SAP roles to assign to users in SAP Solution Manager?

� A. SAP blogs

� B. SAP security guides
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� C. Transaction SU01

� D. Transaction PFCG

19. When managing SAP Solution Manager system users in managed systems,

where can you manage them en masse once they have been created in man-

aged system configuration?

� A. Transaction SU01

� B. Transaction PFCG

� C. User administration 

� D. Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP guided procedures

20. Which upgrade activities will result in a loss of content if performed incor-

rectly? Two answers are correct.

� A. SAP Solution Manager upgrade

� B. Content activation

� C. Prepare activation

� D. Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

21. If a customer can only have a single downtime window and they want to

migrate the ABAP system to an SAP HANA database but the Java system can

be migrated to SAP HANA at a later date, which option works best for them?

� A. Standard migration

� B. Enhanced migration

� C. Simplified migration using DMO

� D. In-place migration

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each of the practice

questions. Please be sure you fully understand the answers to any of the questions

that you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are designed to test your

knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the certification test.
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1. Correct Answer: C

Request to deploy is not one of the key value chains. The fourth one is request

to fulfill. These are the four value chains that SAP has developed to describe SAP

Solution Manager capabilities. 

2. Correct Answer: C

Develop is not one of the phases of the lifecycle of an application. The lifecycle

phases of an application are higher level, describing the management of the

application.

3. Correct Answer: B

False. SAP also provides DMO to upgrade and migrate to SAP HANA in a single

step. The DMO is ideal for organizations that wish to migrate to SAP HANA with

only a single downtime window. 

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answers: A, B, D

SAP has spent considerable time enhancing SAP Solution Manager to provide

real business value by enhancing the functional application lifecycle manage-

ment tools. Data volume management is not a functional tool.

5. Correct Answer: B

False. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has enhanced the user administra-

tion tool. This tool greatly simplifies the process of granting access to specific

functional areas within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. The user administration tool

allows for the automatic creation and assignment of SAP-delivered roles based

on functional area, as well as the updating and management of both the inter-

nal system users on SAP Solution Manager itself and the system and remote

function call users that exist on the managed systems.

6. Correct Answer: D

System monitoring is not a tool that requires the execution of content activa-

tion for an upgrade to SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Only the notification settings

need to be preserved.

7. Correct Answers: A, C, D

The activation and conversation of business process monitoring alerts has its

own process, outside of the prepare activation guided procedure. But you do

select projects that contain the content for business process monitoring.
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8. Correct Answer: C

The number of active metrics does technically impact the size of SAP Solution

Manager, but the sizing tool does not go down to that level of detail.

9. Correct Answer: D

Technical monitoring has been rebranded as application operations. This is

only a rebranding; the tool itself has not changed drastically from SAP Solution

Manager 7.1. to 7.2.

10. Correct Answer: E

All these application lifecycle management tools are greatly impacted by the

upgrade, more so than any other tools. This is due to their functional nature

and how SAP has redesigned them within SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

11. Correct Answer: C

The user administration tool is new to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and is used for

creating roles and assigning them to users. This is meant to supplement the

security guides that SAP still provides on its SAP Help website. 

12. Correct Answers: A, C

Software Update Manager is used to upgrade the applications, and software

provisioning manager is used to split the ABAP and Java stacks into separate

systems.

13. Correct Answer: A

True. SAP provides many composite roles out of the box without any security

development required, which many customers use rather than creating new

custom roles. 

14. Correct Answer: A

The database migration option is used, which is available for any type of SAP

system upgrade that requires a simultaneous database migration and upgrade.

15. Correct Answer: B

At its core, SAP Solution Manager is meant to support the entire lifecycle of the

solutions that SAP provides to business. It is the beating heart of every SAP sys-

tem landscape. 

16. Correct Answer: C

Beyond content, you must also consider the time and effort spent to configure

your current SAP Solution Manager landscape. With an upgrade, the configura-

tion in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP essentially will be complete, with only a

few areas that need to be re-executed. Considering the high number of man

hours spent fully configuring a two-system landscape (development and pro-
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duction) and connecting it to many managed systems, this fact alone may be

reason enough to venture down the path of an upgrade.

17. Correct Answer: B

False. Currently, SAP does not support the upgrade of SAP Solution Manager 7.0

to 7.2. You must upgrade 7.0 to 7.1, and then you can upgrade to 7.2.

18. Correct Answer: B

The SAP security guide provides all the same information as the user adminis-

tration tool and more. It has complete details—even more details than the user

administration tool.

19. Correct Answer: C

In the user administration tool, the Users in Managed Systems tab is designed

to manage all SAP Solution Manager system users in managed systems en

masse. This can greatly simplify the management of these users.

20. Correct Answers: B, C

Prepare activation is the first step of content activation. If all content isn’t prop-

erly corrected and prepared, the actual content activation in 7.2 will fail and

content will be lost.

21. Correct Answer: C

The simplified migration option using DMO in Software Upgrade Manager will

upgrade the system and migrate the ABAP system to the SAP HANA database.

The Java system will stay on the current database.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide detailed information on the overall purpose of

SAP Solution Manager and why it is important to every SAP customer. SAP Solu-

tion Manager truly is the beating heart of an SAP business solution ecosystem,

supporting the entire lifecycle of every system within it. Understanding how it has

been enhanced in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and how to handle the impact of the

upgrading SAP Solution Manager is a key skill for all SAP Solution Manager certi-

fied consultants. Understanding these key points will ensure the successful pass-

ing of the certification exam.
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Summary

In conclusion, the application lifecycle management that SAP Solution Manager

provides has been enhanced and refined over the years. Its capabilities span a vari-

ety of lifecycle management areas, and it is essential for an SAP Solution Manager

consultant to be fluent in every aspect. This is not an easy task. Being able to

understand how SAP Solution Manager can support the business and the IT orga-

nization is something few people have the time to fully grasp in detail. Many peo-

ple have a high-level understanding of how it all works, but to fully understand the

inner workings of all the application lifecycle management tools and how they

work together to support an SAP customer is truly something only few people

achieve. This is where the SAP Certification exam comes in, to prove they have

done it.
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common information model content

� System landscape directory landscape strategies

� Landscape management database sync setup and activation

� System landscape directory and landscape management 

database content organization

� Landscape management database content storage and 

data sources
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This chapter is designed to take you through the activation of a system landscape

directory, the content update procedure, and the activation of the sync between

the landscape management database with a system landscape directory. We will

review how the system landscape directory stores data, then we will cover the

types of data that are stored within the landscape management database and why

they are needed for SAP Solution Manager lifecycle management tools. Any SAP

Solution Manager administrator must fully understand how technical managed

system data flows from the managed system all the way to the landscape manage-

ment database. A complete understanding of the data sources and how it flows is

critical for an SAP Solution Manager administrator to be capable of managing and

troubleshooting issues on a day-to-basis.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, the system landscape directory landscape can be a messy

place. Many customers do not manage it properly. This can lead to a slew of

issues: duplicate systems, outdated system data, and old system data that

needs to be deleted. This system data is a critical building block for SAP Solu-

tion Manager to operate as expected. A complete understanding of the best

practices around how managed systems should be reporting to a system

landscape directory and how that data ends up within the landscape man-

agement database of SAP Solution Manager is an important asset for an SAP

Solution Manager administrator. 

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this chapter is to ensure you are aware of all the key details of sys-

tem landscape management, including its two primary components: the system

landscape directory and the landscape management database. We will dive deep

into a variety of subjects: system landscape directory setup, system landscape

directory landscape strategies, updating the component repository/common

information model content, and syncing that data with the landscape manage-

ment database. We will also cover what data exists in the landscape management

database and how it is used within SAP Solution Manager.
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Key Concepts Refresher

Next, we need to discuss the key concepts of landscape management. This section

is meant to review all the technical topics in this area. A complete understanding

of how the system landscape directory and landscape management database work

together to form the backbone of SAP Solution Manager is a key part of any SAP

Solution Manager implementation. Without this key knowledge, success will be

difficult to find.

System Landscape Directory Landscape Strategy

With a variety of systems that rely heavily on a system landscape directory to

function, many clients end up with multiple system landscape directories in their

system landscape. These scenarios can become a source of contention between

teams that manage the different applications. The SAP Process Integration team

has critical business systems that are carefully maintained in the SAP Process Inte-

gration system landscape directory and does not want any changes to the system

landscape directory to impact that. The SAP NetWeaver development infrastruc-

ture and SAP portal teams also require a system landscape directory, and they

have similar concerns and do not want to put undue load on the system landscape

directory for fear of performance issues. Meanwhile, SAP Solution Manager

requires the component repository/common information model content to be

updated on a regular basis, requires the technical system data, and includes many

diagnostic agents reporting to a system landscape directory. This all can put addi-

tional load on the system landscape directory application. 

All these requirements mean that all these teams need to work together to ensure

everyone’s requirements are met. A system landscape directory landscape strat-

egy document needs to be put together that outlines how data will move from the

managed systems through the different system landscape directories to eventu-

ally end up in the SAP Solution Manager landscape management database. This is

a critical step to take to ensure all systems that require managed system data have

what they need to operate. It also helps ensure that duplicate systems are not gen-

erated in a system landscape directory. This can happen when the people manag-

ing these systems are not all aware of the landscape strategy and a system is

configured to report a system landscape directory that already contains that spe-

cific system’s data. In a situation in which a system landscape directory contains
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duplicate system data, those duplicate systems will end up in SAP Solution Man-

ager, which will cause issues accurately updating the systems in the landscape

management database. This is why a landscape strategy document needs to be cre-

ated, so that the system landscape directory landscape can stay clean and up to

date.

Activating the System Landscape Directory

The system landscape directory can exist on any SAP NetWeaver AS for Java sys-

tem. A system administrator simply needs to activate it. This activation process is

done via a guided procedure. This guided procedure can be found within the SAP

NetWeaver administrator portal of a Java system. As shown in Figure 5.1, select the

Configuration tab, select scenarios, and select the Configuration Wizard option. 

Figure 5.1  SAP NetWeaver Administrator: Java

Once the configuration wizard is loaded, select the Functional Unit Configuration

UI option shown in Figure 5.2. This configuration wizard contains all sorts of wiz-

ards for lots of different applications that require activation. For the system land-

scape directory scenario, you need another UI.

From the SAP NetWeaver functional unit configuration UI shown in Figure 5.3, you

can activate all sorts of functional applications that run in the SAP NetWeaver AS

for Java system. You specifically need to activate the system landscape directory.

Select the System Landscape Directory row and select Enable Automatically. Follow

the guided procedure, entering all required information. First you will need to pro-

vide the password for the Java user administrator and a password to be used when

creating additional users. This is needed to create a variety of users. You will be

able to access the system landscape directory once the guided procedure has fin-

ished executing.
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Figure 5.2  Java Configuration Wizard

Figure 5.3  SAP NetWeaver Functional Unit UI
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Updating Component Repository/Common Information Model Content

Updating the component repository/common information model content is crit-

ical for SAP Solution Manager. The primary system landscape directory that is syn-

chronized with the landscape management database is used for collecting the

component repository/common information model content as well. The compo-

nent repository/common information model content is essentially a complete

catalog of all SAP software. This catalog is required by SAP Solution Manager so

that it knows how to handle the application, database, or host that it is attempting

to manage or connect to. If the component repository/common information

model content is outdated and an application reports to it that is not contained in

the catalog it contains, then SAP Solution Manager will not be able to manage it—

especially for tools like application operations.

Component Repository Content

For more information for the component repository content, see the System Landscape

Directory Connections section of Chapter 1.

To update the component repository/common information model content, you

must first understand how the content is imported into the system. The compo-

nent repository and common information model come in separate files. The com-

ponent repository content is the actual list of all products and their dependencies

on each other, so it is the larger file. The common information model content is

essentially the companion file that describes how the content should be orga-

nized. Both files are downloaded as ZIP files. The common information model files

are created collectively, so all new common information model ZIP files contain all

previous versions of the file with new information. The component repository

files are created as delta content because of the size of the files. That means that

each component repository ZIP file only contains the latest content through the

current year and none of the past content from previous years, so to update the

component repository content from a version two years old to the latest, you

must download all of the deltas for each year to achieve the latest version. All this

information is contained in SAP Note 669669. When importing the content, start

with the latest common information model content first. This ensures that the

system landscape directory is ready to consume all the latest component reposi-

tory content. This is followed by importing each component repository delta file

one by one, letting the import run until complete and moving on to the next, until

you are at the latest version.
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Before downloading your content from SAP, confirm you are downloading all the

component repository deltas that you need. Do this by checking the current ver-

sion of the component repository/common information model content, which

can be found in the system landscape directory, within Administration in the Data

tab, shown in Figure 5.4. The Model Version column shows the version of the com-

mon information model content currently installed. The Content column shows

the current version of the component repository content and the date it was pro-

duced.

Figure 5.4  System Landscape Directory Content Version

Moving Data between System Landscape Directories

System data can be transferred between systems in a few different ways. This sec-

tion of the chapter covers how data can be moved between systems. This is

important to understand when you are putting together a system landscape direc-

tory landscape strategy document.

Manually

System data can be manually exported directly from the system landscape direc-

tory and imported into another system landscape directory. Figure 5.5 shows the

option to export a single system. This is a valuable option when you have a system

landscape directory that is going to be decommissioned but you want to move a

system and its unique identifier into a new system landscape directory. The entire

contents of the system landscape directory can be exported as well. Both these

options are also valuable when remediating duplicate system data in a system

landscape directory. Using the Export option essentially allows you to back up the

system data. This way, if you need to restore the system, you can. The import and
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export of the entire system options can be found in the Administration section of

the system landscape directory.

Figure 5.5  Export System Data

Data Supplier

A data supplier is essentially a one-way push of data to another system landscape

directory, shown in Figure 5.6. To configure a data supplier target, you need a user

with authorization that exists in the other system landscape directory and the

connection details, including hostname and port number. This is the safest way to

transfer data between system landscape directories. It is a one-way push of data

that only sends new data. When a system is updated or first created, that data is

pushed to all systems that are configured as data supplier targets. Only updates
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that are sent from another system landscape directory or a managed system are

sent to the data supplier targets, and that data is sent immediately upon being

received. If a system is deleted from a system landscape directory, it is not deleted

from the target data supplier system landscape directory. The only downfall of this

type of data transfer is that it is unable to send SAP Process Integration business

data to other system landscape directories. It only sends technical system data to

other system landscape directories.

Figure 5.6  Data Supplier

Full Synchronization

The third way of moving data between system landscape directories is synchroni-

zation. This type of data transfer is a full sync of all system landscape directory

data, both technical system data and business data. This can be configured to be

uni- or bidirectional. The trouble with this option is that it synchronizes the dele-

tion of data as well. This means you have no control over the loss of data. If some-

one accidentally deletes data, it will be deleted from all system landscape

directories. Figure 5.7 shows the configuration screen for a full sync in a system

landscape directory. 
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Figure 5.7  System Landscape Directory Content Synchronization

Setting Up System Landscape Directory Connections in 
SAP Solution Manager

The first step is a part of step 1.1 of infrastructure preparation SLD Connections. This

is where you create the HTTP remote function call to the system landscape direc-

tory that contains the managed system data (see Figure 1.11). This can be any sys-

tem landscape directory, as a system landscape directory can be configured on any

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. If possible, the simplest option is to use SAP

Solution Manager for the Java application server as the primary and only system

landscape directory. This is the recommendation because it is much simpler to

keep a single system landscape directory clean and consistent. If system data is

pulled from more than one system landscape directory, you can quickly end up

with a landscape management database that is cluttered with incorrect systems or

duplicate systems. Many customers have multiple system landscape directories

because they have systems that are dependent on an system landscape directory

to function, like SAP Process Orchestration or SAP NetWeaver development infra-

structure. Due to these situations, the decision about which system landscape

directory SAP Solution Manager should sync with can be a complex one. Plan

accordingly based on the systems within your landscape, and refer to SAP’s docu-

mentation on system landscape directories, how they should be managed, and

how they should send data to each other. For SAP Solution Manager, there is one

critical point to understand: it is absolutely critical that you do not sync the land-

scape management database with two system landscape directories that contain
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the same system data. If you do, you will end up with duplicate systems in the

landscape management database, which will require cleanup.

Figure 5.8  Creating System Landscape Directory Connections

Due to these situations, SAP has multiple types of system landscape directory con-

nections that enable the customer to meet the requirements of the system land-

scape directory landscape. You must also decide which system landscape directory

the landscape management database will sync the component repository content

from because only one system landscape directory connection can be set as the

source for component repository content. See the previous box for more about

what component repository content is. It is recommended that at a minimum you

use SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server’s system landscape direc-

tory as the component repository source so that you can update it at any time

without impacting an SAP Process Orchestration system landscape directory or

other type of system that depends on a system landscape directory to function.

Then you can use other system landscape directories as the source for managed

system data.

System Landscape Directory Destinations

We covered system landscape directory destinations in Chapter 1, in the Set Up SAP Land-

scape Management section. 
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System Landscape Directory Connection Details

To create a connection, you must have the connection details for the system land-

scape directory. Either HTTP or HTTPS can be used. By default, HTTP is used; if

HTTPS is required, you must enter it into the destination when creating a connec-

tion. The hostname is required. If you do not enter a port, the ports will be auto-

matically supplied: port 80 for HTTP and port 443 for HTTPS. The path can be left

blank; it is explicitly called out as it should be /sld/cimom. Here is an example

path, <protocol>://<host>:<port><path>. Once you have this information you can

select the Create New Connection button in step 1.1 of infrastructure preparation.

Figure 5.9 shows the pop-up you will see when creating a system landscape direc-

tory connection.

Figure 5.9  Create New Connection

When creating a connection, first select the system landscape directory role. Once

you select a role, the screen will indicate the security role that is required for the

user that is used in the connection. Ensure the security role listed is granted to the

Java user. Normally the Java user naming convention is SLD_DS_<SID of Java sys-

tem>. Once a connection is created, you can test the connection to ensure it works

as expected. 
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Configuring the Landscape Management Database Synchronization

We covered the landscape management database synchronization step back in Chapter 1,

in the Set Up SAP Landscape Management section.

System Landscape Directory/Landscape Management Database System 
Content and Organization

The system data is stored in either the system landscape directory or landscape

management database very similarly. The content within the landscape manage-

ment database is essentially a copy of what is contained in the system landscape

directory, except it is organized in a way that is more easily consumable. The con-

tent within the landscape management database is also accessed directly by SAP

Solution Manager and all the application lifecycle management tools that operate

within it. Understanding how this data is stored and organized is an essential part

of an SAP Solution Manager administrator’s day-to-day job. 

Common Information Model Instances and Classes

As you can see in Figure 5.10, the content that makes up a technical system in the

system landscape directory is a group of common information model instances

associated with a primary technical system called a BC system. The BC system rep-

resents the description of a technical system in its entirety. The technical details

like system clients, licenses, installed software components, host names, installa-

tion, and system numbers are all their own “instances.” These instances of data

contain the actual key pieces that are unique to those systems. They have their

own assigned classes, and these associated classes describe the type of data they

contain. This class determines the type of association with the BC system. When

you put all of these concepts together, you end up with all the technical details of

a system that was delivered by that system. All this data is handled automatically

by the system landscape directory and should only be manually edited if SAP

explicitly tells you to make a change to resolve an issue or provides explicit direc-

tions on how to resolve an issue via an SAP Note. 
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Figure 5.10  Content Maintenance within System Landscape Directory

Landscape Management Database

The landscape management database is a critical component of SAP Solution Man-

ager. Populating the landscape management database with system data is the very
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first step to connecting a managed system, database, or host to SAP Solution Man-

ager. SAP Solution Manager is not capable of connecting to a managed object with-

out this information. The key to using the landscape management database

successfully is to acquaint yourself with some of the terminology used. For exam-

ple, a managed object can be a variety of objects within SAP Solution Manager. A

managed object can be a system as a whole (containing an application, database

and a host), a database, a host, a background job, or even an interface between sys-

tems. A technical system is a collection of managed objects: an application, a data-

base, and the hosts they run on. Then there is a technical instance, a single

application running within a technical system. You can have more than one tech-

nical instance under a technical system. These technical instances represent phys-

ical application dialog systems. Figure 5.11 shows the landscape management

database start screen where you first start the selection of the data you want to dis-

play.

Figure 5.11  Landscape Management Database Start Screen
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The key system data stored in relation to these managed objects is then populated

within the list of managed systems within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. From

there, you must launch the guided procedure called managed system configura-

tion. SAP has designed guided procedures that are created specific to the type of

managed object. These guided procedures walk the SAP Solution Manager admin-

istrator through all the steps needed to successfully connect a managed object to

SAP Solution Manager, therefore allowing the activation of application lifecycle

management tools. 

Landscape Management Database-Specific Content and How It Is Used

The content within the landscape management database goes beyond what is in

the system landscape directory. Figure 5.12 shows an SAP Solution Manager techni-

cal system within the landscape management database. You can see right away

that this display is much easier to consume. On the left side, you can see the data

is organized by the managed objects within this technical system. If you navigate

through these sections, you will find all sorts of data that is used by different appli-

cation lifecycle management tools. 

The header section contains high-level information like system ID, hostname, and

system number. It also contains the license information that is used by the license

management tool. It specifies the role of the system, whether it is a development

or production system; this is used by all tools to organize the systems by role. You

can also find an option to push system data to SAP, which updates the mainte-

nance planner tool that exists in the cloud in SAP. The maintenance planner

replaced the old on-premise tool called the maintenance optimizer.

Navigating through the other sections, you will find detailed descriptions of each

type of managed object. The Software section provides details of the SAP applica-

tion components that are installed in the system, a critical piece of information for

all application lifecycle management tools. Within this section, there is a flag for

each component that can be diagnostically relevant. This means that the applica-

tion component can be monitored within application operations. SAP has created

specific data collectors that are designed for a specific application component that

allow SAP Solution Manager to pull statistical data, therefore allowing it to be

monitored in a variety of ways. In short, the landscape management database con-

tains a slew of information about the managed systems that is used in a variety of

ways across all the application lifecycle management tools within SAP Solution

Manager. 
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Figure 5.12  Technical System within Landscape Management Database

Landscape Management Database Content Storage and Retrieval

As you can see in Figure 5.13, when you display the technical details of a system, the

data itself is identical to what you saw in the system landscape directory. The man-

aged object within the landscape management database is essentially a complica-

tion of different sets of data that have relationships with each other. These

relationships form a managed object. 

The key difference between the system landscape directory and the landscape

management database is how much data it contains. The landscape management

database has data that is also delivered directly by the diagnostic agents that exist

on the hosts of managed objects. These diagnostic agents utilize the host agent to

collect key pieces of data and send OS-level data—for example, IP addresses, ver-

sions of operation systems, versions of the SAP kernel, and even the type of CPU

on the host. This data retrieval is called outside discovery and retrieves data that

cannot be sent by the managed systems themselves. The landscape management
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database takes these two sets (the outside discovery data and system landscape

directory data) of data and merges them based on the relationship data stored for

each managed object. This data can be exported and imported as well, just like in

the system landscape directory. 

Figure 5.13  Landscape Management Database Common Information Model Instance System Details

Transport Domain Content within Landscape Management Database

New with SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the landscape management database now

contains STMS transport domain information. This data is now delivered via the

managed system sending data via the system landscape directory. This data was

stored in Transaction SMSY in version 7.1. This transport domain information

essentially indicates how development, quality, and production systems move

changes from one system to the next. Without this information, tools like ChaRM

and quality gate management (QGM) cannot function. These application lifecycle

management tools must have transport domain information to know how trans-

ports are moved between systems. This Transport Domain section in the landscape

management database essentially represents the common information model

instance relationships that describe the transport domain details. Figure 5.14

shows this section of the landscape management database.
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Figure 5.14  Transport Domain Information

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around the mandatory configuration guided procedures. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following

terms:

� System landscape directory

The system landscape directory is a function of any SAP NetWeaver AS for Java

system. It is the repository of system information that a landscape manage-

ment database is synchronized with. This data is populated by data suppliers

from either other system landscape directories or managed systems. The sys-

tem landscape directory also contains component repository/common infor-

mation model content that is critical to the landscape management database. 

� Landscape management database

The core repository of all system data. The landscape management database

resides in the SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system of SAP Solution Manager. It

stores all system data that is retrieved and used by the application lifecycle

management tools that run on SAP Solution Manager. 

� Data supplier

A data supplier can refer to two separate technical configurations: a connection
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configured between two system landscape directories that sends data in a sin-

gle direction from one system landscape directory to another system landscape

directory, or a connection configured in a managed system to send system data

to a system landscape directory.

� Common information model

This is the component repository content counterpart. Essentially, it is a

description of how the component repository content is organized. 

� Component repository content

This is essentially a complete catalog of all SAP software.

� BC system

An entire system that contains all system information sent by an SAP applica-

tion or diagnostic agent. 

� Common information model instance

A piece of information that describes a specific data set of a specific system, like

a client, installed application component, or hostname. 

� Common information model association

The association between common information model instances and a BC sys-

tem that represents an entire system or collection of common information

model instances. 

� Common information model associated class

A type of common information model instance, whether it is a client, transport

path, or system license.

� Managed object

A specific component of an SAP system: a host, a database, or an application

server.

� Technical system

A collection of managed objects, like application instances, databases, and

hosts.

� Diagnostic relevance

The software application components that can be diagnosed by SAP Solution

Manager. SAP has created data extractors for those components that allow tools

like application operations to utilize them for monitoring.

� Transport domain landscape data

The transport domain information stored in the landscape management data-

base. This data describes the transport paths that changes travel across between

systems in a single SAP landscape like SAP ERP. 
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Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. How does data travel between system landscape directories or from a man-

aged system?

� A. Data connection

� B. Data supplier

� C. Data delivery target

� D. Data supplying target

2. Where can a system landscape directory exist? Two answers are correct.

� A. SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP application server

� B. SAP Solution Manager for the Java application server

� C. An SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system

� D. An SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system

3. The landscape management database is the primary source of system infor-

mation for all application lifecycle management tools.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. Which of the following system landscape directory connection types is avail-

able to be used to sync system data and component repository/common

information model content?

� A. Primary system landscape directory

� B. Runtime system landscape directory

� C. Source for landscape management database

� D. Component repository source for landscape management database
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5. A full bidirectional synchronization between two system landscape directo-

ries sends updates only and will not sync the deletion of data from a system

landscape directory.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Which guided procedure cannot happen until a system has had its complete

set of data delivered to the landscape management database?

� A. Infrastructure preparation

� B. System monitoring

� C. Embedded search

� D. Managed system configuration

7. What role does the component repository/common information model con-

tent play within the landscape management database? Three answers are cor-

rect.

� A. Enables SAP Solution Manager to store license information on a system

� B. Provides SAP Solution Manager with a catalog of SAP applications so it can

read the system components that are installed in a system

� C. Enables the creation of extractors that are specific to the application com-

ponents installed in a system

� D. Enables application operations to monitor a system

8. Which tools rely on the transport domain content within the landscape man-

agement database? Two answers are correct.

� A. Application operations

� B. ChaRM

� C. Quality gate management

� D. Service-level reporting
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9. Which piece of content do you upload first when updating component repos-

itory/common information model content in a system landscape directory?

� A. Component repository

� B. Monitoring content

� C. Common information model

10. What does diagnostic relevance enable SAP Solution Manager to do? Three

answers are correct.

� A. Determine which application components can be monitored

� B. Move development changes for these components in ChaRM

� C. Enable the creation of SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

� D. Enable data collection for root-cause analysis

11. Where does the system landscape directory get activated in the SAP Net-

Weaver AS for Java system?

� A. SAP NetWeaver Administrator

� B. SAP NetWeaver AS for Java cockpit

� C. SAP NetWeaver AS for Java administration portal

12. Which tools are used to perform outside discovery? Two answers are correct.

� A. Data collection agent

� B. Host agent

� C. Diagnostic agent

� D. Host diagnostics agent

13. The landscape management database stores data in an entirely different for-

mat than the system landscape directory.

� A. True

� B. False
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14. Why is the landscape management database supposed to have a higher rank

than the system landscape directory?

� A. Because manual changes in the landscape management database should be

overwritten

� B. Because the manual changes in the landscape management database need

to be preserved

� C. Because the landscape management database is more important than the

system landscape directory

� D. Because that is what SAP says to do

15. System data in the landscape management database is directly sent to SAP for

a variety of maintenance tasks.

� A. True

� B. False

16. What type of synchronization schedule runs after the first full sync between

the landscape management database and system landscape directory is com-

plete?

� A. Periodic full synchronizations

� B. Semisynchronization

� C. Incremental synchronization

17. How does the transport domain information get sent to the landscape man-

agement database?

� A. Outside discovery

� B. Managed system data supplier (Transaction RZ70)

� C. Diagnostic agent

� D. Host agent

18. What types of managed objects exist in the landscape management database?

� A. Technical system

� B. Hosts

� C. Databases
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� D. Technical instances

� E. All of the above

19. When you have multiple system landscape directories in an SAP landscape,

which issue can come up if a good system landscape directory landscape strat-

egy is not in place?

� A. Duplicate systems

� B. Old system data

� C. Incorrect system data

� D. All of the above

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each of the practice

questions. Please be sure you fully understand the answers to any questions that

you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are designed to test your knowl-

edge on all the key areas of this section of the certification test. 

1. Correct Answer: B

The data supplier is essentially a source of information. This can be another sys-

tem landscape directory sending data, or it can be a managed system sending

its system information.

2. Correct Answers: B, D

A system landscape directory is a functional tool that can be activated on any

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system, whether it is SAP Solution Manager or

another SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system.

3. Correct Answer: A

The landscape management database stores all system information from a

variety of data sources. Without this information, SAP Solution Manager is not

capable of operating any of the application lifecycle management tools that

run within it. These tools run activities that are based on this basic system

information.

4. Correct Answer: C

The source for the landscape management database is the only system land-

scape directory connection type that can be used for both the component

repository/common information model content and system data sync. 
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5. Correct Answer: B

False. The full bidirectional sync will sync all data between two system land-

scape directories in both directions. This includes system changes and the dele-

tion of system data from a system landscape directory.

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

6. Correct Answer: D

Managed system configuration is a procedure meant to connect a system to

SAP Solution Manager. Without the basic system data, this procedure cannot be

executed because SAP Solution Manager will not know the system exists.

7. Correct Answers: B, C, D

The component repository/common information model content is a catalog of

SAP applications. Without this catalog, SAP Solution Manager cannot read or

understand what is installed in a managed system. If it cannot do that, then it

cannot set diagnostic relevance to create extractors and then be able to moni-

tor a system in application operations. 

8. Correct Answers: B, C

ChaRM and quality gate management are change control management tools.

Without transport domain info to tell them how changes are routed between

systems, they cannot function. 

9. Correct Answer: C

The common information model content explains how the component repos-

itory content is organized. This is why it must be installed first. The component

repository content is dependent on the model defined within the common

information model content. This relationship makes the two pieces of content

greatly dependent on each other.

10. Correct Answers: A, C, D

Diagnostic relevance enables SAP Solution Manager to create extractors for the

application components. Both root-cause analysis and SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

are dependent on the data collected by these extractors. 

11. Correct Answer: A

The SAP NetWeaver Administrator is the primary location for configuring an

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. The SAP NetWeaver Administration Portal

is where lots of configuration is executed.
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12. Correct Answers: B, C

The host agent performs the actual operation to collect OS-level information,

and then the diagnostic agent sends that data to SAP Solution Manager. 

13. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. The system landscape directory and landscape man-

agement database are synchronized together, so they store data in the exact

same way.

14. Correct Answer: B

If manual changes are made to the landscape management database, they must

be preserved; otherwise the sync will just overwrite them. Therefore, you will

never be able to manually correct anything in the landscape management data-

base.

15. Correct Answer: A

True. Without the delivery of system data, tools like the maintenance planner

will have incorrect information on the SAP Support website. 

16. Correct Answer: C

Incremental synchronization jobs are scheduled every ten minutes by default.

This brings in all new data only as of the previous sync job. 

17. Correct Answer: B

The transport domain data is now sent from the system. On an ABAP system, it

is done via Transaction RZ70. This transport domain data is critical for applica-

tion lifecycle management tools like ChaRM and quality gate management.

18. Correct Answer: E

These are all types of managed objects. Managed objects define the pieces of a

managed system. Breaking down a system into managed objects simplifies the

management of the entire system.

19. Correct Answer: D

Putting together a complete and detailed landscape strategy document that

outlines how system data travels across the system landscape directories is crit-

ical to having an accurate and complete set of data for SAP Solution Manager.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide detailed information on how system landscape

directories and the landscape management database work together to form the

foundation of all application lifecycle management tools within SAP Solution
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Manager. Make sure you understand the key concepts that we reviewed in this

chapter to be sure you are prepared for this section of the test. SAP is very creative

in its potential answers to questions. Often, the test lists answers that are very sim-

ilar, but only one is accurate. The only way to get these questions correct is to have

a complete understanding of how the tools function. If you just try to memorize

key words, it will be much more difficult to get a passing score on these certifica-

tion exams. 

Summary

In conclusion, the landscape management database and system landscape direc-

tory are areas that are critical to SAP Solution Manager. Be sure you get hands-on

experience with these tools and put your knowledge to the test. A complete under-

standing of how data is stored in the tools and how they are used in the system is

essential. The format of how they store data is complex and can be hard to under-

stand without hands-on experience. It is this hands-on experience that will prove

invaluable when taking SAP’s certification exams on SAP Solution Manager. First-

hand experience will help to ensure you fully understand how the system land-

scape directory and landscape management database work to support SAP Solu-

tion Manager.
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System and Application 
Monitoring

Techniques You’ll Master

� Understanding templates

� How metrics, events, and alerts work together

� A complete view of system monitoring

� System monitoring dashboards and alert management
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This chapter is meant to walk you through the system monitoring application

operations monitoring tool. We will discuss its capabilities and how it is designed

to support a large variety of system scenarios, both SAP and non-SAP. System

monitoring is capable of monitoring applications, databases, and hosts. System

monitoring capabilities include a huge variety of application types, hosts, and

database types. The dashboard that is delivered out of the box from SAP provides

a complete view of all the critical pain points of any application, enabling an SAP

customer to ensure their critical business systems are up and running at optimal

performance and that they are aware of a variety of critical situations that can

occur at any time. System monitoring truly is a jack of all trades covering an SAP

customer from many angles.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, many customers implement system monitoring. It is an

obvious tool that all basis teams can find real value in. It is also a great step-

ping stone in the path of activating many other application operations mon-

itoring tools. The real problem is managing this activation. Many customers

activate system monitoring without a complete understanding of the tool

and they do not spend the proper amount of time adjusting thresholds to

ensure the alerts generated are legitimate before they turn on email notifica-

tions. A solid SAP Solution Manager administrator has a complete under-

standing of the tool and how to make it work successfully for any customer,

ensuring the SAP customer finds real value in the tool.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this chapter is reviewing all the primary configuration points of

system monitoring. Successful implementation of the tool is difficult to achieve

without a complete understanding of its capabilities and how it is designed to

meet any requirement. We will review system monitoring in its entirety, including

its configuration points and its capabilities. 
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Key Concepts Refresher

Understanding the key concepts within system monitoring is critical. This section

of the chapter will be a complete review of all the key concepts that all good SAP

Solution Manager administrators must be familiar with. These key points are also

critical for successfully passing the certification exam.

System Monitoring

Previously in SAP Solution Manager 7.1, the application lifecycle management

monitoring tools were commonly called technical monitoring tools. With SAP

Solution Manager 7.2, these have now been rebranded as application operations.

Application operations covers all the monitoring tools provided by SAP within

SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Figure 6.1 shows the rebranding of technical monitoring

within the SAP Solution Manager configuration guided procedures of Transaction

SOLMAN_SETUP. Technical monitoring and application operations are exactly the

same set of tools, though there are new tools and capabilities within SAP Solution

Manager 7.2 in addition to many of the same concepts and monitoring tools that

existed in SAP Solution Manager 7.1.

Figure 6.1  Application Operations within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

System monitoring is the first tool that most organizations activate. It is the opti-

mal gateway monitoring tool for a basis team to start with. This tool is designed to

enable an organization to monitor almost every aspect of a system. It covers both

SAP and non-SAP applications. It allows you to monitor all sorts of databases and
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hosts as well. This collection of capabilities allows for the in-depth monitoring

required for a successful operations center to keep a detailed eye on the health of

an SAP landscape. This also means it is the most complex and involved tool within

the application operations space. Its innate design requires it to be incredibly com-

plex because its primary function requires it to cover the widest scope of all the

monitoring tools within application operations. It must be implemented with

attention to detail and foresight. Without complete attention to detail, you can

easily end up with a tool that will not provide the return on investment you are

looking for. This section will provide the tips and tricks we have developed over

time to help ensure you see a return on investment that will exceed your expecta-

tions.

For a customer to fully attain the expected return on investment, it is essential to

fully understand all the components of system monitoring. Due to the nature of

its capabilities, this tool is very complex. This section covers all the critical steps

for the activation and the day-to-day use of the tool. We start with how metrics,

alerts, and events are included in a template, which is assigned to a managed

object. All these alerts are managed using the dashboards, notification manage-

ment, and the alert inbox. This section is a complete overview of all the important

details of system monitoring.

Managed Objects

The initial concept to understand when activating system monitoring is the man-

aged object concept. Each component of a system is called a managed object. This

concept is used in a variety of locations, but first introduced within both the land-

scape management database and within application operations. During the first

step of managed system configuration, the applications that can be monitored are

set as diagnostically relevant, which in turn allows for the activation of system

monitoring templates for those managed objects. Figure 6.2 displays the managed

objects of a technical system within the landscape management database.

There are multiple types of managed objects, technical systems, technical in-

stance, hosts, and databases. A technical system is a collection of the other three

types of managed objects. A technical instance represents a single application in-

stance within an SAP system or any application. A host represents an operating

system that has an application or database running on it. A database can represent

a database that has an application running on it or a standalone database.

Each type of managed object can have multiple iterations within a technical sys-

tem. For example, if an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system has three dialog
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instances, then there are three separate technical instances within the technical

system. Each technical instance can have its own unique template assigned to it,

with its own unique alerts and metrics, if required.

Figure 6.2  Technical System Managed Object within Landscape Management Database

Notification Management

The notification management application allows for the creation of recipients for

any alert within all the monitoring tools of application operations. These recipi-

ents are configured in the global recipient pool, shown in Figure 6.3. Once a recipi-

ent is created it can be assigned to an alert. Recipients can be assigned an email

address or an SMS text message address. For emails, the standard setup for SAP

mail needs to be configured. In rare cases, if a customer has an SMS message

server, then SAP Solution Manager can send text messages via this server as well.

There are five types of recipients, described in the following box.

Types of Recipients in the Global Recipient Pool

 The global recipient pool is where all recipients are created and managed. It is important

to understand the following types of recipients and how they are used by SAP Solution

Manager to send everything from SAP EarlyWatch reports to system alerts to key person-

nel.

� SAP Solution Manager users

Users that exist in SAP Solution Manager and have an email address assigned.

� Managed system users

Users that exist in managed systems and have an email address assigned.
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� SAP Solution Manager business partners

Business partners that have been created based on users within SAP Solution Manager.

These business partners must have an email address assigned. 

� Managed system business partners

Business partners that have been created based on users within managed systems.

These business partners must have an email address assigned. 

� External

Recipients with an email address that do not have a user within SAP Solution Manager.

Figure 6.3  Global Recipient Pool: Notification Management

These recipients are assigned to alerts. When a recipient is assigned to an alert, the

notifications are active on that alert. When the metrics assigned to that alert

exceed the assigned threshold, the persons or recipients assigned to the notifica-

tion settings for the alert will receive an email or text message. Notification set-

tings can be assigned at three levels: Globally by default applies to all alerts in

system monitoring. At the template level, all alerts in the single template will use
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the notification settings. At the alert level, a specific alert will have its own unique

recipients.

Work Mode Management

Work modes are created to determine a specific period for a specific managed

object. A work mode is assigned to a specific type of window as well, from a stan-

dard maintenance window used to deactivate monitoring during that time to a

peak business hour used to adjust a threshold for known windows of time in which

a system has poor performance. A work mode can be assigned to an entire techni-

cal system that includes multiple managed objects or to a singular specific man-

aged object on its own. Work modes then can be used in a variety of ways to

change the configuration of an alert or metric for that specific period for that one

specific managed object. Work modes are created and scheduled in the event plan-

ning IT calendar, as shown in Figure 6.4. This new SAP Fiori application can be

found in the Technical Administration section of the SAP Solution Manager SAP

Fiori home screen.

Types of Work Modes

Work modes are used to categorize specific windows of time for a specific managed

object. They provide a greater degree of control over the notifications and metrics within

application operations. They are primarily a description of the window of time that the

work mode is defining. Work modes can fall into the following categories:

� Planned downtime

� Peak business hours

� Nonpeak business hours

� Nonbusiness hours

� Maintenance

When a work mode is activated for a metric, you can change the threshold for that

specific period of time for that one specific metric. For example, if you knew that

the response time of dialog transactions exceeded normal parameters between 2

and 3 p.m., Monday through Friday, you could create a work mode for your SAP

ERP system for that period of time and set the work mode threshold higher for the

metric that monitors that data set. This would in turn prevent false alarms for that

period.

When a work mode is active for an alert, you can change the notification settings

for a specific period. For example, if you had an offshore team that you wanted to
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be notified only during the hours of the night that they are online, you would cre-

ate a work mode with the nonbusiness hours category and assign it to the man-

aged objects that team manages. 

Finally, work modes can be used to define a period for known maintenance win-

dows. This allows you to turn off monitoring for a specific managed object or all

managed objects during a specific window of time. This would be a peak business

hour work mode. You would create the work mode for the specific managed

objects that are impacted by this window of time. You would then increase the

threshold of the metrics within the templates that are assigned to those managed

objects, therefore changing the threshold to meet those specific managed objects’

requirements. 

Figure 6.4  Work Mode Creation
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Monitoring Template Concept

A template is designed to contain all the components necessary for monitoring a

managed object. In essence, it is the who, what, where, when, why, and how of sys-

tem monitoring. The primary configuration to be done for system monitoring is

all contained within these templates. The templates contain all the metrics, alerts,

and events that get applied to a managed object. All of this is done within step 4 of

the system monitoring guided procedure that is found within Transaction SOL-

MAN_SETUP. Figure 6.5 shows this step, showing the templates and the options

within a template.

Figure 6.5  Template Maintenance

Within system monitoring, there are four primary types of managed objects,

shown in Figure 6.6: a technical system, a technical instance, a host, and a data-

base. Within the technical system resides the alerts that pertain to the entire appli-

cation. Within the technical instance resides alerts that pertain to each specific

application server (or dialog instance) within a system. The host and database are

for each individual database and host within a system. Each type of managed

object has its own template to be assigned. These templates consist of all the key

components required for monitoring a managed object, including the metric,
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event type, and alert, which we will cover in detail next. To customize alerts, you

must copy the standard SAP template to a custom template.

Figure 6.6  Templates

Database Templates

First we can start with the database templates. System monitoring allows you to

monitor a variety of databases, shown in Figure 6.7. These database templates con-

tain alerts that are specific to the type and version of database. These alerts are

unique to each database and cover a large variety of areas, from available table

space to the standard health checks executed within DBA cockpit. You can also

monitor a standalone database if required. 

Available Database Templates

Database templates are a set of metrics, events, and alerts precreated by SAP. These met-

rics and alerts are specifically designed for the database they were created for. Many

databases have features and capabilities that other databases do not contain. The fol-

lowing templates are available:

� IBM DB2 Version 8.2, 9.1, 9.5, 9.7, 10.1, 10.5, and 11.1

� IBM DB2 for I, z/OS 9/10/11, and 390 8.1

� Microsoft SQL Server 

� SAP MaxDB

� SAP HANA (both database instances and replications groups)

� Sybase SQL Anywhere

� SAP ASE on SAP Cloud Platform and SAP IQ

System monitoring also covers the hosts of your landscape. These host templates,

shown in Figure 6.8, contain alerts that are specific to the type and version of host,

from available disk space to performance of the CPU to available memory on the

host. You can also monitor a standalone host if required. 
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Figure 6.7  Database Templates

Available Host Templates

Host templates are a set of metrics, events, and alerts precreated by SAP. These metrics

and alerts are specifically designed for the host they were created for; many hosts have

features and capabilities that other databases do not contain. Knowing that the follow-

ing host templates are available will tell you which hosts can be monitored by system

monitoring:

� AIX

� HP-UX

� Linux

� OS/400

� Solaris

� Windows

� z/OS
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Figure 6.8  Host Templates

Technical Instance Templates

Next, you will find the technical instance templates shown in Figure 6.9, which

cover the dialog servers within an application. These templates contain alerts that

are created for specific types of applications. They cover a variety of applications,

from SAP to non-SAP applications. The alerts span a vast array of areas unique to

each specific application. To find more detailed information on all alerts, look

directly in the templates. 

Available Technical Instance Templates

Technical instance templates are a set of metrics, events, and alerts precreated by SAP.

These metrics and alerts are specifically designed for the applications they were created

for; many applications have features and capabilities that other applications do not have.

SAP must provide templates for each unique application, including the following:

� Agentry server

� Adobe Document Services 7.31, 7.40, 7.50

� SAP Business Warehouse Accelerator 7.00 and higher

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer workspace service and analytics 4.0

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer components

� Exploration

� Indexing

� Master

� Search

� SAP Predictive Analytics

� SAP Central Process Scheduling 8.0 full scheduler instance and SAP Central Process

Scheduling on SAP NetWeaver

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer CR cache, processing and scheduling services 

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer CR report application and processing servers

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer central management 
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� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer dashboard design cache and processing

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer services

– Data federator

– File repository

– Event services

– Platform processing

– Platform scheduling

– WebApp container 

– Webl processsing

– Conn32

– Connectivity

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer applications servers

– Adaptive processing and job servers

– Central management server

– Connection server

– Crystal reports

– Desktop intelligence server

– Destination job server

– Event server

– Output/input file repository servers

– Multi-dimensional analysis server

– Program and publishing job servers

– Web and server intelligence report servers

– Data services access and job servers

� IBM WebSphere application server

� Microsoft SharePoint 2010 and higher

� Microsoft .NET framework 2.0 and higher

� Microsoft IIS 6.0 and higher

� Nakisa for SAP 3.0 and higher

� SAP Productivity Pak by ANCILE

� SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP 4.6C and higher

� ABAP central services

� SAP Financial Consolidation application server 10.1 and higher

� SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood 9.0
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� SAP Commercial Project Management, business planning and consolidation 7.5 and

10.0 for Microsoft

� SAP Commercial Project Management, business planning and consolidation for SAP

NetWeaver

� SAP Commercial Project Management, business planning and consolidation ABAP 7.5

and 10.0

� SAP Cloud Platform Connectivity service 2.0

� Microsoft SQL Server analysis, integration, and reporting services

� SAP Convergent Charging 4.4 and 4.5+

� SAP Convergent Mediation by DigitalRoute: execution context, platform, and service

context

� SAP Event Stream Processor

� SAP NetWeaver Java platform, enterprise edition 6.40 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver Java platform, enterprise edition, central services

� SAP Netweaver Master Data Management (MDM) servers

– Import servers

– Syndication servers

� SAP Mobile Platform 3.0

� SAP Identity Management IC 7.2

� SAP Portal Content Management by OpenText and SAP Portal Site Management by

OpenText

� SAP Process Integration adapter engine 7.00 and higher

� SAP Process Orchestration RA, store data, and store servers

� SAP portal platform 7.00 and higher

� SAP Store Device Control by GK 4.0.1 and higher

� TREX

� SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence 12 and higher

� SAP Information Steward application service version group

� SAP Information Steward cleansing package builder core service version group

� SAP Information Steward data cleansing advisor service version group

� SAP Value Lifecycle Manager

� SAP Lumira

� Server Intelligence Agent 4.X

� Sybase Afaria Server

� Sybase Unwired Server 2.X

� Vertex SIC 6.0
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Figure 6.9  Technical Instance Templates

Technical system templates cover the entire application shown in Figure 6.10.

These templates contain alerts that are designed for specific types of applications.

They cover a variety of applications from SAP to non-SAP applications. The alerts

span a vast array of areas within each application. To find more detailed informa-

tion on all the alerts, look directly in the templates. The complete list of applica-

tions is provided in the following box.

Available Technical System Templates

Technical system templates are a set of metrics, events, and alerts precreated by SAP. At

the system level, these metrics and alerts are designed to cover the entire system, rather

than a single instance. These metrics and alerts are specifically designed for the applica-

tions they were created for, as many applications have features and capabilities that

other applications do not have. SAP must provide templates for each unique application,

including the following:
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� Apache Tomcat

� SAP Business Warehouse Accelerator 7.00 and higher

� SAP Event Stream Processor

� Data Services 

� SAP SCM 5.0 and above—forecasting and replenishment

� SAP Customer Experience commerce, datahub, and SAP integration 5.3

� IBM WebSphere Application Server

� Microsoft SharePoint 2010 and higher

� Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 and higher

� Microsoft IIS 6.0 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver ABAP 4.6C and higher

� SAP Financial Consolidation application server 10.0 and higher

� SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood 9.0

� SAP BPC ABAP 7.5, 10.0 and 10.1

� SAP Business Connector 4.8 and above

� SAP content server (6.40)

� SAP Cloud Platform Connectivity service 2.0

� SAP Convergent Mediation 3.0 and above

� SAP Data Services

� SAP Enterprise Services Repository 7.1 and higher

� SAP NetWeaver Java platform, enterprise edition 6.40 and higher

� SAP HANA system

� SAP HANA XS app services

� SAP LiveCache

� SAP NetWeaver CE 7.2 and higher

� SAP Gateway core

� SAP Gateway foundation

� SAP Process Integration ABAP 7.10 and higher

� SAP Process Integration adapter engine 7.00 and higher

� SAP Process Integration directory 7.00 and higher

� SAP Productivity Pak

� SAProuter

� SAP System Landscape Transformation

� SAP Web Dispatcher 7.1 and higher
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� TREX

� SBOP BI Platform

� SAP BusinessObjects Explorer Web Applications Java and 3.1 (Tomcat)

� Sybase Afaria Server

� Sybase Replication Server

� Vertex Central 6.0

� Virtual Directory Server 7.2

Figure 6.10  Technical System Templates

Metrics

The metrics are responsible for setting parameters and thresholds for the data col-

lected by the extractors, as shown in Figure 6.11. Each metric has its own unique

sets of parameters for the specific data set it is responsible for. These parameters

can be adjusted to meet an organization’s specific requirements and can be found

in the Data Collection tab under Metrics. The collection interval for these parame-

ters also can be adjusted. These metrics are created by SAP and are assigned to

alerts. 
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Figure 6.11  System Monitoring Metrics

Metrics also have a predefined threshold type and threshold value. When the mea-

sure value of a metric exceeds a threshold, an alert can be triggered depending on

the event type and the alert settings. These threshold values are preconfigured by

SAP and usually need to be adjusted to meet an organization’s specific require-

ments. There are multiple types of thresholds available. The threshold type must

match the type of data being collected; all thresholds types do not work for all

types of data. Thresholds follow a standard three-color rule: green, yellow, and red.

Green means the measured value is below the yellow threshold and within normal

parameters. Yellow stands for a warning threshold and means attention should be

given to a potential issue. Red stands for the max threshold when a serious issue
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exists and action must be taken. The complete list of available thresholds is as fol-

lows, and the thresholds can be found in the Threshold tab within a metric:

� Already Rated

� Already Rated (since last best measurement)

� Counter Threshold

� Delta Threshold

� Info Only

� Numeric Threshold

� Range Threshold

� Text Threshold

Event Rule

The event rule assigned to an alert controls how an alert is triggered. Because mul-

tiple metrics can be assigned to a single alert, you must have the ability to control

if a single metric can trigger an alert or if multiple metrics are needed to trigger an

alert. This is controlled by the event rule assigned to each individual alert. The

event type can be found in the Metrics, Events, and Alerts Hierarchy tab, as shown

in Figure 6.12. To display this tab, you must be in expert mode. There are four types

of rules that control the event, described in the following box.

Types of Event Rules

These are the event types provided by SAP; understanding the concept behind each one is

key in the management of system monitoring alerts and notifications:

� Best case rule

All metrics assigned to an alert must exceed their thresholds before an alert is trig-

gered.

� Worst case rule

A single metric exceeding its threshold assigned to an alert will trigger an alert.

� Worst rating of last n best event

All metrics assigned to a metric must be exceeded for the past X number of data collec-

tions to trigger an alert.

� Average case rule

More than half of the metrics assigned to an alert must exceed their thresholds to trig-

ger an alert.
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Figure 6.12  Event Rule Types

Alerts

Alerts determine a variety of actions that are taken when the thresholds of the

assigned metrics have a rating that has exceeded their thresholds. If an alert is

active, then an alert is generated in the alert inbox. If notifications are active for

that alert, then the people assigned to receive notifications will receive an email or

text message; based on what is configured. Figure 6.13 shows the alerts in a tem-

plate and the options within the Notifications tab.

The notifications also can be sent for yellow and red alerts, only yellow alerts, or

only red alerts. Alerts also can generate a ticket in IT service management within

SAP Solution Manager; this is configured under the ITSM tab. A ticket can only be

generated in IT service management if it is configured and activated within SAP

Solution Manager, which is an entirely separate activity outside of system moni-

toring configuration. Alerts can also send a simple network management protocol
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(SNMP) trap to a third-party IT service management system in order to generate a

ticket. A SNMP trap is simply the alert information delivered in a format that can

be read by a 3rd party ITSM system. This is configured under the Third-Party Com-

ponents tab. This is a great option for customers that have third-party ticketing

systems like Service Now or Remedy.

Another great feature that is rarely used by most SAP customers is autoreactions.

SAP Solution Manager can be configured to perform a specific action if an alert is

triggered. This is a specific action to resolve the issue that is detected. These

actions require custom development and would normally be executed on the OS

level of a host. But yet another great feature of system monitoring is that all these

settings can all be configured in three locations: globally, at the template level, and

within each individual alert.

Figure 6.13  Alerts in Template

The notification settings can also all be configured in notification variants. These

variants can be created by selecting Maintain Notification Variant, shown in Figure
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6.13, in the Notification tab. The use of notification variants allows for the quick

updating of notifications settings on an alert. As you can see in Figure 6.14, a vari-

ant can be created for Incidents, Notifications, Third-Party Components, and Auto

Reactions. The key detail that is not immediately obvious is how these settings are

called. Normally all notification settings in a template have to be updated, and

then the changes have to be applied and activated in every template that has been

changed. This can cause issues because if the managed object that has a templated

reapplied currently has any red alerts, those notifications will be triggered again,

causing a duplicate notification to be sent to all recipients of that specific alert.

With a variant, each time an alert is triggered, the variant is called to determine

who gets a notification. So if you need to add or remove someone from an alert

notification, all you have to do is update the variant. You don’t have to touch the

templates.

Figure 6.14  Alert Consumer Variant Maintenance
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Dashboards

The configuration of these application operations tools is completed via guided

procedures within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP under the Application Operations

section. To access these application operations dashboards and alert management

SAP Fiori applications, execute Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER to display

the new SAP Fiori home screen and navigate to the System and Application Moni-

toring section, shown in Figure 6.15.

Figure 6.15  System and Application Monitoring SAP Fiori Apps

System Monitoring Dashboard

The system monitoring dashboard has been completely redesigned in SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2 and is now based on SAPUI5, giving it an enhanced look and feel.

It also includes a mobile-optimized version of the standard System Monitoring

SAP Fiori app to allow for easy use and display on a mobile device. The dashboard

allows for the quick analysis of all the metrics and alerts activated for a system. The

dashboard has two views: an overview and a detailed view of a specific system. It

also can be configured to refresh as frequently as needed. The dashboard is

designed to be used in an operations center on a large screen for the entire team to
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have a live view of the health of all systems in scope. The tool can also be used to

display the historical data for an individual metric to allow for the analysis of a sys-

tem over time. You also have options to navigate directly to the alert inbox, open

a ticket for a person in IT service management, and generate an email to request

assistance to an open issue.

Overview Tab

The Overview tab shown in Figure 6.16 provides a high-level view of the current

status of all the systems that are selected to be in scope. It displays the status of

each category of alert: Availability, Performance, Configuration, Exception, and Self-

Monitoring. It also provides the number of alerts that have been generated and are

still in the alert inbox. The alert ticker gives the top five latest alerts.

Figure 6.16  System Monitoring Dashboard: System Overview

System View

The system view in Figure 6.17 provides a detailed view of all the metrics and alerts

active for a specific system. On the left side it displays a hierarchy view of the

system, displaying the distribution of the system across each managed object,

including where each application and database is installed and the status of the
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connections between those managed objects. The right side displays the alerts and

metrics in a tree view, allowing you to drill down into each managed object, the

categories within them, and the alerts and the metrics within those categories. By

selecting a specific metric, you can also display the historical data of that metric

over time. This can be used for troubleshooting but also for finding the optimal

threshold values for a metric to eliminate a false alarm.

Figure 6.17  System Monitoring Dashboard: Detailed System View

Alert Inbox

The alert inbox logs all the alerts generated across all of the monitoring tools

within application operations. This tool is used for all monitoring tools (see Figure

6.18). The alert inbox allows for the tracking of alerts over time and provides

detailed information on each individual alert generated, when it was generated,

how many times, which metrics were triggered, and the values of the metrics

when the alert was generated. This tool is vital in the process of eliminating false

alarms, giving you historical data on the alerts that are generated. It also provides

the current status of each alert. The alerts stored can be confirmed when the issue

is resolved. They are also automatically confirmed after a predetermined period
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and then completely deleted after that. These settings are configured in the steps

of the configuration within each monitoring tool.

Figure 6.18  Alert Inbox

Mobile Architecture

Out of the box, SAP Solution Manager is fully capable of handling all mobile device

communication entirely on its own, without any use of other tools. The only issue

is how SAP Solution Manager communicates safely with the internet. That is a

problem that each organization has to handle on its own. This section is meant to

discuss SAP Solution Manager’s mobile capabilities.

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the system comes standard with SAP Gateway

7.40, WebClient UI framework, and SAPUI5. These components are the foundation

of its capabilities. With SAP Solution Manager 7.1, SAP had a variety of mobile

device applications that had to be installed on a mobile device. This caused a vari-

ety of issues due to having to be compatible with each mobile device and its own

unique requirements. With the introduction of SAP Fiori with SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2, this issue has been resolved. Because SAP Fiori is a browser-based UI, it

only needs a browser; it does not care which device it is running on. With SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2, the SAP Fiori apps are installed out of the box. The deployment

of the apps directly in SAP Solution Manager is called embedded deployment. With
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SAP Fiori, SAP simply has to develop mobile-Optimized versions of SAP Fiori appli-

cations or simply create apps that easily fit on a smaller screen. Mobile-optimized

apps are essentially designed to fit on a smaller screen. Figure 6.19 shows the sys-

tem monitoring dashboard in a mobile-optimized version. 

Figure 6.19  System Monitoring Dashboard: Mobile-Optimized

With the inclusion of SAP Fiori, you can also deploy these SAP Fiori apps in a cen-

tral SAP Fiori application server. If an SAP customer already has a central SAP Fiori

application, the SAP Solution Manager SAP Fiori apps can easily be installed and

the system can be connected to SAP Solution Manager. This provides flexibility in

granting end users access to SAP Solution Manager’s application lifecycle manage-

ment tools and dashboards. An example of this central SAP Fiori hub deployment

is shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20  Central SAP Fiori Hub Deployment

Beyond just the SAP Fiori applications, SAP has enabled this mobile architecture

via SAP Gateway and its OData services. SAP Gateway’s ability to utilize OData ser-

vices is the primary method of communication within SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

SAP has made the activation of all these OData services very simple. It has included

a step in the infrastructure preparation guided procedure that will automatically

activate all of the OData and internet communication framework (ICF) services

that are required to utilize the SAP Fiori apps directly in SAP Solution Manager

with the embedded deployment option. No manual activities are required, unless

you go with the central hub deployment option. 

Monitoring and Alerting Infrastructure

Having a basic understanding of the monitoring and alerting infrastructure is key

to your understanding of how the application operation tools collect data, process

that data, and then generate alerts. 

The activation of any of the application operations tools cannot begin without the

execution of managed system configuration. The detailed steps executed within

managed system configuration are covered in Chapter 2. The baseline configura-

tion required for the monitoring and alerting infrastructure begins there. During

the process, several tools are configured and created. 

Web Browser

SAP Gateway
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SAP Gateway

SAP Solution
Manager SAP
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Business Suite
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Push and Pull Extractors

The first concept to understand is the concept of an extractor. There are two types

of extractors: push and pull. Extractors are contained in the extractor framework.

Extractors are created specifically for each managed system. The pull extractors

are created based on the version of the application defined in the landscape man-

agement database as diagnostically relevant and the type/version of the database

and operating system. These pull extractors are triggered by SAP Solution Man-

ager to pull data from the managed system on a predetermined interval utilizing a

remote function call and the database cockpit connection. The push extractors are

utilized by the diagnostic agents and Wily agents. A push extractor automatically

collects and sends data to SAP Solution Manager. This pushing of data is an auton-

omous action based on a predetermined configuration that is pushed out by SAP

Solution Manager to the diagnostic agents during the configuration of an applica-

tion operations monitoring tool. These extractors are a part of the core infrastruc-

ture of the monitoring and alerting infrastructure. If these extractors are not

functioning correctly, then the application operations tool that depends on them

will be missing data. 

The primary tools utilized by extractors within the monitoring and alerting infra-

structure for collecting data are a core component of application operations. With-

out them, the application operations monitoring tools will not function. The

following box lists the core tools for collecting data from a managed system.

Data Collectors

The following are types of data collectors used by SAP Solution Manager extractors to col-

lect data for managed objects connected to SAP Solution Manager:

� Remote function calls 

� Solution tool plug-ins 

– Service tools for applications plug-in (ST-A/PI)

– Solution tools plug-in (ST-PI)

� Database cockpit connections

� Diagnostic agents

� Host agents

� Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager and Introscope Java Agents
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Remote Function Call

Each tool has its own specific function. Remote function calls are used for pulling

data from a variety of locations within an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP stack. They

are used by the monitoring and alerting infrastructure to collect a variety of data-

sets. For collecting the current status of an alert in the computing center manage-

ment system (CCMS) monitoring tree element (MTE). For collecting statistical data

provided by the solution tools plug-in (ST-PI) tools and service tools for applica-

tions plug-in (ST-A/PI). As well as used to monitor the availability of a system by

executing a connection test against the remote function call.

Solution Tools

The solution tool plug-ins are another critical piece of the monitoring and alerting

architecture. The service tools for applications plug-in (ST-A/PI) allows for the col-

lection of data from Transactions ST14 and ST12. It also provides the service prepa-

ration check tool, RTCCTOOL, and the application-specific service data collection

center (SDCCN) data collectors that also enable/support the creation of SAP Early-

Watch reports. The solution tools plug-in (ST-PI) has a variety of applications called

by SAP Solution Manager to collect data, as well as other tools that are used by SAP

Support services, like go-live checks.

DBACockpit Database Connection

The database connections established in the database cockpit (DBACockpit) of SAP

Solution Manager provide specific datasets about the health of a database,

whether the database is used by an application or is standalone. This connection

provides all sorts of data, from backup history to the amount of available transac-

tion log space.

Diagnostic Agents

Diagnostic agents are a critical piece of the monitoring and alerting architecture.

They are installed on every single host in your entire SAP and non-SAP landscape.

The diagnostic agent replaced the old CCMS Agents. These diagnostic agents pro-

vide SAP Solution Manager with a local view of the managed system from the per-

spective of both the application running and the operating system that the

application is running on. The diagnostics agent is made up of a collection of appli-

cations. Each application is designed to collect a different piece of data, including
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data on different types of applications, both SAP and non-SAP. The diagnostic

agent has direct control over another vital tool, the host agent.

Host Agent

The host agent provides SAP Solution Manager with root or administrative access

to the operating system. It allows SAP Solution Manager to read operating system–

level statistical data, read log files, and even go as far as executing custom scripts

that can be used for monitoring any requirement. The host agent is also a key

piece of the outside discovery required for all sorts of tools in SAP Solution Man-

ager. This outside discovery enables SAP Solution Manager to know exactly what

is installed on an operating system, including applications, database versions, and

kernel releases, as well as other data like host name, OS version, and IP address.

Figure 6.21 shows the host agent framework.

Figure 6.21  Host Agent Framework

Wily Introscope Agents and Enterprise Manage
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execution of managed system configuration. It enables SAP Solution Manager to

monitor SAP applications running on an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java stack.

Monitoring and Alerting Infrastructure: The Complete Picture

All this background information on the monitoring and alerting infrastructure is

a critical piece to having a complete understanding of application operations, both

how it is used and how it functions, allowing you to activate and run applications

operations tools with confidence. Figure 6.22 shows a diagram of the flow of data

collection from managed systems into SAP Solution Manager and the processing

of that data. 

Figure 6.22  Data Extraction and Processing in SAP Solution Manager
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Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around the mandatory configuration guided procedures. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following

terms:

� Template

A set of tools based on content from SAP. These tools metrics, alerts and events

are designed specifically for all types of managed objects: hosts, applications,

and databases.

� Metric

The object in system monitoring that specifies the type of extractor, a specific

set of data to be monitored, and the threshold type and value to be exceeded to

trigger an alert.

� Alert

The object in system monitoring that specifies who should receive an email or

SMS text if a metric exceeds its threshold.

� Event

The object in system monitoring that defines how many metrics assigned to an

alert that must exceed there threshold values before an alert is triggered.

� Notification variant

The notification settings applied to an alert, saved into a variant to expedite the

assignment of notification settings to many alerts.

� SAP Fiori

The SAP frontend application that streamlines the use of both computers and

mobile devices for SAP Solution Manager applications.

� Managed object

A specific object within an SAP or non-SAP system, whether it is an application,

host, or database.

� Work mode

A defined window of a type that is assigned to a specific managed object. To be

used to change notification settings in application operations or to change the

threshold of a metric.

� Monitoring and alerting infrastructure

The data collection infrastructure behind all application operations tools and all

data-collection operations in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. Encompasses a variety
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of data collectors, background jobs, and connectors to make application opera-

tions tools function.

� Extractor: push

A data supplier like a diagnostic agent that sends data to SAP Solution Manager

based on preprogrammed monitoring points.

� Extractor: pull

A data supplier like a remote function call that SAP Solution Manager uses to

call a specific set of data. SAP Solution Manager pulls that data based on config-

uration in SAP Solution Manager.

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. Which of the following items is responsible for defining the data point param-

eters for an alert?

� A. Alert

� B. Template

� C. Data collector

� D. Extractor

� E. Metric

2. Which of the following are managed objects? Three answers are correct.

� A. Host

� B. Database

� C. Printer

� D. SAP system

� E. Technical system

3. System monitoring is capable of monitoring both SAP and non-SAP applica-

tions.

� A. True

� B. False 
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4. Which of the following types of notification recipients are available? Three

answers are correct.

� A. SAP Solution Manager users

� B. External

� C. System users

� D. End users

� E. Business partners

5. The alert inbox provides historical data on metrics and provides an overview

of the health of systems.

� A. True

� B. False

6. What types of settings are available in an alert?

� A. Notification settings

� B. Notification variant

� C. Recipient settings

� D. Threshold type—red or yellow to send notifications

� E. All of the above

7. Which of the following are NOT types of events? Two answers are correct.

� A. Average 

� B. Best case

� C. Summation

� D. Worst case

� E. Equal case

8. Which of the following areas can be contained in a variant for system moni-

toring? Two answers are correct.

� A. Threshold settings

� B. Work mode setup

� C. Third-party components
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� D. Templates

� E. Incidents

9. For which of following locations can you set notification settings? Two

answers are correct.

� A. Global settings

� B. Metric

� C. Event type

� C. Template

� D. All of the above

10. What does the system monitoring dashboard allow you to do? Two answers

are correct.

� A. Monitor the health of managed systems

� B. Trigger autoreaction methods

� C. Review historical data on a specific metric

� D. Take a poll on the most critical alert

11. Which of the following are NOT methods for deploying SAP Fiori apps? Two

answers are correct.

� A. Embedded 

� B. Roundabout

� C. Central hub

� D. Bidirectional

12. Which communication method is used by SAP Solution Manager for SAP Fiori

apps?

� A. OData services

� B. SOAP calls

� C. JSON

� D. XML
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13. A mobile-optimized SAP Fiori app means it is ready to be deployed to any

mobile device via installation.

� A. True

� B. False

14. Which of the following does a work mode NOT allow you to configure?

� A. Notification settings

� B. Autoreaction methods

� C. Threshold settings

15. Technical monitoring used to be branded application operations.

� A. True

� B. False

16. Which of the following are NOT types of data collectors?

� A. Remote function calls

� B. Solution tools

� C. Database agents

� D. Database cockpit connections

17. Which data collectors are responsible for collecting data on a Java-based sys-

tem? Two answers are correct.

� A. Introscope agent

� B. Introscope Enterprise Manager

� C. Host agent

� D. Introscope Java diagnostic agent

18. What does a diagnostic agent have direct control of on the host of a managed

system?

� A. Wily agent

� B. Host agent

� C. Administrator user

� D. SAP application
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19. Which applications are built directly into the diagnostic agent and allow it to

feed data to the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager? Two answers are correct.

� A. Wily autoprobes

� B. Wily Java probes

� C. Introscope Host Adapter

� D. Wily Java agent

20. A work mode allows you to specify a specific window of time to make a specific

change to monitoring. The work mode itself does not care what that change is;

it simply specifies a window of time.

� A. True

� B. False

21. The alert inbox is simply a list of all alerts for which email notifications have

been sent. Similar to an email inbox, it contains email communications

between two entities. 

� A. True

� B. False

22. Which of the following are types of available metric thresholds? Four answers

are correct.

� A. Already rated

� B. Counter threshold

� C. Difference threshold

� D. Info-only

� E. Text threshold

23. Which activity in the landscape management database impacts the ability to

activate a system monitoring template against a managed object?

� A. Setting diagnostic relevance

� B. Assigning a managed object to SAP Solution Manager

� C. Setting the application that is installed in the system

� D. Providing technical system information
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24. It is not possible to send alerts to a third-party IT service management service

desk system without custom development.

� A. True

� B. False

25. Which tools are provided by the installation of the solution tool ST-A/PI? Two

answers are correct.

� A. SDCCN

� B. STMS

� C. RTCCTOOL

� D. TRCCTOOL

26. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 contains all SAP Fiori apps that are designed for

large computer screens.

� A. True

� B. False

27. Which of the following components are new to SAP Solution Manager 7.2 and

make up the user interface infrastructure? Three answers are correct.

� A. SAP Fiori

� B. SAP Gateway 7.40

� C. SAP Web UI Framework

� D. SAPUI5

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions. Please be sure you fully understand the answers to any

of the questions that you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are

designed to test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the certifica-

tion test. 
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1. Correct Answer: E

The metric defines the parameters of an alert. These parameters define the spe-

cific data being collected and can be customized on many metrics to make

them monitor the data that a customer requires. 

2. Correct Answers: A, B, E

Host, database, and technical system are all types of managed objects. Breaking

up a managed system into managed objects enables SAP Solution Manager to

monitor them separately and send alerts for those specific objects.

3. Correct Answer: A

True. System monitoring has a huge variety of both SAP and non-SAP applica-

tions in its monitoring capabilities, covering many types of hosts and data-

bases. 

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answers: A, B, E

External, SAP Solution Manager users, and business partners are all valid

answers. These are all types of users in any SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and SAP

CRM system. 

5. Correct Answer: B

False. The alert inbox is a log of all alerts, enabling you to see which alerts were

triggered in the last 15 days.

6. Correct Answer: E

These are all settings available within an alert in system monitoring. An alert is

essentially defining the action to take if a metric exceeds its assigned threshold

values. 

7. Correct Answers: C, E

There are four types of events: worst case, best case, average case and worst rat-

ing of last n best event. These event types provide a finer amount of control

over the generation of notifications. 

8. Correct Answers: C, E

Variants can be created for incidents, notifications, third-party components,

and autoreactions. These variants greatly simplify and expedite the assign-

ment of recipients to alerts, especially when many alerts need their own spe-

cific recipients. 
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9. Correct Answers: A, D

Notification settings can be set in three places: globally, templates, and each

alert. This granularity provides detailed control over the activation of notifica-

tions on alerts. 

10. Correct Answers: A, C

The system monitoring dashboard is mostly an analysis tool. It provides cur-

rent and historical data for active metrics and alerts and provides tons of valu-

able data that all customers can find great value in utilizing with their teams. 

11. Correct Answers: B, D

Embedded deployment is the out-of-the-box option. Central hub deployment

requires the deployment of SAP Fiori apps in a central SAP Fiori system outside

of SAP Solution Manager.

12. Correct Answer: A

OData services are the primary method. These OData services are utilized by

many services between systems and end users for a variety of applications in

SAP Solution Manager.

13. Correct Answer: B

False. Mobile optimized versions of the SAP Fiori apps do not require installa-

tion. These apps are simply different versions of other apps, where SAP has

reorganized the way the data is displayed to fit in a smaller screen. 

14. Correct Answer: B

A work mode does not allow you to impact autoreaction settings. But it does

allow you to modify the threshold of a metric or the notifications settings of an

alert for a specific window of time for a specific managed object.

15. Correct Answer: B

False. Technical monitoring is now called application operations. This is simply

a rebranding of the set of application lifecycle management tools; the tools

themselves have not changed drastically with SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

16. Correct Answer: C

Database agents is not correct. Data collectors consist of remote function calls,

solution tools, diagnostic agents, database connections, and Introscope agents.

17. Correct Answers: A, B

The Wily Introscope agent and the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager work

together to collect, monitor, and store system data for Java-based systems.
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18. Correct Answer: B

The diagnostic agent has direct control over the host agent. This control allows

the diagnostic agent to collect data and execute commands directly on the OS

of a managed systems host. 

19. Correct Answers: A, C

The Wily Autoprobes, also called Introscope Host Adapters, are applications

built directly into every diagnostic agent. They grant the diagnostic agent fur-

ther data-collection capabilities for the host. 

20. Correct Answer: A

This is a true statement. A work mode only defines a specific window of time

that is assigned to a specific managed object. The change or impact to monitor-

ing during that window of time is contained in the template assigned to the

managed object.

21. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. The alert inbox contains both the alerts that triggered

notifications and the ones that did not. The triggering of notifications is not a

requirement to get an alert in the alert inbox. Any alert that is active will log an

alert in the alert inbox when it is triggered. The alert inbox also contains infor-

mation on the threshold values when the alert was triggered and the date and

time of the occurrence. 

22. Correct Answers: A, B, D, E

Difference threshold is not a type of threshold. We have following types of

thresholds: already rated, already rated (since last best measurement), counter

threshold, delta threshold, info-only, numeric threshold, range threshold, and

text threshold.

23. Correct Answer: A

The diagnostic relevance setting in the landscape management database on a

specific system is a prerequisite to activating system monitoring. This diagnos-

tically relevant flag in the landscape management database tells SAP Solution

Manager which applications can be monitored. 

24. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. Out of the box, SAP has provided the ability to send

SNMP traps to a third-party ticketing system. These SNMP traps contain all the

key details of the alert that would be included in a ticket. 
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25. Correct Answers: A, C

The service tools for applications plug-in (ST-A/PI) allows for the collection of

data from Transactions ST14 and ST12. It also provides the service preparation

check tool, RTCCTOOL, and the application-specific service data collection cen-

ter (SDCCN) data collectors that enable/support the creation of SAP EarlyWatch

reports.

26. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. SAP Solution Manager 7.2 has multiple mobile-opti-

mized versions of many SAP Fiori apps, and these apps are specifically designed

for smaller screens on mobile devices.

27. Correct Answers: B, C, D

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, the system comes standard with SAP Gateway

7.40, SAP Web UI Framework, and SAP UI. These components are the founda-

tion of its capabilities. This enhances SAP Solution Manager’s user interface

capabilities. 

Takeaway

Application operations, specifically system monitoring, is an amazingly robust

monitoring tool. Its capabilities span so many areas that it can easily seem over-

whelming to implement. With patience and time, this tool can be implemented

successfully and provide the highest level of value to an SAP customer. When

studying for this section of the exam, be sure you get hands-on experience with

the tool and all the areas we covered in this chapter. Hands-on experience will be

critical in your complete understanding of these subjects.

Summary

System monitoring has a large amount of configuration for successful implemen-

tation. The key areas for success are due diligence, time, and patience. All three of

these points are essential for a successful implementation of system monitoring.

Rushing any of the implementation will only lead to hundreds of false alarms and

an unhappy customer. Be sure to review all the areas we discussed and put the

application into use. Even if it is just a demo environment, turning on this tool

yourself will be the key to passing this section of the exam. SAP has jam-packed

system monitoring with so many capabilities that it can take years to fully under-

stand every concept, metric/alert, and extractor that makes this tool operate.
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Change Management

Techniques You’ll Master

� Understanding the prerequisites of maintenance planner

� Gaining familiarity with maintenance planner system updates

� Understanding system recommendations 

� Reviewing license management capabilities
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This chapter will guide you through the capabilities within the change manage-

ment application lifecycle management tools of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. We will

discuss in detail how maintenance planner gets its data from a customer’s SAP

Solution Manager system, then we will review the capabilities of maintenance

planner and how it is designed to be used. We will then walk through both system

recommendations and license management, covering how these tools are acti-

vated, the benefits they provide, and how they enable SAP customers to manage

common changes within their SAP system landscapes.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, an upgrade of a system or implementation of patches on an

SAP landscape starts in maintenance planner. Without the detailed planning

capabilities of the tool, an upgrade is not possible. Maintenance planner

ensures you have the correct installation media downloaded and the XML

file that is used by software update manager to perform the update. If main-

tenance planner is not maintained and updated properly, these basic func-

tionalities that it provides will not work. Incomplete installation media will

cause an upgrade or fresh install of a new system to fail to start right out of

the gate.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this portion of the test is to ensure you understand the key capa-

bilities of the change management capabilities of maintenance planner, license

management, and system recommendations. All three of these tools are critical to

the lifecycle of all systems, from the fresh install to the upgrading of a system and

all the way down to installing small corrections for known issues via Transaction

SNOTE. All SAP Solution Manager administrators should be familiar with these

tools, how they work, the configuration they are based on, and how SAP customers

can use them to the fullest. This portion of the test will ensure you understand all

of this.
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Key Concepts Refresher

In this section of the chapter, we will review the capabilities of all three of these

tools. We will review how maintenance planner gets its system data, how system

administrators utilize the tool, and how SAP has designed it to ensure a successful

upgrade or install of an SAP system. We will dive deep into system recommenda-

tions and its capabilities. During this deep dive, we will discover how system rec-

ommendations can be a key tool for the regular maintenance that all systems

require to stay healthy. Lastly, we will review license management and its capabil-

ities. License management is an automated tool, but without proper setup it will

not function properly. Understanding the configuration it is built on will make

troubleshooting issues a breeze. Figure 7.1 shows the change management SAP

Fiori applications that are available in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08.

Figure 7.1  Change Management SAP Fiori Applications
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Maintenance Planner

Maintenance planner is the latest version of a tool that has been around for years.

Previously all the capabilities in maintenance planner were housed in the on-

premise SAP Solution Manager system, called maintenance optimizer. Mainte-

nance optimizer has been retired as of January 9, 2017. Maintenance planner is the

all-new version of the same solution. The key difference is that maintenance plan-

ner is now housed in the cloud at SAP, on support.sap.com. It now also runs on SAP

HANA, so it is significantly faster than it was when it was on-premise. Its user inter-

face is also dramatically simplified, with a home screen based on SAP Fiori. This

new UI based on SAP Fiori is shown in Figure 7.2. You can see a variety of options.

The two most used options that we will focus on are planning a new system and

planning a software change, which can be found by selecting Explore Systems and

then selecting a system.

Figure 7.2  Maintenance Planner Home Page

System Data Synchronization

The primary prerequisite for maintenance planner is to have a complete view of all

systems in a customer’s SAP system landscape. This system data is based on the

system landscape directory and landscape management database infrastructure

that we discussed in previous chapters. First a system sends its data via Transac-

tion RZ70 to a system landscape directory. That system landscape directory is then

synchronized with the landscape management database that is running on a pro-

duction SAP Solution Manager system. It must be a production SAP Solution
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Manager system because only an SAP Solution Manager instance that has a pro-

duction role will have the background jobs scheduled that push this data to SAP.

This data is pushed to SAP via support hub connectivity on the SAP support back-

bone. Without this connection, the data cannot be delivered to maintenance plan-

ner. The data is normally automatically uploaded to SAP by a background process

called landscape fetch, or it can be manually uploaded by a user from the landscape

management database. That user must have a valid S-user number stored in

Transaction AISUSER and assigned to their dialog user in SAP Solution Manager. 

This system data is then used through SAP, from maintenance planner to the sys-

tem data, for generating system licenses. Keeping this entire data synchronization

fully functional, from the system to SAP, is critical to SAP change management

functionality. The other tools discussed in this chapter are also dependent on good

system data that is current; both license management and system recommenda-

tions perform their tasks on all of this very same system information that is stored

in the landscape management database and at SAP. The system data that is stored

in maintenance planner is shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3  System Details
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Maintenance planner stores a complete list of the exact software components and

their versions that are installed for a specific system. All of its capabilities sur-

rounding upgrading or installing new compatible components on a system is

dependent on this data being accurate and up to date.

System Maintenance

The core functionality that maintenance planner provides is the ability to plan the

system maintenance activities. This includes everything from basic patching of

single components already installed on a system to the complete upgrade of an

SAP system to a newer enhancement package or support package. As you can see

in Figure 7.4, you have multiple options when working with a system in mainte-

nance planner. This screen can be found by selecting Explore Systems from the

maintenance planner home page and then selecting a system.

Figure 7.4  System Maintenance Screen
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In the days of maintenance optimizer within SAP Solution Manager 7.1, there was

something called a product system. The product system essentially represented

the software components installed in a managed system, the product system had

a verification check to confirm the list of components were correct. With mainte-

nance planner and SAP Solution Manager 7.2, this concept has been removed from

SAP Solution Manager and moved into maintenance planner. The product system

no longer exists, but the verification check is still needed. The Verify button shown

in Figure 7.4 is where this happens. The verification check is normally run auto-

matically, but if errors occur you may need to run it manually to correct issues.

Planning System Maintenance

The Plan button will take you to the screen shown in Figure 7.5. This is where you

plan an actual upgrade or installation of a component for an existing system.

Figure 7.5  Plan Change

As you can see, there are four primary steps. The first is to define exactly what you

are doing. You have three options for defining the change. Install or Maintain an

Add-On, to install a single software component or patch it. The Plan a Maintenance

button lets you install an entire enhancement pack or support package. This type

of change updates all components of an SAP system. Lastly, you have a Plan a Min-

imum Software Change option. Making these selections will ensure that all

required components that are included in an enhancement pack or support pack-

age will be included in the downloaded installation media and in the XML file for
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Software Update Manager. This automatic addition of installation media is the

largest value of maintenance planner. To manually select all this media is almost

impossible without in-depth knowledge on the subject. The automatic selection

also ensures no mistakes are made during the selection process.

Once you have selected an option, you must then move on to the second step,

select files. This is where you select the database-dependent files to be down-

loaded. This step is manual because all database and operating systems have dif-

ferent installation media; only the person performing the install is going to know

what is needed from a database and OS perspective. 

In step 3, the installation media is added to the user’s download basket for down-

loading via SAP’s software download client, and in step 4 the XML file is provided

for use with Software Update Manager. This XML file is essentially a complete list

of all installation media and the expected versions after install for all components

in the system and it is used by Software Update Manager to perform the actual

maintenance on the system.

License Management

License management is a great tool for simplifying the management of licenses

and maintenance certificates on SAP systems. Without a valid system license, an

SAP system cannot be fully used, and without a maintenance license you cannot

perform software updates or patching. Due to this, keeping licenses and certifi-

cates up to date is a critical responsibility for any system administrator. License

management will automatically download the new license or certificate from SAP

and automatically deploy it to all connected managed systems, therefore ensuring

no issues arise due to invalid licenses or certificates. This functionality is available

for all SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and SAP NetWeaver AS for Java systems.

License management existed within SAP Solution Manager 7.1. Between SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.1 and 7.2, the tool really hasn’t changed much. If you are familiar

with the tool in 7.1, you will notice the biggest change is the user interface. SAP has

significantly simplified its use and upgraded the interface itself to run on new

SAPUI5 technology. 
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General Technical Prerequisites

There are a variety of technical activities and software prerequires that are

required for this tool to operate properly. The general prerequisites for all system

types are as follows. First is the execution of the managed system configuration

guided procedure for a system. The SAP Solution Manager system it is connected

to must also be set with the production role. This is required because you must

have the REFRESH_ADMIN_DATA_FROM_SUPPORT background job scheduled

for delivering the licenses and maintenance certificates from SAP to SAP Solution

Manager. Only SAP Solution Manager systems with the production role will have

this job scheduled. This download of data is also dependent on support hub con-

nectivity running on the SAP support backbone; this connection must also be fully

operational for the data transfer from SAP to be successful. 

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP Technical Prerequisites

There are specific requirements for SAP Solution Manager to update the license

and certificate on an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP system. First, you need the solu-

tion tool ST-PI to be updated to the latest release, which is important to resolve any

known issues with the plug-in. At a minimum, you need SAP NetWeaver ABAP

700: ST-PI 2005_1_700 SP06 or SAP NetWeaver ABAP 710: ST-PI 2005_1_710 SP04.

The back, read, and TMW remote function calls created in managed system config-

uration must be operational, and the remote function call users must have the cor-

rect security roles. Lastly, in Transaction SDCCN (Service Data Control Center), the

production SAP Solution Manager system must be set as the master system. The

maintenance package task runs daily in the ABAP managed system. This task

checks for new licenses in SAP Solution Manager; if available, it retrieves the

license data from SAP Solution Manager and installs it in the system.

SAP NetWeaver AS for Java Technical Prerequisites

There are specific requirements for SAP Solution Manager to update the license

and certificate on an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. The system must register

with the system landscape directory to be synchronized with the landscape man-

agement database. Most importantly, a diagnostic agent must be installed on the

Java system host. This diagnostic agent is how the license and certificate are

deployed to the SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. A daily task checks SAP Solu-

tion Manager for a new license; if available, it is delivered via the diagnostic agent

to the SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system.
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Overview of License Data

The system overview page (shown in Figure 7.6) of license management provides a

variety of datasets and management options for the license data distribution.

There are three primary sets of data displayed: maintenance contract validity, the

current product version of a system with the highest possible release, and the sta-

tus of the licenses or maintenance certificates for each individual managed system

that is connected to SAP Solution Manager. Each system has its own status value

for the license and the maintenance certificate. These status values use the tradi-

tional SAP stoplight color scheme: green signifies a valid license that will not

expire in the next 30 days, yellow marks a valid license that will expire within the

next 30 days, and red signifies that the license has expired. A grey status indicator

lets an administrator know there is an issue with the data-collection infrastructure

that determines the status of the license. These easy-to-read status values enable a

system administrator to quickly identify a system that needs a new license or

maintenance certificate installed.

Figure 7.6  License Management Overview
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License Data Distribution

The distribution of the licenses and maintenance certificates can be achieved in

two ways, automatically or manually. The option to distribute the licenses can be

activated or deactivated from this primary screen. If the manual option is

required, the licenses and maintenance certificates can be manually downloaded

by a system administrator from this screen. They can then manually install them

in each system. 

System Recommendations

System recommendations is a tool that is easily overlooked and not well known by

the SAP community. This tool is extremely powerful and easily configured. Sys-

tem recommendations provides a list of SAP Notes and patches that are available

for your system, allowing you to proactively implement the latest corrections and

changes that will keep your system secure, at peak performance, and operating

within the latest legal requirements. We normally recommend reviewing system

recommendations for your most critical systems on a monthly schedule, or quar-

terly at the very least. 

Configuration

Configuration is as simple as executing managed system configuration for a satel-

lite system. Within step 5, enter system parameters, there is a checkbox that says

Enable System Recommendations. Check that box and move forward to step 8,

finalize configuration, then execute the automatic activity called apply settings for

system recommendations. You also must ensure that the SM: System Recommen-

dations job is scheduled in basic configuration. Managed system configuration

must be completed for any system that you would like system recommendations

to be available for. Figure 7.7 shows the step in managed system configuration in

which system recommendations is configured. 
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Figure 7.7  Activate System Recommendations

How to Utilize the Tool

Once you have activated system recommendations, you can access the dashboard

from the new SAP Fiori home screen, under the Change Management section of

tiles. This dashboard will list the available SAP Notes, sorted into four categories:

security notes, hot news, performance notes, and legal change notes. Security

notes provide advice from security experts regarding important patches and

actions to ensure your system is secure. Performance notes contain information

and corrections to improve performance of SAP systems. Legal change notes allow

you to respond to requirements caused by changes in legal regulation. Hot news

notes provide corrections with priority 1 (very high priority status) to allow an SAP

customer to resolve or avoid problems that can cause SAP systems to shut down or

lose data. The ability to quickly become aware of these corrections can be essential

to ensuring your SAP systems stay running at peak efficiency and performance. 

You can also further prioritize different systems with your own priority ratings

and/or set them as favorites to allow you to filter out the systems that do not need

to be displayed. An example of the new dashboard is shown in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8  System Recommendations Dashboard

Once you have selected a section of notes for a particular system, you will see the

screen shown in Figure 7.9. 

Figure 7.9  SAP Notes per System: System Recommendations Dashboard
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This screen gives you the ability to perform a variety of actions. You can sort the

displayed dates by Technical System, Release Date, Note Type, or Status. Status is a

manually driven field and can also be customized by creating custom statuses if

needed. By default, the notes come in as new, but as they are implemented then

they must be set to another status, such as implemented, to allow you to sort

them. You also have the ability to sort notes by Application Component, Priority,

Category, and Connection Types. If you only want to see changes that affect the ker-

nel, then set the Kernel field as well. You can sort by Release-Dependent and

Release-Independent as well. These advanced search and sorting capabilities are

essential to the efficient use of this tool. Once you have made your selections, you

can also save the search criteria as a variant to allow for its reuse. If the search cri-

teria need to be used repeatedly, the entire screen and search criteria can be saved

to an SAP Fiori tile to allow for its ease of use directly from the SAP Fiori dashboard.

Integration Capabilities

Beyond these basic capabilities, system recommendations is made even more

powerful by being integrated with ChaRM and change impact analysis. Once you

have selected a specific SAP Note, you have three options under Integrated Desk-

top Actions. First, you can download the SAP Note. Second, If you have ChaRM

active, you also can create a request for change for the SAP Notes selected. Third,

you can execute a change impact analysis (a tool within test suite) to allow you to

fully understand how that change will affect the system and/or the business pro-

cess it touches.

Under the actions button that is next to the integrate desktop actions, you can also

show some of the detail that is displayed in the detailed note screen, Show Object

List and Show Prerequisite Notes. You also can change the status of an SAP Note.

There are five statuses available by default, and you can enter notes as well. The

available statuses are To Be Implemented, New Version Available, New, Irrelevant,

and Postponed.

Once you have a change that needs detailed analysis, select the SAP Note and you

will be given two options: display the note on the SAP Service Marketplace or show

the detail page in SAP Solution Manager. Figure 7.10 shows the details page. You

have the same integrated desktop options, as well as the standard change status

action. The screen provides three areas for analysis. Any time a status is changed

or an analysis is changed, the log is updated with the action, who performed the
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action, and on which date and at what time. The object list provides a complete list

of all the objects the change will affect. System recommendations is also inte-

grated with the usage and procedure logging data that SAP Solution Manager can

collect from managed systems. The object list will tell you how many times this

object is used by the business in the managed system, allowing you to understand

the impact this change could bring to the system and business. The prerequisite

notes section provides a complete list of all notes that must be installed before the

note currently being displayed.

Figure 7.10  Details Page: System Recommendations

Beyond just SAP Notes, system recommendations allow you to display the support

package patches that are available for the systems selected. From the main screen,

select a system, then under the Action options you can chose to display the

patches available, as shown in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11  Support Package Patch Overview Screen

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around the mandatory configuration guided procedures. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following

terms:

� Software Update Manager

The SAP tool for applying an enhancement package or support package to an

SAP system.

� Maintenance planner

The tool for planning a specific change to a system or planning the installation

of a new system.

� Service data control center

Transaction SDCCN contains a set of applications responsible for distributing
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licenses to managed systems and for generating data to be used in SAP Early-

Watch reports. 

� Verification check

The automatic activity in maintenance planner that confirms the system data is

accurate and compatible with the system type.

� Maintenance Planner XML

The document/file that is downloaded when executing a system change plan

within maintenance planner. This document is used by Software Update Man-

ager to deploy the change.

� Landscape fetch?

The process of sending system data to SAP via the SAP support backbone.

� REFRESH_ADMIN_DATA_FROM_SUPPORT

The name of the background job responsible for updating system license and

maintenance certificate data within SAP Solution Manager.

� Support hub connectivity

The connection that is set up in the system preparation guided procedure

within SAP Solution Manager. This connection is configured to use the SAP sup-

port backbone to send and receive data with SAP.

� SAP support backbone

The SAP system and network infrastructure that is responsible for the sending

and receiving of data between SAP’s customers and SAP internal support sys-

tems. 

� License

A file that is purchased from SAP and then installed in a system. This tells the

system that the software is properly licensed and paid for to enable continued

operation of an application.

� Maintenance certificate

A file that is purchased from SAP and then installed in a system. This tells the

system that the software is properly licensed, thus enabling tools like Software

Update Manager to perform maintenance on the system. Without a mainte-

nance contract with SAP, a customer is not allowed to update the systems with

new versions of the applications. 

� SAP Notes

Mini patches that contain code corrections for very specific issues for specific

applications. These notes are installed via Transaction SNOTE.
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Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. How does data travel between SAP Solution Manager and SAP? Three answers

are correct.

� A. Support hub connectivity

� B. Landscape fetch

� C. Landscape delivery

� D. SAP Support backbone

2. What is maintenance planner used for? Three answers are correct.

� A. Planning the upgrade of a system

� B. Planning the move of a system to a new operating system

� C. Planning a new system

� D. Planning a new SAP S/4HANA system

3. License management does not require a connection to SAP to operate.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. License management can deploy licenses to which of the following types of

systems? Two answers are correct.

� A. SAP NetWeaver ABAP

� B. SAP BusinessObjects

� C. SAP Mobile Platform

� D. SAP NetWeaver Java

5. System recommendations makes recommendations for types of software

that can be interfaced with the system via cloud services.

� A. True

� B. False
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6. System recommendations has integration capabilities with which of the fol-

lowing application lifecycle management tools? Three answers are correct.

� A. Change control management

� B. Test suite

� C. Change impact analysis

� D. Solution documentation

7. Which of the following types of SAP Notes are provided in system recommen-

dations?

� A. Hot news

� B. Performance notes

� C. Security notes

� D. Legal change

� E. All of the above

8. How does license management deliver a license to an SAP NetWeaver AS for

Java system?

� A. Remote function call

� B. Webservice

� C. Diagnostic agent

� D. Rest API

9. What type of data is used by SAP Solution Manager to understand the impact

of an SAP Note that is suggested in system recommendations?

� A. Rapid procedure logging

� B. ST03N data

� C. Usage and procedure logging

� D. SAP EarlyWatch Alert data
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10. Maintenance planner transactions are based on what data?

� A. Real system data from the customer landscape management database

� B. System data sent directly by the system landscape directory

� C. Data entered manually by a customer

11. Which task is executed on the managed system in SDCCN to trigger the update

of a license?

� A. License update task

� B. Maintenance package

� C. License retrieval package

� D. Service definition update

12. Maintenance planner adds all installation media for a planned change directly

to a user’s download basket.

� A. True

� B. False

13. System recommendations is turned on via which step in managed system

configuration?

� A. Diagnostic agent

� B. Enter system parameters

� C. Enter system details

� D. Update system parameters

14. License management automatic deployment of licenses cannot be turned off

in the SAP Solution Manager system.

� A. True

� B. False

15. System recommendations provides a list of support packages that are avail-

able for a system as well.

� A. True

� B. False
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Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions. Please be sure you fully understand the answers to any

of the questions that you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are

designed to test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the certifica-

tion test. 

1. Correct Answers: A, B, D

Data is sent over the support hub connection via the SAP support backbone,

and this is all a part of the landscape fetch procedure.

2. Correct Answers: A, C, D

Maintenance planner is all about planning changes to new systems or creating

new systems.

3. Correct Answer: B

False. License management confirms that a system is licensed properly

through support hub connectivity and the SAP support backbone. Without

these connections, the tool cannot function properly.

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answers: A, D

License management only works with SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP and SAP

NetWeaver AS for Java systems.

5. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. System recommendations is not capable of making

those recommendations at this time.

6. Correct Answers: A, B, C

System recommendations is integrated with change control management

(ChaRM) and change impact analysis, which is a part of the test suite.

7. Correct Answer: E

All the types of SAP Notes listed are provided as a part of system recommenda-

tions. 

8. Correct Answer: C

SAP Solution Manager uses a diagnostic agent to push a license or maintenance

certificate to an SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system.
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9. Correct Answer: C

The collection of usage and procedure logging data is required and used by

the system to make the analysis. It looks at the objects in the SAP Note and

compares them to the usage and procedure data. If those objects are found in

the usage and procedure logging data, then there is an impact.

10. Correct Answer: A

All maintenance planner transactions are based on real system data sent by

customer SAP Solution Manager systems.

11. Correct Answer: B

The maintenance package contains a variety of tasks, one of which is to update

the system license based on data in the customer’s SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem that is set as the master SAP Solution Manager system.

12. Correct Answer: A

True. Maintenance planner puts all required installation media in the user’s

download basket. This greatly expedites the process and ensures no media is

missed for download and installation.

13. Correct Answer: B

The enter system parameters activity within the managed system configura-

tion guided procedure on either an SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP or Java system

is where you turn this feature on or off. You then have to execute the automatic

activity that completes the configuration of turning this feature either on or

off.

14. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. Automatic license distribution can be turned off on

the license management overview screen.

15. Correct Answer: A

True. It can also provide a list of updates that are available for a system,

included all support packages available for that system.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide detailed information on the maintenance plan-

ner, license management, and system recommendations change management

tools. All these tools are relatively simple, but to an untrained administrator they

can seem complicated. The basic understanding of these valuable tools is essential
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for successfully passing the exam. Having the core knowledge of the infrastruc-

ture that SAP Solution Manager is built on makes understanding these tools and

the building blocks they are based on very simple. 

Summary

In conclusion, these tools are essential for all SAP customers to utilize. Given how

easy they are to activate and maintain, it is very simple to convince a customer to

take the time to implement the requirements and activate them. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager consultant should know these tools inside and out. They are

some of the simplest tools within the application lifecycle toolset provided by SAP.

If you are not familiar with them, be sure to get your hands on these tools. Once

you see how they operate, you will understand what we are saying here. Using this

book and gaining hands-on experience will greatly increase your chances of get-

ting a passing score on the SAP Solution Manager configuration certification

exam.
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Process Management

Techniques You’ll Master

� Solution documentation capabilities

� Understanding how reusable libraries are used

� Learning about business process diagrams

� Reviewing solution administration options
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In this chapter, we will review process management and its key capabilities, from

the primary capabilities within solution administration, where we create

branches, create custom document types, and generate the executable/develop-

ment libraries, to the creation of branches that the business processes are stored

in. From there we will move on to solution documentation, the primary location

where all business processes are created, modified, and utilized on a day-to-day

basis. This is where all the action happens, where the business processes are blue-

printed and the diagrams are created. We will cover all the fundamentals of pro-

cesses management to ensure the successful passing of this section of the SAP

Solution Manager certification exam.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, many customers do not utilize process management

enough. It is seen as a labor-intensive task that is not worth the effort.

Although it is true that it is labor-intensive—it does take time to document a

business’s entire set of processes—it is not true that it is not worth the effort.

If done logistically, the process can yield real results that provide significant

return on investment. Once a customer has started documenting the critical

business processes for their organization, they can immediately begin utiliz-

ing additional tools that are dependent on solution documentation. Tools

like business operations and test suite are tightly integrated with solution

documentation, and these tools provide tremendous value to all customers

that will very quickly provide the return that the customer needs to justify

the time they spend documenting their business processes.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of the portion of this test is to ensure an SAP Solution Manager

administrator is capable of laying the framework required for solution documen-

tation by performing the mandatory configuration in solution administration:

creating branches, assigning systems to logical component groups, and creating

custom document types, as well as utilizing solution documentation to create

business processes, create documents in the reusable libraries, and understand

the available diagrams for a business process. These key capabilities lay the frame-

work for other tools that process management are tightly integrated with. For

example, when you create alerting in business process monitoring, those metrics
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are created directly within the business process and are displayed with the dia-

gram. Without the mapping of a business process in solution documentation,

business process monitoring cannot be utilized. This chapter will help you under-

stand the key capabilities of process management to help ensure you pass all the

questions on this topic in the SAP certification exam.

Key Concepts Refresher

The objective of this section is to complete a detailed review of all the primary

capabilities of process management. The tools that SAP has developed are called

solution administration and solution documentation. They work together to build

the foundation of process management. We will discuss what each of these tools

are designed to do and how to use them, from the creation of a branch to the gen-

eration of the executable and development libraries in solution administration to

the utilization of solution documentation, where the actual business processes are

created and designed from end to end. 

Solution Administration

Solution administration is the primary location for configuring the primary com-

ponents of solution documentation. These components consist of a solution,

branches, logical component groups, sites, and systems assigned to system roles.

These key concepts and their descriptions were covered at length in Chapter 2;

refer to that chapter for detailed descriptions. This chapter will focus on how you

create these components. Solution administration is also where ChaRM is acti-

vated for a specific branch. Because this is not a part of process management, this

is one activity that we will not cover in detail, but it is important to know that it is

another activity that can be performed in solution administration. 

Navigating to solution administration and solution documentation is very sim-

ple: either use the Transaction SOLADM for solution administration or SOLDOC

for solution documentation, or, just as simple, from the SAP Fiori SAP Solution

Manager launchpad, navigate to the Project and Process Management launchpad

group. As you can see in Figure 8.1, you have the option to select either the Solution

Administration tile or the Solution Documentation tile. 
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Figure 8.1  Project and Process Management Launchpad Group

Once you open solution administration you will be greeted with what you see in

Figure 8.2. Solution administration activities are grouped into their own tabs: Sys-

tem Landscape, Branches, Change Control Landscape, Document Types, Imports,

and Properties. From the top-left part of the screen, you can select the solution to

manage. At the top-right part of the screen, you have additional configuration via

a drop-down menu option, as well as a help menu. Next we will review each tab

and its primary activities to be performed to set up process management. 
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Figure 8.2  Solution Administration

Creating a Solution

As we discussed in Chapter 2, most organizations only require one solution. This

means the task of creating a solution will only ever be done a single time. As you

can see in Figure 8.3, the creation of a solution is done from the drop-down menu

at the top-right part of the screen.

Figure 8.3  Creating Solution
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Once you select Create Solution, a pop-up will appear, requesting the display name

of the solution and the technical name. Once created, the solution will be available

as a selectable option from the drop-down menu on the left; in this case, the solu-

tion is called NIMBL. Once a solution is created, the remaining key activities can be

performed. 

The Properties tab, as shown in Figure 8.4, is where you manage the settings of the

solution. This is where you can rename the solution and even delete it if required.

This is also where the sites capability can be enabled or disabled across the entire

solution. The sites capability must be enabled before it can be used in branches.

This is also where you can add additional languages to the content. This is essential

for international organizations. 

Figure 8.4  Solution Properties Tab

Creating Branches

The creation of a branch occurs in the Branches tab. If the operations branch or

other branches outside of the mandatory maintenance and production branches

are required, the creation of those branches must be done before the creation of

logical component groups and assignment of systems.

As you can see in Figure 8.5, we have three options: Create, Properties, and Delete.

The Delete option does what you would expect; if at any time it is decided that the

content of a branch should be deleted, then this is the option to make that happen.
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Figure 8.5  Branch Creation

As you can see, once the Create button is selected, a pop-up window will appear.

You have two options: you can create a development branch, rename it, and select

OK, or you can use the Implementation Branches option. This allows you to create

development, design, and import branches all with a single action.

Most importantly, you have three additional options under the properties for each

individual branch after it is created. First is the rename option. Second is the ability

to enable or disable change control for a branch. This should only be enabled if you

have ChaRM configured and actively being used. Activating this option needs to

be carefully reviewed, as it will put strict controls on the ability to make changes to

business processes in solution documentation. As a consequence of enabling

change control on a branch, only users who are assigned to an open change docu-

ment in ChaRM may change the solution documentation content in the branch in
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the context of the change document. In this case, all changes are recorded within

the assigned change document within ChaRM. 

In addition, the release of the changes is also controlled by the affected change

documents via corresponding status transitions. This control greatly slows down

the creation of business processes. Ideally, this should only be done once all busi-

ness processes are fully documented and changes need to be restricted. This

should not be turned on if you are in the beginning stages of documenting all your

organization’s business processes. The third option allows you to enable or disable

sites for each individual branch. Once the site functionality has been enabled on a

branch, the ability to assign systems to sites on a logical component will then be

available. 

Creating Logical Component Groups and Sites

The creation and management of logical component groups is completed on the

System Landscapes tab. As you can see in Figure 8.6, four options in blue are dis-

played across the top of the page. The primary graphic below displays all the logical

component groups, sites, system assignments, and system roles. This logical com-

ponent group graphic can be displayed via the navigation arrows and the zoom in/

out buttons on the left side of the page. From here, you can zoom in and out; this

is especially nice when there are many logical component groups. A mouse or

trackpad can be used to zoom in and out via pinch on a trackpad or the scroll wheel

on a mouse. The graphic can be moved by pressing and holding the left button of

a mouse and dragging the graphic around the space.

The Maintain Logical Component Groups link will open the pop-up shown in Figure

8.6. This Maintain Logical Component Groups pop-up enables the creation of the

logical component group.

Select the option to Create to open the Create Logical Component Group window.

Enter a name for the logical component group and a short description. The usual

naming convention specifies the type of SAP solution, like SAP S/4HANA, SAP BW,

or SAP ERP. The name of the logical component group cannot be changed once it

is created. The type of technical system is also set for the logical component group

in this pop-up screen. Lastly the option to enable or disable the site’s capability will

be shown if the sites capability is enabled within the solution.
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Figure 8.6  Creating Logical Component Groups

Once the logical component groups are created, the Maintain Sites option is where

the creation of the actual sites takes place. A similar pop-up will appear that will

enable the creation and maintenance of sites, making them available to assign a

system to. 
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System Assignment to Logical Component Groups

On selecting the Assign Technical Systems option, the pop-up shown in Figure 8.7

will appear. This is the most important piece of the configuration done in solution

administration. This is where you assign the technical systems to their proper sys-

tem roles within a branch of a logical component group. First select the logical

component group that needs to be modified, and then select the branch. Before

completing this task, be sure a plan is in place for how systems should be assigned.

The option under the logical component allows the use of another branch’s sys-

tem assignment criteria. For example, the development branch could use the

Maintenance Global system assignments, or by selecting Development Global the

assignment of unique system assignments can take place. The available system

roles and the order they are displayed in can be customized via Transaction

MAINT_ROLES.

Figure 8.7  System Assignment to Logical Component Groups

Document Types

Documents can be uploaded into solution documentation. Out of the box,

SAP provides a variety of document types. Customers can also upload their own

document types to create custom versions specific to their needs. The creation or

maintenance of document types within a solution is done by selecting the drop-

down menu shown in Figure 8.3 and selecting Document Type Administration. 
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Figure 8.8  Document Type Administration

The concept behind document types is designed to force end users to utilize the

same document form for all types of documents that are uploaded to solution doc-

umentation. For example, for a test script, all customers have a standard test script

template that all test scripts should be created from. This can be a Microsoft Word

document or an Excel spreadsheet. By creating a custom document type for all test

scripts, you can force end users to utilize that same template across all test scripts.

As you can see in Figure 8.8, there are many types of document that this can apply

to: functional specifications, technical designs, or even user guides. This ability to

use document types will enable a customer to ensure all documents contain the

information that the organization requires and is formatted the same way across

all documents of that type. The creation of custom document types is achieved by

right-clicking in an empty row of documents and selecting New. Enter a title and

upload the file. The status schema will be set to Default, unless a custom status

schema has been created for the customer. You can find the statuses provided by

SAP in Table 8.1. The Process Documentation Relevant setting must be selected for

the document to be part of a business process. 
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Populating the Development and Executable Libraries

The concept of reusable objects contained in a library will be covered in the follow-

ing Solution Documentation section. The development and executable libraries

contain a complete list of all transaction and development objects that are being

executed by a customer in a specific system day by day. These objects can then be

used in the documentation of business processes in solution documentation. This

automatic generation can be based on three types of data, depending on the con-

figuration that is complete with the managed systems. This data is essentially all

the executables and development objects that are being executed every day

within an SAP ABAP system by the actual end users running the business within

the system. First is the standard set of data from Transaction ST03N in a managed

system. This is the most basic set of data that can be used. The next two sets are

very similar and provide similar results. They are usage and procedure logging and

SCMON. SCMON is the latest version of transaction data collection from a man-

aged system. Utilizing either usage and procedure logging or SCMON will yield the

most complete set of data versus using Transaction ST03N.

The generation of the development and executable libraries is done by selecting

the dropdown menu shown in Figure 8.3 and selecting Document Type Administra-

tion. This generation is going to populate the branches selected with the execut-

ables and development objects being executed by a customer. This generation is

meant to jump-start a solution documentation project, in an effort by SAP to sim-

plify the process of documenting business processes. As shown in Figure 8.9, Exe-

cutable or Development for the Library Type is the first option to select. Then you

select editing the next run or the addition of jobs for a specific logical component

group and branch. These jobs are scheduled to run on a daily, weekly, or monthly

frequency. 

Status Definition

Copy editing Newly created document

In processing Document design in progress

Review Document in review for release

Release Document ready to be used

Table 8.1  SAP Default Status Schema
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Figure 8.9  Library Generation Cockpit

Importing SAP Best Practices

SAP has developed SAP Best Practices for deploying SAP solutions, including the

business processes and documentation to support an SAP solution. Specifically,

SAP has developed an SAP Best Practices package download for its SAP S/4HANA

solution, both on-premise and cloud versions. These packages contain everything

from the detailed end-to-end business processes for all SAP S/4HANA processes to

the documentation and the diagrams. Specifically, the package comes with pro-

cess definitions, process diagrams, process steps, executables, and configurations,

making concepts more tangible to the team and helping to streamline discussions

during the project. This ability that SAP has provided for SAP S/4HANA is a huge

jump start for any customer running on or planning to run on SAP S/4HANA who

wants to use solution documentation and integrate it with all the other tools, like

test suite and business process operations. 

The option to import these packages is shown in Figure 8.10. The import can be

directly from SAP or from a local file. To import, select the Import option on the left

side of the screen. This will trigger a pop-up window as shown in Figure 8.10, where

you can choose to import a package. 
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Figure 8.10  SAP Best Practices Package Import

Before an import from SAP can be done, you must first go to the SAP Best Practices

Explorer website. You can navigate to this website via the Goto SAP Best Practices

Explorer link. From here, you must log in with an SAP S-user that has authorization

to download SAP Best Practices (as seen in Figure 8.11). Then select With SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2. Only these packages can be uploaded to SAP Solution Manager.

From there, the package required needs to be added to the download basket of the

user that wants to upload them to SAP Solution Manager. If done properly, the

pop-up window in SAP Solution Manager will contain the SAP Best Practices pack-

ages that are in the user’s S-user download basket. 
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Figure 8.11  SAP Best Practices Explorer Website

Solution Documentation

Solution documentation is a tool provided by SAP that enables the complete end-

to-end documentation of a customer’s business processes. This tool is entirely

business process notation and modeling 2.0 compliant, conforming to the stan-

dards of business process notation and modeling 2.0. SAP has completely rede-

signed it from SAP Solution Manager 7.1. The new version is a true and complete

business process modeling tool that compares to other third-party tools, like HP

ALM. This section of the chapter will cover all the pieces of the tool that every cer-

tified SAP Solution Manager administrator must be familiar with. 

Business Process Notation and Modeling 2.0

Business process notation and modeling is a set of standards for modeling busi-

ness processes. These standards help simplify the documentation of business pro-

cesses by forcing end users to create diagrams and documentation in a way that all
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end users can understand. Utilizing a set of standards during this process helps

streamline and simplify the consumption of these processes by end users that are

unfamiliar with the business processes themselves. 

How Branches Are Used in Solution Documentation

The branch concept is an integral part of solution documentation. As described in

previous chapters, the branch virtually represents a version of the customer’s

business processes. These versions are in two basic forms: the current processes in

productive use and the processes as they will be in the future. The production

branch represents the current processes in the form they are used in by the busi-

ness today. The maintenance branch represents the processes as they will be in the

future. The production branch is locked down and cannot be directly modified.

Changes can only be introduced by releasing a change within a child branch below

it. 

The production and maintenance branches are mandatory branches. The mainte-

nance branch is meant to be used for day-to-day enhancements or bug fixes

related to the business processes. Additional branches are created only if a cus-

tomer requires them. These additional branches allow for the customizing of busi-

ness processes without interfering with the day-to-day changes. The standard

sibling branch of the maintenance branch is called the development branch. The

development branch would be used for future projects, upgrades, or major

enhancements to business processes. In theory, any type of branch could be cre-

ated with any name to allow for the creation of new business processes for any sce-

nario required by the customer, but these would not be standard SAP Best

Practices. Figure 8.12 shows how the branch is selected from the solution docu-

mentation user interface. 

Figure 8.12  Branch Selection: Solution Documentation
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Reusable Element Libraries

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SAP has developed a new strategy to simplify the

documentation design process in the form of libraries that contain elements that

can be used across any number of business processes. The elements within each

library have their own specific uses within a business process. Business process are

assembled from these reusable elements. These libraries consist of five types: pro-

cess step, development, executable, interface, and configuration. The existence of

these reusable elements is a huge leap forward in eliminating the duplicate man-

ual effort of creating the same element multiple times for different business pro-

cesses. As you can see in Figure 8.13, the different elements contained in libraries

are used to create an entire end-to-end business process. 

Figure 8.13  Reusable Element Libraries

The utilization of these reusable elements enables the ability to provide even

more detail at each level by how they are used within a process step and how those

process steps are then used to define a business process. Each reusable element

can contain its own unique documentation based on how it is used. A reusable ele-

ment that exists within a library is considered the “original” element. This original

element, no matter the type, does not directly exist in the process step but is

instead “referenced” within the process step. The use of a reference is important

because a change to the original will update everywhere it is referenced across all
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business processes. The process steps work the same way: these process step orig-

inals are also then referenced within all business processes that they are a part of,

as shown in Figure 8.14.

This key detail of originals and references is fundamental in the use and under-

standing of solution documentation. If there is documentation that is unique to a

business process, like training documentation, then the documentation can be

stored at the business process level where the process step reference exists. If

there is documentation referring to the process step that can be used across all

business processes, then documentation like functional specifications should be

stored with the process step original. This also helps avoid the need for document-

ing the same detail multiple times across many business processes.

Figure 8.14  Reusable Element References

Process Step Library

The process step library consists of a collection of software-independent business

functions. These business functions are specifically used by the organization or

company to run its business. These processes steps represent a business function

whether there is a specific application or not. Even manual steps or non-SAP appli-

cations are supported. The process steps contained in the library are considered

originals, but they can have different titles when assigned to different business

processes as required by the business’s terminology. The folder structure that con-

tains these process steps should replicate a company’s organizational structure

and should not be deeper than seven folders. See Figure 8.15 for an example of the

process step library.
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Figure 8.15  Process Step Library

Development Library

The development library contains software-dependent elements of custom devel-

opment objects like classes, programs, function modules, and modifications.

These elements are organized into folders, first by logical component groups that

contain the systems that the objects exist in and then by SAP application module

or application component hierarchy. This is the same folder structure as the exe-

cutable library; see Figure 8.16 for an example. We recommend that the creation of

the development library be completed via the automatic library generation for

SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems. 

Executable Library

The executable library contains software-dependent elements that are utilized or

fulfill the required business functionality that exists within a process step. All

reusable executable elements are unique and should not contain duplicates. These

elements are organized into folders, first by logical component groups that con-

tain the systems that the objects exist in and then by SAP application module or

application component hierarchy; see Figure 8.16. We recommend that the cre-

ation of the executable library be completed via the automatic library generation
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for SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP systems. Non-SAP or non-ABAP systems should be

created manually. 

Figure 8.16  Executable Library

Interface Library

The interface library contains elements that represent the connections that facili-

tate communication between two or more systems. They are created manually

based on either a specific integration scenario or an actual functional require-

ment. Interfaces have additional attributes that enable the specification of details

like the technology protocols used, technical settings, or even programs used.

These attributes are shown in Figure 8.17. 

Interfaces also can be grouped into complex interface developments by utilizing

composite interfaces. This provides flexibility to meet any scenario. As shown in

Figure 8.18, similar to process steps, interfaces are organized in a structure based

on a company’s organization structure. As you can see in Figure 8.13, interfaces are

assigned at the business process level; they do not exist in a process step.
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Figure 8.17  Interface Attributes

Figure 8.18  Interface Library
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Configuration Library

The configuration library contains documents or configuration links. These docu-

ments cover all sorts of requirements: Configuration documents which would be

links to IMG configuration in the application. Control documents which would be

actual compliance or legal documents that are specific to a process step. Organiza-

tional units are meant to manage and classify organizational units within the pro-

cess level. Master data is used to document actual master data as needed by a

business process at the process level. Lastly, WRICEFs are meant to document any

custom development or enhancement, including all its parts: workflows, reports,

interfaces, conversions, enhancements, and forms. WRICEFs group all configura-

tion, development, and documentation that belong to a custom development or

enhancement. The organization structure of the library is shown in Figure 8.19.

Figure 8.19  Configuration Library

Business Process Hierarchy

It is important to understand how the business processes at the process level are

structured and organized. A well-organized process hierarchy is a critical piece in

the successful documentation of an organization’s business processes. This hierar-

chy is the foundation of all documentation. As you can see in Figure 8.20, the first
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level is a folder, also called a process group; this folder represents the highest levels.

Folders can have many subfolders. The highest level could group different pro-

cesses into categories, like complete end-to-end processes or modular processes.

From there, the subfolders normally start with a company’s organizational struc-

ture—for example, the finance department or human resources. After folders

come the final three levels: scenario, process, and process step. These are truly the

final three levels; the process cannot go any deeper. Figure 8.20 shows this organi-

zational structure.

Figure 8.20  Business Process Hierarchy

Scope

Scope is a functionality that provides a way of filtering down to the content that is

needed by a single person or group of people. Figure 8.21 shows the screen for cre-

ating a new scope. By enabling the ability to select groups of business processes,

the refinement of the data displayed can instantly simplify reviewing large

amounts of information. Many scopes can be created and can be visible to only

single users or all users. Scopes are also used across other tools, like the test suite,

to simplify the finding of test scripts or other documentation.
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Figure 8.21  Scope Creation

Process Modeling: Diagrams

The process modeling within SAP Solution Manager 7.2 is fully embedded and

integrated with many other application lifecycle management tools, like business

process operations. The ability to graphically model a business process either from

end to end or modularly greatly increases SAP Solution Manager’s value across all

businesses. The graphic modeling capabilities are based on business process nota-

tion and modeling 2.0 standards, which simplify the consumption of the dia-

grams. There are four types of diagrams: universal, collaboration, process, and

interface. Each diagram is created for a specific audience to meet its requirements

for understanding a specific business process, concept, or flow of information.

The universal diagram does not follow the business process notation and model-

ing standards or methodologies. This diagram is similar to Microsoft Visio. Univer-

sal diagrams are meant to be very high level and to simplify the flow and provide

context across many business processes. They can provide links to process and

collaborative diagrams. They also can diagram many things like application land-

scapes, process landscapes, or capability maps, essentially adding further diagram

capabilities beyond the standard based on business process notation and model-

ing. This way, all diagrams can exist in solution documentation and users do not

require special software like Microsoft Visio to gain a complete picture of an orga-

nization.

The collaboration and process diagrams do conform to business process notation

and modeling standards and methodologies. The diagrams contain the process
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steps and interfaces that exist within a business process. They are meant to be

both business- and IT-driven. The core of a diagram is shown in swimlanes, which

represent either a business role or an IT system. They can be oriented either hori-

zontally or vertically. The diagrams visually represent the sequence and flow of

processes that exchange information between roles or systems that are repre-

sented by the swimlanes. Each flow consists of a start and end point. The collabo-

ration diagram is meant to represent the flow or interactions between multiple

groups or organizations. The process diagram is meant to represent the single end-

to-end business process within a single group. Figure 8.22 shows an example of a

collaboration diagram.

Figure 8.22  Collaboration Diagram
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Interface diagrams describe a complex composite interface. This type of interface

contains multiple objects or systems, and it visually represents the point-to-point

connections to simplify the consumption of how a complex set of interfaces work

together. These diagrams show how systems and groups of systems communicate

when it is important that the interfaces are grouped together to form a complete

representation of the flow of data between many systems.

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around the mandatory configuration guided procedures. Any certified SAP

Solution Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following

terms:

� Solution

A solution is a concept that exists in both SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and SAP

Solution Manager 7.2. It has changed slightly from 7.1 to 7.2 but still primarily

consists of the same things. The biggest change is that with SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2, for most customers only one solution is required. The solution is essen-

tially a container that encompasses all aspects of an organization’s systems and

business processes. 

� Branch

A branch is a virtual representation of an organization’s systems and business

processes in different states of change. How a branch is utilized is different

based on how it is being utilized by an application lifecycle management tool.

Out of the box, by default all customers must have a maintenance and a produc-

tion branch.

� Logical component group

A logical component group is meant to represent an SAP or non-SAP system

landscape in its entirety and only a single time. The name of the logical compo-

nent group is the unique identifier that links it to all configuration, so it cannot

be changed once created. A logical component group is a grouping of logical

components. The simplest way to think of a logical component group is as a

container for all systems of a solution that have the same production system

and have the same system type. The logical component group is created for an

entire system landscape, showing the transport routes between them and the

relationship between the systems. There is no longer a reason to have more
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than one logical component or logical component group for the same system

landscape.

� System role

The system role represents the position or responsibility that the system plays

in the logical component group or system landscape. The standard system

roles, like development, quality, and production, all still exist. With SAP Solu-

tion Manager 7.2, you can now have up to 52 custom system role types. This

enables customers to have complete flexibility and to create as many custom

system role types as they need.

� Process step library

The process step library consists of a collection of software-independent busi-

ness functions. These business functions are specifically used by the organiza-

tion or company to run its business. These process steps represent a business

function whether there is a specific application or not. Even manual steps or

non-SAP applications are supported.

� Development library

The development library contains software-dependent elements of custom

development objects like classes, programs, function modules, and modifica-

tions. These elements are organized into folders, first by logical component

groups that contain the systems that the objects exist in and then by SAP appli-

cation module or application component hierarchy.

� Executable library

The executable library contains software-dependent elements that are utilized

or fulfill the required business functionality that exists within a process step. All

reusable executable elements are unique and should not contain duplicates.

These elements are organized into folders, first by logical component groups

that contain the systems that the objects exist in and then by SAP application

module or application component hierarchy.

� Interface library

The interface library contains elements that represent the connections that

facilitate communication between two or more systems. They are created man-

ually based on a specific integration scenario or by an actual functional require-

ment. Interfaces have additional attributes that enable the specification of

details like the technology protocols used, technical settings, or even programs

used.
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� Configuration library

The configuration library contains documents or configuration links. These

documents cover all sorts of requirements: configuration documents which

would be links to IMG configuration in the application. Control documents

which would be actual compliance or legal documents that are specific to a pro-

cess step. Organizational units are meant to manage and classify organization

units within the process level. Master data is used to document actual master

data as needed by a business process at the process level. Lastly, WRICEFs are

meant to document any custom development or enhancement, including all its

parts. WRICEFs group all configuration, development, and documentation that

belongs to a custom development or enhancement.

� Document types

The concept behind document types is designed to force end users to utilize the

same document form for all types of documents that are uploaded to solution

documentation. For example, for a test script, all customers have a standard test

script template that all test scripts should be created from. This can be a Micro-

soft Word document or an Excel spreadsheet. By creating a custom document

type for all test scripts, you can force end users to utilize that same template

across all test scripts.

� SAP Best Practices package

SAP has developed SAP Best Practices for deploying SAP solutions, including the

business processes and documentation to support an SAP solution. Specifically,

SAP has developed an SAP Best Practices package download for its SAP S/4HANA

solution, both on-premise and cloud versions. These packages contain every-

thing from the detailed end-to-end business processes for all SAP S/4HANA pro-

cesses to the documentation and the diagrams. Specifically, the package comes

with process definitions, process diagrams, process steps, executables, and con-

figurations.

� Business process notation and modeling 2.0

Business process notation and modeling is a set of standards for modeling busi-

ness processes. These standards help simplify the documentation of business

processes by forcing end users to create diagrams and documentation in a way

that all end users can understand.

� Reusable elements

Solution documentation utilizes libraries that contain elements that can be

used across any number of business processes. The elements within each

library have their own specific uses within a business process. Business process
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are assembled from these reusable elements. These libraries consist of five

types: process step, development, executable, interface, and configuration.

� Scope

Scope is a functionality that provides a way of filtering down to the content that

is needed by a single or group of people. By enabling the ability to select groups

of business processes, the refinement of the data displayed can instantly sim-

plify reviewing a large amount of information.

� Collaboration and process diagrams

Diagrams that visually represent the sequence and flow of processes that

exchange information between roles or systems that are represented by

swimlanes.

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which area you need to study further.

1. Where is a solution created?

� A. Solution documentation

� B. Solution administration

� C. Solution creation and administration

� D. Solution management

2. Where can system roles be modified and created?

� A. Transaction MAINT_ROLES

� B. Role administration

� C. System role creation

� D. Transaction MAINT_CREATE_ROLES

3. Only production and maintenance branches are needed for all scenarios.

� A. True

� B. False 
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4. Which of the following are types of reusable libraries? Three answers are cor-

rect.

� A. Executable

� B. Non-SAP

� C. Development

� D. Business process

� E. Process step

5. The interface library can be automatically generated based on SCMON data.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Which of the following are potential types of branches?

� A. Development

� B. Import

� C. Custom

� D. Test

� E. All of the above

7. Which of the following is not a part of the business process hierarchy? 

� A. Folder

� B. Process group

� C. Process category

� D. Scenario

� E. Process step

8. Which of the following is not a type of diagrams?

� A. Process

� B. Informative

� C. Collaboration

� D. Interface
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9. Which of the following types of configuration elements are assigned to the

process level? Two answers are correct.

� A. Master data

� B. Configuration

� C. WRICEF

� D. Organization units

10. The scope capabilities allow for which of the following? Three answers are cor-

rect.

� A. Filter to display only specific business process steps

� B. Filter to display only specific business process steps across multiple busi-

ness processes

� C. Filter to display specific swimlanes within a diagram

� D. Filter to display specific business processes within test suite

11. Process steps in the process step library contain what types of information?

Three answers are correct.

� A. Documents

� B. Executables

� C. Master data

� D. Test cases

12. What are document types used for? Two answers are correct.

� A. Any type of documentation required

� B. Documenting only SAP-specific activities

� C. Ensuring end users create documents based on an organization’s template

requirements

� D. Allowing end users to create any type of document they require

13. Solution documentation content is displayed based on sites.

� A. True

� B. False
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14. Which of the following jump-start a solution documentation project and lay

the foundation for all solution documentation content? Two answers are cor-

rect.

� A. Generating executable and development libraries

� B. Designing a complete business process hierarchy

� C. Creating branches and assigning logical component groups and systems

� D. Creating a solution

15. Which object is not stored in the development library?

� A. Classes

� B. Executables

� C. Function modules

� D. Programs

16. Which of the following are ways to access solution documentation and solu-

tion administration? Three answers are correct.

� A. Transaction SOLDOC

� B. Transaction SOLDOCUMENT

� C. Process management SAP Fiori Apps

� D. Transaction SOLADM

17. What are the three types of data that can be used to generate the executable

and development libraries? Three answers are correct.

� A. SCMON

� B. Application transactional data

� C. Usage and procedure logging

� D. STO3N

18. Which type of diagram does not follow the business process notation and

modeling 2.0 standards?

� A. Collaboration

� B. Universal
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� C. Process

� D. Procedural

19. Which of the following elements are represented by a swimlane in a process

diagram? Two answers are correct.

� A. Business role

� B. Business user

� C. Business team

� D. IT system

20. How should the process step library be organized into folders?

� A. By system type

� B. By a company’s organizational structure

� C. By system-critical processes

� D. By SAP component hierarchy

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions. Please be sure you fully understand the answers to any

of the questions that you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are

designed to test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the certifica-

tion test. 

1. Correct Answer: B

Solutions are created from the solution administration interface. Only one

solution is required for most organizations. More than one could be created in

a development system for testing. 

2. Correct Answer: A

Transaction MAINT_ROLES is where roles are modified and created for custom

scenarios. It is also where you can modify the order of the roles being displayed

in the logical component group in solution administration. 
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3. Correct Answer: B

False. Production and maintenance branches are required branches, but they

are not the only ones needed for all scenarios. Some customers require a devel-

opment branch for n+1 scenarios.

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answers: A, C, E

These are libraries of reusable objects provided by SAP interface, development,

executable, configuration, and process steps. These libraries enable the cre-

ation of an object in a business process a single time. By creating the object in a

library, that object can be referenced an unlimited number of times within

business process steps. 

5. Correct Answer: B

False. The interface library must be manually populated. The interfaces are

manually created because they are all custom and cannot be collected automat-

ically. 

6. Correct Answer: E

All of these are possible types of branches. This is because a branch can meet

any scenario that a customer may have. A branch is a customizable configura-

tion item.

7. Correct Answer: C

Process category is not a part of the business process hierarchy. The process

hierarchy consists of folders, process groups, subfolders, scenarios, processes,

and process steps. 

8. Correct Answer: B

Informative is not a type of diagram. The diagrams consist of process, collabo-

rative, interface and universal. These are the only types of processes currently

available. 

9. Correct Answers: A, D

Master data and organizational units are assigned at the process level. This is

SAP Best Practices methodology for business process development in solution

documentation. 
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10. Correct Answers: A, B, D

A scope can filter business processes at any level, but it cannot do that within a

diagram. Scope is a great tool for reducing the number of business processes

displayed for a single user.

11. Correct Answers: A, B, D

Process steps do not contain master data. They contain test cases, documents,

executable elements, development objects, and some configuration elements.

12. Correct Answers: A, C

Document types can be created to meet any documentation requirement, but

they still force end users to use a specific template. This makes all documenta-

tion easily consumable by all users.

13. Correct Answer: B

False. Solution documentation content is displayed by branches and system.

Content is stored directly in branches based on the system.

14. Correct Answers: A, B

Although solutions, branches, and logical component groups are important,

they are also used by other application lifecycle management tools. The devel-

opment/executable libraries and the business process hierarchy are critical to

solution documentation and only solution documentation.

15. Correct Answer: B

Executables have their own library of reusable elements. The development

library contains software-dependent elements of custom development objects

like classes, programs, function modules, and modifications. These elements

are organized into folders, first by logical component groups that contain the

systems that the objects exist in and then by SAP application module or appli-

cation component hierarchy.

16. Correct Answers: A, C, D

SAP has provided Transactions SOLADM and SOLDOC and SAP Fiori applica-

tions to access the solution documentation and solution administration user

interfaces. 

17. Correct Answers: A, C, D

SCMON, usage and procedure logging, and ST03N data can all be used to gener-

ate the development and executable libraries. Utilizing either usage and proce-

dure logging or SCMON will yield the most complete set of data rather than

using Transaction ST03N.
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18. Correct Answer: B

The universal diagram does not follow the business process notation and mod-

eling standards or methodologies. This diagram is similar to Microsoft Visio.

Universal diagrams are meant to be very high level and to simplify the flow and

provide context across many business processes. They can provide links to pro-

cess and collaborative diagrams, and they can diagram many things like appli-

cation landscapes, process landscapes, or capability maps.

19. Correct Answers: A, D

The core of a diagram is shown in swimlanes. These swimlanes represent either

a business role or an IT system. They can be oriented either horizontally or ver-

tically. The diagrams visually represent the sequence and flow of processes that

exchange information between roles or systems that are represented by the

swimlanes. Each flow consists of a start and end point. 

20. Correct Answer: B

The folder structure that contains these process steps should replicate a com-

pany’s organizational structure and should not be deeper than seven folders.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide information on solution administration and

solution documentation, two areas that have seen significant enhancements and

changes since SAP Solution Manager 7.1. The differences in these areas between

SAP Solution Manager 7.1 and SAP Solution Manager 7.2 are so vast that almost

nothing from SAP Solution Manager 7.1 carried over to 7.2—especially for solution

documentation, which has been completely overhauled from top to bottom. Be

sure you get real hands-on experience with the tool, and read all SAP documenta-

tion and SAP Community Wikis.

Summary

In conclusion, solution documentation and solution administration are key start-

ing points for any good implementation of SAP Solution Manager. Solution docu-

mentation has been heavily integrated with the other application lifecycle

management tools—so much so that without it, many other tools simply do not

work as well. Having detailed knowledge of this subject is critical. The tool itself
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really does not take much configuration or time to activate, so the best SAP Solu-

tion Manager consultants know that solution documentation is all about training:

in-depth training on every subject. A customer must document their own busi-

ness processes, so they must be completely trained on how to use the tool to its

fullest potential and utilize it with other application lifecycle management tools.

This is why it is a critical piece for all SAP Solution Manager certified administra-

tors to have a complete understanding of. 
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In this chapter, we will review a variety of topics centered on SAP Solution Man-

ager 7.2’s background job capabilities. We will start with a look at the job request

and scheduling capabilities built into SAP Solution Manager. Then we will move

on to how an organization can document its background jobs in detail across all

systems. Finally, we will cover how SAP Solution Manager provides in-depth mon-

itoring capabilities for background jobs. By the end of this chapter, you will be an

expert on all job-related capabilities within SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, many organizations have continuous issues with the back-

ground jobs that they heavily depend on, from developers creating new vari-

ants and not fully documenting why to background jobs failing on a regular

basis without any real information about why or how often. Many of the

same organizations do not fully utilize SAP Solution Manager’s capabilities

for scheduling, managing, and monitoring background jobs. If they were to

fully understand and utilize these capabilities, these same organizations

could streamline the process of scheduling and managing background jobs,

providing clarity and consistency across all jobs, as well as getting real-time

alerts when a critical job fails to finish successfully.

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this chapter is to confirm you have a high-level understanding of

job management within SAP Solution Manager 7.2. We will review how SAP has

designed multiple tools that when combined provide a complete job-governance

solution, from job requests and job scheduling to the operational job-monitoring

capabilities. Understanding the key capabilities of each tool will enable an SAP

Solution Manager consultant to provide a complete understanding of the options

to their customer. This also will help ensure you are successful in proving you

understand the purpose of job management in SAP Solution Manager by passing

the SAP certification exam on the configuration of SAP Solution Manager.
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Key Concepts Refresher

Now we need to discuss the key concepts of job management. Understanding the

key capabilities of these solutions starts with understanding the pain points they

solve for a customer. For example, when an employee discovers a job running in a

system that they did not know was scheduled, how do they know what the job is

doing, who owns the job, and how to handle the job if it fails? This situation is han-

dled by job request and job documentation. These two tools provide the capability

to control the scheduling of new jobs and the ability to fully document all the

details needed to manage those jobs moving forward. This is just one example; we

will review each tool and provide examples for each to clarify its capabilities. 

Job Request and Management

Job management is a tool designed to put a standardized formal process in place

for managing the scheduling of background processing jobs in managed systems,

including process requests for new jobs, changes to jobs, the documentation of

jobs, the scheduling of jobs, and error handling of the jobs scheduled. It provides

an end-to-end job management process in one set of SAP Fiori applications, shown

in Figure 9.1. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has introduced a few new fea-

tures. Job management is now integrated with the new solution landscape unified

directory. SAP has included new enhanced scheduling support, like a Gantt chart

and a scheduling assistant, as well as the ability to monitor custom job types.

The overall goals of job management are to provide tools to increase the efficiency

and accuracy of the background jobs within an SAP application landscape,

enabling an organization to handle jobs more efficiently by using a central point

of management to store documentation for each job in a central location; provide

controls on the changes and creation of new jobs via a change management pro-

cess that can be integrated with IT service management or ChaRM; and give an

operations control center (OCC) team a complete monitoring tool for all back-

ground jobs spanning all managed systems.
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Figure 9.1  Job Management SAP Fiori Applications

Job Request

The job request capability solves the problem of users scheduling their own jobs

without approval and provides a vetting process to ensure a job should be sched-

uled. This enables users to have a defined process for scheduling a job. With SAP

Fiori built into SAP Solution Manager 7.2, users can be supplied with a direct link to

the job request application, and managers have the ability to ensure all jobs that

are scheduled are valid and necessary. 

Requesting a new job to be approved and scheduled is the first step in the job man-

agement process. Requesting a background job or BI process chain uses two SAP

Fiori applications: a simplified view and a detailed view. Each SAP Fiori app can be

shared as its own unique link for end users to utilize. The simple version only has

three tabs general info, a simplified Scheduling tab and the Business Context tab,

keeping the required details to a minimum. The detailed version has all the tabs

shown in Figure 9.2. The detailed view has a variety of fields to complete. Complet-

ing this form performs three actions: it starts the process of creating a new job,

editing an existing job, or deleting an existing job; begins the process of docu-

menting the job; and creates a request for change in ChaRM or an incident/service
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request in IT service management, all within the SAP Solution Manager system.

This process can also be integrated with a third-party ticketing system like Service-

Now.

Figure 9.2  Job Request SAP Fiori Application

As you can see, there are a variety of tabs. In the General tab, you specify the details

for the ticket and the request type. Other tabs, like Business, allow you to enter

business-related information to provide business context. The Scheduling tab is

where you find details of the system and the actual time and date schedule to be

used when the job is scheduled in the system. In the Errors tab you can find infor-

mation on how to address issues with the job: you can find out how to handle
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restarts or canceled jobs, or even just view analysis tips. The Contacts tab allows

you to enter key employees that should be contacted regarding the job. 

Once all required details are populated, the request can be submitted. Once sub-

mitted, a change request in ChaRM or a ticket in IT service management will be

generated. This approval process can then follow normal approvals before the job

is scheduled. A newly created job request remote function call within ChaRM is

shown in Figure 9.3. Once the job is approved, it can then move on to the IT team

to schedule the job, either manually or automatically via job-scheduling software.

Once approved, the documentation included with the request is automatically

transferred to job documentation. 

Figure 9.3  Job Request in ChaRM Remote Function Call

Job Documentation

Job documentation is another key capability. It provides answers to how a cus-

tomer can keep track of their background jobs. When a system has hundreds if not

thousands of background jobs, how does any one team have a complete under-

standing of all of them without a central repository of all background job descrip-
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tions? This includes all types of background jobs: ABAP, BI process chains, SAP

BusinessObjects jobs, data services, and third-party applications. Job documenta-

tion helps solve this issue. 

When a job is scheduled manually or by SAP Solution Manager or by SAP Central

Process Scheduling, it is vital to have a variety of details documented and stored in

a central location. The areas of documentation are the same as in the request for a

job. Figure 9.4 shows the available tabs to provide a complete view of a background

job. Information like job type, recommended naming conventions, contact per-

sons, error handling, required authorization objects, and assigning the job to a spe-

cific organization is all stored within SAP Solution Manager.

Job documentation is also integrated with scheduling. If integration with ChaRM

or IT service management is not required, the approval process can be skipped and

scheduling of a job can start directly from the documentation. The documentation

is also integrated with tools like solution documentation and job monitoring. 

Figure 9.4  Job Documentation
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Job Scheduling

Job scheduling can also be handled via job management, enabling the ability to

centrally manage all the aspects of jobs, including their scheduling. A central job

scheduling application enables an IT team to handle complex job scheduling with

many dependencies, simplifying the handling of these complex scenarios and

simplifying the scheduling of hundreds of background jobs, especially when an

upgrade takes place and jobs need new steps or schedules need to be changed.

Having a central job-scheduling tool can greatly decrease the man hours required

for the management of these jobs. With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has pro-

vided an SAP Fiori application for scheduling jobs, shown in Figure 9.5.

Figure 9.5  Job Scheduling Assistant

External Background Job Processing: XBP

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers a certifiable interface for external background job-

processing schedulers called XBP. Using XBP, external schedulers can trigger busi-

ness processes running over the complete customer system landscape. SAP Busi-

ness Process Automation (formerly known as SAP Central Process Scheduling by

Redwood) provides the ability to schedule SAP background jobs, SAP BW process

chains, Java jobs, jobs on the OS level on many operating systems, and jobs on
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many non-SAP systems. The newest version of SAP CPS has been rebranded SAP

Business Process Automation by Redwood 9.0.

Job Scheduling Architecture

Job scheduling architecture can be configured in two ways. You can use SAP Solu-

tion Manager to manage the lifecycle of the jobs and directly schedule the jobs on

the ABAP managed system via the XBP interface with the managed system. This

direct option using SAP Solution Manager is only good for ABAP-based back-

ground jobs. If other types of non-ABAP jobs are required, then an external sched-

uling tool like SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood is required.

The second way jobs can be scheduled is using an external scheduler. There are

two options for using an external scheduler. First, you can use SAP Solution Man-

ager to manage the jobs’ lifecycle and use an external third-party job scheduler to

schedule the jobs on managed systems. Job scheduling with a third-party sched-

uler is triggered via the SAP Solution Manager scheduling enabler interface. The

second external job scheduler option is to use SAP Business Process Automation

to schedule the jobs on the managed system. This job scheduling is triggered by

SAP Solution Manager via the XBP interface with the SAP Business Process Auto-

mation job scheduler. 

When submitting the job via the job scheduler, the standard options are available

that are needed for scheduling any job manually. There are three types of jobs that

can be scheduled:

1. ABAP

Standard SAP NetWeaver AS for ABAP background jobs

2. BI process chains 

Process chain background jobs that exist in an SAP BW system

3. Other

Any background jobs that do not fit into either of the first two categories

Figure 9.6 shows a step in the SAP Fiori job scheduling assistant in which we are

defining the job details and scheduling the job directly in the system via the XBP

interface. You can see there are additional options like copying the options from

an existing job; once a job is scheduled, that information can then be entered into

a new document for job documentation or it can be used to edit job documenta-

tion that already exists. 
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Figure 9.6  Scheduling Background Job

To activate job scheduling and integrate it with an external scheduler, you must

execute the job management guided procedure within Transaction SOLMAN_

SETUP under business process operations. This is where the interface is configured

with job schedulers and where the configuration of job management with ChaRM

and IT service management is configured.
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Analyzing and Monitoring Background Jobs

The ability to analyze and monitor backgrounds jobs is critical to day-to-day oper-

ations of business-critical systems and the business-critical background jobs that

run on those systems. SAP Solution Manager provides solutions for the operations

lifecycle of background jobs as well. 

Job Monitoring

The job monitoring tool allows for the centralized monitoring of critical jobs span-

ning a variety of applications. It enables the ability to monitor job statuses without

direct access or authorization to the managed system itself. Job monitoring allows

for the monitoring of multiple types of jobs, including jobs running on any SAP

NetWeaver AS for ABAP stack, BI process chains, jobs running on SAP Business-

Objects, data services jobs, and SAP Solution Manager scheduling enabler jobs. 

Each type of job has a specific set of available threshold types. Job monitoring

includes a set of powerful monitoring capabilities covering a large variety of

threshold types, from the standard set of thresholds like status (what is the status

of the job: failed, active, cancelled, released) and a variety of scheduling metrics

like duration (if the job runs for too long, send an alert) to the more powerful

thresholds like time window (did the job run within a specified window of time) or

even the ability to monitor for specific messages within the job log. For example,

if you have a job that finishes successfully, it may contain an error that can only be

found in the logs. This job log content threshold can monitor the content of a job

log for a specific error. If that error is found, then an email notification is sent. 

Job monitoring provides the following thresholds for standard SAP NetWeaver

ABAP background jobs:

� Status

This threshold type monitors the status of a job. If the job is running or finished

successfully, the status will be green. If the job is canceled, the status will be red.

� Duration

This threshold type monitors the current run of a job. If it runs longer than the

threshold value, it will be either yellow or red.

� Start delay

This threshold type monitors the difference between the scheduled start time

and the actual start time of a job. If that difference is longer than the threshold

value, it will be either yellow or red.
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� End delay

This threshold type monitors the difference between the planned end time and

the actual end time of a job. If that difference is longer than the threshold value,

it will be either yellow or red.

� Out of time window

This threshold type monitors the start and end time of a job. If either time is

outside of the window of time specified, then the threshold value will be yellow

or red. 

� Not started on time

This threshold type allows for the ability to check a job at a specific time to see

if it is running or not. 

� Parallel processing

This threshold type monitors the number of parallel jobs that match the same

job identification criteria, rating the job yellow or red if the max number of

parallel jobs is detected.

� Job log messages

This threshold type monitors the messages written to the job log while the job

runs and once the job is completed. If the number of messages in the job log

exceeds the threshold, the job is yellow or red.

� Job log content 

This threshold type monitors the messages that provide information about

processed document volume or several errors that occurred when the back-

ground job was executed. This volume information, known as counters, is pro-

vided in the messages can be used to trigger alerts. The volumes are

accumulated if a job log message occurs several times. The metric cannot be

used to look for a string in the message text.

� Job active

This threshold type monitors if the job is active or not at the time of data collec-

tion.

Job monitoring provides the following thresholds for BI process chains that only

exist in an SAP system that has a BI application component installed on it:

� Status

This threshold type monitors the status of a job. If the job is running or finished

successfully, it will be green. If the job is canceled, it will be red.

� Duration

This threshold type monitors the current run of a job. If it runs longer than the

threshold value, it will be either yellow or red.
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� Start delay

This threshold type monitors the difference between the scheduled start time

and the actual start time of a job. If that difference is longer than the threshold

value, it will be either yellow or red.

� End delay

This threshold type monitors the difference between the planned end time and

the actual end time of a job. If that difference is longer than the threshold value,

it will be either yellow or red.

� Out of time window

This threshold type monitors the start and end time of a job. If either time is

outside of the window of time specified in the threshold value, it will be yellow

or red. 

� Not started on time

This threshold type allows for the ability to check a job at a specific time to see

if it is running or not. 

� Records sent

This threshold type monitors the number of records processed by the BI pro-

cess chain job.

� Data packages processed

This threshold type monitors the number of data packages processed by the BI

process chain job.

� Start time relevant to chain

This threshold type monitors the planned start time and the actual start time of

an BI process chain. If that difference is longer than the threshold value, it will

be either yellow or red.

SAP BusinessObjects, data services, and jobs from SAP Business Processing Auto-

mation by Redwood support the following metrics:

� Status

This threshold type monitors the status of a job. If the job is running or finished

successfully, it will be green. If the job is canceled, it will be red.

� Duration

This threshold type monitors the current run of a job. If it runs longer than the

threshold value, it will be either yellow or red.

� Start delay

This threshold type monitors the difference between the scheduled start time

and the actual start time of a job. If that difference is longer than the threshold

value, it will be either yellow or red.
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� End delay

This threshold type monitors the difference between the planned end time and

the actual end time of a job. If that difference is longer than the threshold value,

it will be either yellow or red.

� Out of time window

This threshold type monitors the start and end time of a job. If either time is

outside of the window of time specified, it will be yellow or red. 

� Not started on time

This threshold type allows for the ability to check a job at a specific time to see

if it is running or not. 

Collecting a List of Available Jobs

The list of available jobs to be monitored can be collected in three different ways.

First, you can manually enter the job information. Second, job information can be

collected automatically from the managed system, including data like scheduling,

steps, and the user the job runs under. This capability to pull from the system is

available via managed system configuration. Third, the job information can be col-

lected from a job scheduler like SAP Business Process Automation. Additional con-

figuration will need to be completed if an external job scheduler is used and you

want to pull job information from that system. If you use the job-scheduling capa-

bilities within SAP Solution Manager, it will be much simpler. Once the jobs have

been selected, the thresholds have to be configured for each job. Then they can be

applied and activated.

The technical prerequisites for activating job monitoring includes primarily the

standard requirement of executing managed system configuration for a satellite

system. There is also a variety of job monitoring SAP Notes, including the compos-

ite SAP Note for each support pack version of SAP Solution Manager 7.2. 

Job Monitoring Dashboards

The job monitoring dashboards have been completely redesigned in SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. They are based on SAPUI5, just like the other dashboards. The job

monitoring dashboard has three different views: overview, jobs, and analytics.

The Overview Monitor page shows the overall high-level view of the status of each

system that has been selected to be in scope, as shown in Figure 9.7. You can see
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the number of jobs for each system and their current status: Error, Warning, OK, or

No Data. If you select a system, it will take you directly to system monitoring, if

active. This screen is ideal for a scenario in which you want to monitor a variety of

systems and their health. If an issue comes up, you can then move to the jobs view

for a detailed analysis.

Figure 9.7  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Status Overview

The Job Monitor page allows you to analyze the jobs in a detailed view, displaying

a variety of information, from the steps taken by the job to the amount of time it

ran. The initial view of the page gives you the ability to sort through the jobs con-

figured to be monitored. Because systems can have hundreds of jobs to be moni-

tored, it is essential to be able to filter through the jobs to find a specific job that

needs analysis. As you can see in Figure 9.8, you have a variety of filter options.

Figure 9.8  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Jobs
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You can filter by job type, job name, system type, and client, as well as by the cur-

rent overall status of the job or even by the status of a specific type of metric if you

have multiple types of thresholds configured in the metrics for each job. Select the

filtering options required and select Apply to see the results.

Once you have filtered the jobs based on your requirements, you can then review

the jobs. As shown in Figure 9.9, you can open a job and display all its data to see

the overall status of each threshold type that is configured for that specific job, as

well as the status of each metric for the past five data collections.

Figure 9.9  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Detailed Job View

If you select the job itself, you can also get detailed information on it. As shown in

Figure 9.10, job monitoring will provide detailed information on the job, including

the program and user the job runs under, the schedule of the job, and any docu-

mentation that has been created for this specific job. 

The final page that is available in the job monitoring dashboard is called Analytics.

This view shows you the job data at a high level over time. The time interval can be

adjusted to meet your requirements; the past week is displayed in Figure 9.11. The

page provides two sets of data to display: the alert overview, showing the number

of job failures per day for the selected time interval, and the performance over-

view, showing the performance of the jobs over the selected time interval. 
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Overall, job monitoring is an essential tool for any team that needs to continu-

ously monitor the status and health of the jobs running in their SAP landscape. Its

capabilities allow a team to monitor a vast array of options, providing a complete

monitoring solution that cannot be beaten by any other solution.

Figure 9.10  Detailed Job Information
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Figure 9.11  Job Monitoring Dashboard: Analytics

Job Analysis

With SAP Solution Manager 7.2, SAP has also provided a tool to help the IT team

analyze the jobs running across a system, providing new ways of understanding

the big picture of how many jobs impact the performance of a system. The three

primary tools are the health check, job resource analysis, and job schedule Gantt

chart. Job monitoring can also be thought of as an analytics tool because it pro-

vides historical data on the number of failures and the performance of jobs being

monitored.

The job schedule Gantt chart shown in Figure 9.12 is a great tool that provides visu-

ally informative data on how many jobs ran on a given day, how long they ran, and

which work processes they utilized. This is incredible information, enabling the IT

team to pick the best time to schedule new jobs without impacting the perfor-

mance of the system.
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Figure 9.12  Job Schedule Gantt Chart

The health check capabilities allows for the analysis of all jobs that provides similar

results of the Gantt chart. It enables the IT team to have a complete analysis of all

jobs and how they are distributed across multiple categories, with daily, weekly,

and monthly time period options. The categories include options like Finished ver-

sus Canceled, giving you a high-level understanding of how many jobs fail rather

than finish successfully or the top long-running jobs or even how the jobs are dis-

tributed across users and servers. This is another powerful job-management tool.

Finally, the job resource analysis uses key performance indicators like CPU utiliza-

tion and memory usage to analyze workload. This is another great tool to help

avoid scheduling jobs at peak times when the system is being heavily used by

users or other background jobs. 

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around job management. Any certified SAP Solution Manager administrator

should be fully acquainted with the following terms:
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� Job request

The job request capability solves the problem of users scheduling their own jobs

without approval and provides a vetting process to ensure a job should be

scheduled, enabling users to have a defined process for scheduling a job. With

SAP Fiori built into SAP Solution Manager 7.2, users can be supplied with a direct

link to the job request application.

� Job documentation

A central repository of all background job descriptions. This includes all types of

background jobs: ABAP, BI process chains, SAP BusinessObjects jobs, data ser-

vices, and third-party applications. 

� Job monitoring

Centralized monitoring of critical job spanning a variety of applications.

Enabling the ability to monitor job statuses without direct access or authoriza-

tion to the managed system itself. Job Monitoring allows for the monitoring of

multiple types of jobs.

� Job monitoring threshold

Job monitoring includes a set of powerful monitoring capabilities covering a

large variety of threshold types, from the standard thresholds like status (what

is the status of the job: failed, active, cancelled, released) and a variety of sched-

uling metrics like duration (if the job runs for too long, send an alert) to the

more powerful thresholds like time window (did the job run within a specified

window of time).

� Job scheduling

A central job-scheduling application enables an IT team to handle complex job

scheduling with many dependencies, simplifying the handling of these com-

plex scenarios and the scheduling of hundreds of background jobs, especially

when an upgrade takes place and jobs need new steps or schedules need to be

changed. Having a central job-scheduling tool can greatly decrease the man

hours required for the management of these jobs.

� SAP Solution Manager scheduling enabler interface 

An interface used by SAP Solution Manager to manage a job’s lifecycle, using an

external third-party job scheduler to schedule jobs on managed systems. 

� SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood 9.0

SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood (formerly SAP CPS) provides the

ability to schedule SAP background jobs, SAP BW process chains, Java jobs, jobs

on the OS level on many operating systems, and jobs on many non-SAP sys-

tems. 
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� XBP

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 offers a certifiable interface for external background

job-processing schedulers called XBP. Using XBP, external schedulers can trig-

ger business processes running over the complete customer system landscape. 

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. What types of jobs can be requested? Three answers are correct.

� A. ABAP

� B. Other

� C. SAP BusinessObjects

� D. BI process chain

2. Which of the following interfaces allow for the direct scheduling of jobs from

SAP Solution Manager to a managed system?

� A. SAP CPS 

� B. XBP

� C. SAP Solution Manager scheduling enabler interface

� D. ABAP

3. SAP Solution Manager only supports the SAP Business Process Automation by

Redwood external job-scheduling software.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. Which of the following is NOT a type of ticket that can be generated for a job

request?

� A. Normal change

� B. Request for change
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� C. Incident

� D. Service request

5. Job documentation is integrated with tools like Solution documentation and

job monitoring.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Job documentation supports which types of jobs?

� A. ABAP

� B. SAP BusinessObjects

� C. Process chain

� D. Data services

� E. All of the above

7. Job monitoring supports which of the following metrics for ABAP jobs? Two

answers are correct.

� A. Status

� B. Data packages processed

� C. Records sent

� D. Duration

8. Which of the following other application lifecycle management tools is job

monitoring integrated with?

� A. Job documentation

� B. Job request

� C. Job scheduling

� D. Job analysis

9. Which of the following is NOT a type of job that can be monitored directly?

� A. ABAP

� B. BI process chains
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� C. OS jobs

� D. Data services

10. Which two tools can you use to determine the best time to schedule a new job?

� A. Job monitoring

� B. Job schedule Gantt chart

� C. Job resource analysis

� D. Job resource scheduling

11. Which of the following types of information are NOT included in job docu-

mentation?

� A. Contacts

� B. Error analysis

� C. Required authorizations

� D. Job type

12. Which of the following is NOT a page on the job monitoring dashboard?

� A. Overview

� B. Detailed jobs

� C. Analytics

� D. Jobs

13. Job documentation can only be used when job scheduling is configured.

� A. True

� B. False

14. When a job request is approved, what happens next? 

� A. Job documentation is created

� B. The job is scheduled

� C. The job is approved

� D. Nothing
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15. Where can the configuration be found for job management?

� A. Application operations within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

� B. Business process operations within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

� C. Mandatory configuration within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

� D. Test suite within Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP

16. Job request and job scheduling utilize which of the following SAP application

components?

� A. SAP BW

� B. SAP ST

� C. SAP CRM

� D. SAP SRM

17. Which of the following is NOT a prerequisite to activating job monitoring for

a managed system?

� A. Managed system configuration

� B. Installation of SAP Notes in managed system

� C. Integration of third-party job scheduler

� D. Installation of SAP Notes in SAP Solution Manager 

18. Job documentation provides the key solution for how to manage thousands

of jobs across all systems.

� A. True

� B. False

19. What is the easiest way to enable end users to request the scheduling or mod-

ification of jobs?

� A. Provide a link directly to the Job Scheduling SAP Fiori app

� B. Provide access to SAP Solution Manager

� C. Provide a physical document to schedule a job
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20. Many of the job scheduling and documentation capabilities are based on SAP

GUI transactions.

� A. True

� B. False

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each of the practice

questions. Be sure you fully understand the answers to any of the questions that

you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are designed to test your knowl-

edge on all the key areas of this section of the certification test. 

1. Correct Answers: A, B, D

Although SAP BusinessObjects jobs can be scheduled via SAP Solution Man-

ager, they would be put under the other category because they are not standard

SAP NetWeaver jobs.

2. Correct Answer: B

The XBP interface is used by SAP Solution Manager to schedule a job directly in

another ABAP system. This interface is a great option for scheduling jobs.

3. Correct Answer: B

False. SAP supports other third-party scheduling software. Refer to SAP docu-

mentation for the latest certified options. It is important to use only SAP-certi-

fied solutions. 

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

4. Correct Answer: A

Out of the box, SAP supports the use of requests for change, incidents, and ser-

vice requests. These are standard types of SAP CRM documents from SAP.

5. Correct Answer: A

This is a true statement. Job documentation is integrated with those tools. SAP

Solution Manager 7.2 does a great job integrating many application lifecycle

management tools. 
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6. Correct Answer: E

Job documentation really has no limits on what types of jobs can be docu-

mented. The ones listed here are out-of-the-box categories, and the other cate-

gory would be used for anything that does not fit into those categories. 

7. Correct Answers: A, D

Records sent and data packages processed are for BI process chains only. This is

due to the nature of BI process chains and the necessity to monitor different

criteria.

8. Correct Answer: A

Job monitoring is integrated with job documentation. This integration allows

for documentation to help troubleshoot failing jobs. 

9. Correct Answer: C

OS jobs cannot be monitored directly—but they can be monitored via the SAP

Solution Manager scheduling enabler interface with an external scheduler like

SAP Business Process Automation by Redwood.

10. Correct Answers: B, C

Both of these tools provide the ability to discover how jobs are impacting a sys-

tem during different times of the day, providing additional tools to SAP cus-

tomers. 

11. Correct Answer: B

Although information on how to handle an error is provided, it does not pro-

vide any actual analysis tools.

12. Correct Answer: B

The job details are shown in a pop-up, not on their own page. Understanding

how data is displayed and how to find it is important in the use of the tools. 

13. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. Job documentation can be used standalone without

using any of the other job-management tools. This is a key detail for many cus-

tomers that have budget concerns.

14. Correct Answer: A

When a job is approved, the documentation is created. This is a logical step in

the scheduling of jobs and managing the documentation within SAP Solution

Manager.

15. Correct Answer: B

Job management is considered a part of business process operations. This is

because many jobs are utilized to automate business processes. 
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16. Correct Answer: C

Job scheduling and job requests utilizing out-of-the-box SAP transaction types

for approvals, just like ChaRM and IT service management, all based on SAP

CRM.

17. Correct Answer: C

A job scheduler is not required for job monitoring. Once a system is connected

to SAP Solution Manager via managed system configuration and all SAP Notes

are installed, monitoring can be activated.

18. Correct Answer: A

True. It is vital to have a variety of details documented and stored in a central

location. The areas of documentation are the same as in the request for a job.

Information like job type, recommended naming conventions, contact per-

sons, error handling, required authorization objects, and assigning the job to a

specific organization is all stored within SAP Solution Manager.

19. Correct Answer: A

With SAP Fiori, only a link needs to be granted to an end user. With credentials

to log in to the SAP Fiori app to request a job, any end user can get a job sched-

uled.

20. Correct Answer: B

False. SAP has developed SAP Fiori applications for all of the job-management

tools built into SAP Solution Manager 7.2.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide detailed information on job management and all

its key capabilities. This is a set of tools that many organizations do not utilize

enough. Job monitoring is an obvious tool that many companies use, but job

scheduling usually is not included. This makes this specific topic one that can be

the hardest on the certification exam because few SAP Solution Manager consul-

tants get the opportunity to put this tool in place for a customer. With that in

mind, be sure you set it up on your own for training purposes or use the SAP Solu-

tion Manager demo system that is available on SAP’s website. This is definitely an

area that should be focused on to ensure a passing grade on the SAP Solution Man-

ager certification exam. 
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Summary

In conclusion, job-management tools can be very valuable resources for many

organizations. We believe the key is to get the information and share it with

people. The more people understand their capabilities, the more companies will

enable the tools. So be sure you get hands-on experience with these tools and put

your knowledge to the test. A complete understanding of how job management is

integrated with the other tools in SAP Solution Manager is key. Hands-on experi-

ence will prove invaluable when taking SAP’s certification exams on SAP Solution

Manager.
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Service-Level Reporting

Techniques You’ll Master

� SAP EarlyWatch Alert configuration

� Manually generating SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

� Service-level reporting configuration

� SAP EarlyWatch Alerts
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In this chapter, we will review the SAP Engagement and Service Delivery function-

alities of SAP Solution Manager 7.2—specifically, SAP EarlyWatch reports and ser-

vice-level reporting tools. We will cover the technical requirements and how they

are configured, as well as how to manually generate an SAP EarlyWatch report.

Knowing how to manually generate SAP EarlyWatch Alerts is an important capa-

bility to fully understand; including the details of an SAP EarlyWatch report for a

Java system. From there, we well cover how to access both SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

and service-level reports.

Real-World Scenario

In the real world, many people utilize SAP EarlyWatch reports. They are sim-

ple to activate and contain critical details about a variety of types of both SAP

and non-SAP systems. The content of these reports is based on SAP metrics,

and that content is continuously updated. These reports are generated on a

weekly basis, allowing a customer to actively monitor the health of their

business-critical systems. 

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

The objective of this chapter is to confirm you understand the capabilities of the

SAP EarlyWatch reporting and service-level reporting capabilities of SAP Solution

Manager 7.2. We will cover the technical requirements, configuration, and options

for accessing the reports, all of which will help ensure you are successful in proving

you understand the key capabilities of these reports, which will help ensure a pass-

ing grade on the SAP certification exam.

Key Concepts Refresher

Now we need to discuss the key concepts of how both SAP EarlyWatch reports and

service-level reports are generated, from the technical requirements of an SAP Ear-

lyWatch report to the manual configuration of a service-level report. From there,

we will discuss how the reports are accessed and their specific content in an SAP

NetWeaver AS for ABAP or SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system. All these details are

on the SAP certification exam. 
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SAP EarlyWatch Reporting

SAP EarlyWatch reports are weekly reports automatically generated by an SAP

Solution Manager system. These reports provide comprehensive information on

the overall health of a single system, covering a wide variety of datasets, including

information like potential misconfiguration that can cause issues with general

system performance and topics like hardware capacity, security, database perfor-

mance, trend analysis, and a workload overview. All of this together provides a

complete picture of the overall health of a system and its components. The reports

focus on reporting past events, utilizing a reactive approach to issues in the past.

These reports are especially important for ABAP-based systems and SAP HANA

databases and are especially detailed and lengthy for these two types of systems/

databases. 

There are two pieces to understand when activating and configuring the SAP Ear-

lyWatch reporting for a system: managed system configuration and the service

data control center.

Managed System Configuration

The activation of SAP EarlyWatch Alerts is handled when executing the managed

system configuration guided procedure. For an SAP ABAP system, managed sys-

tem configuration creates a read remote function call to the system and a back

remote function call from the managed system to SAP Solution Manager. The acti-

vate services automatic activity handles the setup of the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

executed by system user SM_ADMIN_<SID>. This user has a specific role called

SDCCN_ALL that grants it the authorization to perform the setup activities. 

For an SAP HANA database, Java system, or non-SAP NetWeaver SAP system, the

SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are generated within the SAP Solution Manager system.

This is because Transaction SDCCN does not exist in these types of systems, so the

setup activities are completed in SAP Solution Manager itself.

Service Data Control Center

This is where the second piece comes into play: Transaction SDCCN (Service Data

Control Center). This is where all the action happens. We will cover exactly how it

works in the next section. When the activate services activity is executed on an

ABAP-managed system, the SAP Solution Manager system is set as the master

system. This means that the service definitions are downloaded from the SAP
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Solution Manager system via the maintenance package task. The configuration of

the master system is a critical part of the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts setup. The master

system settings can be found under RFC Destinations in the task-specific settings

within Transaction SDCCN, shown in Figure 10.1.

Figure 10.1  Task-Specific Settings: Remote Function Call Destinations

These service definitions downloaded from the master SAP Solution Manager sys-

tem are download from SAP and are used by the managed system to collect and

generate the SAP EarlyWatch Alert data. The service definitions are updated by SAP

on a regular basis to provide new data points. SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are based on

these service definitions and are not possible without them. 

The tasks scheduled in Transaction SDCCN are executed by the regularly sched-

uled background job that runs on an hourly basis called /BDL/TASK_PROCESSOR.

This background job executes all tasks that are scheduled for the current time. 
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Manually Generate SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

Understanding how to manually generate an SAP EarlyWatch Alert is dependent

on a complete understanding of how it is generated from end to end. We will cover

each action that is performed automatically by both the SAP Solution Manager

system and the managed system: 

1. On the master SAP Solution Manager system, the system creates an SAP Early-

Watch Alert session that is scheduled for the following week, normally occur-

ring on a Monday. This scheduled session is shown in Figure 10.2. The figure

shows the SAP EarlyWatch Alert SAP Fiori application that can be found in the

SAP Engagement and Service Delivery section of the SAP Solution Manager SAP

Fiori home screen. To schedule an SAP EarlyWatch Alert manually, select the

Create button to create an alert outside the normal schedule. 

Figure 10.2  Scheduled SAP EarlyWatch Alerts Session in SAP Solution Manager

2. The managed system executes the maintenance package task that is scheduled

to run every day, shown in Figure 10.3. This task contains a variety of other

tasks: refresh service definitions, refresh sessions, and get license data. The pri-

mary task for the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts generation is refresh sessions. This task

calls the master SAP Solution Manager system and requests any new SAP Early-

Watch Alerts sessions, then schedules those SAP EarlyWatch Alerts sessions

based on what is found in the SAP Solution Manager master system. To gener-

ate an SAP EarlyWatch Alert manually, schedule a one-time refresh session task

to run immediately. Once the task runs, the session will be populated in the task
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list, as shown in Figure 10.3. If you compare Figure 10.2 with Figure 10.3, you will

see that task 00100000000146 for system S4H is also scheduled in Transaction

SDCCN in the managed system S4H.

Figure 10.3  Transaction SDCCN: Scheduled Tasks

3. For a non-ABAP system, you would run the refresh session task in the SAP Solu-

tion Manager system. This will pull in any SAP EarlyWatch Alerts session tasks

that are for non-ABAP systems. 

4.  Execute the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts session task for the managed system. This

task executes the service definitions to collect and then sends all data to the SAP

Solution Manager system that created the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts session. The

normal weekly task will run on its own when its schedule specifies. For a manual

report to be generated, right-click the session that was manually created, and

select Start Now. Then wait for it to finish. 

5. Process the data in SAP Solution Manager. Once the data is delivered to the SAP

Solution Manager system, the session shown in the SAP EarlyWatch Alert SAP

Fiori application where the session was created will show as having data avail-

able. You can see this in Figure 10.4: the session has a symbol that looks like two

glass beakers. Select the session row, select the Process button, and select to exe-

cute in foreground or background. Once the processing completes, you can

then display the SAP EarlyWatch report that was manually generated. 

The normal automatic process will process and create the SAP EarlyWatch Alert

when the SM:EXEC SERVICES daily job runs. This job will schedule a separate back-

ground job with the session ID in the name, SM:EXEC_SESS_1_0010000000XXX.

Once the SAP EarlyWatch Alert is complete, the status of the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

will be green, yellow, or red. 
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Figure 10.4  SAP EarlyWatch Alert Session Ready for Processing

Access SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

To access and review the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts, SAP has provided new SAP Fiori

applications in SAP Solution Manager 7.2. All the applications can be found in the

SAP Engagement and Service Delivery section of the SAP Solution Manager SAP

Fiori home screen, shown in Figure 10.5. The SAP EarlyWatch Alert SAP Fiori appli-

cation can also be found in the Application and Monitoring section. 

There are five SAP Fiori apps related to SAP EarlyWatch Alerts:

1. SAP EarlyWatch Alert Sessions is the SAP Fiori application that you use to gen-

erate and display the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. This is the primary application for

managing SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. 

2. SAP EarlyWatch Alert Workspace—One Cloud Support is simply a link to the

SAP Support website where you can display the SAP EarlyWatch Alert data that

is delivered to SAP. This is a unique new way of displaying SAP EarlyWatch

Alerts. 

3. My SAP EarlyWatch Alert Reports is a simplified view of the SAP EarlyWatch

Alert sessions application. This view is for basic users that only need to display

SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. Its format is the easiest to consume because the SAP Ear-

lyWatch Alerts are displayed in a web-based format. 

4. SAP EarlyWatch Alert Configuration is a link to the guided procedure for man-

aging SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. 

5. The My SAP EarlyWatch Alert Reports—One Cloud Support application is a link

to SAP Support, where you can view SAP EarlyWatch reports. 
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Figure 10.5  SAP Engagement and Service Delivery

Display SAP EarlyWatch Report

To display an SAP EarlyWatch report, there are four different formats: Microsoft

Word, PDF, HTML, and the new web-based view. The web-based format is the latest

way of displaying SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. It simplifies the navigation of the sec-

tions within the alerts, allowing for quick display of the status of each section and

links to those sections. This makes it the most advanced and easiest format to con-

sume for all users. See Figure 10.6 for an example of this new format.
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Figure 10.6  Web-Based SAP EarlyWatch Alerts Format

SAP EarlyWatch Alert Configuration Guided Procedure

In the SAP EarlyWatch Alert guided procedure, you configure a variety of details

related to the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. This guided procedure can be found either

via the link in the SAP Engagement and Service Delivery SAP Fiori area or in Trans-

action SOLMAN_SETUP under the application operations section of guided proce-

dures. 
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First, determine if SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are activated and which day of the week

they should be generated. This is done in step 2, activate SAP EarlyWatch Alerts,

shown in Figure 10.7.

Figure 10.7  Activate SAP EarlyWatch Alerts

The next important step is step 5, maintain recipients. This is where you configure

the notification settings. Each system can be configured to send weekly reports to

a specific set of recipients, shown in Figure 10.8. There are four choices for delivery

format: HTML, Microsoft Word, PDF, or a link to the web-based format. The avail-

able recipients are the same recipients that can be used for any other application

lifecycle management application and are configured in the global recipient pool.

Figure 10.8  Maintain Recipients
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The last two primary activities are the activation of two additional optional chap-

ters in SAP EarlyWatch Alerts: business process analysis and data volume manage-

ment. 

Business Process Analysis Chapter

The business process analysis chapter focuses on business key figures for SAP ERP

and SAP S/4HANA systems. This chapter provides information on key business

processes and where they can be improved based on specific KPIs. For example,

you might check the number of deliveries with overdue invoices or the number of

overdue purchase orders, either of which can cost a business significant amounts

of money and be a key pain point to monitor. This capability provides significant

business value beyond the standard technical KPIs that most people think of when

discussing SAP EarlyWatch reports. In this step, the activation occurs and the fre-

quency of data collection is scheduled. Once activated, the status lights will let you

know if the data collection is functioning properly. This step in the configuration

is shown in Figure 10.9. 

Figure 10.9  Business Process Analysis

Data Volume Management Chapter

The data volume management chapter is specific to the space utilized by a sys-

tem’s database. This section of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert provides information on

the size of the database based on the time-distribution data. This information is

displayed in the SAP EarlyWatch Alert to assist in the planning and understanding

of future data-archiving projects. Because of the nature of this section, it cannot be

activated for a system that stores its data in SAP BW. In this step, the data volume

management section is activated for a specific client on the managed system, and
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the status of the remote function calls can be checked. This step is shown in Figure

10.10.

Figure 10.10  Data Volume Management

SAP EarlyWatch Alerts for Java

SAP EarlyWatch Alerts for Java are different because they are generated within the

SAP Solution Manager system, utilizing data collected by the Introscope Java

agents and the Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager. If Java system data is missing

due to an issue with Wily Introscope Enterprise Manager, the Java SAP EarlyWatch

report will be missing key metrics. This is a common scenario for many customers.

Maintaining the infrastructure is critical in getting complete SAP EarlyWatch

Alerts for a Java-based system. The common sections are shown in Figure 10.11. 

As you can see, there are four Java-specific sections: Java VM Heap Size, Java VM

Memory Performance, Java Workload Overview, and Java Application Performance.

The Java virtual machine (VM) heap size provides the maximum heap size avail-

able per Java VM. Java VM memory performance provides data on the garbage-col-

lection intervals per hour. This information is critical to the performance of a Java-

based system. The Java workload overview provides a set of data that gives the

reader an idea of how the Java system is being used, including the number of HTTP

sessions, user logins, and active application threads. Lastly, the Java application

performance section provides details like top JCO calls, top servlets, and top SQL

statements. All of this information is key to the management of any Java-based

system. 
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Figure 10.11  Java SAP EarlyWatch Report

Service-Level Reporting

Service-level reports are very similar to SAP EarlyWatch reports. The key difference

is that the data provided is completely customized to meet the requirements of a

customer. These reports belong to the application operations suite of tools

because they are based on that data, but their applications are found in the same

SAP Engagement and Service Delivery section of the SAP Solution Manager SAP

Fiori home screen in which the SAP EarlyWatch Alert apps are located. The service-

level reports’ ability to provide data based on nonstandard content and customer-

specific alert thresholds is what it they bring to the table beyond the SAP Early-

Watch Alerts. They focus on reporting past events, utilizing a reactive approach to
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issues in the past. These service-level reports enable a customer to apply their own

thresholds to key performance data and system availability data to send reports to

the organization, making them essentially custom SAP EarlyWatch reports. 

Configuring Service-Level Reporting

The configuration of service-level reports is done in the Service Level Report Con-

figuration SAP Fiori application, found in the SAP Engagement and Service Delivery

section of the SAP Solution Manager SAP Fiori home screen. The configuration

page is shown in Figure 10.12. This is where you need to specify the solution, sys-

tems, frequency of report generation, and data to be put in scope for a report. Once

the options are selected, the report will be generated on those criteria.

Figure 10.12  Service-Level Reporting Configuration
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How to Access Service-Level Reporting

To access the service-level reporting, the Service-Level Reporting SAP Fiori applica-

tion is available, as shown in Figure 10.13. This application allows you to display the

reports for a specific window of time and display the report. The report can only

display in HTML format. This is also where you maintain receipts for emailing the

HTML service-level report. 

Figure 10.13  Service-Level Reporting

If you click Display, you can view the report in an HTML format, as shown in Figure

10.14. The service-level report can be customized to meet a customer’s specific

requirements. The data collected for application operations, from availability to

performance, can be included in the report. Custom thresholds are set during the

configuration of the report that determine its overall status. If any thresholds are

exceeded, the overall status of the report will be red. The report contains graphs

and tables that provide statistical information on the health of the system as well. 
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Figure 10.14  Service-Level Report

Important Terminology

In this section, you will find the key terminology that SAP has developed over the

years around SAP Engagement and Service Delivery. Any certified SAP Solution

Manager administrator should be fully acquainted with the following terms:

� SAP EarlyWatch Alert reports

SAP EarlyWatch reports are weekly reports automatically generated by an SAP

Solution Manager system. They provides comprehensive information on the

overall health of a single system, covering a wide variety of datasets, including

information like potential misconfigurations that can cause issues for general

system performance.
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� Data volume management chapter

The data volume management chapter is specific to the space utilized by a sys-

tem’s database. This section of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert provides information

on the size of the database based on the time-distribution data. This informa-

tion is displayed in the SAP EarlyWatch Alert report to assist in the planning and

understanding of future data-archiving projects.

� Business process analysis chapter

The business process analysis chapter focuses on business key figures for SAP

ERP and SAP S/4HANA systems. This chapter provides information on key busi-

ness processes and where they can be improved based on specific KPIs. For

example, the number of deliveries with overdue invoices and the number of

overdue purchase orders can cost the business significant amounts of money

and be key pain points to monitor.

� Service-level report

The service-level reports enable a customer to apply their own thresholds to key

performance data and system availability data to send reports to the organiza-

tion, making them essentially custom SAP EarlyWatch reports. 

� Service definitions

Service definitions downloaded from the master SAP Solution Manager system

are used by the managed system to collect and generate the SAP EarlyWatch

Alert data. The service definitions are updated by SAP on a regular basis to pro-

vide new data points. SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are based on these service defini-

tions and are not possible without them. 

� Transaction SDCCN

Transaction SDCCN (Service Data Control Center) is where all the action hap-

pens in an SAP Solution Manager or managed system when generating a SAP

EarlyWatch Alerts.

� Services background job SM:EXEC

The background job in SAP Solution Manager that processes the SAP Early-

Watch Alert data and creates the SAP EarlyWatch report.

� Master system

When the activate services activity is executed on an ABAP managed system,

the SAP Solution Manager system is set as the master system. This means that

the service definitions are downloaded from the SAP Solution Manager system

via the maintenance package task. The configuration of the master system is a

critical part of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert setup. The master system settings can
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be found under RFC Destinations in the task-specific settings within Transaction

SDCCN.

� Background job /BDL/TASK_PROCESSOR

The tasks scheduled in Transaction SDCCN are executed by the regularly sched-

uled background job that runs on an hourly basis called /BDL/TASK_PROCES-

SOR. This background job executes all tasks that are scheduled for the current

time. 

� SAP EarlyWatch Alert management 

In the SAP EarlyWatch Alert management guided procedure, you configure a

variety of details related to SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. This guided procedure can be

found either via the link in the SAP Engagement and Service Delivery SAP Fiori

area or in Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP under the application operations sec-

tion of guided procedures.

Practice Questions

In this section, you will find a list of practice questions that will help you under-

stand which areas you need to study further.

1. Which tasks need to be executed to pull in the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts session

to Transaction SDCCN? Two answers are correct.

� A. Refresh session

� B. Refresh SAP EarlyWatch Alerts session

� C. Maintenance package

� D. Refresh maintenance package

2. Which activities are performed during the activate services automatic task?

Two answers are correct.

� A. Activate Transaction SDCCN in the managed system

� B. Activate Transaction SDCCN in the SAP Solution Manager system

� C. Set the SAP Solution Manager system as the master system in the managed

system

� D. Set the SAP Cloud system as the master system
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3. The service-level reports are very similar to the SAP EarlyWatch Alert reports,

except they can be customized.

� A. True

� B. False 

4. Which of the following is not a section in the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts for Java?

� A. Java VM memory performance

� B. Java workload overview

� C. Java VM availability

� D. Java application performance 

5. SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are manually generated by selecting a specific button

in the SAP EarlyWatch Alert guided procedure.

� A. True

� B. False

6. Where are recipients configured for SAP EarlyWatch reports?

� A. SAP EarlyWatch report configuration guided procedure

� B. SAP EarlyWatch report Fiori application

� C. The specific SAP EarlyWatch report

� D. SAP Solution Manager configuration

7. Which of the following is NOT a format in which you can display an SAP Early-

Watch report?

� A. HTML

� B. Web-based

� C. PDF

� D. Microsoft Excel

8. Where are non-ABAP SAP EarlyWatch reports generated?

� A. ABAP managed system

� B. SAP Solution Manager for the ABAP application server
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� C. SAP HANA database

� D. SAP NetWeaver AS for Java system

9. Which of the following is a key component used to generate an SAP Early-

Watch report?

� A. Service reports

� B. Service definitions

� C. Transaction SDCCN

� D. Back remote function call

10. Which of the following background jobs is responsible for generating the SAP

EarlyWatch report in SAP Solution Manager once it is received from the man-

aged system?

� A. SM:EXEC services 

� B. BDL task processor

� C. SM:EXECUTE 

� D. SAP Solution Manager services job

11. Which of the following is the background job for executing the tasks sched-

uled in Transaction SDCCN?

� A. /BDL/TASK/PROCESSOR 

� B. /BDL/TASK_PROCESSOR 

� C. /BDL/PROCESSOR_TASK

� D. BDL task processor

12. In which SAP Fiori application can you find the web-based form of the SAP Ear-

lyWatch report?

� A. SAP EarlyWatch Alert Sessions 

� B. SAP EarlyWatch Alert Workspace—One Cloud Support 

� C. My SAP EarlyWatch Alert Reports 

� D. SAP EarlyWatch Alert Configuration 

� E. My SAP EarlyWatch Alert Reports—One Cloud Support
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13. The data volume management section of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert is not com-

patible with an SAP BW system.

� A. True

� B. False

14. Which of the following are optional sections for the SAP EarlyWatch report in

SAP Solution Manager 7.2? Two answers are correct.

� A. Statistical landscape data

� B. Business process analysis 

� C. Data volume management 

� D. System landscape directory

15. Which optional section of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert provides business value?

� A. Business process analytics

� B. Business process analysis

� C. Business process analyzation

� D. Business process value

16. Which day of the week is an SAP EarlyWatch Alert generated on by default?

� A. Tuesday

� B. Friday

� C. Monday

� D. Wednesday

17. The business process analysis chapter is available by default.

� A. True

� B. False

18. What types of information are provided in the data volume management

chapter? Two answers are correct.

� A. Information on the size of the database

� B. Detailed information on the use of the system
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� C. Information on the growth of the database

� D. Information on the number of users in the system

19. Which types of systems cannot have the data volume management chapter

activated? Two answers are correct.

� A. SAP Solution Manager

� B. SAP CRM

� C. SAP ERP

� D. SAP BW

Practice Question Answers and Explanations

This section of the chapter provides in-depth explanations for the answers to each

of the practice questions. Be sure you fully understand the answers to any of the

questions that you answered incorrectly. The practice questions are designed to

test your knowledge on all the key areas of this section of the certification test. 

1. Correct Answers: A, C

Refresh session pulls in the available sessions from the master system. Mainte-

nance package contains the refresh session task. This refresh session job must

be successful or SAP EarlyWatch Alerts will not be generated.

2. Correct Answers: A, C

Activate services both activates Transaction SDCCN and sets the master SAP

Solution Manager system. Transaction SDCCN is the central location for gener-

ating SAP EarlyWatch Alerts on a managed system. 

3. Correct Answer: A

This is a true statement. The service-level reports are very similar to SAP Early-

Watch Alerts, but their contents can be customized to meet very specific cus-

tomer requirements. 

4. Correct Answer: C

Java system availability is not a specific section within the Java SAP EarlyWatch

Alert. The Java SAP EarlyWatch report contains information specific to Java-

based systems.
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5. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. The procedure for manually generating an SAP Early-

Watch Alert takes four to five specific manual activities across both the SAP

Solution Manager and managed systems.

6. Correct Answer: A

The configuration guided procedure for SAP EarlyWatch reports is found in

Transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. It is where many configuration tasks specific to

SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are performed.

7. Correct Answer: D

Microsoft Excel is not an available format; Microsoft Word is the final format

that is not in this list. SAP has done a great job providing many formats for shar-

ing reports.

8. Correct Answer: B

Non-ABAP SAP EarlyWatch reports are generated in SAP Solution Manager for

the ABAP application server. This is because non-ABAP managed systems do

not contain Transaction SDCCN.

9. Correct Answer: B

The service definitions downloaded from the master SAP Solution Manager

system are used by the managed system to collect and generate the SAP Early-

Watch Alert data. The service definitions are updated by SAP on a regular basis

to provide new data points. SAP EarlyWatch Alerts are based on these service

definitions and are not possible without them.

10. Correct Answer: A

This background job in SAP Solution Manager processes the SAP EarlyWatch

Alerts data and creates the SAP EarlyWatch report. It is critical to the process of

generating an SAP EarlyWatch Alert.

11. Correct Answer: B

The tasks scheduled in Transaction SDCCN are executed by the regularly sched-

uled background job that runs on an hourly basis called /BDL/TASK_PROCES-

SOR. This background job executes all tasks that are scheduled for the current

time. 

12. Correct Answer: C

My SAP EarlyWatch Alert Reports is a simplified view of the SAP EarlyWatch

Alert Sessions application. This view is for basic users that only need to display

SAP EarlyWatch Alerts. Its format is the easiest to consume because the SAP Ear-

lyWatch Alerts are displayed in a web-based format. 
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13. Correct Answer: A

This is a true statement. The data volume management section is specific to the

space utilized by a system’s database. This section of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert

provides information on the size of the database based on the time-distribu-

tion data. This information is displayed in the SAP EarlyWatch Alert to assist in

the planning and understanding of future data-archiving projects. Based on the

nature of this section, it cannot be activated for a system that stores its data in

SAP BW.

Note

There are no true/false questions in the actual certification exam. We use them here to

help you determine if you completely understand the concepts in this chapter.

14. Correct Answers: B, C

The activation of business process analysis and data volume management sec-

tions of the SAP EarlyWatch report is optional, activated in the SAP EarlyWatch

Alert configuration guided procedure. 

15. Correct Answer: B

The business process analysis chapter focuses on business key figures for SAP

ERP and SAP S/4HANA systems. This chapter provides information on key busi-

ness processes and where they can be improved based on specific KPIs. For

example, the number of deliveries with overdue invoices and number of over-

due purchase orders both can cost a business significant amounts of money

and be key pain points to monitor. 

16. Correct Answer: C

Monday is the default day for generating an SAP EarlyWatch report. This can be

modified within the SAP EarlyWatch Alert configuration guided procedure.

17. Correct Answer: B

This is a false statement. The business process analysis chapter must be turned

on within the SAP EarlyWatch Alert configuration guided procedure. The sys-

tem must also meet specific technical requirements and have relevant busi-

ness data ready to be collected. 

18. Correct Answers: A, C

This section of the SAP EarlyWatch Alert provides information on the size of the

database based on the time-distribution data. This information is displayed in

the SAP EarlyWatch Alert to assist in the planning and understanding of future

data-archiving projects.
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19. Correct Answers: A, D

Due to the nature of SAP BW and how it operates, the SAP BW chapter is not

available for an SAP BW system. Because SAP Solution Manager contains SAP

BW, this is true for SAP Solution Manager as well.

Takeaway

This chapter is meant to provide information on the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts and

the service-level reporting functions of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 Both tools have

not changed drastically since SAP Solution Manager 7.1. The key changes are in

how you access and display the reports, as well as the obvious changes in the con-

tent itself because the service definitions are updated on a regular basis. In short,

if you already know SAP EarlyWatch Alerts and service-level reports from the days

of SAP Solution Manager 7.1, then you will be good to go with this certification

exam. 

Summary

In conclusion, the SAP EarlyWatch Alerts and service-level reporting tools are key

players in the overall application lifecycle management capabilities of SAP Solu-

tion Manager. These very basic tools are a must-have to include in the toolset of

every SAP Solution Manager consultant. These basic tools are a great gateway to

introduce SAP Solution Manager to a customer. Be sure to fully review both tools

to ensure a passing grade on the SAP Solution Manager certification exam.
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